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OVERVIEW AND ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

This guide is the primary resource for you to use to learn about designing and creating
MicroStrategy dashboards, which are displays that are optimized for online viewing and
user interactivity. This guide includes information about:

• Visual Insight dashboards: Simple visualizations and pre-defined, presentation-
quality formatting allow you to quickly display your data in a visually-striking,
interactive dashboard. You can create business attributes and metrics on-the-fly
based on calculations on data that you have added to the dashboard, examine the
underlying data for selected items in a visualization, and more. You can easily create
filters for your data, add text, images, and web page content, select from pre-defined
display themes, and organize your data to make it easy for users to analyze
relationships at-a-glance.

• Dashboard-style documents: A broad selection of widgets and a wide variety of
formatting options allow you to design a customized, interactive display of your data.
Dashboard-style documents provide the freedom to design a presentation pixel-by-
pixel, in multiple editing and previewing modes. The abundant design options deliver
full control over position, formatting, and interactivity. This guide builds on the basic
concepts about documents presented in the Document Creation Guide.

Chapters in this guide include:

• Chapter 1, Document Review provides a brief overview of document analysis to help
you understand how end users will use documents, document creation, and the
objects, such as text fields and images, that you can add to documents. Use this
chapter as a refresher for basic document terminology and processes.

If you are new to creating documents, it is recommended that you begin with
the Document Creation Guide for a basic understanding of documents before
you create dashboard-style documents.

• Chapter 2, Designing Dynamic Enterprise Dashboard- style Documents introduces
dashboard-style documents, which are a type of document that summarizes key
business indicators by presenting them in visually intuitive, easy-to-read, interactive
display of data. A broad selection of widgets and a wide variety of formatting options
allow you to design a customized, interactive dashboard. Dashboard-style documents
provide the freedom to design a dashboard pixel-by-pixel in multiple editing and

© 2017, MicroStrategy Inc. 1
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previewing modes. The abundant design options deliver full control over position,
formatting, and interactivity. This chapter includes instructions to create dashboard-
style documents.

• Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel Stacks describes how you can create
several different views (panels) of data, with each view (panel) containing a logical
grouping of controls that display data that is related in a meaningful way.

• Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors describes how selectors can
allow users to change the data that they are viewing. A selector can be displayed as a
button bar, a drop-down list, radio buttons, and so on. A selector can change panels
or the focus of a Grid/Graph.

• Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets describes widgets,
which are a key part of dashboard-style documents. Widgets are Flash-based displays
of report results, allowing users to visualize data in different ways than traditional
reports displayed as Grid/Graphs do.

• Chapter 6, Formatting Widgets describes how you can format aspects of widgets
such as colors, graph axes scaling, fonts, data markers, and more.

• Chapter 7, Viewing Data Related to Widgets: Using Widgets as Selectors describes
widgets that can be designated as selectors, along with how users interact with them
when they are designated as a selector.

• Appendix , Dashboard-style Document Tutorial walks you through creating a
dashboard-style document that incorporates widgets in a panel stack, using data from
the MicroStrategy Tutorial.

• Appendix B, Troubleshooting Dashboard-style Documents provides explanations of
some of the most common issues you may encounter when creating dashboard-style
documents, in a question and answer format.

About this book
This book is divided into chapters that begin with a brief overview of the chapter’s
content.

The following sections provide the location of several examples, list prerequisites for
using this book, and describe the user roles the information in this book was designed
for.

The primary focus of this guide is dashboard-style documents. A special type of
document, dashboard-style documents provide interactive features that let users change
how they view the dashboard-style document’s data. Dashboard-style documents can
contain a broad selection of widgets and a wide variety of formatting. Visual Insight
dashboards are quick to create, and allow you to take advantage of Visual Insight's
visualizations and pre-defined formatting options to quickly create a dashboard. For
information on dashboards, see the Document Creation Guide or the MicroStrategy Web
Help.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
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The sample documents and images in this guide, as well as some example steps,
were created with dates that may no longer be available in the MicroStrategy
Tutorial project. If you are re-creating an example, replace the year(s) shown in
this guide with the most recent year(s) available in the software.

How to find business scenarios and examples
Within this guide, many of the concepts discussed are accompanied by business scenarios
or other descriptive examples. For examples of basic documents and dashboard-style
documents, see the Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide.

For examples of reporting functionality, see the MicroStrategy Tutorial, which is
MicroStrategy’s sample warehouse and project. Information about the MicroStrategy
Tutorial can be found in the Basic Reporting Guide. Detailed examples of advanced
reporting functionality can be found in the Advanced Reporting Guide.

What’s new in this guide

MicroStrategy 10.4

• You can add multiple layers on a Google map widget by inserting datasets into the
document. iOS users can also view multiple layers with different datasets on a map
within a document. This allows the user to see data from various datasets by
switching between layers on the same map, as well as see multiple layers for
comparison on the same map. For steps on how to add datasets to a Google map, see
the GIS Help.

MicroStrategy 10.3

• You can copy and paste a panel stack so that you can reuse it. This allows you to
design a complex panel stack once, and save time by leveraging it across multiple
layouts in a single document or across multiple documents. For steps, see Copying
panel stacks in documents.

MicroStrategy 10

• You can specify what a selector's target displays for a document that is based on a
report or Intelligent Cube. For example, a selector can display the first two items in
the selector, or all of the items. The Current State of a selector determines how the
selector’s target displays. For examples and steps to specify the Current State, see
Determining how the target of a selector displays (current state), page 161.

• Users can filter and view subsets of large amounts of data, instead of loading and
displaying all the data in a document at once. To allow this, you can create a selector
that filters dataset results. For an example and steps to create a selector that filters
dataset results, see Creating a selector to filter dataset results, page 127.

http://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.4/GISHelp/Lang_1033/GIS_Integration.htm
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• Users can filter the items displayed in a List control in a Transaction Services-
enabled document. A user selects an attribute element to filter the choices available
in the List control. To do this, you enable a Grid/Graph as a selector. For steps, see
Enabling Grid/Graphs as selectors in a Transaction Services-enabled document,
page 194.

• You can determine whether and how selectors targeted by a selector are updated
when items are selected or cleared. The new Update target filters when
current selection changes setting determines which items are selected or cleared
in the target selector, and affects which items are displayed in the target selector's
target. No matter which option is chosen, any changes made in this selector
determine which items are displayed in the target selector. For details and examples,
see Determining whether and how selections in the target selector are updated,
page 130.

MicroStrategy 9.4.1 iOS Update 5

• You can show or hide follow-up questions based on your respondents’ answers in the
survey widget for iOS devices. For steps, see Showing or hiding follow-up questions
in your survey, page 291.

• You can check the text in your respondents’ answers to ensure that they meet certain
criteria, such as ensuring that phone numbers follow a specific format, using the
survey widget for iOS devices. For steps, see Verifying the format of the survey’s
answers, page 292.

Prerequisites
Before working with this manual, you should be familiar with the information in the
Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide and the Document Creation Guide.

To work with Report Services documents, you must have purchased a license for Report
Services and installed it on your machine. You must also have the proper privileges
assigned to your user login. These privileges are described below:

• Execute document, to execute documents in MicroStrategy Developer

To execute a document in Developer, you must connect to the project in
three-tier (server) mode.

• Use document editor, to create and edit documents using the Document Editor
in Developer

• Web execute document, to browse and execute documents in MicroStrategy Web

• Web document design, to create and edit documents in Web

• Web manage document datasets, to add and remove datasets from a document
in Web

• Execute Report that Uses Multiple Data Sources, to view Grid/Graphs that
use objects from multiple datasets

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• Import Table from Multiple Data Sources, to create Grid/Graphs that use
objects from multiple datasets

If you do not have Report Services, contact your MicroStrategy sales representative
for more information.

Who should use this guide
This guide is designed for all users who need to design and create dashboard-style
documents, a type of interactive document.

Document design is the process of building documents that are used widely by other
users on the business intelligence platform and throughout the enterprise. To design
documents you use the Document Editor in either MicroStrategy Developer or Web,
where it is referred to as Design Mode. The Document Editor also allows you to create
document objects (called controls) such as text fields, auto text codes, Grid/Graphs,
HTML containers, images, and so on. You can also create a special type of document
called dashboard-style documents, which are visually intuitive displays of data that
summarize key business indicators for a status check. Dashboard-style documents
provide interactive features that let users change how they view the dashboard-style
document’s data. The interaction is provided by these types of controls: panels, selectors,
and widgets. A broad selection of widgets and a wide variety of formatting options allow
you to design a customized, interactive dashboard. Dashboard-style documents provide
the freedom to design a dashboard pixel-by-pixel in multiple editing and previewing
modes. The abundant design options deliver full control over position, formatting, and
interactivity.

In general, the role of document designer is made available only to a group of advanced
users who can design documents. The Developer and Web Professional user roles in
MicroStrategy include the set of privileges required to create documents and controls, for
each respective product.

For a review of basic document concepts, see Chapter 1, Document Review. If you need
to brush up on document basics, this chapter is designed to help you. If you need a more
in-depth refresher, or are new to creating documents and dashboard-style documents,
start with the Document Creation Guide. For an introduction to documents, review the
Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide, which provides a basic understanding of how
to manipulate the data in a document or dashboard-style document to analyze business
information.

Education
MicroStrategy Education Services provides a comprehensive curriculum and highly
skilled education consultants. Many customers and partners from over 800 different
organizations have benefited from MicroStrategy instruction.

Courses that can help you prepare for using this manual or that address some of the
information in this manual include:

• MicroStrategy Report Services: Document Essentials

• MicroStrategy Report Services: Dynamic Dashboards

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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For the most up-to-date and detailed description of education offerings and course
curricula, visit http://www.microstrategy.com/Education.

http://www.microstrategy.com/Education


1
DOCUMENT REVIEW

A MicroStrategy Report Services document contains objects representing data coming
from one or more MicroStrategy reports, as well as images and shapes. Documents can
appear in almost as many ways as you can imagine and are generally formatted to suit
your business needs, in a single display of presentation quality.

A dashboard-style document is a special type of document. A dashboard-style document
is commonly only one page long, is intended to be viewed online, and provides
interactive features that let analysts change how they view the dashboard-style
document’s data. By being only one page long, a dashboard-style document makes it easy
to view the entire document at the same time and see all the information. A dashboard-
style document allows interactivity from users, so each user can change how they see the
data, within the limits of what the controls allow them. Users can change how they view
the dashboard's data using interactive features, such as selectors, grouping, widgets, and
visualizations. They can explore data via multiple paths, using text, data filtering, and
layers of organization.

This chapter begins with an overview of document analysis, in Before you begin:
Document analysis overview, page 8, to help you understand how end users will use
documents for data analysis. For more detailed examples of working with documents and
dashboard-style documents, see the Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide.

Next, this chapter provides an overview of how to design and create a MicroStrategy
Report Services document, reviewing concepts from the Document Creation Guide. It
also includes a brief summary of the objects, such as text fields and images, that you can
add to a document. These objects can be used on dashboard-style documents as well as
documents. For more detailed instructions and examples, or if you have never created a
document before, see the Document Creation Guide.

The next chapter, Chapter 2, Designing Dynamic Enterprise Dashboard- style
Documents, includes detailed instructions to create a dashboard-style document and
describes objects that you can add to dashboard-style documents.

Warehouse data in the sample MicroStrategy projects is updated regularly, and
these changes are reflected in the documentation whenever possible. However, the
sample reports, documents, objects, and images in this guide may display
warehouse data that no longer appears in the software.

© 2017, MicroStrategy Inc. 7
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• While you can connect an older Developer client to a newer
Intelligence Server (such as an 8.1.x Developer client and a 9.x
Intelligence Server), none of the newer 9.x functionality for Report
Services documents is supported. See the Upgrade Guide for details.

• If some fonts are not available on an Intelligence Server installed on
the UNIX operating system, copy True Type fonts into the Intelligence
Server installation directory. Copy these fonts, which have a .ttc or .ttf
extension, to INTELLIGENCE_SERVER_INSTALL_
PATH\PDFGeneratorFiles. The default installation path for the
Intelligence Server in UNIX is
home\MicroStrategy\PDFGeneratorFiles. For the change to
take effect, you must restart Intelligence Server.

Before you begin: Document analysis overview
Before you begin creating a document or dashboard-style document, you should
understand how end users will use documents and dashboard-style documents for data
analysis. For instructions and examples of manipulating data in documents and
dashboard-style documents, see the Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide.

The following section reviews basic concepts, such as executing and printing documents
and dashboard-style documents, covered in the Document and Dashboard Analysis
Guide. If you need to brush up on the basics, this section is designed to help you.

Although the following sections refer to documents, remember that a dashboard-
style document is a special type of document, so the procedures and concepts apply
to dashboard-style documents as well as documents.

Display modes in MicroStrategy Web
When you open a document in MicroStrategy Web, it displays in the default mode
selected by the document designer. Each display mode is optimized for a different type of
user or analysis. You can view and work with a document in the following display modes:

• Express Mode, which allows document analysts to view the document and
interact with it. Interactions include using selectors to change panels or Grid/Graph
reports, sorting grid reports, and linking to reports and other documents.

Internet Explorer 7 is required for the interactivity of Express Mode. If you are
using Internet Explorer 6 or earlier, you cannot interact with the document.
You can instead view the results only, as you might in a static PDF file.

• Flash Mode, which allows document analysts to access and interact with features
provided by Flash, such as widgets.

• Interactive Mode, which allows document analysts to view the document and
interact with it. It provides more interactivity than Express Mode, including
formatting Grid/Graphs and creating metrics.
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• Editable Mode, which displays the actual results of the document, while still
allowing you to edit the document. All of the tasks that you can perform in Design
Mode can also be performed in Editable Mode. This allows you to make changes and
immediately see how they affect the look and feel of the document.

• Design Mode, which displays the structure of the document, or the placeholders
for the document objects, without the actual results. It allows you to create and edit
the document and the various objects that make up the document. You can work
more quickly in Design Mode than in Editable Mode since you do not have to wait
for the results of your document to load in Design Mode.

For steps to analyze and work with a document in each of these modes, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help or the Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide.

Opening a document

The document opens in the default mode selected by the document designer.

To open a document

1 From a project in MicroStrategy Web, navigate to the folder containing the
document.

2 Click the document name or icon, as shown below. The document displays in its
default display mode.

3 To change the mode, click its icon on the toolbar.

If the icon for a particular mode is unavailable, that mode has not been made
available for this document. For steps to enable a mode, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

Exporting a document
Exporting a document allows you view and interact with the document results outside of
MicroStrategy Web. For example, you can view results in a PDF file within Adobe
Reader, manipulate exported data in an Excel spreadsheet, or create an interactive Flash
dashboard for off-line use.

You can export a document to the following formats:

• PDF file: Export the document to a PDF file in a reader, such as Adobe Reader. You
can view the PDF on any device with a PDF reader, such as another computer, a
Linux machine, a Nook, or a Kindle.

• Excel spreadsheet (.xls): Export the document to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for
further manipulation and use. See the Document Creation Guide for tips to create a
document that will display correctly when it is exported to Excel.

• HTML file: Export the document to an html file in a separate window.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• Flash file: Export the document to a fully interactive, stand-alone Flash file. All the
Flash files in a project are exported in one of the following formats:

▫ MHT format, which can be opened in Internet Explorer, and in Firefox with a
third-party plug-in

▫ PDF file format, which can be opened in Adobe Reader

The document designer determines the Flash file format. For more information and
steps to change the format to export Flash files to, see the Developer Help (formerly
the Desktop Help).

You are prompted for the following when you export a document, unless the document
designer has specified the default exporting options for the document:

• If your document is grouped, you can choose to export the entire document or only
the selected group element. Page-by allows you to view the document by a selected
group element. For information on grouping and page-by, including examples, see
the Document Creation Guide.

• If your document contains multiple layouts, you can choose to export the entire
document or only the layout currently being viewed by the user. For more
information on how layouts are exported to Excel, see the Document and Dashboard
Analysis Guide.

You can export a document from within the document or directly from a folder. For
steps to export a document from within the document, see To export a document, page
10. For steps to export a document directly from a folder, see theMicroStrategy Web
Help.

You can also export a single Grid/Graph to a PDF file or an Excel spreadsheet. For steps,
see Exporting a Grid/Graph from a document, page 11.

To export a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, click the name of the document to execute it.

2 From theHomemenu, select Export, then select the file format in which to export
the document. The options are:

• Excel

• HTML

• PDF

• Flash

If an export format is not available on the toolbar, that export format has not
been made available for this document.

3 If the Export dialog box opens, perform the following steps:

a If the document contains multiple layouts, you can determine which layouts to
export. Select one of the following:

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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▫ To export all layouts in the document, select All layouts. If you are
exporting the document as an Excel file, each layout is exported to a separate
worksheet in the file. If you are exporting the document as a PDF file, each
layout starts on a new page.

▫ To export only the layout that is currently displayed, select Current layout.

b If the document is grouped, data in the document is displayed on multiple pages
based on the items in the Grouping panel. Do one of the following:

▫ To export all of the pages in the document, select the Expand page-by
check box.

▫ To export only the currently displayed page, clear the Expand page-by
check box.

4 Depending on the file type, you may be prompted to open or save the exported file.
You can choose to either:

• Open the file, by clickingOpen. A copy of the document opens in a browser.

• Save the file, by clicking Save. Name and save the file. Do not change the file
type.

For steps to export a document directly from a folder, see theMicroStrategy Web Help
or the Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide.

Exporting a Grid/Graph from a document

You can export a single Grid/Graph displayed in a document to either a PDF file or an
Excel spreadsheet. This provides additional flexibility to share and print your data, so that
you do not have to export the entire document.

The document must be displayed in Express or Flash Mode. In Express Mode, the title
bar of the Grid/Graph must be displayed. The following procedures describe both tasks.

A widget is exported as a Grid/Graph.

To export a Grid/Graph from Express Mode

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Express Mode.

2 Click the icon on the title bar of the Grid/Graph and point to either Export to
PDF or Export to Excel.

• If you choose PDF, the PDF file opens in another browser window.

• If you choose Excel, you are prompted to open or save the exported file. You can
choose to either:

▫ Open the file, by clickingOpen. A copy of the document opens in another
browser window.
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▫ Save the file, by clicking Save. Name and save the file. Do not change the
file type.

To export a Grid/Graph from Flash Mode

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Flash Mode.

2 Hover your cursor over the Grid/Graph. Icons for exporting to Excel and to PDF are
displayed.

3 Do one of the following:

• To export the Grid/Graph to Excel, click the Export to Excel icon. You are
prompted to open or save the exported file. You can choose to either:

▫ Open the file, by clickingOpen. A copy of the document opens in another
browser window.

▫ Save the file, by clicking Save. Name and save the file. Do not change the
file type.

• To export the Grid/Graph to PDF, click the Export to PDF icon. The PDF file
opens in another browser window.

Printing a document
Before you print the document, you should configure various settings that control how
the document is displayed and printed. Examples of these settings are pagination, page
margins, and graph resolution. This ensures that the end result (the printed document)
appears as you want it to. For steps, see the Document Creation Guide.

To view or print the document in MicroStrategy Web, you must first export the
document to a PDF.

To print a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, you can export a document directly from a folder, or you can
export it while viewing it, as described below. (You must export it before you can
print it.)

• To export a document directly from a folder, hover your mouse over the
document to display the action icons or links. Do one of the following:

— In Icon view, click the PDF link below the document name.

— In List view, click the PDF icon in the Actions column.

• To export a document while viewing it, click the Print icon on the toolbar.

The Export to PDF dialog box opens.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• If the PDF link or Print icon is unavailable, PDF exporting has not
been made available for this document.

• If the Export to PDF dialog box is not displayed, you do not need to
complete the remaining steps of this procedure. The PDF opens
immediately and you can click Print.

2 If your document contains multiple layouts, you can choose to export the entire
document or only the current layout. For a brief description of multi-layout
documents, seeMulti-layout documents, page 23.

• To export the entire document, select All layouts. Each layout will start on a
new page.

• To export the current layout only, select Current layout.

3 If your document contains page-by fields, you can choose to export the entire
document or only the selected group element to PDF. Page-by allows you to view the
document by a selected group element. For examples of a paged document, and
instructions on how to disable page-by, see the Document Creation Guide.

• To export the entire document, clear the Expand page-by check box.

• To export only the selected group element, select the Expand page-by check
box.

4 Click OK. The PDF opens in another browser window.

5 Click the Print icon on the Acrobat Reader toolbar. The Print dialog box opens.

6 You can change print settings, such as the printer to be used and the page range to
print, as needed. Click OK.

Document views in Developer
In Developer, you can open a document in the following views:

• PDF View (the default view), which displays the document as it will look when
printed (for example, with page breaks). Use PDF View to:

▫ View the document as a PDF (especially helpful to see how your changes affect
the final display of the document)

▫ Interactively display groups on separate pages (using page-by)

▫ Navigate through large quantities of data that have been grouped into separate
pages of the document

▫ View associated websites by clicking hyperlinks

▫ Print the document

▫ Save the final PDF (by exporting it)

▫ Export the PDF to Excel, PDF, Flash, or HTML

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• Flash View, which displays a preview of the document as it will look in Flash Mode
in MicroStrategy Web. In Flash View, you can interact with the document by using
selectors, performing some manipulations such as pivoting and sorting, and viewing
and interacting with widgets.

• HTML View, which displays a preview of the document as it will look in other
MicroStrategy Web modes.

• Design View, which displays the structure of the document, or the placeholders for
the document objects, without the actual results. It allows you to create and edit the
document and the various objects that make up the document. Use Design View for
the procedures described in this manual.

For instructions to open and print a document in Developer, see the Developer Help
(formerly the Desktop Help).

Designing and creating documents: An overview
If you are new to designing documents, review the best practices for designing
effective documents in the Document Creation Guide before you begin a new
document.

As you, as a document designer, create documents, you specify the data that appears and
control the layout, formatting, grouping, and subtotaling of data. In addition, you can
insert pictures and draw borders in the document. All of these capabilities provide for
documents that are suitable for presentation to management for printing boardroom
quality material. They are used to create the highest-quality, Pixel Perfect™ documents
such as scorecards and dashboard-style documents, managed metrics documents,
production and operational documents, and more. For descriptions of the objects that
you can add to a document, see Objects in a document: Controls, page 16.

To create a document, you open a blank document and select at least one dataset to
provide the data to display in the document. The dataset can be an existing report or
Intelligent Cube, or you can import data directly into the document. The objects on the
dataset can include attributes, custom groups, consolidations, and metrics. You can select
more than one dataset to include on the document. You must define one dataset as the
grouping and sorting dataset; you can group and sort only by the objects on this dataset.
For an overview of the methods to create a document, see Creating documents, page 15.

Accessing data in a document: The dataset
A dataset is a set of data that can be displayed on a document, dashboard-style document,
or Visual Insight dashboard. A dataset can be a MicroStrategy report, a MicroStrategy
Intelligent Cube, or data imported directly from an external data source. Reports include
Freeform SQL reports, Query Builder reports, MDX cube reports, and reports that access
Intelligent Cubes. Intelligent Cubes can be based on MicroStrategy data or imported data.
The information in a dataset can include MicroStrategy objects such as attributes,
custom groups, consolidations, and metrics.

These dataset objects are all of the objects from a dataset report, regardless of whether
they are displayed on the report. For example, if a metric is in the Report Objects but not
displayed on the report grid, that metric is listed as a dataset object. For background
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information about these subset reports, including the different methods to add them to a
document, see the Document Creation Guide.

When data is imported from a non-MicroStrategy source, the data is linked to define
attributes and metrics, and then published as an Intelligent Cube. The Intelligent Cube
can be used as a dataset, and its objects used as data on the document.

When you create a new document, you can select an existing report or Intelligent Cube
to use as the dataset, or import the data directly into the document. Once the document
is created, you can:

• Add another dataset to the document

• Import data from another data source

• Replace an existing dataset with another dataset

• Replace all the datasets in the document with a single dataset

• Remove a dataset from the document

For instructions, see the Document Creation Guide.

Multiple datasets

You can create a document with multiple datasets, and you can add more datasets after
you create a document. One dataset must be defined as the grouping and sorting dataset;
you can group and sort only by the objects on this dataset.

For details on how multiple datasets join together in a document and for steps to change
the grouping and sorting dataset, see the Document Creation Guide.

Intelligent Cubes as datasets

An Intelligent Cube is a multi-dimensional cube (sets of data) that allow you to use OLAP
Services features on reports, as well as share sets of data among multiple reports and
documents. You can use Intelligent Cubes as datasets, allowing you to use one Intelligent
Cube for many different documents, while reducing access to the data warehouse.

When you import data in MicroStrategy, the imported data is saved as an Intelligent
Cube.

For background information on using Intelligent Cubes as datasets, including how to add
a Grid/Graph with an Intelligent Cube as a dataset, see the Document Creation Guide.

Creating documents
You can create a document in one of several ways, depending on your needs:

• On your own from start to finish using the Document Editor, which allows you to
select the information to be included and the formatting of the document. You can
add one or more datasets to the document.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• With the help of the Document Wizard, which provides steps to create the
document.

• Using another document as a template, which allows you to pattern the new
document after an existing one. The same dataset, controls, formatting, and layouts
as the template are used in the new document. However, you can add to or modify
the new document after it is created.

• From a report. The report is added as a Grid/Graph (an object that acts like a
standard MicroStrategy report) in the Detail Header of the new document. You can
also select multiple reports at the same time to create a multi-layout document (see
Multi-layout documents, page 23 for an overview).

For steps to create a document, see the Document Creation Guide. For steps to create a
dashboard-style document, see Creating a dashboard-style document: the Blank
Dashboard template, page 49.

Objects in a document: Controls
After you create a document, you add controls to the document. Controls are the objects
that display the data, images, and shapes in a document; they are the objects shown in
the document’s Layout area as you design the document. The following document sample
uses different types of controls, as described below:

• Text field, which displays text such as:

▫ Data (attributes, consolidations, custom groups, and metrics) from the
document’s datasets. In the document sample shown above, the region names

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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(such as Central), employee names, revenue amounts, and regional revenue
subtotals are populated by the attributes and metric on the dataset.

▫ Static text for labels. In the document sample, the words “Region”, “Employee”,
“Revenue”, and “Total Regional Revenue” are static text.

▫ Information about the document (such as the page numbers shown in the
document sample) and the datasets (such as report names and filter
information).

▫ Metrics created within the document, which use the metrics on the datasets to
obtain data not directly available from the datasets. These include:

— Derived metrics, which are additional calculations, such as multiplying by a
constant or using a function, on the metrics from the datasets

— Calculated expressions, which combine metrics from different datasets

— Summary metrics, which are totals using specific functions, other than the
metric’s dynamic aggregation function

The regional revenue subtotals in the document sample are calculated by
placing the Revenue metric in the Region Footer. Since the metric’s
dynamic aggregation function is Sum, the revenue values are totaled for
each region. For a review of how the placement of a metric determines its
calculation, see Document sections and metric calculations, page 22. To
use a function other than Sum (such as Average) in the regional total,
create and use a summary metric.

• Line or Rectangle. The document sample displays a line below each regional
revenue subtotal and a gray rectangle to highlight the regional revenue subtotal.

• Image. The MicroStrategy logo on the document sample is an image.

The following control types can also be used on a document, although they are not
displayed in the document sample:

• Grid/Graph, which displays data in the same way that a MicroStrategy report does.
You can use a Grid/Graph as a type of summary for a group or the entire document,
because the data displayed in it is aggregated to the level in which the Grid/Graph is
placed. In the following example, a Grid/Graph is displayed as both a grid and a
graph simultaneously.
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If a project has not been enabled to support multiple datasets in a Grid/Graph,
objects in a Grid/Graph must come from a single dataset. For example, a document
contains two datasets. The Yearly Revenue dataset contains Year and Revenue, while
the Regional Profit dataset contains Year and Profit. Because the project does not
support multiple datasets in a single Grid/Graph, you cannot create a Grid/Graph
with Year, Revenue, and Profit.

If the project allows Grid/Graphs to contain objects from multiple datasets, then a
single Grid/Graph can combine the datasets to display Year, Revenue, and Profit. For
steps to allow Grid/Graphs to use multiple datasets and steps to create Grid/Graphs
in general, see the Document Creation Guide.

• HTML container, which displays real-time information from the web. For
example, you can display a stock ticker running in real time next to a Grid/Graph
displaying a MicroStrategy report and interactive graphs displaying your corporate
financial data.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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The interactive graphs shown on the bottom of the sample document above
are displayed using widgets, which are Flash-based displays of the results of a
dataset. For a more detailed description of widgets and how to create them,
including examples, see Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and
Interactivity: Widgets.

For instructions to create any of these controls, see the Document Creation Guide.

Other types of controls, such as selectors and widgets, provide interactivity and visually
intuitive graphic images. These controls are most commonly used on dashboard-style
documents. However, their use is not limited to dashboard-style documents; you can use
them on any type of document. These types of controls include:

• Panel stack, which is a holder for a collection of panels, or layers of data, in a
document. A user can navigate or flip through the panels in a panel stack; only one
panel is displayed at a time.

The document sample below shows a Grid/Graph, Employee Info By Region, on a
panel in a panel stack.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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For more examples and instructions to create and format panels and panel stacks,
see Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel Stacks.

• Selector, which allows users to interact with the document, by flipping through the
panels in a panel stack or by displaying different attributes or metrics in a
Grid/Graph.

The selector in the document sample above is the list of Grid/Graphs at the left.
When a user clicks Category Sales Report, that Grid/Graph on another panel in the
panel stack is displayed, as shown below.

For more examples and instructions to create and format selectors, see Chapter 4,
Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

• Widget, which displays the results of a dataset in Flash Mode, allowing users to
visualize data in different ways than traditional reports displayed as Grid/Graphs do.

For example, the Interactive Bubble Graph widget below allows dashboard-style
document analysts to drill into each bubble in the graph by clicking it. Analysts can
also use the time animation toolbar at the top of the widget to watch the bubbles
appear on the graph in chronological order.
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For more examples and instructions to create and format widgets, see Chapter 5,
Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets.

Each of these different kinds of controls is referred to as a control type.

Dragging and dropping a dataset object onto the Layout area of the Document Editor
creates a control. If the dragged object is a dataset, a Grid/Graph is created; otherwise, a
text field containing the dataset object is added to the Layout area. When the document
is executed, the Grid/Graph is displayed like a MicroStrategy report; the text field
displays the elements or values of the dataset object.

The document section in which a control is placed determines not only the location of
the values but also whether it is repeated and at what level it is calculated. For example,
some document sections, such as the Page Header or Page Footer, are appropriate for
displaying page numbers because those sections are automatically repeated throughout
the document. For a summary of the different document sections, see Document
sections and metric calculations, page 22.

A metric placed in different document sections is calculated differently. In the Detail
section, the metric is calculated at the level of the attribute element, while the same
metric placed in the Group Header section is calculated at the level of the group. This is
described as an overview in Document sections and metric calculations, page 22.

After you add controls, you can move and arrange them to determine how they appear
when the document is viewed as a PDF. For instructions and examples of the various
ways in which you can move and arrange controls, see the Document Creation Guide.
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Document sections and metric calculations

A document contains multiple document sections, although most dashboard-style
documents use only one document section. Using only one allows you to easily design a
dashboard-style document using the whole screen. For example, if you create a new
document using the Blank Dashboard template, only the Detail Header is displayed.

The document section that you place a control in determines where the control is
displayed on the document. For a metric, the level of calculation depends on its location
in the document, as summarized below. This allows you to create metric totals in
documents, such as a grand total or a group total. When a metric is placed in a document
section other than the Detail section, the metric is calculated using the dynamic
aggregation specified in the metric definition.

A document or dashboard-style document can contain any of the following document
sections:

• Page Header and Page Footer: Display at the top and bottom, respectively, of every
page in the document.

A metric in a text field in the Page Header or Page Footer calculates a grand total
across the entire dataset.

• Document Header and Document Footer: Display at the beginning and end,
respectively, of the document.

A metric in a text field in the Document Header or Document Footer calculates a
grand total across the entire dataset.

If a document contains multiple layouts, the Document Header and Document
Footer are replaced by the Layout Header and Layout Footer, which display at
the beginning and end, respectively, of the layout. For an overview of multi-
layout documents, seeMulti-layout documents, page 23; for examples and
instructions, see the Document Creation Guide.

• Detail Header and Detail Footer: Display just before and just after the Detail section.
It is often used for column headers and other identifying information.

• Detail: Displays the main content of a document. One row prints for each row of
data in the document’s dataset. Typically, this is where you place most of the
attributes and metrics. The Detail section provides the most detailed or granular
information.

A metric in a text field in the Detail section calculates at the level of the dataset.

• Group Header and Group Footer (if the document is grouped): Display at the
beginning and end, respectively, of the group. Each group in the document has its
own Group Header and Group Footer.

A metric in a text field in the Group Header or Group Footer section calculates a
total for that group.

For a more in-depth description of the various document sections, including
explanations of where they appear when the document is generated and the type of
information they typically contain, see the Document Creation Guide. For a more in-
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depth description of how metrics aggregate depending which document section they are
placed in, as well as placing metrics in Grid/Graphs affect the calculations, see the
Document Creation Guide.

Multi-layout documents

A multi-layout document contains multiple documents, each in its own layout, creating a
“book” of documents. Each layout functions as a separate document, with its own
grouping, page setup, and so on, but the layouts are generated into a single PDF
document.

In the table of contents shown below, the first-level headings are the different layouts.
Each was a separate document that was imported into a single multi-layout document.
Note that the pages are numbered sequentially, from the beginning of the document to
the end.

The layouts are displayed as tabs, so that you can easily switch between layouts.

For instructions to create a multi-layout document and import existing documents into a
multi-layout document, as well as more examples and details about how a multi-layout
document works, see the Document Creation Guide.

About Visual Insight dashboards
Visual Insight allows you to create interactive dashboards that you can use to explore
your business data. Simple visualizations and pre-defined, presentation-quality formatting
allow you to quickly display your data in a visually-striking, interactive dashboard. You
create and interact with dashboards in MicroStrategy Web. In Developer, you can view
dashboards, with a limited range of interactivity.

In MicroStrategy Web, you can interact with a Visual Insight dashboard in the following
ways:

• View the data as a grid, graph, or widget:

▫ Add the data to a graphical representation, such as a bar graph or pie chart

▫ Display the data in an interactive widget, such as a Map, Graph, or Heat Map

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• Filter the data, by the elements of an attribute or the value of a metric

• Group the data, by selecting the attributes to page by, and then selecting which
element to display

• Sort data

• Drill into the data

• Move attributes and metrics around the template, quickly swapping objects between
the rows and columns of the dashboard

• Add data from existing reports, documents, and Intelligent Cubes

You can quickly and efficiently create a meaningful display, since you do not need to
switch to Design Mode to change the data that is displayed in the dashboard. You can
quickly create a dashboard from an existing source: a report, document, or Intelligent
Cube. You can also import data from different data sources, such as an Excel file or a
Salesforce.com report, directly into the dashboard.

Once you select the data from the source, the data is automatically added to an
interactive grid. You can immediately begin sorting, pivoting, and filtering data. For
information on working with Visual Insight dashboards in MicroStrategy Web, including
instructions and examples, see the Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide or the
MicroStrategy Web Help. For information on creating dashboards in MicroStrategy
Web, including instructions and examples, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.



2
DESIGNING DYNAMIC
ENTERPRISE DASHBOARD-
STYLE DOCUMENTS

A dashboard-style document is a special type of document. A dashboard-style document
is commonly only one page long, is intended to be viewed online, and provides
interactive features that let analysts change how they view the dashboard-style
document’s data. By being only one page long, a dashboard-style document makes it easy
to view the entire document at the same time and see all the information.

The designer can create more flexible data presentations with dashboard-style documents
than with documents, since more users can be served with a single dashboard-style
document. Each user can interact with the dashboard-style document to display only the
subset of data they are interested in (using panels and selectors) or only specific attribute
elements or metrics (using a selector). Panels and selectors are described in detail later in
this book (see Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel Stacks and Chapter 4,
Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors).

Like documents, dashboard-style documents provide a wide variety of formatting options
to allow you to design a customized, interactive dashboard. Dashboard-style documents
provide the freedom to design a dashboard pixel-by-pixel in multiple editing and
previewing modes. The abundant design options deliver full control over position,
formatting, and interactivity.

This chapter assumes that you understand the various MicroStrategy controls (such as
Grid/Graphs, text fields, and so on) discussed elsewhere in this guide; understanding
these controls is important to understanding panels and selectors in dashboard-style
documents.

About dashboard-style documents
This chapter describes dashboard-style documents and how to create them. The chapter
includes the following sections:

• What is a dashboard-style document?, page 26

• Adding interactivity to dashboard-style documents, page 28
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• Design ideas and examples, page 35

• Designing the right dashboard-style document, page 39

• Best practices for dashboarding, page 41

• Creating a dashboard-style document: the Blank Dashboard template, page 49

• Exporting dashboard-style documents to Flash for stand-alone use, page 54

• Enabling transition animations in Flash, page 56

• Uncluttering the dashboard-style document: Full Screen mode, page 56

Flash Player version 10.1 is required to view and interact with dashboard-style
documents in Flash Mode.

What is a dashboard-style document?
A dashboard-style document is a display of related sets of data on one screen. A
dashboard-style document is commonly used to assess company or personal
performance, to take a status check of the company, or to monitor personal work or
work group contributions to overall goals of the business. Dashboard-style documents
summarize key business indicators by presenting them in visually intuitive, easy-to-read,
interactive documents. A dashboard-style document allows interactivity from users, so
each user can change how they see the data, within the limits of what the controls allow
them. Users can change how they view the dashboard's data using interactive features,
such as selectors, grouping, widgets, and visualizations. They can explore data via
multiple paths, using text, data filtering, and layers of organization.

The following dashboard-style document presents several common dashboarding
qualities:
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Common dashboard characteristics in the example shown above include:

• The gauge, which shows corporate revenue at a glance.

• The two graphs, which display regional and product performance in an easy-to-
understand format.

• The buttons at the top right (Corporate, Regional, and City), which allow a user to
view different areas of the business, providing a quick status check across the
company. This set of buttons is one of the interactive features of the dashboard-style
document. Interactive features are described in Adding interactivity to dashboard-
style documents, page 28.

More generally, a typical dashboard-style document contains the following
characteristics:

• Only one page, so that it is easy to view the entire dashboard-style document and see
all the information.

• Used online rather than printed out.

• Provides interactive functionality so users can change how they see the data. For
example, a user can select exactly which data to see by selecting metrics or attribute
elements to be displayed in a Grid/Graph.

There is no single feature that you use to design a dashboard-style document; you can
choose selectors, widgets, panels, and other controls, to create a personalized, custom
dashboard-style document that suits your user’s specific needs. Various formatting
options such as gradient colors and 3D effects also help you create dashboard-style
documents with a style appropriate for the boardroom.
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Adding interactivity to dashboard-style documents
A key aspect of a dashboard-style document is the interactivity it allows. Interactivity lets
analysts dynamically change the data displayed in Grid/Graphs or change other objects
on the dashboard-style document.

You can add interactivity to your dashboard-style documents using a mix of the following
features.

Analyzing specific attributes, elements, or metrics: Button bar

In the dashboard-style document sample above, the buttons in the Subcategory Analysis
grid can be used to change the product category displayed.

The dashboard-style document initially displays data for the Music category. Click the
Books button to show data for that product category instead, as shown below.

This example uses a Grid/Graph and a button bar selector. For a description of
Grid/Graphs and procedures to create them, see the Document Creation Guide. For a
description of selectors and procedures to create them, see Chapter 4, Providing
Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

Analyzing across the company: Button bar

Another example of a button bar in this example is the buttons at the top right of the
dashboard-style document. An analyst can use them to switch views, displaying a
different set of grids and graphs which show a different set of data.

When you click the Regional button at the top of the dashboard-style document, a
different set of grids and graphs is displayed, as shown below:

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Analyzing ranges of time: Slider

In the dashboard-style document sample in What is a dashboard-style document?, page
26, an analyst can use the slider along the bottom of the Regional Performance graph to
change the length of time displayed and specific range of time covered in the graph’s
data.

The dashboard-style document initially displays regional performance for August 2005 to
February 2006. You can move the slider to change the range of time, for example, to
display March to May 2008. You can extend the length of time displayed by dragging the
right end of the slider to lengthen or shorten the slider. The graph now shows
performance for March to September 2008, as shown below.
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This example uses a Grid/Graph and a slider-style selector. For a description of
Grid/Graphs and procedures to create them, see the Document Creation Guide. For a
description of selectors and procedures to create them, see Chapter 4, Providing
Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

Analysis at a glance: Gauges, thermometers, cylinders, funnels

You can use objects such as gauge graphs, funnel graphs, gauge widgets, thermometer
widgets, and cylinder widgets to provide dashboard-style document analysts with a quick
view of important KPIs. These graphs and widgets are good for analyzing data at a quick
glance. They are most effective when placed near the top of a dashboard-style document.

The image below is an example of a gauge graph that is used at the top of a dashboard-
style document to highlight corporate revenue and regional performance.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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The image below is an example of a funnel graph that provides a quick look at current
revenue projections.

The image below is an example of a thermometer widget in a dashboard-style document.
It allows a dashboard-style document analyst to quickly glance at the number of units
sold.

The image below is an example of a cylinder widget in a dashboard-style document. A
dashboard-style document analyst such as a regional manager can quickly glance at the
cylinder to see how much revenue was produced.
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For descriptions and examples of the widgets that you can add to a dashboard-style
document, as well procedures to add them, see Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and
Interactivity: Widgets.

Organizing interactivity features on a dashboard-style
document
The result of a user’s interactive selections can affect multiple objects simultaneously.
You can design this using a panel stack, which is a collection of panels, each of which
can contain groups of objects. Panels help you display only those groups of data that
should be seen at the same time.

Additional features let the user navigate between panels, and quickly change the display
of data within a panel. Each is described below.

Layering data: Panels and panel stacks

A control is any selectable item in the dashboard-style document’s Layout area. This can
be a text field, line, rectangle, image, panel, panel stack, selector, or Grid/Graph object.
When designing a dashboard-style document, controls are organized together in small
groups. These groups of controls are placed in a holder called a panel. Because the
controls are grouped together on a panel, they can be presented to the dashboard-style
document user one group at a time. This lets the designer create several different views
(or panels) of data, each view (panel) containing a logical grouping of controls that
display data that is related in some meaningful way.

A panel stack is a collection of individual panels, stacked on top of each other. Only one
panel can be displayed at a time. An analyst can flip from panel to panel within a
dashboard-style document’s panel stack, displaying exactly the set of information he
wants to see grouped together on the screen.
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The sample dashboard-style document shown in the examples above uses a panel stack to
provide the Corporate, Regional, and City “views”. Each view is an individual panel in the
panel stack.

For more information, examples, and procedures for panels and panel stacks, see
Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel Stacks.

Providing interactivity: Selectors

A selector is an element of a dashboard-style document that allows a user to change the
data he is viewing. A selector can be displayed as a button bar, a drop-down list, radio
buttons, and so on. A selector can change panels or the focus of a Grid/Graph. Examples
of selectors are shown below:

Selectors allow a user, in Interactive Mode and Editable Mode, to:

• Flip through the panels in a panel stack to display the different panels. The selector
for the panel stack in the sample dashboard-style document is a button bar, which
appears to the analyst as the “view” buttons.

• Display different attribute elements or metrics in a Grid/Graph. For example, a user
can slice or filter the data on a graph by selecting specific regions or metrics. In the
sample dashboard-style document, the slider is the selector for the Regional
Performance graph, while the category buttons are the selector for the Subcategory
Analysis grid.

For more information, examples, and procedures for selectors, see Chapter 4, Providing
Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

Adding title bars to identify objects

A title bar is simply an area across the top of a panel stack or Grid/Graph. You can
choose whether to display the title bar for each panel stack and Grid/Graph. When it is
displayed, the title bar contains a title and several buttons.

• The title identifies the panel, panel stack, or Grid/Graph.

• The buttons allow users to minimize and maximize Grid/Graphs.

For examples and procedures to add a title bar to a Grid/Graph, see the Document
Creation Guide. For examples and procedures to add a title bar to a panel stack, see
Displaying the title bar of a panel stack, page 67.

Quickly changing a report to a grid or graph

Quick switch is a button that allows an analyst to quickly change a Grid/Graph from
Graph view to Grid view and back, with a single click. The quick switch button is
available in both Interactive Mode and Editable Mode; you cannot use it in

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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MicroStrategy Developer. However, you can use either Developer or Web to determine
whether quick switch is available in Web.

The button to perform the quick switch is located at the top of the Grid/Graph, as
shown below.

For instructions to enable quick switch, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document
Creation Guide.

Providing Flash-based analysis and interactivity: Widgets

A widget is a type of Report Services control that presents data in a visual and interactive
way. You can think of widgets as interactive Flash-only graphs that dynamically update
when you select a new set of data to view. The dashboard-style document user can even
interact with some types of widgets to manually select a set of data to analyze. A variety
of widget types, such as Gauge, Heat Map, and Stacked Area widgets, are available for use
in dashboard-style documents. Although each type of widget looks different and is used
in a unique way, the main purpose of all widgets remains the same: to provide
dashboard-style document analysts with a visual and interactive look into their data.

For example, the Interactive Bubble Graph widget below allows dashboard-style
document analysts to drill into each bubble in the graph by clicking it. Analysts can also
use the time animation toolbar at the top of the widget to watch the bubbles appear on
the graph in chronological order.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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For more information, including examples and procedures, see Chapter 5, Providing
Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets.

Graph styles for dashboard-style documents

The following graph styles are particularly suitable to use in graph reports included in
dashboard-style documents:

• Gauge

• Funnel

• Area

• Vertical stacked bar

• Combination: Line and horizontal bar

• Bubble

• Pie

For information about designing these types of graphs, see the Graphing chapter in the
Advanced Reporting Guide.

Design ideas and examples
Additional design ideas can be found in Best practices for dashboarding, page 41.
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• Design a dashboard-style document that monitors individual or group contributions
to overall business goals. Provide a gauge widget or thermometer widget so users can
measure their progress toward goals at a glance. For example, use a widget to
showcase some key metrics, such as average number of transactions per customer, or
average revenue per customer. For more information on widgets, see Chapter 5,
Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets.

• Design a dashboard-style document for regional sales managers at two levels: One
level shows an overview of sales in the region, and the other level contains grid
reports displaying details on each account representative’s individual accounts. The
following two images show samples of each of these levels in a single dashboard-style
document. The first image shows the regional (or Territory) overview level:

The next image shows the second layer, displaying details of the accounts for each
account representative:
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The layers in this dashboard-style document were created using panel stacks and
selectors. For more information, see Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel
Stacks and Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

• Design a key performance indicators dashboard-style document that lets users look
at one or more gauges to instantly assess key performance data. Provide graphs that
let users compare current performance against established targets so they can
identify opportunities or issues. Include a report or two that provide supporting data
so users can see what is behind the performance numbers. An example is shown
below.
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• Design a financial dashboard-style document that monitors all key financial
statements in one screen. For example, you might include an income statement as
the main feature of the dashboard-style document, then add a smaller grid report
and a graph report below it. Add a selector to the income statement and connect it to
the two supporting reports. When a user selects a line item in the income statement,
such as Total Operating Expenses, the supporting reports show detailed operating
expenses in the grid, and actual and planned operating expenses by quarter in the
graph.

Designing a simulated portal environment
You can create a dashboard-style document with the look and feel of a portal. To do this,
add several Grid/Graph objects to the dashboard-style document. Each one will display a
grid or graph report. Then add the following functionality to each Grid/Graph:

• Add a title bar to each Grid/Graph. Be sure to enable the Minimize/Maximize
feature on the title bar. Users can click a button to minimize any “portlet window” to
use their screen space efficiently and to focus more easily on pertinent reports. For
instructions, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document Creation Guide.

• Connect one Grid/Graph to a related Grid/Graph. This means that when the user
changes the data displayed in one of the reports in the dashboard-style document,
the connected report automatically updates to coordinate its display of the related
information. For more information, see Using Grid/Graphs as selectors to control
other Grid/Graphs, page 186.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Designing the right dashboard-style document
The following table lists common goals for dashboard-style documents and provides
suggestions on how to achieve them. This table can also provide ideas about what you
might want to include in your dashboard-style documents.

Dashboard-style Document Goal Features to Use on the Dashboard-style Document

Present a style appropriate for
the executive boardroom.

• Use drop shadows, gradients, 3D effects, and rounded
rectangles on various parts of the dashboard-style document.
For examples and procedures for these effects, see the
Document Creation Guide.

• Use 3D effects, bevels, gradients, transparency, and curved
lines on graphs in the dashboard-style document. For
examples and procedures, see the Document Creation Guide.

Instantly show details in a
densely populated dashboard-
style document.

• Enable tooltips in graphs, so that users can mouse-over graph
data to see underlying data in detailed form.

• Apply quick switch to Grid/Graphs so that users can switch
between Graph view and Grid view, allowing detailed data to
be seen in a table.

• Use Grid/Graphs with title bars to allow an area to be enlarged
to see details on complex graphs or grids.

See the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document Creation Guide for
examples and procedures.

Present many layers of data in a
single dashboard-style
document, keeping the layers
organized and focused. The
layers, or views of the data,
must be instantly available to
the users.

Use panels and panel stacks to provide the layers of data in the
following ways:

• Multiple independent layers within a single dashboard-style
document page

• Multiple independent dashboard-style document pages
layered within a single dashboard-style document

For examples and procedures, see Chapter 3, Layering Data:
Panels and Panel Stacks.

Allow users to change the
context of a dashboard-style
document. For example, a user
can change the following for a
specified set of graphs or tables:

• The focus of the KPI

• The timeframe being viewed

• The subject areas displayed

• Add selectors that target attribute elements so that users can
change the context of the data. You can use a wide range of
selectors: radio buttons, check boxes, drop-down lists, and so
on. For examples and procedures, see Chapter 4, Providing
Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

• Define an attribute in a Grid/Graph as a selector that targets a
panel stack or another Grid/Graph. Users can then click an
attribute element in the Grid/Graph and initiate a context
change in related Grid/Graphs on the dashboard-style
document. For examples and procedures, see Using
Grid/Graphs as selectors to control other Grid/Graphs, page
186.

Design a simulated portal
environment.

You can create a dashboard-style document with the look and feel
of a portal. To do this, add several Grid/Graphs to the dashboard-
style document. Each one will display a grid report or graph report.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Dashboard-style Document Goal Features to Use on the Dashboard-style Document

Then add the following functionality to each Grid/Graph:

• Add a title bar to each Grid/Graph. Enable the
Minimize/Maximize feature on the title bar. Users can click a
button to minimize any "portlet window" to use their screen
space efficiently and to focus more easily on pertinent reports.

• Connect one Grid/Graph to a related Grid/Graph. This means
that when the user changes the data displayed in one of the
dashboard-style document reports, the connected report
automatically updates to coordinate its display of the related
information.

For procedures and examples, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of
the Document Creation Guide.

Create dashboard-style
documents in Flash that can be
used even when disconnected
from the network. These
dashboard-style documents
include full interactivity,
visualization, and data content.

• Embed Flash dashboard-style documents within Microsoft
Office documents, including Word, PowerPoint, Excel, and
Outlook. For more information, refer to the Office User Guide.

• Embed Flash dashboard-style documents within emails and
distribute them. For more information on this Narrowcast
Server feature, see the Narrowcast Server documentation.

Use interactive Flash graphs
rather than static graphs to
provide an engaging way to view
data and understand
relationships.

• Use time series animation to allow users to play graphical
“movies,” driven by data, that provide rapid insight into
business trends. Users can rewind and fast forward through a
time series. They can also pause the movie and drill down for
more details. For an example, see Creating a Time Series
Slider widget, page 402.

• Use the library of visualization widgets to extend the display of
information beyond traditional graphing. See Chapter 5,
Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity:
Widgets.

Unlimited visualization
extensibility via Flash uses
MicroStrategy's integration with
Adobe's FlexBuilder 2 IDE to
allow you to:

• Expand your library of
visualizations

• Extend the reach of your
business intelligence to
operational applications

• Build any visualization you need using FlexBuilder IDE
integration and add it to your MicroStrategy library of
visualizations.

• Customize any Flex-compatible visualization and add it to your
MicroStrategy library of visualizations.

• Use the Adobe FlexBuilder integration to add MicroStrategy
reports and dashboard-style documents to any Flex-
compatible Rich Internet Application (RIA).

For more information on MicroStrategy’s Visualization Framework,
the FlexBuilder plug-in, and the visualization editor, see the
MicroStrategy Developer Library (MSDL) provided with
MicroStrategy SDK. In particular, the Understanding the
Visualization Framework section is helpful. The path to this
section in the MSDL is Web SDK -> Integrating with an External
Application -> Visualization Integration.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Best practices for dashboarding
The goal of most dashboard-style documents is to magnify specific points of data, making
them easy for users to identify. To achieve this goal effectively, you must make certain
decisions before you begin creating your dashboard-style document.

These best practices are grouped into the following sections:

• Choosing datasets for a dashboard-style document, page 41

• Layering information in a dashboard-style document, page 43

• Planning the dashboard-style document’s outline and structure, page 44

• Placing the data and visualizations onto a dashboard-style document, page 45

• Positioning and formatting the dashboard-style document objects, page 46

• Enhancing dashboard-style document performance, page 47

• Best practices: Designing Flash dashboard-style documents for printing, page 48

For information on the objects that allow you to implement these objectives, see the
following sections:

• Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel Stacks

• Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors

• Using Grid/Graphs as selectors to control other Grid/Graphs, page 186

• Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets

• Enabling transition animations in Flash, page 56

• Adding title bars to identify objects, page 33, for panel stacks and Grid/Graphs

• Quickly changing a report to a grid or graph, page 33, for Grid/Graphs

• Linking to other documents and to reports (drilling) in the Document Creation
Guide

For general best practices related to designing a document, see the Document Creation
Guide.

Choosing datasets for a dashboard-style document
A dataset is a set of data that can be displayed on a document, dashboard-style document,
or Visual Insight dashboard. A dataset can be a MicroStrategy report, a MicroStrategy
Intelligent Cube, or data imported directly from an external data source. Reports include
Freeform SQL reports, Query Builder reports, MDX cube reports, and reports that access
Intelligent Cubes. Intelligent Cubes can be based on MicroStrategy data or imported data.
The information in a dataset can include MicroStrategy objects such as attributes,
custom groups, consolidations, and metrics.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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You can use existing reports and Intelligent Cubes as datasets in a new dashboard-style
document. This can save you time and help avoid unnecessary duplication in your
MicroStrategy metadata. You can also create new datasets for your dashboard-style
document.

• A dataset should have enough data to be useful as a rich source of analysis for many
users, but it should not have extra data that is not needed on the dashboard-style
document. For example, do not include product item information when you only
want to display product category information.

• As you gather or create datasets, focus on important indicators such as performance
stakes, trends, and variances.

• Users typically browse a large number of reports somewhat randomly, looking for
interesting trends. You can gather related reports to use on your dashboard-style
document, so that all the data is available together in a single context. Users can then
locate the data more easily and analyze it more efficiently.

• When choosing reports to incorporate into a single layer on a dashboard-style
document (a dashboard-style document page or panel), consider the ratio of graph to
grid reports to display. Common graph:grid ratios range from 4:1 to 1:3. The average
graph:grid ratio from a general sample of dashboards was approximately 2:1.

• Consider using a dashboard-style document to replace 8-12 existing reports in your
MicroStrategy project. You will generally use 3-5 reports on each layer of the
dashboard-style document; dashboards generally have from 1 to 3 layers (see
Layering information in a dashboard-style document, page 43).

• Consider using a dashboard-style document to replace three to four existing
documents in your MicroStrategy project. If you have three documents that contain
data from a related subject area, you can use each document as a single layer (or
panel) of your dashboard-style document. Having all this related information in one
dashboard-style document can provide a more productive analysis experience for
your users.

For example, you have three documents for your human resources department. Each
document is related to salaries and other benefits, headcounts, or hiring. Create a
dashboard-style document with a panel stack sized to take up the entire screen. Add
two more panels so you have three panels in the panel stack. Then re-create the first
document on the first panel of the dashboard-style document, the second document
on the second panel, and so on. Add a selector of three tabs (buttons) at the top of
the panel stack. Users can tab between the layers of human resources data,
depending on whether they are interested in headcounts, hiring, or salaries. The
image below shows a sample of this dashboard-style document:
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Layering information in a dashboard-style document
• Plan to have from one to three layers for your dashboard-style document. You can

visualize these layers as pages of your dashboard-style document; analysts will see
one page at a time. Multiple layers allow you to design a dashboard-style document
that contains much more information overall, but presents only a reasonable subset
of that information in the layer currently being displayed.

▫ Create layers by adding a panel stack to your dashboard-style document. Size the
panel stack so it is large enough to take up the entire screen. Then place enough
panels on the panel stack to equal the number of layers needed in your
dashboard-style document. Each panel becomes one layer of your dashboard-
style document. Finally, create a set of tabs above the panel stack by adding a
button or link bar selector, with one tab (button) for each layer (panel).

• Consider grouping data by layers according to subject areas or business dimensions,
with one subject area or business dimension per layer. For example, one layer might
show income at the corporate level, while a second layer might also show income but
at a departmental level or a regional level. The final layer might show detailed
income data. This lets you serve diverse user communities without overwhelming
users, as they can each flip to and work with the dashboard-style document layer
that specifically interests them.

• Consider grouping data by layers according to regions of the country or regions of
the world, so that, for example, sales metrics can be displayed within a given regional
context.
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Planning the dashboard-style document’s outline and
structure
• Use Microsoft Excel, Paint, PowerPoint, or another tool to create a mock-up of the

dashboard-style document. The mock-up should convey a clear vision of the
information, structure, layout, and formatting. Send the mock-up to your user
community to gather feedback on its usefulness. This can save time creating and
formatting a complex, finished dashboard-style document that may need to be
redone.

• The Quick switch feature lets users toggle between grid display and graph display
without requesting data from the server. The Quick switch feature can therefore help
improve response time for users.

• To minimize the amount of data passed between the web server and the web
browser:

▫ Use the grouping feature and/or incremental fetch, for dashboard-style
documents designed to be viewed in MicroStrategy Web. For instructions to
group a dashboard-style document or implement incremental fetch, see the
Document Creation Guide.

▫ Use selectors for attributes and metrics if a dashboard-style document will be
viewed using DHTML. This is not necessary if users will be viewing dashboard-
style documents in Flash Mode, because all dashboard-style document data is
downloaded to the web browser when the dashboard-style document is executed.

• Group related reports so they can be placed in a small panel stack, each panel
displaying a single report. As users flip through the panels, they will be flipping
through the related reports. The reports in a panel stack should not be reports that a
user might want to see side by side in a dashboard-style document; rather, the
reports should show different levels of detail about the same or closely related data.

• Plan to provide visualizations. These can include any of the available widgets, such as
a gauge, thermometer, heat map, and so on, which can help users understand data at
a glance.

Do not add so many graphical objects that the focus of the dashboard-style
document is no longer the data. Too many visualizations can detract from the
importance of the data.

• Plan to provide interactivity. This can include any of the available selectors, such as
tabs, buttons, and sliders, which let users change a report’s metrics, attribute
elements, and filters, or interactive widgets. Interactive features let users customize
the display of data without needing a developer or designer to perform any work.

• Consider common user workflows when designing a dashboard-style document.
Think about how analysts are going to move through the dashboard-style document,
what links they will want to click, and so on. Try to embed this workflow directly
into the dashboard-style document. Do this by placing objects so that data can be
interpreted from the top left to the bottom right.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• Granularity should increase from top to bottom on a dashboard-style document. For
example, place objects that display key performance indicators at the top of the
dashboard-style document. These objects might include large graphs such as a funnel
graph (also called a pipeline), a pie graph, widgets such as a gauge, and so on.

• Allow users to drill within the dashboard-style document to determine the level of
detail that they need to display. Use pre-defined drill paths to direct the users'
analysis. Drilling can provide more details and more information without
interrupting the workflow. Use links to other dashboard-style documents,
documents, or prompted reports to provide the drilling paths.

• Decide which objects on the dashboard-style document should share the same
formatting styles, and which objects should be physically aligned with each other.
These decisions are important time-savers if you make them before you spend a lot
of time actually formatting objects and fine-tuning object placement.

• Use effects for trends, summaries, and other high-level data. If users want to analyze
details in a report, too many effects can make it difficult to understand more detailed
data.

▫ For example, if you apply the curved effect to the line in a line graph, the exact
points where the line hits the graph are adjusted so that the line can be curved
smoothly. This looks nice, but users who rely on seeing every detail will have
difficulty. If you want to apply the curved effect, you can also provide a grid
report alongside showing exact values. An alternative is adding tooltips which
display actual values for points on the graph when you move the cursor over the
graph.

Placing the data and visualizations onto a dashboard-
style document
• Place reports into appropriate areas on the dashboard-style document, and then

resize them as needed to achieve your planned appearance. Placement should take
into account the user workflow and granularity discussions above. Also, a user
usually looks to the upper left first, and the bottom right last. Large graphics grab a
user’s attention, no matter where they are placed.

• Keep the number of objects on the screen to a minimum, to achieve a clean look.
Use graphical objects sparingly. Make use of abbreviated text in text fields as
appropriate, to make the best use of space. You can add a tooltip (a mouseover) to
explain any abbreviations that may not be clear to all users.

• For any graph or widget, provide a tooltip (a mouseover) so that users who are
interested in specific details can see the actual values behind the general trends
displayed by graphic visualizations. This is an excellent way to support two sets of
users who need widely differing levels of information on the same subjects.

• Provide a quick switch capability for all graph reports, so users can switch with a
single click between the graphical display of data and its corresponding grid report
showing individual cells with specific values.

• Provide a title bar on reports (Grid/Graphs) on the dashboard-style document so
users can maximize and minimize the individual reports. This ability to minimize and
maximize reports provides users with a portal-like environment, with each report
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behaving like a portlet window. This allows users to control how space is used on
their screens, and to focus on the data they are interested in.

• If you have a panel stack on the dashboard-style document, add a selector so users
can flip between the panels on the panel stack.

• Sliders are best used on graphs that specify a date range. Sliders can not only change
the time frame of the data displayed in a report or set of reports, they can also
change the span of time being analyzed.

• If you have related reports on a dashboard-style document layer, add a selector to
one of the reports and connect it to the related report. When users choose to see a
certain aspect of the first report, the second report automatically changes to display
the related data. When the user clicks on one grid or graph, his selection serves as a
filter for the related grid or graph. For example, in a pie graph showing revenue for
all products, a user clicks a slice of the pie graph representing electronics revenue.
The connected report below the pie graph, displaying detailed sales numbers,
automatically updates its data to reflect the user’s selection, displaying sales numbers
for various electronic products.

• Add selectors to different parts of the dashboard-style document so users can
customize the data they see at many levels. For example, add a selector at the top of
the dashboard-style document itself, so users can switch between layers of the
dashboard-style document. Then add a selector at the top of an individual layer, so
users can change metrics, for example, to change the focus of that layer of the
dashboard-style document. Finally, add a selector to each of the reports on that
layer, so users can focus the details of their analysis on a specific area.

Positioning and formatting the dashboard-style
document objects
• Use the color palette to match your corporate standards, or create any other color

desired. Consider the following best practices:

▫ Colors are especially effective when used as a background that visually groups a
set of reports or other related objects.

▫ Contrasting colors support quick comparisons between two measurements, such
as actual vs. forecasted values.

• To make visual analysis easy, use drop shadows, rounded edges, geometric lines and
shapes, color gradients, transparency, and borders to visually link related sets of data.
For example, group related sections of information under the same title bar and use
the same background color to tie them together visually.

• Include text fields as needed. For example, a concise text field explaining a set of
buttons can make the difference between users who are confused by a busy layout,
and users who know exactly what to select so that the data displayed provides the
information they need.

• Edit titles as necessary to make sense of your final display.

• Improve readability for grid reports by adding special formatting, such as background
colors or a drop shadow, to alternating or important rows so those rows stand out.
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• Add thresholds to any important grid report data. A threshold is special formatting
that is applied automatically when a value in a cell reaches a certain number. For
example, if any of your regions returns sales numbers that fall below a specified low
mark, the appropriate cell of the grid is automatically formatted, perhaps with a red
background and bold numbers, to alert you to the condition. For details on applying
thresholds to grid and graph reports, see the Basic Reporting Guide.

• If there are other reports or documents that cover analysis areas related to data on
your dashboard-style document, consider adding one to three link bars, which are
links from the dashboard-style document directly to the separate report or
document. You may find it helpful to ask your users what common investigative
paths they might follow after using the dashboard-style document. Links can help
make that transition easy.

• If a grid report takes up too much room, make it smaller and add a scrollbar. The
data will remain accessible but the report itself will use less space on the total
dashboard-style document area.

• Display your finished dashboard-style document in the same format your users will
be viewing it in—for example, HTML, PDF, Excel, or printed—and ensure that the
display is effective for your planned output.

Enhancing dashboard-style document performance
• Use as few datasets as possible when designing the dashboard-style document. For

example, one dataset with 1000 rows displays faster than ten smaller datasets.
However, be aware that combining datasets can create a Cartesian join, which
inflates the size of the combined dataset and results in slower performance. For
details on how multiple datasets are joined, see the Document Creation Guide.

• Having all the data in the rows negatively impacts the rendering time for Editable
Mode and Interactive Mode.

• A selector with many items (for example, the buttons or check boxes) increases the
time it takes for the dashboard-style document to execute. For example, if you
increase the number of items by a factor of ten, server execution times can increase
up to 50%. In essence, a larger number of items translates into a larger dataset.

• Flash Mode provides better performance when selectors have many targets. (A target
is a Grid/Graph and/or panel stack affected by the selectors.)

• A selector that controls attributes displayed on a Grid/Graph performs faster than a
selector that controls attributes that are not displayed on a Grid/Graph.

• When you place a panel stack on a panel, you are nesting panel stacks. Nesting panel
stacks increases client rendering time. To reduce that time, include data in both
panel stacks, not just the nested panel stack.

• In Flash Mode, after the dashboard-style document is initially loaded, manipulations
such as choosing a selector item are executed on the client machine. In contrast,
such manipulations in Interactive Mode send additional requests from Web Server to
Intelligence Server. Since Flash Mode uses minimal server resources after the initial
load is complete, system overhead is reduced for multiple users concurrently
manipulating their dashboard-style documents. Therefore, Flash Mode has faster
response times for manipulations, regardless of the number of users accessing the

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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dashboard-style document. However, these same users must accept longer
dashboard-style document execution times due to the initial loading of Flash.

• Graphs perform better in Flash Mode than in Editable Mode and Interactive Mode.

Best practices: Designing Flash dashboard-style
documents for printing
If your dashboard-style document contains Flash content, such as interactive widgets,
consider formatting the dashboard-style document to help ensure that it is displayed
correctly when it is printed.

The following recommendations are designed to optimize print quality for a Flash
dashboard-style document printed on 8.5” x 11” paper. When printing your
dashboard-style document using a different paper size, you may need to modify the
settings below to accommodate your dashboard-style document. Be sure to test
your dashboard-style document by printing it to ensure that the content is printed
as expected.

When designing a Flash dashboard-style document for printing, make sure of the
following to help ensure that your dashboard-style document is displayed correctly:

• The paper size selected in the printer’s print options should be 8.5 x 11.

• The dashboard-style document’s Paper Size option should be set to Letter 8.5” x 11”.
For steps to modify the Paper Size, see the Designing and Creating Documents
chapter in the Document Creation Guide.

• The left, right, top, and bottom margins for the dashboard-style document should be
set to .75”. For steps to define the page margins for a dashboard-style document, see
the Designing and Creating Documents chapter in the Document Creation Guide.

• The Document Zoom Level option for the dashboard-style document should be set to
Fit Page. To specify the Document Zoom Level for a dashboard-style document open
in Web, click Home from the menu bar of the dashboard-style document. The
Home options are displayed in the dashboard-style document’s toolbar. From the
second drop-down list, select Fit Page.

• Leave a margin of .1” between any content in the dashboard-style document and the
dashboard-style document’s rightmost edge.

• Leave a margin of 2.5” between any content in the dashboard-style document and
the dashboard-style document’s bottom edge.

• Be sure that the dashboard-style document is exported using the PDF file format
when the user chooses to export the dashboard-style document to Flash. To do so,
select the Export to Flash option to PDF. For steps, see the Document Creation
Guide.

Once you have configured your dashboard-style document with the above settings, users
can print the dashboard-style document by first exporting the dashboard-style document
to Flash. Once the dashboard-style document opens in a new window, users can then
print the dashboard-style document as they would any PDF file. For steps to export a

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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document or dashboard-style document to Flash, see theMicroStrategy Web Help or
the Report Services Document Analysis Guide.

Creating a dashboard-style document: the
Blank Dashboard template

A document template provides a predefined structure to help you create a new document
or dashboard-style document. Any new dashboard-style document made using a
document template contains the same underlying datasets, fields, formatting, and layouts
as the template dashboard-style document. After the new dashboard-style document is
created, you can customize the new dashboard-style document as you want.

MicroStrategy provides predefined document templates, including the Blank Document
template and the Blank Dashboard template. Use the Blank Dashboard template to help
you create the look and feel of a dashboard-style document with the key features
described below:

• A dashboard-style document is commonly only one page long, so the Blank
Dashboard template uses only one document section. The height of the document
section is defined as seven inches.

For descriptions of the various document sections that are available in a
document, see Document sections and metric calculations, page 22.

• Grid/Graphs are formatted with a background fill and a border. Title bars are
displayed for Grid/Graphs, and they use a gradient color (a two-color combination)
to provide more sophisticated formatting. The Grid/Graph has a fixed width and
height; if the Grid/Graph is larger, scroll bars are displayed.

These defaults help you create the feel of a portal if you include several Grid/Graphs
on your dashboard-style document. A user can display all the Grid/Graphs, or
minimize the ones that are not relevant at the moment to focus on a particular
Grid/Graph.

• Panel stacks are formatted with a background fill and a title bar. The title bars, which
help users identify the objects, are formatted with a gradient color. Again, these
defaults help you create the feel of a dashboard-style document or a portal.

The following dashboard-style document, which is shown in Design View in Developer,
was created using the Blank Dashboard template. It contains a Grid/Graph and a panel
stack. Notice that the Grid/Graph is formatted with a light gray background fill (the
Backcolor).
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These are the default settings of the Blank Dashboard, so you can change them if
necessary. For example, you can change the height of the section, display additional
sections, remove title bars from a Grid/Graph, and so on.

Other predefined dashboard-style document templates provide other common structures
for dashboard-style documents, such as four evenly-spaced panel stacks to place contents
in, one panel stack on the left side of the dashboard-style document and two smaller
ones on the right, or a text field across the top of the dashboard-style document for a
title bar with a panel stack below it.

To create a traditional document rather than a dashboard-style document, use the
Blank Document template.

For information on title bars, see Adding title bars to identify objects, page 33. For a
description and an example of a Grid/Graph, see About Visual Insight dashboards, page
23; for more detailed examples and procedures to create and format Grid/Graphs, see
the Document Creation Guide. For a detailed description, examples, and procedures to
create panel stacks, see Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel Stacks.

To create a dashboard-style document using the Blank Dashboard
template

1 Click the Create button and select New Document, and then select Blank
Document. The Create Document page is displayed.

2 If you have the appropriate privileges, the View document in Design Mode check box
is selected by default. Clear the check box if you want to open the document in the
default mode specified by the template's designer.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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3 Document templates are listed on the Create Document page. Select Blank
Dashboard and click OK. A new dashboard-style document opens in Design Mode.

Add a dataset

Datasets provide the data that appears in dashboard-style documents. This
information can include attributes, custom groups, consolidations, and metrics. For
background information on datasets, see Accessing data in a document: The dataset,
page 14.

4 Click the Add Dataset icon on the Dataset Objects panel. The Select Dataset

dialog box opens.

5 Do one of the following:

• To import data into the dashboard-style document, click Import new data.
Select the source of the data, and then choose the appropriate options to import
your data. For detailed steps, see the MicroStrategy Web Help.

• To select an existing report, browse to and select the report or Intelligent Cube
to add to the dashboard-style document. You can type a name in the Find field
to locate a specific report. Click OK.

The selected dataset and its objects are displayed in the Dataset Objects panel.

If you have OLAP Services, be aware that the Dataset Objects panel contains
all of the objects from the dataset, regardless of whether they are displayed on
the report. For example, even if a metric is in the Report Objects but not
displayed on the grid, that metric is still listed as a Dataset Object.

6 For each dataset to include in the dashboard-style document, repeat the steps above,
beginning at Add a dataset, page 51.

Add objects to the dashboard-style document

7 Add objects to the dashboard-style document.

• For steps to add a text field, which can display data such as attributes and static
text such as labels, see the Adding Text and Data to Documents chapter of the
Document Creation Guide.

• For steps to add a Grid/Graph, which displays data in the form of a standard
MicroStrategy grid report or graph report, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the
Document Creation Guide.

• For steps to add an HTML container, which displays real-time information from
the web, see the Adding Text and Data to Documents chapter of the Document
Creation Guide.

• For steps to add a shape, see the Adding Text and Data to Documents chapter of
the Document Creation Guide.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
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• For steps to add an image, see the Adding Text and Data to Documents chapter
of the Document Creation Guide.

• For steps to add a panel stack, see Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel
Stacks.

• For steps to add a selector, see Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users:
Selectors.

• For steps to add a widget, see Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and
Interactivity: Widgets.

8 Format the dashboard-style document and the objects on it by applying 3D effects,
borders, drop shadows, gradient colors, transparent backstyles, report banding, and
more. For examples and steps, see the Formatting Documents chapter of the
Document Creation Guide.

9 Group and sort the data, as required, as described in the Grouping and Sorting
chapter in the Document Creation Guide.

10 Add totals, if required, as described in the Adding Text and Data to Documents
chapter of the Document Creation Guide.

Save the dashboard-style document

11 From theHomemenu, select Save. The Save As dialog box opens.

12 Type a name for the dashboard-style document and click OK.

Designing a dashboard-style document with the Blank
Document template
You can create a dashboard-style document using the standard MicroStrategy document
template, which is named the Blank Document; all the standard document sections are
displayed by default. However, you can hide or display sections to help you create a
dashboard-style document.

For steps, see the Document Creation Guide.

Creating document templates
In Developer, you can create new document templates to:

• Create the template from scratch, using Developer, as described in To create a new
template for dashboard-style documents, page 53.

• Import and export dashboard-style documents between projects to use as document
templates, as described in To export a document template, page 53, and To import a
document template, page 53.

• Copy dashboard-style documents across projects using portable documents. Unlike a
document template imported and exported between projects, a portable document
can contain dependencies on schema or application objects, such as a dataset. After

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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importing a portable document into a project, you reconcile the document to the
new project. For more details on portable documents and the reconciliation process,
including reasons to use them and instructions, see the Document Creation Guide.

To create a new template for dashboard-style documents

If you want a dashboard-style document to be available as a template so that you can
format your other dashboard-style documents based on it, either save it or copy it to the
following folder in Developer:

Project name\Object Templates\Dashboards

The dashboard-style document will then be available as a template for selection in the
New Document dialog box in MicroStrategy Developer or the Create Document page in
MicroStrategy Web, when you create a new document or dashboard-style document.

The Object Templates folder is hidden by default. To display it, follow the directions
below.

To display the hidden Object Templates folder

1 In Developer, from the Tools menu, select Developer Preferences. The
Developer Preferences dialog box opens.

2 In the list of categories on the left, expandDeveloper, and then click Browsing.

3 Select the Display Hidden Objects check box and click OK.

To export a document template

In Developer, a document or dashboard-style document can be exported from one
project and then imported into another project to use as a template to create a new
document or dashboard-style document. The document or dashboard-style document
cannot have any dependencies on schema or application objects, such as a dataset.

1 In Developer, select the document or dashboard-style document to export.

2 From the Tools menu, select Export Document Template. The Browse for
Folder dialog box opens.

3 Navigate to the folder to save the file in, then click OK.

The document, named document_name.rst, is saved in the selected folder.

To import a document template

In Developer, after you export a document or dashboard-style document from one
project, you can import it into another project to use it as a template to create new
documents and dashboard-style documents.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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1 From the Tools menu in Developer, select Import Document Template. The
Open dialog box opens.

2 Navigate to and select the file to import as a document template.

3 Click Open.

The document template is saved in the Object Templates\Documents folder in
Developer.

Exporting dashboard-style documents to Flash
for stand-alone use

After you create a dashboard-style document, adding widgets, selectors, and other Flash
content, users can view it and interact with it in Flash Mode. If you export the
dashboard-style document to a Flash file, users can also view it and interact with it off-
line, without a connection to MicroStrategy Intelligence Server or MicroStrategy Web
Server. The Flash file is a fully interactive, stand-alone Flash dashboard-style document.
The Flash file allows HTML content, images, Flash content, and other types of
information to be exported in a single file that can be opened by an Internet browser.

For background information on exporting dashboard-style documents to Flash, including
whether to export to an MHT file or PDF file, see the Document and Dashboard
Analysis Guide.

To export a dashboard-style document to Flash

1 In MicroStrategy Web, click the name of the dashboard-style document to execute it.

2 From theHomemenu, select Export, then select Flash.

If the Flash option is unavailable, that export format has not been made
available for this dashboard-style document. For steps, see the Document
Creation Guide.

3 Name and save the file. Do not change the file type.

Formatting dashboard-style documents

Determining the display modes users can
choose to work in

The document designer can select the modes that are available for a specific document
by enabling each mode that you want to make available for users to view the document.

For descriptions of the modes, see Display modes in MicroStrategy Web, page 8.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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To select display modes to be available to users

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, click Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 From the left, select Document.

4 To make a mode available in the document, select the check box in the Available
display modes column for that display mode. For example, if you want to ensure
that Flash Mode is the only display mode available for the document to be viewed in,
select that check box.

5 Clear the check boxes for any display modes that you do not want users to have
access to for this document.

6 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the document. The next time the
document is executed, only the display modes that you selected are available in the
View menu or on the Standard toolbar.

Formatting dashboard-style documents

Determining the display modes users can choose to
work in
The document designer can select the modes that are available for a specific document
by enabling each mode that you want to make available for users to view the document.

For descriptions of the modes, see Display modes in MicroStrategy Web, page 8.

To select display modes to be available to users

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, click Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 From the left, select Document.

4 To make a mode available in the document, select the check box in the Available
display modes column for that display mode. For example, if you want to ensure
that Flash Mode is the only display mode available for the document to be viewed in,
select that check box.

5 Clear the check boxes for any display modes that you do not want users to have
access to for this document.

6 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the document. The next time the
document is executed, only the display modes that you selected are available in the
View menu or on the Standard toolbar.
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Enabling transition animations in Flash
You may notice that when controls such as Grid/Graphs and panel stacks are first
displayed in Flash Mode, they fade in as they are being displayed. These visual
animations are transitions that you can enable in Grid/Graphs and panel stacks. For
example, you can specify whether a transition animation takes place when a user chooses
an item in a selector that affects a Grid/Graph. The affected Grid/Graph can fade slowly
onto the screen once a user selects an item from a selector in the dashboard-style
document.

You can select the type of transition to use and also the speed of the transition. Examples
of the types of transitions include Blur, Fade, and Wipe Down. The speed can be:

• Very slow

• Slow

• Medium

• Fast

• Very fast

You can also set the speed to automatic; the speed is then determined by the type of
transition.

To enable a transition animation for Flash Mode (Web)

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the Grid/Graph or panel stack to update, and select Properties and
Formatting. The Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Flash.

4 From the Selected Transition drop-down list, select a type of transition
animation for the object. This is the animation that is applied when users switch to
Flash Mode.

5 From the Speed drop-down list, select how quickly the transition animation takes
place. If you select Automatic, the speed is determined by the type of transition.

6 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

To view the transition animation, you must open the dashboard-style document in Flash
Mode.

Uncluttering the dashboard-style document: Full
Screen mode
You may want Web users to view a dashboard-style document or other document
without all the navigation information—toolbars, menus, and panels such as the Datasets
pane—located on the interface. Hiding the navigation information:
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• Focuses attention on the data itself

• Allows easier analysis of the data by maximizing the amount of the dashboard-style
document that can be shown at one time

This view in MicroStrategy Web is called Full Screen mode, and it is particularly helpful
when analyzing a dashboard-style document that contains multiple Grid/Graphs,
sections, and images. Full Screen mode helps you create interfaces that are easy for users
to read.

For example, the first image below shows a Shipping Analysis dashboard. The screen
area at the top is used by the various MicroStrategy Web toolbars and menus. The same
dashboard-style document is viewed in Full Screen mode in the second image. More of
the dashboard-style document is displayed in the same space.
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MicroStrategy Web’s core set of toolbar buttons and the Grouping panel still appear in
Full Screen mode, so the user can interact with the dashboard-style document as usual.

• The toolbar buttons allow you to quickly switch viewing modes, save, print, export,
and deliver the dashboard-style document, among other tasks.

• The Grouping panel allows you to display the different groups of data in the
dashboard-style document.

Full Screen mode is available in MicroStrategy Web only; you cannot use it in Developer.
The following procedure shows you how to ensure a dashboard-style document opens in
Full Screen mode by default.

To have a dashboard-style document open in Full Screen mode

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, select Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 From the left, select Document.

4 In the General area, select the Always open this document in full screen
mode check box.

5 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

The next time this dashboard-style document is opened, it is displayed in Full Screen
mode. Users can switch between Full Screen mode and normal view by clicking the Full
Screen Mode icon.



3
LAYERING DATA: PANELS
AND PANEL STACKS

A control is any selectable item in a dashboard-style document’s layout area. This can be
a text field, line, rectangle, image, panel, panel stack, selector, or Grid/Graph object.
When designing a dashboard-style document, controls are organized together in small
groups. These groups of controls are placed in a holder called a panel. Because the
controls are grouped together on a panel, they can be presented to the dashboard-style
document user one group at a time. This lets the designer create several different views
(or panels) of data, each view (panel) containing a logical grouping of controls that
display data that is related in some meaningful way.

A panel stack is a collection of individual panels, stacked on top of each other. Only one
panel can be displayed at a time. An analyst can flip from panel to panel within a
dashboard-style document’s panel stack, displaying exactly the set of information he
wants to see grouped together on the screen.

About panels and panel stacks
A control is a Grid/Graph, text field, shape, and so on. You can display different controls
in a dashboard-style document so that users can navigate them as if they were pages or
subsets of the larger document. These “pages” or layers of data are called panels, and a
group of panels is referred to as a panel stack. Panel stacks allow a designer to create
several different views (panels) of data, with each view (panel) containing a logical
grouping of controls that display data that is related in a meaningful way.

Panels are essential building blocks for interactive dashboard-style documents, which
summarize key business indicators in easy-to-read interfaces. For an in-depth
explanation of dashboard-style documents, seeWhat is a dashboard-style document?,
page 26.

Use panel stacks to provide interactive data layering. You can create:

• Stacks of analytic layers on a single dashboard-style document page by creating two
panels, each containing a different Grid/Graph. In Interactive Mode, Editable Mode,
and Flash Mode, a user can flip between the panels, quickly replacing one
Grid/Graph with the other. Using panels in this fashion permits many independent
layers of data within a single dashboard-style document page.
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• Multiple layers of dashboard-style documents by adding multiple controls to each
panel of a panel stack. This creates layers of complex dashboard-style documents.

• An Information Window, to display additional information about an object. When a
user clicks the object, the Information Window pops up over the object, displaying
an additional visualization or additional information, based on the object.
Information Windows are displayed in Express Mode and Flash Mode, and in
documents displayed in MicroStrategy Mobile. For an example and instructions to
create an Information Window, see Defining Information Windows, page 78.

• A panel of selectors, which allows users to filter targets and interact with the various
filters (for an example and a more detailed description, see Filtering a dashboard-
style document: Filter panels, page 83).

The first two methods are described in the examples that follow, Example: Layering
Grid/Graphs on panels, page 60 and Example: Layering multiple dashboard-style
documents in a single document, page 61.

The rest of the chapter describes how to create and format panels and panel stacks:

• Defining the parts of a panel stack, page 63

• Inserting and defining panels, page 65

• Loading panels on demand, page 75

• Formatting panels and panel stacks, page 89

These procedures apply to panel stacks and to filter panels, with the following
exceptions:

• For instructions to create a filter panel, see Filtering a dashboard-style
document: Filter panels, page 83.

• Filter panels have an additional setting that determines whether or not changes
to the selectors on the filter panel are automatically submitted. For instructions
to change this setting, see Controlling how data updates in a filter panel:
Automatic apply, page 87.

Example: Layering Grid/Graphs on panels
For example, you can stack two panels, each containing a different Grid/Graph. In
Interactive Mode, Editable Mode, and Flash Mode, a user can flip between the panels,
quickly replacing one Grid/Graph with the other. In the following image, a Grid/Graph
is displayed on a panel. Notice the name of the panel, in the title bar at top of the panel:
Employee Info by Region. Notice also that the Grid/Graph is the only control on the
panel.
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Above the Grid/Graph is a list box containing the names of the panels in the panel stack:
Employee Info by Region and Category Sales Report. When you select the Category Sales
Report, the other panel is displayed. Notice the name of the panel in the title bar:
Category Sales Report. Also, notice that this panel includes a text field in addition to the
Grid/Graph. The text field reads “Forecast based on 2002-2004 data.”

Using panels in this fashion allows many independent layers of data within a single
dashboard-style document page. You can also layer dashboard-style documents in a single
document with the use of panels, as described in the next example.

The list box is a selector, a type of control which allows a user to interact with the
panel stack. While selectors are discussed briefly throughout this section, more
details on creating them and examples of their various options are provided in
Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

Example: Layering multiple dashboard-style documents
in a single document
The example above placed only one or two controls (Grid/Graphs and a text field) on
each panel. However, you can add multiple controls to each panel of a panel stack,
creating layers of complex dashboard-style documents. For example, the following
dashboard-style document contains a gauge for corporate revenue, a bubble graph for
category analysis, a line graph for regional performance, and a grid report for
subcategory analysis. A button bar labeled Select View is displayed at the top left of the
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dashboard-style document, and the Corporate button is currently selected. This
dashboard-style document provides a company-wide view of revenue and performance.

If you click Regional in the Select View button bar, another dashboard-style document is
displayed. As shown below, this dashboard-style document contains an area graph for
daily revenue, a grid report for category analysis, and a bar graph for subcategory
revenue. This dashboard-style document provides a more detailed view of information, at
the regional and daily level.
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Each of these dashboard-style documents is on a panel, and the Select View button bar is
a selector that allows you to switch between the panels. Using panels to layer multiple
dashboard-style documents in the same document can organize related information and
provide increasing levels of detail on different dashboard-style documents.

Defining the parts of a panel stack
The panel stack is the holder for a group of panels. You must add a panel stack before
you can insert more panels (a new panel stack already contains one panel). The panels
contain the controls (Grid/Graphs, text fields, and so on) that display the data, such as
metrics and graphs, that a user sees. A filter panel contains selectors only. (For
information about filter panels, which allow users to filter targets and interact with the
various filters, see Filtering a dashboard-style document: Filter panels, page 83.)

The border of the panel stack is visible to the user. The border settings include 3D
borders, drop shadows, and rounded corners (displayed in Flash Mode), as well as
standard border options such as color and style. The background color comes from the
individual panel; you can format each panel to have a different background color.

Most of the settings that control a group of panels are set in the panel stack. These
settings include whether a title bar or pop-up text is displayed, as well as size and position
information.

The title bar, when displayed, is an area across the top of the panels that shows the
title. You can choose whether the title bar displays the name of the panel stack or of the
panel currently being displayed. By default, the title bar also displays Next and Previous
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arrows to allow users to change panels, although you can hide these arrows. For an
example of the arrows, see Panel selector arrows on the title bar, page 68.

The current panel is the panel currently displayed in Design Mode. This panel is
displayed on the panel stack when the dashboard-style document is viewed by the
analyst.

If a panel stack contains more than one panel, a user needs a way to change panels. By
default, the title bar displays arrows that allow users to move through the panels. If you
choose to hide the arrows or hide the title bar, you need to add a selector, such as a
radio button or pull-down list, to allow users to display the different panels of a panel
stack.

• When a user switches to PDF View (MicroStrategy Developer) or to Express Mode,
whichever panel was current becomes the only panel displayed, as well as the only
panel that can be printed. The user cannot change to a different panel in PDF View
or Express Mode.

• In Interactive Mode, Editable Mode, and Flash Mode, a user can click the selector to
switch panels.

A selector is not part of a panel stack, unlike the other items described in this section. A
selector is a different type of control and is added to the dashboard-style document
separately. The title bar, for instance, is an area of the panel stack, and each panel is
contained in the panel stack. However, a selector is an important and necessary addition
to a panel stack because a selector allows the user to switch panels. The selector can also
display the names of the different panels, so that a user can tell at a glance which panel
he wants to view. The default arrow selectors on the title bar do not display the panel
names. For more information, including examples and procedures, about selectors, see
Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

The following diagram shows a panel stack and the selector that targets it, in Design
Mode. The panel is the light gray area containing the text fields Region and Revenue. The
title bar is the darker gray area at the top, labeled Panel1. The panel stack border is
displayed as a thick black line; note that it surrounds the entire panel, including the
panel and the title bar. The selector (labeled Elements Selector) is a separate control
placed above the panel stack. The selector allows the user to choose the region to display.

The following diagram shows the same panel stack and selector in Interactive Mode. The
panel, panel stack, and border appear the same, except that the text fields have been
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replaced by data. The selector is rendered as a drop-down list of the regions. The Central
region has been selected, so its data is displayed in the panel.

Panel stacks and automatic target maintenance for
selectors
Selectors allow a user to display different metrics or different elements of attributes,
custom groups, or consolidations in a panel stack (the target of the selector). Targets can
be automatically maintained in a layout. This means that when you add a panel stack, the
panel stack automatically becomes the target of all selectors in the same panel or
document section as the panel stack. For more information about automatically
maintaining targets for selectors, including instructions to enable and disable the
functionality, see Automatically maintaining targets for selectors, page 145.

Selectors can also allow a user to flip through the panels in a panel stack. Targets
are not automatically maintained for this type of selector; you always manually
define the targets for panel selectors.

Inserting and defining panels
To insert and define panels, follow the high-level steps below:

1 Insert a panel stack (the holder for the panels). A single panel is automatically added
to the panel stack. For instructions, see Inserting a panel stack, page 66.

2 By default, the title bar, which displays either the panel stack title or the panel name
to help identify the panel stack, is displayed. The title bar also displays, by default,
arrows to allow users to flip through the panels. For instructions to hide and display
the title bar, and examples of a title bar, see Displaying the title bar of a panel stack,
page 67. For instructions to hide and display the arrows, and an example of the
arrows, see Panel selector arrows on the title bar, page 68. (If you hide the arrows
or the title bar, you should add a selector to allow users to switch between panels, as
described below.)

3 Insert as many additional panels as you need to hold the layers of data. For
instructions, see Inserting additional panels in a panel stack, page 71.

4 Add controls to each panel, to display the data. You can add Grid/Graphs, text fields,
shapes, images, and panel stacks, just as you can to a dashboard-style document. For
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a brief description of these controls, see Chapter 1, Document Review; for more
detailed descriptions, including examples and procedures, see the Document Creation
Guide.

The default sort order for the data displayed on a panel depends on the data
displayed on the panel, and the default sort for the displayed attributes. To change
the sort order, see the Document Creation Guide.

5 Panels are displayed in the order in which they were added. If you want to display
them in a different order, move the panels to reorder them. For an example and
instructions, see Changing the display order of panels, page 73.

6 Ensure that the correct panel will be displayed when the user initially views the
dashboard-style document. For instructions, see Choosing the panel to display
initially: the current panel, page 74.

7 Determine how to load panels in panel stacks when the dashboard-style document is
viewed. All the panels can be pre-loaded, or only the first panel. For instructions, see
Loading panels on demand, page 75.

• When all the panels are pre-loaded, they display immediately when the user
selects a different panel.

• However, if the user is unlikely to access all the panels in a panel stack, or if you
want to optimize the initial load time of the dashboard-style document, you can
specify that the panels load only when a user changes to a different panel. Note
that this on-demand panel loading only occurs when the dashboard-style
document is executed with DHTML enabled.

8 Format the panel stack, panels, and title bar (if displayed). For examples and
procedures, see Formatting panels and panel stacks, page 89.

9 (Optional) Add a selector to allow the user to switch between panels. See Chapter 4,
Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

By default, the title bar displays arrows that allow users to move through the panels.
If you choose to hide the arrows or hide the title bar, add a selector, such as a radio
button or pull-down list, to allow users to switch between the different panels of a
panel stack. A selector can also display the names of the different panels, so that a
user can tell at a glance which panel he wants to view. The arrow selectors on the
title bar do not display the panel names.

After you create a panel stack, you can reuse it by copying and pasting it. You can
copy and paste within the same document or to a different document. For steps, see
Copying a panel stack.

Inserting a panel stack
To create panels, you must first insert a panel stack (the holder for the collection of
panels) into the dashboard-style document. A new panel stack already shows a single
panel by default. After you insert a panel stack, you can add more panels to it.

The following procedure walks you through inserting a panel stack.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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For instructions to add a filter panel to a dashboard-style document, see Filtering a
dashboard-style document: Filter panels, page 83. A filter panel is a type of panel
stack that contains only selectors.

To insert a panel stack

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 If you used the Blank Dashboard template to create the document, only one section
is displayed. If you used a different template:

• Expand the section where you want the panel stack by clicking the plus sign next
to the section name.

You cannot add a panel stack in the Details section. Since controls in the
Detail section are repeated once per row of the dataset, the panel stack would
be repeated on each row.

3 From the Insert menu, select Panel Stack. When you move the cursor to the
Layout area, the pointer becomes crosshairs.

4 Click in the desired location in the Layout area. If you click and drag in the Layout
area, you can size the panel stack. The panel stack is added to the dashboard-style
document, with a single panel.

A title bar containing the name of the panel is displayed at the top of the panel stack
by default. For steps to display or hide the title bar, see below.

For steps to insert additional panels, see Inserting additional panels in a panel stack,
page 71).

Displaying the title bar of a panel stack
You can determine whether to display or hide the title bar at the top of a panel stack.
When you insert a panel stack into a dashboard-style document, the title bar is displayed
at the top of the panel stack by default.

The title bar displays either:

• The title of the panel stack

• The name of the current panel, to help identify what the user is looking at (default)

In the image below, a panel stack is displayed in Design Mode in Web. A title bar
containing the title Revenue by Product Category is displayed at the top of a panel stack.
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The same panel stack is displayed in the image below, with its title bar hidden.

For a filter panel (a type of panel stack that contains only selectors), the title bar allows a
user to clear all filters, and expand or collapse all the filters. For an example of a filter
panel with a title bar, as well as steps to create a filter panel, see Filtering a dashboard-
style document: Filter panels, page 83.

Panel selector arrows on the title bar

By default, the title bar of a panel stack displaysNext and Previous arrows to allow
users to change panels, as shown below:
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In Developer, the Next and Previous arrows are displayed as shown below:

The arrow on the left allows a user to display the previous panel in the panel stack. The
arrow on the right is grayed out because this is the last panel in the panel stack.

You can hide the panel selector arrows from users by following the steps in To hide the
panel selector arrows on the title bar, page 71. Hiding the arrows also disables changing
panels in iPad documents by horizontal swiping. For background information on using
selectors in iPad documents, see theMobile Design and Administration Guide.

If you hide the arrows or the title bar that they display in, you should create a selector
that targets the panel stack and allows users to change panels. For instructions, see
Methods to create a selector, page 111.

The following procedures walk you through displaying or hiding the title bar, displaying
or hiding the panel selector arrows, and specifying the height of the title bar. The
instructions apply to panel stacks and to filter panels, which are a type of panel stack that
contains only selectors. For steps to create a filter panel, see Filtering a dashboard-style
document: Filter panels, page 83.

Prerequisite

• These procedures continue where the previous procedure, To insert a panel stack,
page 67, finished. They assume you have already created a panel stack and are still in
Design or Editable Mode.
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To display the title bar if it has been hidden

1 Right-click the panel stack in the Layout area, and select Properties and
Formatting. The Properties and Formatting dialog box is displayed.

2 From the left, select General.

3 Select the Show title bar check box.

4 By default, the name of the panel currently displayed on the panel stack is shown in
the title bar. Therefore, Current Panel Name is selected in the Title drop-down list.
To display the title of the panel stack instead:

• From the Title drop-down list, select Custom Title.

• The title of the panel stack is blank by default. To change it, type the desired text
into the Custom Title field.

5 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document. A title
bar is displayed on the panel stack.

To hide the title bar

For a filter panel (a type of panel stack that contains only selectors), the title bar allows a
user to clear all filters, and expand or collapse all the filters. If you hide the title bar on a
filter panel, a user cannot make those changes. For background information on filter
panels, including examples and instructions, see Filtering a dashboard-style document:
Filter panels, page 83.

1 Right-click the panel stack to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box is displayed.

2 From the left, select General.

3 Clear the Show title bar check box.

4 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document. The title
bar is removed from the panel stack.

To display the panel selector arrows on the title bar

1 Right-click the panel stack to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box is displayed.

2 From the left, select General.

3 In the Panel Stack area, select the Allow current panel to be changed without
selector check box.
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Displaying the arrows also enables changing panels in iPad documents by
horizontal swiping. For background information on changing panels in iPad
documents, see theMobile Design and Administration Guide.

4 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

To hide the panel selector arrows on the title bar

1 Right-click the panel stack to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box is displayed.

2 From the left, select General.

3 In the Panel Stack area, clear the Allow current panel to be changed without
selector check box.

Hiding the arrows also disables changing panels in iPad documents by
horizontal swiping. For background information on using selectors in iPad
documents, see theMobile Design and Administration Guide.

4 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

To specify the height of the title bar

By default, the height of the title bar is .2 inches, but you can change it.

1 Right-click the panel stack to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box is displayed.

2 From the left, select Layout.

3 Specify the height of the title bar in the Fixed at field in the Title height area.

4 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

Inserting additional panels in a panel stack
Insert as many additional panels as you need to hold the layers of data.

When you add a panel, it is added after the currently displayed panel. For example, a
panel stack contains Panel1, Panel2, and Panel3, in that order. Panel2 is displayed. A
new panel (Panel4) is added. The order of the panels is now Panel1, Panel2, Panel4, and
Panel3. That order can be changed; see Changing the display order of panels, page 73
for instructions.

The new panel is now displayed on the panel stack. To continue with the example above,
Panel4 is displayed instead of Panel2. It is therefore the current panel, which is displayed
when a user views the dashboard-style document in another view. For more information
about the current panel, and how to change it, see Choosing the panel to display
initially: the current panel, page 74.
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By default, panels are named Panel1, Panel2, and so on, but you can rename them. You
may want to give the panels more meaningful names since the panel name is shown in
the selector (the button bar or other object that allows a user to switch panels) and can
be displayed in the title bar.

The following procedures walk you through inserting and renaming a panel. These
instructions apply to panel stacks and to filter panels, which are a type of panel stack that
contains only selectors. For steps to create a filter panel, see Filtering a dashboard-style
document: Filter panels, page 83.

Prerequisites

• These procedures continue where the previous procedure, Inserting a panel stack,
page 66 or Displaying the title bar of a panel stack, page 67, finished. They assume
you have already created a panel stack and are still in Design or Editable Mode.

• The panel stack must have its title bar displayed. When you insert a panel stack into a
dashboard-style document, the title bar of the panel stack is displayed by default. For
steps to display the title bar if it has been hidden, see To display the title bar if it has
been hidden, page 70.

To insert an additional panel in a panel stack

1 Select the panel stack and pass your cursor under its title bar. A toolbar of icons is
displayed.

2 Click the Add Panel icon .

The new panel is added to the panel stack, after the selected panel. The new panel is
displayed on the panel stack, which means that the new panel is set as the current
panel.

3 To add text, a shape, a report, grid or graph, a panel stack, an HTML container, a
selector, or a widget to the panel stack, click the Insert icon . A drop-down list is

displayed. Select the object to insert, then click the location on the panel stack where
you want to insert it.

The floating toolbar does not include the option to insert auto text codes. For
instructions to insert auto text codes, including a list of available codes, see the
Document Creation Guide.

For a filter panel, you can only add selectors to the panel.

4 You can do any of the following:

• Add another panel

• Rename a panel (see click here)

• Change the display order of the panels (see click here)

• Choose the panel to display initially (see click here)

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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To copy an existing panel

1 Select the panel stack and pass your cursor under its title bar. A toolbar of icons is
displayed.

2 If the panel that you want to rename is not displayed, click the Previous Panel
or Next Panel icon to set the previous or next panel as the current panel,
respectively.

3 Click the Duplicate Panel icon .

The new panel is added to the panel stack, after the selected panel. The new panel is
displayed on the panel stack, which means that it is set as the current panel.

4 You can do any of the following:

• Add another panel

• Rename a panel (see below)

• Change the display order of the panels (see click here)

• Choose the panel to display initially (see click here)

To rename a panel

1 Select the panel stack and pass your cursor under its title bar. A toolbar of icons is
displayed.

2 If the panel that you want to rename is not displayed, click the Previous Panel
or Next Panel icon to set the previous or next panel as the current panel,
respectively.

3 Click the Rename Panel icon . The Rename Panel dialog box is displayed.

4 Type the new name for the panel in the Name field.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document. The new name is displayed in
the title bar of the panel.

Changing the display order of panels
The order in which you add panels to a panel stack affects the order in which they are
displayed in the selector (such as a row of buttons) attached to the panel stack. For
example, a panel stack contains three panels. By default, the panels are named Panel1,
Panel2, and Panel3, in the order they were added. The selector attached to the panel
stack is a button array. It displays Panel1 on the left, Panel3 on the right, and Panel2 in
the middle, as shown below.
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If this display order is incorrect, you can move the panels to change the order. See the
procedure below for instructions.

These instructions apply to panel stacks and to filter panels, which are a type of
panel stack that contains only selectors. For steps to create a filter panel, see
Filtering a dashboard-style document: Filter panels, page 83.

To change the display order of panels

This procedure continues where the previous procedure, To insert an additional panel in
a panel stack, page 72, finished.

1 Select the panel stack and pass your cursor under its title bar. A toolbar of icons is
displayed.

2 If the panel that you want to move is not displayed, click the Previous Panel or
Next Panel icon to set the previous or next panel as the current panel,
respectively.

3 Once you have selected the panel to shift in the stack, do one of the following:

• To incrementally move the selected panel backward, click theMove Panel
Backward icon .

• To incrementally move the selected panel forward, click theMove Panel
Forward icon .

Next, you can specify the current panel, which is the panel that is initially displayed.

Choosing the panel to display initially: the current
panel
You can choose which panel should be displayed on the panel stack when users view the
dashboard-style document. This is referred to as the current panel.

The current panel is displayed when a user first opens the dashboard-style document, but
the user can change to a different panel by using a selector. If DHTML is enabled and
panels are defined to load on demand, only the current panel is downloaded when the
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dashboard-style document is executed; other panels are loaded when the user requests
them. If the panel stack is defined to pre-load all the panels, all the panels are
downloaded when the dashboard-style document is executed. For more information
about loading panels, including instructions, see Loading panels on demand, page 75.

In Developer, when a user switches to PDF View, the current panel is the only one
displayed as well as the only one that can be printed.

The panel displayed in Design Mode is set as the current panel. If you add a panel to a
panel stack, the new panel becomes the current panel. To select a different panel for the
current panel, follow the instructions below.

These instructions apply to panel stacks and to filter panels, which are a type of
panel stack that contains only selectors. For steps to create a filter panel, see
Filtering a dashboard-style document: Filter panels, page 83.

To choose the panel to display initially

This procedure continues where the previous procedure, To change the display order of
panels, page 74, finished.

1 Select the panel stack and pass your cursor under its title bar. A toolbar of icons is
displayed.

2 Click the Previous Panel or Next Panel icon to set the previous or next
panel as the current panel, respectively.

Next, you can format the panel stack, individual panels, and (if displayed) the title bar.
For steps, see Formatting panels and panel stacks, page 89.

Deleting a panel from a panel stack

To delete a panel from a panel stack

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 If the panel that you want to delete is not displayed, click the Previous Panel or
Next Panel icon to set the previous or next panel as the current panel,
respectively.

3 Click the Delete Panel icon . The panel below the deleted panel becomes the
new current panel, which is the panel that is currently displayed.

Loading panels on demand
All the panels of a panel stack can load when the dashboard-style document is executed,
even though only one panel is displayed to the user. This ensures that these pre-loaded
panels display immediately when the user selects a different panel. However, if the user
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is unlikely to access all the panels in a panel stack, or if you want to optimize the initial
load time of the dashboard-style document, you can specify that the panels load on
demand.

When panels are loaded on demand, only one panel is loaded when the dashboard-style
document is executed. Other panels are loaded only when the user selects them. The
dashboard-style document therefore opens faster, although panels loaded on demand will
take some time to load when they are selected. After a panel is loaded, it remains cached
on the client until the dashboard-style document is closed.

On-demand panel loading occurs when the dashboard-style document is executed with
DHTML enabled. In Developer, only the current panel is displayed, selectors are not
active, and therefore other panels are not available. On-demand panel loading does not
occur in Flash View (Developer) or Flash Mode (MicroStrategy Web).

If your browser supports DHTML, DHTML is enabled by default. For more
information about DHTML, and instructions to enable it, see the MicroStrategy
Web Help.

You can define how panels are loaded at two levels:

• For all the panel stacks in the document (the document-level setting)

• For each panel stack

This allows you to easily set different panel load settings for different panel stacks. For
example, a dashboard-style document contains multiple panel stacks. You want to pre-
load all the panels of all the panel stacks, except for the panel stack that contains many
panels. At the document level, define the default panel load setting to pre-load all panels.
For the specific panel stack, specify that only the current panel is pre-loaded.
Instructions for both levels follow.

To specify the default panel load setting for all panel stacks in a
dashboard-style document

The document-level setting applies to all panel stacks that use the default panel load
setting. You can change the panel load setting for specific panel stacks as well, as
described in To specify how to load panels for a specific panel stack, page 77.

This setting applies to all layouts of a multi-layout document. For a brief
description of multi-layout documents, seeMulti-layout documents, page 23; for
more details, including examples and procedures, see the Document Creation
Guide.

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, select Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 On the left, select Advanced, under Document Properties.

4 Choose one of the Pre-load options:

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• To pre-load all panels when the dashboard-style document is executed, unless
the panel load setting for a specific panel stack is defined differently, select All
Panels of All Panel Stacks.

• To load only the current panel of all the panel stacks in the dashboard-style
document, select Current Panel Only of All Panel Stacks. Other panels
are loaded when the user requests them.

Panels are loaded on demand when DHTML is enabled. For steps to enable
DHTML, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To specify how to load panels for a specific panel stack

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the panel stack to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select General.

4 Select one of the following Pre-load (DHTML only) settings:

• To use the document-level setting, select Inherit from Document.

• To pre-load all panels when the dashboard-style document is executed, select All
Panels.

• To load only the current panel when the dashboard-style document is executed,
select Current Panel Only.

Panels are loaded on demand when DHTML is enabled. For instructions about
enabling DHTML, see the MicroStrategy Web Help.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Copying a panel stack
You can copy and paste a panel stack so that you can reuse it. This allows you to design a
complex panel stack once, and save time by leveraging it across multiple layouts in a
single document or across multiple documents.

You can paste a panel stack:

• In the same section of the document.

• In a different section of the document.

• To another layout in the document.

• To itself.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
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• Into another document, which retains the data and format of the original panel
stack. This means that the dataset used in the panel stack is also copied to the
document.

To copy a panel stack within a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the panel stack to copy, and select Copy.

3 Right-click in the location to copy the panel stack, and select Paste.

To copy a panel stack between documents

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document to copy the panel stack to, in Design or
Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, select Layout.

3 Browse to and select the document that contains the panel stack to copy. The
document is inserted as a new layout.

4 Right-click the panel stack to copy, and select Copy.

5 Switch to the layout to place the copy in.

6 Right-click in the location to copy the panel stack, and select Paste.

7 Delete the new layout that was inserted.

Related topics

• Creating Report Services documents

Defining Information Windows
Information Windows let users view additional information about an object by clicking it
in Express Mode or Flash Mode. A user can click:

• An attribute on a Grid/Graph displayed as either a grid or a graph

• A button

• An image

• An item in a selector

• A text field

For example, a user clicks the attribute element Northeast in the grid shown below. The
Information Window pops up over the element, displaying an additional visualization,
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based on the element. The grid and Information Window below are shown in Express
Mode:

In this example, the Region column in the grid is used as a selector. When a user clicks
an element in the column, the Information Window appears.

The Information Window is displayed in Flash Mode as well. In other display modes, the
Information Window is displayed as a panel stack in the location that you added it to the
dashboard-style document, not as a tooltip over the Grid/Graph. The Information
Window is still interactive, controlled by the Grid/Graph.

For examples of Information Windows with images and selectors, see the
placement options below.

You can select the placement of the Information Window. Your options are:

• Automatic: The Information Window is displayed in the best position.

• Fixed: The Information Window is displayed at the position of the panel stack.

• Above: The Information Window is displayed above the selected object (for
example, the item in the selector or the attribute in the grid), as shown below. The
user has clicked the Music item in the link bar selector.
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• Below: The Information Window is displayed below the selected object, as shown
below. The user has clicked the Movies item in the button bar selector.

• Left: The Information Window is displayed to the left of the selected object, as
shown below. The user has clicked the Electronics item in the button bar selector.

• Right: The Information Window is displayed to the right of the selected object, as
shown below. The user has clicked an image to display the Information Window.
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The following are suggestions for controls to add to an Information Window:

• Images, such as corporate logos or buttons. For instructions to add images to a
dashboard-style document, see the Document Creation Guide.

• Data fields to display information about attributes and metrics in the dashboard-style
documents, or other details. For example, you can add the {Store@Name} data field
to an Information Window. When the store location is selected in the widget, the
Information Window displays the name of the store. For instructions to add data
fields to a dashboard-style document, see the Document Creation Guide.

• Links to other reports, dashboard-style documents, or documents. For steps to add a
link to a dashboard-style document, see the Document Creation Guide.

You can create an Information Window for:

• A text field, image, or button. For steps, see Defining an Information Window for a
text field, image, or button, page 81.

• A Grid/Graph or selector. For steps, see Defining an Information Window for a
Grid/Graph or a selector, page 82.

Defining an Information Window for a text field, image,
or button
The Information Window is displayed in Express Mode and Flash Mode when a user
clicks the text field, image, or button.

Prerequisites

The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains:

• A panel stack that will be used as the Information Window. For instructions to
create a panel stack, see Inserting and defining panels, page 65.

• The text field, image, or button that will be used to control the Information Window.
For instructions to add a text field or image, see the Document Creation Guide or
MicroStrategy Web Help. For steps to add a button, see the MicroStrategy Mobile
Design and Administration Guide.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/manuals/en/MobileDesignAndAdmin.pdf
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/manuals/en/MobileDesignAndAdmin.pdf
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To define an Information Window for a text field or image

1 Open a dashboard-style document in Design or Editable Mode in MicroStrategy
Web.

2 Right-click the text field, image, or button to use to control the Information window,
and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties and Formatting dialog box
opens.

3 From the left, select General.

4 From the Panel Stack drop-down list, select the panel stack to use as the
Information Window.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

6 Right-click the panel stack to use as the Information Window, and select
Properties and Formatting. The Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

7 From the left, select General. Note that the Use as Information Window
check box is automatically selected.

8 Select Title of panel stack from the Title drop-down list.

9 Type a title in the Title field. This text is used as the title of the Information
Window.

10 From the Placement drop-down list, select the location of the Information
Window. For examples of the placement options, see click here.

11 Click OK.

12 Save the dashboard-style document.

Defining an Information Window for a Grid/Graph or a
selector
The Information Window is displayed in Express Mode and Flash Mode when a user
clicks an attribute element on a Grid/Graph or an item on a selector.

Prerequisites

The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains:

• A panel stack that will be used as the Information Window. The panel stack must
contain data related to the Grid/Graph used as a selector. In the example on click
here, the panel stack contains a pie chart representation of yearly revenue by region.
For instructions to create a panel stack, see Inserting and defining panels, page 65.

• Either of the following:
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▫ A Grid/Graph used as a selector. This control must target the panel stack and
contain data related to the data in the panel stack. In the example on click here,
the Region attribute is used as the selector in the Grid/Graph, targeting the
panel stack. For instructions to create a Grid/Graph, see the Document Creation
Guide. For instructions to define the Grid/Graph as a selector, see Using
Grid/Graphs as selectors to control other Grid/Graphs, page 186.

▫ A selector that targets the panel stack and contains data related to the data in the
panel stack. In the example on click here, the Category attribute is used in the
selector, which targets the panel stack. For instructions to create a selector, see
Methods to create a selector, page 111.

To define an Information Window for a Grid/Graph or selector

1 Open a dashboard-style document in Design or Editable Mode in MicroStrategy
Web.

2 Right-click the panel stack, and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select General.

4 Select the Use as Information Window check box.

5 Select Title of panel stack from the Title drop-down list.

6 Type a title in the Title field. This text is used as the title of the Information
Window.

7 From the Placement drop-down list, select the location of the Information
Window. For examples of the placement options, see click here.

8 Click OK.

9 Save the dashboard-style document.

Filtering a dashboard-style document: Filter
panels

A filter panel is a type of panel stack that contains only selectors, which users interact
with to filter the data displayed in a dashboard-style document. For example, a
dashboard-style document displays sales data by product category for the years 2007 to
2010. A user can filter the data to display sales data for only the books and movies
categories, and only for 2010.

The filter panel in the following dashboard-style document, shown in Express Mode,
contains selectors that target the grid report. The three selectors filter the grid report for
region, employee, and revenue.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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An analyst can use the selectors to filter the data on the grid report, as shown below.

• The analyst has selected Central, Mid-Atlantic, Northeast, and Northwest in the
region selector. Notice that the title of the region selector indicates that four of the
eight elements are selected.

• The analyst collapsed the employee selector, to focus on the selectors that she is
using.

• The analyst has selected a revenue range of $933,237 to $1,845,606, which explains
why only two regions of the selected four are displayed. (The other two regions do
not have employee revenue that falls within the selected range.)
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In Express Mode and Flash Mode, an analyst can:

• Filter the target by using the various selectors on the filter panel

• Expand and collapse each selector on the filter panel, using the Expand and Collapse
icons on each selector

• Expand and collapse all the selectors on the filter panel, using the drop-down menu
on the filter panel

• Clear a selector, using the Clear Selector icon on each selector

• Clear all the filters on the filter panel, using the Clear All Selectors icon on the filter
panel

The drop-down menu on the filter panel is shown in Express Mode:

By default, changes made to the selectors on the filter panel are automatically applied to
the targets. You can change the automatic apply setting so that an Apply button is
displayed on the filter panel. When a change is made to a selector on the filter panel, the
Apply button is enabled. For a more detailed description, including examples, and
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instructions, see Controlling how data updates in a filter panel: Automatic apply, page
87.

On an iPad with MicroStrategy Mobile, an analyst can:

• Filter the target by using the various selectors on the filter panel

• Expand and collapse each selector on the filter panel

• Clear all the filters on the filter panel

To insert a filter panel

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Expand the document section where you want the filter panel by clicking the plus
sign next to the section name. You cannot add a filter panel to the Details section.

3 From the Insert menu, select Filter Panel.

4 Click in the desired section of the Layout area. The filter panel is added to the
document, with a single panel.

5 By default, the filter panel displays a title bar, which allows the user to clear all
filters, and expand or collapse all the filters. If you remove the title bar from a filter
panel, a user cannot make those changes. For steps to remove the title bar, see To
hide the title bar, page 70.

6 You can change the position or size of a filter panel, and format titles, borders,
background color, and title bar. To do so, right-click the panel stack and select
Properties and Formatting. The Properties and Formatting dialog box is
displayed. For steps to format the panel stack, see Formatting panels and panel
stacks, page 89.

7 You can change the panel name, which can be displayed on the title bar or on a
selector that allows users to switch between panels. For steps, see To rename a
panel, page 73.

8 Add a selector to the filter panel by following the steps below:

a Select the panel stack and pass your cursor under its title bar. A toolbar of icons
is displayed.

b Click the Insert icon .

c From the drop-down list that opens, select a style of selector. (For examples of
each selector style, see Defining a selector, page 107.)

d Right-click the selector and choose Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

e From the left, choose General.

f By default, a title bar is displayed for the selector. The title bar can help to
identify what the user is looking at, and also allows the user to expand and
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collapse the selector in the filter panel. For element selectors, the number of
selected elements is displayed in the title bar.

g Type a title for the selector in the Title field. If you leave this field blank, the
selector's name is displayed in the title bar by default.

h From the left, choose Selector. Follow the steps in Methods to create a
selector, page 111, to define the selector, including selecting the source, the
metric qualification (value or rank), the action type, the targets, and so on.

i Repeat these steps for each selector that you want to add to the filter panel.

9 The selectors in the filter panel are displayed vertically, in the order that they were
added. To change the order, drag and drop a selector to its new position.

10 You can add more panels to the filter panel, as described in Inserting additional
panels in a panel stack, page 71.

11 If the filter panel contains multiple panels, users can flip through the panels using
the arrows on the title bar. You can also add a selector to allow change the displayed
panel. For steps, see Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

12 Panels are displayed in the order in which they were added. For steps to display them
in a different order, see Changing the display order of panels, page 73.

13 To ensure that the correct panel will be displayed when the user first views the
dashboard-style document, select the filter panel and pass your cursor near the top of
it. A toolbar of icons is displayed. Then click the Display Previous Panel or
Display Next Panel icon until the panel that you want to be the current panel is
displayed.

Controlling how data updates in a filter panel:
Automatic apply
By default, once a user chooses an item in selector on a filter panel, the target
immediately and automatically updates without any additional user interaction. If a user
selects multiple items, the target is automatically updated after each individual selection,
which can take some time. Instead, you can disable automatic application of selector
changes, allowing a user to select items in the selector, then choose when to apply the
selections to the target. If changes are not made automatically, the Apply Now icon
is displayed on the filter panel but is disabled; when a change is made to a selector on the
filter panel, the Apply Now icon is enabled.

For example, the dashboard-style document shown below in Express Mode contains a
Grid/Graph that is currently displaying all regions. Automatic application is disabled for
the filter panel. A user has selected Northeast and Northwest in the Region selector on
the filter panel, and the Apply Now icon is enabled. Once the user clicks the icon, the
Grid/Graph will be updated to display only those two regions.
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Filter panels are fully interactive in Express Mode and Flash Mode. In other modes, filter
panels work as panel stacks with selectors; the drop-down menu to interact with the
filter panel is not available. (The menu allows users to expand and collapse selectors, for
example. For a complete list of actions, see Filtering a dashboard-style document: Filter
panels, page 83.)

The Automatically apply selector changes setting for a filter panel applies in
Express Mode and Flash Mode. The Automatically apply selector changes setting
at the document level applies to selectors in a filter panel displayed in other modes. (For
a description of the document level setting, see Controlling how data updates:
Automatically apply selector changes, page 156.)

The dashboard-style document shown below in Interactive Mode has automatic
application disabled at both the filter panel and document level. The dashboard-style
document contains a selector that is not on a filter panel (the metric selector). All
metrics are currently displayed, but the user has clicked Revenue in the metric selector.
The Apply button displays in a floating toolbar; once the user clicks the button, the
Grid/Graph will be updated to display only Revenue.

For instructions to enable the floating toolbar, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.
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Prerequisite

• The following procedure assumes that the document contains a filter panel with
selectors. For instructions to add a filter panel, see To insert a filter panel, page 86.

To enable or disable automatic target update for a filter panel

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the filter panel and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 Select General in the list on the left.

4 Do one of the following to determine how targets are updated for the filter panel:

• To enable automatic target update, select the Automatically apply selector
changes check box.

• To disable automatic target update, clear the Automatically apply selector
changes check box.

5 Click OK to save your changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

Formatting panels and panel stacks
When you insert a panel stack into a document or dashboard-style document, its
formatting is determined by the control default for panel stacks. Each control type (text
field, selector, panel stack, and so on) has a control default, which contains a full set of
formatting settings to specify the default format. For more information on control
defaults, including how to apply them and how to change them, see the Document
Creation Guide.

Formatting a filter panel, which is a type of panel stack that contains only
selectors, is the same as formatting a panel stack.

You can change the formatting of each new panel stack as desired. You can use different
interfaces to define the formatting. Which interface you use depends on your personal
preference and what options you want to change. For more information on the different
formatting interfaces, seeMethods to format panels and panel stacks, page 91.

For panel stacks, you can apply different formats to different parts of the control (see
Defining the parts of a panel stack, page 63 for detailed descriptions of the various
parts). The following table summarizes the formatting options available for each part of a
panel stack.

Panel Stack Part Formatting Options

Container • Borders, including 3D borders, drop shadows, and rounded

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Panel Stack Part Formatting Options

The object that holds the
actual control

corners (Flash only), as well as standard border options such
as color and style

For steps, see Formatting panel stack borders, page 92 and
Displaying rounded corners on panel stacks (Flash Mode only),
page 93.

Title bar

(Optional) Displays a title to
identify the panel

• Font

• Background color options, including gradients

For steps, see Formatting the title bar of a panel stack, page
94.

Individual panels

The different “pages” or
layers of information in a
panel stack

• Background color options, including gradients

For steps, see Formatting the background of a panel, page 95.

Example: Formatting a panel stack
The following images contain a selector as well as a panel stack. The panel stack (the
holder for the panels) contains two panels, named Panel1 and Panel2, and a title bar. The
selector, which is displayed as a button bar, allows you to switch between panels. The
formatting of the selector is not discussed in this section; for information on formatting
selectors, see Formatting selectors, page 174.

The panel stack container has a raised 3D effect, visible around the border of the panel
stack, including the title bar. The title bar, which displays the text “Panel2” in the sample
below, is formatted gray with italicized text.

In the image above, the panel named Panel2 is displayed, and its background is white. In
the image below, Panel1 is displayed. Its background uses gradient colors, blending from
black to gray.

Notice that the formatting of the border and the title bar do not change when different
panels are displayed. Borders are applied to the panel stack and the title bar formatting is
the same for all panels.
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Methods to format panels and panel stacks
You can change the formatting and other properties for panels and panel stacks by using
any of the following methods:

• For layout properties (such as name, position, and size) and properties specific to
selectors such as action type and targets, use the Properties and Formatting dialog
box. For panel stacks, these properties include position, size, and title bar
information. For panels, these properties include the name. All other properties are
defined for the panel stack as a whole.

• For the border style of the panel stack and the background fill of the current panel,
use the Format options in the Properties dialog box. You can also set a gradient
color, which is a gradual color change between two colors, for the current panel.

• For easy access to the following, use the Formatting toolbar:

▫ Background fill for the current panel.

▫ Line color for the current panel.

▫ Borders of the panel stack.

• Right-click options for alignment, sizing, and ordering options.

The Formatting toolbar is the easiest to use, although it does not contain all of the
available formatting options. The Properties dialog box provides all of the formatting
options you can use to format panel stacks.

Useful formatting suggestions
The following list provides some additional formatting suggestions.

• Make the panel stack and all the panels in it appear three-dimensional, like a button,
with the 3D effect. For an example on a panel stack, see Example: Formatting a
panel stack, page 90; for steps, see Formatting panel stack borders, page 92.

• “Float” the panel stack and all the panels in it above the background by using a drop
shadow. For steps, see Formatting panel stack borders, page 92.

• In Flash Mode, display rounded corners on the panel stack and all the panels in it.
You can define the radius and select whether rounded corners are displayed for the
top corners or all four corners. For an example and steps to display rounded corners,
see Displaying rounded corners on panel stacks (Flash Mode only), page 93.

• Create a gradual color change by blending two colors using gradient colors. Each
panel in a panel stack can have different gradient colors. For an example on a panel,
see Example: Formatting a panel stack, page 90. For steps, see Formatting the
background of a panel, page 95.

• Display pop-up text when a user positions the cursor over the panel stack with a
tooltip. The tooltip can provide extra information, such as an expanded description
of the panel stack. For steps to add a tooltip to a control, see the Document Creation
Guide or the MicroStrategy Web Help.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
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• Display information to other document designers in Design View while hiding it
from users viewing the document in PDF View in Developer and Interactive Mode,
Editable Mode, and Express Mode. To do this, you hide the control that contains the
information by using the Visible option. For instance, you could include a graph
with additional details about the data in a panel stack. For steps to hide a control, see
the Document Creation Guide or the MicroStrategy Web Help.

• Enable a transition animation for Flash Mode. A transition animation is a visual
transition that occurs when a panel is first displayed in Flash Mode. Examples are
Blur, Fade, and Iris. For more information, see Enabling transition animations in
Flash, page 56.

• You can determine how a panel stack is displayed when it is exported to Excel and
PDF. You can specify whether or not to clip the contents of the panel stack if the
contents of the panel stack are bigger than the panel stack itself. If the panel stack is
clipped, you can determine whether to export all the panels or only the current
panel. For instructions and examples, see Formatting a panel stack for export, page
97.

Formatting panel stack borders
When you format the borders of a panel stack, the formatting applies to all panels in the
panel stack. You can apply:

• A basic line border

• A 3D border to give the panel stack a three-dimensional appearance like a button

• Drop shadows, which float the panel stack on top of the background

You can also display rounded corners on the panel stack, in Flash Mode. For steps, see
Displaying rounded corners on panel stacks (Flash Mode only), page 93.

Prerequisite

• The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains a
panel stack or filter panel.

To format the borders of a panel stack

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the panel stack to format and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Color and Lines.

4 From the first drop-down list at the top, select Panel Stack.

5 From the second drop-down list at the top, select Body.

6 To format basic borders:

• To remove the entire border, click None in the Borders area.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/WebUser/WebHelp/Lang_1033/MicroStrategy_Web_help.htm
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• To include all borders, click All. From the drop-down list, specify the line style
to use as the border and then specify a color for the lines.

• To choose a border style, click Custom. From the drop-down lists, specify the
line styles to use as the borders and then specify a color for each border.

7 To apply 3D borders:

a From the left, select Effects.

b Select the Enable 3D Borders check box.

c From the Effect drop-down list, specify whether the 3D borders are Sunken
(like a pushed button) or Raised.

d Specify the thickness of the 3D borders in theWeight field.

8 To apply a drop shadow:

a From the left, select Effects.

b Select the Enable Drop Shadows check box.

c Specify the distance between the panel stack and the drop shadow using the
Distance slider.

9 Click OK to apply the formatting changes.

Displaying rounded corners on panel stacks (Flash Mode only)

A panel stack can have rounded corners instead of square, right-angle corners. Rounded
corners are displayed in Flash Mode. In the following dashboard-style document sample,
shown in Flash Mode, the panel stacks on the top have rounded corners, while the one
on the bottom has straight corners.

The rounded corners settings apply to Flash Mode only. In PDF View in Developer or in
other Web display modes, rounded corners display as square, right-angle corners.

You can control how rounded corners are displayed for panel stacks in Flash Mode by:

• Defining the radius, which sets how round the corners are. A larger radius produces
a more rounded corner. The range is 1-20.
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• Selecting whether rounded corners are displayed for all four corners or only for the
top corners.

In the image above, notice that the corners of the panel stack on the upper right are
more rounded than those on the upper left. The corner radius of the right panel stack is
set to the maximum of 20, while the left panel stack has a radius of five. Notice also that
the right panel stack has rounded corners on the top only, while all four corners of the
left panel stack are rounded.

Rounded rectangles also use rounded corners. For information on rounded
rectangles, see the Document Creation Guide.

Prerequisite

• The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains a
panel stack.

To display rounded corners for panel stacks in Flash Mode

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the panel stack and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Effects.

4 Select the Use rounded corners check box.

5 Set the Rounded corner radius by using the slider. Higher numbers produce a
more rounded corner, while lower numbers produce a straighter corner.

6 By default, all four corners are rounded. To round the top corners only, set Top
corners only.

To view the effect, open the dashboard-style document in Flash Mode.

Formatting the title bar of a panel stack
You can format the background and height of the title bar of a panel stack.

Prerequisite

• The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains a
panel stack or filter panel.

To format the title bar of a panel stack

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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2 Right-click the panel stack to format and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 If the panel stack does not yet have a title bar, select General on the left. Then
select the Show Title Bar check box.

4 To specify the height of the title bar:

a From the left, select Layout.

b Specify the height of the title bar in the Fixed at field in the Title height area.

5 To format the background fill of the title bar:

a From the left, select Color and Lines.

b From the first drop-down list, select Panel Stack.

c From the second drop-down list, select Title.

d Choose one of the following. As you make changes, the Sample area changes to
show a preview of your selections.

▫ To use a single color as the background, under Fill, select a color from the
Color palette. ClickMore Colors to access additional colors.

▫ To shade the title bar using gradient colors, which combine two colors, do
the following:

a Under Fill, select Gradients from the Color palette. The Gradients dialog
box opens.

b From the Color 1 and Color 2 drop-down lists, select the two colors to use
for the gradient.

c Select a Shading Style to determine the direction in which the two colors
are blended together.

d You can also select a Variant, which is the direction of the shading between
the two colors. The Flash-only variant is a mirror-like gradient only
displayed in Flash Mode.

e Click OK to save the gradients.

▫ To allow what is behind the title bar to show through, set the Fill color to
No Color.

6 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

Formatting the background of a panel
All the panels in a panel stack can be the same color, or you can select a different color
for each panel. Steps for each are provided below.
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Prerequisite

• The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains a
panel stack or filter panel.

To format the background of a panel

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Select the panel stack and pass your cursor under its title bar. A toolbar of icons is
displayed.

3 Use the Previous Panel andNext Panel icons to select the panel to format.

4 Click the arrow to the right of the Fill Color icon , and then do one of the
following:

• Select the background color from the drop-down list.

• To access additional colors, do the following:

a SelectMore Colors from the drop-down list. The Advanced Color Picker
dialog box opens.

b Select the background color.

c Click OK to return to the document.

• To apply a color gradient (a combination of two colors) to the panel, do the
following:

a Select Gradients from the drop-down list. The Gradients dialog box opens.

b From the Color 1 and Color 2 drop-down lists, select the two colors to use
for the gradient.

c Select a Shading Style to determine the direction in which the two colors
are blended together.

d Select a Variant, which is the direction of the shading between the two
colors. The Flash-only variant is a mirror-like gradient only displayed in
Flash Mode.

e Click OK to return to the document.

• To allow the panel stack background color to show, set the Fill color to No
Color.

To format the background of all panels

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the panel stack to format and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.
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3 From the left, select Color and Lines.

4 From the first drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To apply the background color only to panels that do not have a background
color (that is, they are transparent), select Panel Stack.

• To apply the background color to all panels, regardless of whether they have a
background color, select All Panels.

5 From the second drop-down list, select Body.

6 Choose one of the following. As you make changes, the Sample area changes to show
a preview of your selections.

• To use a single color as the background, under Fill, select a color from the Color
drop-down list. ClickMore Colors to access additional colors.

• To shade the title bar using gradient colors, which combine two colors, do the
following:

a Under Fill, select Gradients from the Color drop-down list. The Gradients
dialog box opens.

b From the Color 1 and Color 2 drop-down lists, select the two colors to use
for the gradient.

c Select a Shading Style to determine the direction in which the two colors
are blended together.

d You can also select a Variant, which is the direction of the shading
between the two colors. The Flash-only variant is a mirror-like gradient only
displayed in Flash Mode.

e Click OK to save the gradients.

• To allow what is behind the title bar to show through, set the Fill color to No
Color.

7 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

Formatting a panel stack for export
You can determine how a panel stack is displayed when it is exported to Excel and PDF.
First, you determine whether or not to clip the contents of the panel stack if the
contents of the panel stack are bigger than the panel stack itself (for example, a wide
Grid/Graph).

• If the panel stack is clipped, the object in the panel stack is not fully displayed, since
panel stacks cannot grow in size. The document below has been exported to PDF.
The Grid/Graph is cut off on the right, but you can see the panel stack and the panel
name in the title bar.
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• If the panel stack is not clipped, the panel stack is essentially not exported, allowing
the contents to be fully displayed. The PDF shown below is the same document as
above, but with panel stack is no longer clipped. The full Grid/Graph is displayed,
without the panel name or panel stack title bar.

If the panel stack is clipped, you can determine whether to export all the panels or only
the current panel. The panels can be displayed vertically (from top to bottom) or
horizontally (from left to right). The first example above exported only the current panel,
although the panel stack contains three panels. The following PDF shows the three
panels exported horizontally (page one is on the top, followed by page two):
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If the panel is displayed vertically, you can select whether an individual panel can display
across multiple pages. The PDF below is the same document, displayed vertically, with
panels displayed on separate pages.
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To format a panel stack for export

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the panel stack to format and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Advanced.

4 Select whether or not to clip the panel stack:
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• To clip the panel stack, select the Clip contents of panel stack when
exporting check box. If the contents of a panel stack are bigger than the panel
stack itself (for example, a wide Grid/Graph), the object is clipped and not fully
displayed when the document is exported, since panel stacks cannot grow in
size.

• To display all the contents of the panel stack, clear the Clip contents of panel
stack when exporting check box. If the contents are bigger than the panel
stack, the panel stack is essentially not exported, allowing the contents to be fully
displayed.

If you clear this check box, the remaining Export settings are not available.
Click OK to save your changes and return to the document.

5 Define whether all panels are exported or only the current panel is exported. Select
one of the following options from the Expand panels drop-down list:

• To export only the current panel, select None. The current panel is the panel
that is displayed.

• To export all the panels and display them vertically, select Vertical.

• To export all the panels and display them horizontally, selectHorizontal.

6 If you selected Vertical or Horizontal, specify the amount of Spacing between the
panels. The unit of measurement is inches.

7 If you selected Vertical, determine whether or not an individual panel can be split
across pages:

• To allow panels to display vertically across multiple pages, select the Allow
panels to split across pages check box.

• To specify that panels must display on a single page, clear the Allow panels to
split across pages check box. The contents of the panels are clipped to fit on
the page.

8 Click OK to save your changes and return to the document.



4
PROVIDING INTERACTIVITY TO
USERS: SELECTORS

Selectors provide dashboard-style documents with interactivity, allowing each user to
change how he sees the data. When a user clicks a selector, a selector can change panels,
the focus of a grid or graph report on the document, or dynamic text fields (a text field
that is a reference to an object on a report) in a panel stack, as described below. For an
in-depth explanation of dashboard-style documents, seeWhat is a dashboard-style
document?, page 26.

About selectors
Selectors allow a user, in Interactive Mode, Editable Mode, and Flash Mode, to change:

• Panels in a panel stack. For an example, see Creating a selector to change panels on
a panel stack, page 115.

• The data displayed in a Grid/Graph, by displaying different metrics or different
elements of attributes, custom groups, or consolidations; or by filtering data based on
a metric’s values. For examples, see Creating a selector for elements on a
Grid/Graph, page 116, Creating a selector to choose the metric to display in a
Grid/Graph, page 123, and Creating a selector that filters metric values, page 118.

• The contents of dynamic text fields (a text field that is a reference to an object on a
dataset) in a panel stack. For an example, see Creating a selector that updates a
dynamic text field on a panel stack, page 126.

• The contents of another selector. For example, a user can select a state from one
selector, which updates a second selector to display the cities in the selected state.
For a more detailed example, see Creating a selector that targets other selectors,
page 129.

• Dataset results, allowing users to filter and view subsets of large amounts of data
instead of loading and displaying all the data in a document at once. For an example
and steps to create a selector that filters dataset results, see Creating a selector to
filter dataset results, page 127.
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You can use an attribute on a Grid/Graph as a selector that updates dataset results.
For steps, see Enabling Grid/Graphs as selectors to update dataset results, page
192.

• Data displayed in a Transaction Services-enabled document:

▫ You can create a selector that restricts the options displayed in a List control in a
Transaction Services-enabled document. For steps, see Creating a selector to
filter List controls in a Transaction Services-enabled document, page 135.

▫ You can create a selector that allows users to submit, recalculate, or discard
changes to data in the document. An example is included below, on click here.
For steps to create these selectors, and information on Transaction Services in
general, see the Document Creation Guide.

For example, a Grid/Graph contains Region, Call Center, Year, and various metrics, as
shown in the example below. This particular selector allows the user to select which
regions to display on the Grid/Graph. The user can therefore slice or filter the
Grid/Graph by the selected region or regions. Similarly, a selector can allow the user to
select which metrics to display. All regions and employees would be displayed, but with
only the metrics chosen in the selector.

A selector can submit, recalculate, or discard changes to data displayed in a Transaction
Services-enabled document. (For details on Transaction Services documents, see the
Document Creation Guide.) This type of selector can be either a button or a text link.

For example, in the image below, the grid contains sales data for several call centers.

A user can edit the name of a call center, then click the Submit button to update the
underlying data, or edit the revenue for a call center and click the Recalculate Values link
to reapply the number formatting applied to revenue values in the grid. For steps to
create a selector button or link, see the Document Creation Guide.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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An element selector or a metric condition slider selector can include or exclude the
selected data. For example, the attributes that a user chooses in the selector can display
in the target, or they can be hidden. For an example and instructions, see Determining
whether the selector includes or excludes data: selection type, page 143.

A selector can target multiple objects. The same selector can control both a Grid/Graph
and dynamic text fields on the same panel. A selector can target both a Grid/Graph and
another selector.

A selector can either filter or slice the data. The selections made in a filtering selector are
used to filter the underlying dataset before the metric values are aggregated at the level of
the Grid/Graph that is displayed in the dashboard-style document. The selections made
in a slicing selectors are used to determine which slices of data are combined and shown
in the Grid/Graph. For more details on the differences, including examples, see Applying
selections as filters or slices, page 136.

Initial display of a selector
For a selector that targets attribute elements on a Grid/Graph, whether a selector filters
or slices data determines how the selector is first displayed:

• If it is a filtering selector, no items are selected in the selector. A drop-down list will
have blank space, a button bar will not have any buttons selected, no radio buttons
will be selected, and so on. This means that the target is unfiltered and therefore
displays all of the available items.

For example, a panel contains the dynamic text fields Region and Revenue from the
Basic Report dataset. The selector allows the user to select which region to display on
the panel. If the selector filters regions, when the dashboard-style document is first
displayed, all the regions are displayed in the panel.

• If it is a slicing selector, the first item in the target is selected in the selector, and its
target displays data for that item.

If the selector instead slices regions, the data for the Central region is displayed when
the dashboard-style document is first opened, since Central is the first attribute
element. Central is selected in the selector.

These are the default settings, but you can change how a slicing selector is displayed. You
can change the number of items displayed and whether they are the first or last
elements. You can also opt to display all the items.

Once a user makes selections in the selector and saves the dashboard-style document,
those selections are saved and displayed when the document is executed again.

For more information on these settings, including detailed examples, a description of
how selectors with multiple targets use these settings, and instructions, see Determining
how the target of a selector displays (current state), page 161.

How drilling and selectors work together
When a user drills on a document that contains an element selector, the attribute,
consolidation, or custom group used in the selector becomes the page-by element for the
drilled-to report or document.
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• If only one element is chosen in the selector, the drilled-to report displays that
element.

• If multiple elements are chosen in the selector, the drilled-to report displays the first
selected element.

For example, a document contains a Grid/Graph that displays revenue values by Category
and Subcategory. The document also contains a selector on Year that targets the
Grid/Graph. (Although Year is not displayed on the Grid/Graph, it is included in the
dataset.) The document is displayed below in Interactive Mode, after 2010 has been
selected in the selector. Note that the revenue for the Art & Architecture subcategory is
$158,651.

Drill to Item from Art & Architecture. On the drilled-to report, display subtotals (from
the Data menu, select Show Totals). Notice that the report is paged by Year (2010
only) and the revenue total for Art & Architecture is $158,651, the same as shown in the
Grid/Graph in the document.
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Return to the original document, which still has 2010 selected. Select 2011 in the selector
as well. The revenue amount for Art & Architecture is now $365,872, as shown below.
(Only a portion of the full document is shown in the sample.)

Once again drill to Item from Art & Architecture. On the drilled-to report, display
subtotals. Notice that the report is paged by Year (2010 only, since it is the first year
selected in the original report) and the revenue subtotal for Art & Architecture is
$158,651, the same as shown in the Grid/Graph in the document.
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Defining a selector
When you add a selector to a dashboard-style document, you must define how it looks
and what it controls. The following settings define a selector:

• DHTML style is how the items in the selector are displayed in Editable, Interactive,
and Express Mode. (Items are the elements, metrics, or panels, as described in the
examples above.) The DHTML style options are:

▫ Button Bar (use to create tabs in your dashboard-style document)

▫ Check Boxes

▫ Drop-down

▫ Link Bar (use to create tabs in your document):

▫ Listbox
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▫ Qualification (available only for metric condition selectors; allows users to
complete the metric qualification)

▫ Radio Buttons

▫ Search Box (available only for element selectors). This style allows users to
search for an element. Unlike other selectors, a list of elements is not initially
displayed. As the user types text, matches are displayed for the user to choose
from. This is particularly convenient if the element list is long.

You can determine whether the search is performed on the server or the
client. To fetch elements directly from the data warehouse or Intelligent
Cube as the user performs the search, select the Search on server
check box in the Layout options on the Properties and Formatting dialog
box.

▫ Slider (most effective selector for browsing data in a graph; also available for
metric condition selectors)

Place the graph slider under or above the graph it will control, then specify the
graph as the target of the slider selector. Next, specify one of the attributes or
metrics in the graph as the selector's source. This allows an analyst to drag the
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slider to view different sets of data in a graph and to adjust the size of the slider
to view different ranges of values in the graph.

• Flash Style is how the selector is displayed in Flash Mode if it is an interactive
Flash-only selector. The options are listed below:

▫ Automatic: The default, which uses the DHTML Style (described above) for
Flash Mode.

▫ Fish Eye Selector: An interactive style of selector that is displayed only in
Flash Mode. It magnifies an item when a user hovers the cursor over it. This
style of selector is useful because it allows a user to choose from a large list of
elements without having to see all of the elements displayed at one time. Any
item that a user hovers over or selects remains magnified, while the remaining
items are minimized and hidden from view.

Since a Fish Eye Selector is displayed only in Flash Mode, determine how the
selector is displayed in non-Flash modes by specifying aDHTML Style
(described above).

For more information about creating this type of selector, and an example, see
Creating a Fish Eye Selector, page 218.

▫ Date Selection: An interactive style of selector that is displayed only in Flash
Mode. It is a calendar selector that allows you to select which dates you want to
see data about in a dashboard-style document. You are able to see all of the dates
of each month in the widget, which allows you to be able to select dates more
easily.

Since a Date Selection widget is displayed only in Flash Mode, determine how
the selector is displayed in non-Flash modes by specifying aDHTML Style
(described above).

For more information about creating this type of selector, and an example, see
Creating a Date Selection widget, page 211.

• Action Type determines whether the selector displays elements, metrics, metric
conditions (such as "greater than $5,000"), or panels. For an action selector for a
Transaction Services-enabled document, the Action Type determines whether the
selector is used to submit, recalculate, or discard the changes to the data. For
example, a user can edit the data displayed in a grid, then submit their changes to
update the underlying data, or instead choose to recalculate derived metrics and
subtotals displayed in the grid based on the changed data. For steps, see the
Document Creation Guide.

For element selectors, you can select which forms are displayed in the selector, the
order that they are displayed in, and how their elements are sorted. If multiple forms
are displayed, you can choose which character separates the different forms. For an
example and instructions to display and sort forms, see Displaying and sorting
forms in selectors, page 170.

• Source is the attribute, custom group, or consolidation whose elements are
displayed in the selector (for an element selector) or the metric whose values are
qualified on (for a metric condition selector).

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• Selection Type determines whether the selector includes or excludes the selected
items from the target. It is available only for element selectors and metric condition
slider selectors. For example, the attributes that a user chooses in the selector can
display in the target, or they can be hidden. For instructions to specify the selection
type, see Determining whether the selector includes or excludes data: selection type,
page 143.

• Qualify on determines whether the selector filters metric values or rank, and is
available only for metric condition selectors. The options are:

▫ Value filters the metric's values.

▫ Rank Highest ranks the metric's values in descending order, and then filters
by rank. For example, Rank Highest=2 displays the two highest values.

▫ Rank Lowest ranks the metric's values in ascending order, and then filters by
rank. For example, Rank Lowest=2 displays the two lowest values.

▫ Rank % Highest ranks and filters by the number of metric values (or rows) in
the target, in descending order. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains
eight items, the Rank % Highest =25 displays the two highest values.

▫ Rank % Lowest ranks and filters by the number of metric values (or rows) in
the target, in ascending order. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains
eight items, the Rank % Lowest =25 displays the two lowest values.

If a title bar is displayed for the metric condition selector, a user can change this
setting.

• Target(s) are the Grid/Graphs, panel stacks, List controls, datasets, and/or other
selectors that the selector affects.

▫ If targets are automatically maintained in the layout, attribute and metric
selectors automatically target all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the
same panel or document section as the selector.

▫ If targets are not automatically maintained, you must manually select the targets
when you create selectors.

▫ You must always select the target for panel selectors, regardless of whether
targets are automatically maintained.

▫ To choose another selector as the target of this selector, you must disable
automatic target maintenance and manually select the target. You can keep
automatic target maintenance if you can place the target selector on a panel in
the same document section as the source selector; the source selector will
automatically target that panel stack.

For instructions to disable automatic target maintenance, as well as the advantages
and disadvantages of automatic and manual target selection, see Automatically
maintaining targets for selectors, page 145.
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Methods to create a selector
The following table provides a brief overview of creating different types of selectors, as
well as links to more detailed procedures.

To Create a Selector... Do This...

That changes panels on a panel stack. Right-click the panel stack and select
Create Panel Stack Selector.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
to change panels on a panel stack, page
115.

That selects the elements to display on a Grid/Graph. Right-click the attribute, custom group, or
consolidation on the Grid/Graph and select
Create Selector Control.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
for elements on a Grid/Graph, page 116.

That filters a metric’s values. 1 From the Insertmenu, point to Selector, then
select eitherMetric Slider orMetric
Qualification.

2 To target a specific Grid/Graph instead, right-
click the metric on the Grid/Graph and select
Create Selector Control.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
that filters metric values, page 118.

That selects the metric to display on a Grid/Graph. Right-click the wordMetrics on the
Grid/Graph and select Create Selector.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
to choose the metric to display in a
Grid/Graph, page 123.

That updates a dynamic text field on a panel stack. 1 From the Insertmenu, point to Selector, and
then select the selector style.

2 In the Properties and Formatting dialog box,
select the attribute to use as the source, and the
panel stack to use as the target.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
that updates a dynamic text field on a panel
stack, page 126.

That is formatted differently in Flash Mode and
becomes interactive when a user hovers the cursor
over it.

An example is the Fish Eye Selector, which magnifies
the item that is hovered over, while the remaining
items are minimized and displayed in the background
of the selector.

See Creating a Fish Eye Selector, page 218
and Creating a Date Selection widget, page
211.

That filters the data in a dataset. 1 From the Insertmenu, point to Selector, and
then select the selector style.
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To Create a Selector... Do This...

2 In the Properties and Formatting dialog box,
select the Select datasets as target check
box.

3 Select the dataset to be updated based on
choices in the selector.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
to filter dataset results, page 127.

That filters another selector. After creating the target selector (the one to
be filtered by the source selector):

1 Disable automatic targetmaintenance.

2 From the Insertmenu, point to Selector, and
then choose the style from the list.

3 In the Properties and Formatting dialog box,
select the attribute to use as the source. For the
target, select the target selector and either a
Grid/Graph or panel stack.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
that targets other selectors, page 129.

That filters a List control in a Transaction Services-
enabled document.

1 Disable automatic targetmaintenance.

2 From the Insertmenu, point to Selector, and
then choose the style from the list.

3 In the Properties and Formatting dialog box,
select the attribute to use as the source. For the
target, select the List control.

4 For detailed steps, see Creating a selector to
filter List controls in a Transaction Services-
enabled document, page 135.

With a specific style. 1 Do one of the following:

From the Insert menu, point to Selector, and
then choose the style from the list.

Click the arrow next to the Selector icon on
the toolbar, and then choose the style from the
list.

2 In the Properties and Formatting dialog box, you
can change the default action type from select
elements to selectmetrics or panels.

With the same style as the last selector you added. Click the Selector icon in the Controls
toolbar.

The default action type is select elements,
although you can change it to select metrics
or panels, in the Properties and Formatting
dialog box.
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To Create a Selector... Do This...

That uses an attribute on a Grid/Graph as a selector to
target another panel stack or another Grid/Graph.

1 Right-click the header of an attribute in the
Grid/Graph, and selectUse as Selector.

2 Select the panel stack or Grid/Graph to be
updated based on the selected attribute
element.

For detailed steps, see Using Grid/Graphs
as selectors to control other Grid/Graphs,
page 186.

That uses an attribute on a Grid/Graph as a selector to
filter the data in a dataset.

1 Right-click the header of an attribute in the
Grid/Graph, and selectUse as Selector.

2 From the Target Type drop-down list, select
Dataset.

3 Select the datasets to be updated based on the
selected attribute element.

For detailed steps, see Enabling
Grid/Graphs as selectors to update dataset
results, page 192.

That uses an attribute on a Grid/Graph as a selector to
filter a List control in a Transaction Services-enabled
document.

1 Right-click the header of an attribute in the
Grid/Graph, and selectUse as Selector.

2 Select the List control to be updated based on
the selected attribute element.

For detailed steps, see Enabling
Grid/Graphs as selectors in a Transaction
Services-enabled document, page 194

That allows a user to submit, recalculate, or discard
changes to data displayed in a Transaction Services-
enabled document.

For steps, see the Document Creation
Guide.

That updates a view filter in a Grid/Graph 1 From the Insertmenu, point to Selector, and
then select the selector style.

2 In the Properties and Formatting dialog box,
select the condition in the view filter to update
based on choices in the selector.

For detailed steps, see Creating a selector
that updates the view filter in a grid or
graph, page 195.

If targets are automatically maintained in the layout, element and metric selectors
automatically target all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the same panel or
document section as the selector. You do not need to manually select the targets. If
automatic target maintenance is disabled, you must manually select the targets. See
Selecting targets interactively (target selection mode), page 114 for steps.

You must always select targets for panel selectors, regardless of whether targets are
automatically maintained.

To target another selector, automatic target maintenance must be disabled. Alternatively,
you can keep automatic target maintenance if you can place the target selector on a panel
in the same document section as the source selector; the source selector will
automatically target that panel stack.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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For more information on automatically maintaining targets, including how to enable and
disable it, see Automatically maintaining targets for selectors, page 145.

Selecting targets interactively (target selection mode)
Target selection mode allows you to choose targets interactively. You can click the
Grid/Graph, panel stack, or selector to use as the target of the selector.

Prerequisites

• The document contains a selector. For steps to add a selector, seeMethods to create
a selector, page 111.

• The document must contain at least one Grid/Graph, panel stack, or a second
selector to use as the target of the selector.

• Automatic target maintenance must be disabled. If automatic target maintenance is
enabled instead, target selection is not available, and attribute, metric, and metric
condition selectors automatically target all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in
the same panel or document section as the selector. For more information about
automatic target maintenance, including instructions to disable it, see Automatically
maintaining targets for selectors, page 145.

To select targets for a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector and choose Select Targets. The Select Target dialog box is
displayed.

3 Click the Grid/Graph, panel stack, List control, or selector to specify as the target.
The sizing handles of the target are displayed. To select multiple targets, hold down
the CTRL key while you click each control.

4 Do one of the following:

• Click the OK icon . The selected controls are added as targets of the

selector.

• To cancel your changes and return to the document, click the Cancel icon .

Next steps after creating a selector
After you create a new selector, you can use the Properties and Formatting dialog box to
change any settings, such as style or action type, of the selector. For example, the default
DHTML style of a new selector is a drop-down list, which may not always suit your
needs.

You can make the following changes to selectors:
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• Defining selectors to filter or slice targets, page 141. A selector can either filter or
slice data. The selections made in a filtering selector are used to filter the underlying
dataset before the metric values are aggregated at the level of the Grid/Graph that is
displayed in the document. The selections made in slicing selectors are used to
determine which slices of data are combined and shown in the Grid/Graph.

• Allowing users to select multiple items, page 155. You can determine whether users
can make multiple selections in Slider, Listbox, Link Bar, and Button Bar style
selectors.

• Controlling how data updates: Automatically apply selector changes, page 156. You
can determine whether the data is automatically updated when an item is selected in
the selector.

• Disabling simultaneous display of all items in a selector, page 156.

• Determining how the target of a selector displays when no data exists, page 158.
This scenario occurs if a target cannot display any data that meets the requirements
of the choices made in the selector. By default, a message is displayed in the target,
but you can choose to have the first item in the selector displayed instead.

• Determining how the target of a selector displays (current state), page 161. You can
determine whether items are already chosen in the selector when it is first displayed.

• Showing totals for selectors, page 168.

• Displaying and sorting forms in selectors, page 170. For element selectors, you can
select which forms are displayed in the selector, the order that they are displayed in,
and how their elements are sorted. If multiple forms are displayed, you can choose
which character separates the different forms.

• Displaying title bars in selectors, page 172. A title bar on a selector can help to
identify the selector or provide instructions about using the selector. For metric
slider and metric qualification selectors, which filter metric values, the title bar
contains a drop-down menu that allows a user to select whether to filter on the
metric values or rank. For a metric slider selector, the drop-down menu in the title
bar also allows a user to select whether to include or exclude the selected data.

• Formatting selectors, page 174.

Creating a selector to change panels on a panel stack
A panel stack selector allows a user to flip through the panels in a panel stack. A panel
stack is a collection of panels, which allow the user to see different predefined views of
data in the same document.

For example, each panel can display a different Grid/Graph, and the selector allows the
user to choose which panel, and thus which Grid/Graph, to view.
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The items of the selector are the buttons across the top, and the target is the panel stack.
For more information on panels, see Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and Panel
Stacks.

Prerequisite

The document contains a panel stack, to use as the target of the selector. For steps, see
Inserting a panel stack, page 66.

To create a selector for a panel stack

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the panel stack to use as the target of the selector, and select Create
Panel Selector. A selector is added just above the panel. The selected panel stack is
the target and the Action Type is set to Select Panel.

3 To change the default selector style, which is a drop-down list, do the following:

a Right-click the selector and click Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

b From the left, click Layout.

c Select a style from the DHTML Style drop-down list.

You cannot use check boxes with a panel stack, since check boxes allow
multiple selections and multiple panels cannot be displayed simultaneously.

d Click OK to return to the document.

Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties such as
autosubmission and format the selector. For a list of tasks, see Next steps after creating
a selector, page 114.

Creating a selector for elements on a Grid/Graph
You can create a selector that allows a user to choose which elements to display in a
Grid/Graph. These elements can be from an attribute, a custom group, or a
consolidation on the Grid/Graph.
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For example, a Grid/Graph contains Region, Call Center, Year, and various metrics, as
shown in the example below. This particular selector allows the user to select which
regions to display on the Grid/Graph. The user can therefore slice or filter the
Grid/Graph by the selected region or regions.

In this example, the regions listed in the selector are the items of the selector; the target
is the Grid/Graph.

You can choose to either include or exclude the selected elements from the target
Grid/Graph by default. For examples, see Determining whether the selector includes or
excludes data: selection type, page 143. Steps to define the default behavior are included
below.

Prerequisites

• The document contains a Grid/Graph, to be used as the target of the selector. For
steps, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document Creation Guide. If targets are
automatically maintained, and you add a Grid/Graph to the same document section
or panel after creating the selector, the Grid/Graph is automatically added as a
target.

• By default, targets are automatically maintained, so the element selector
automatically targets all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the same panel or
document section as the selected Grid/Graph. You can disable the maintenance for a
layout. For steps, see Disabling automatic target maintenance to allow manual
target selection, page 152.

To create a selector for elements in a Grid/Graph

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the name of the attribute, consolidation or custom (not an element) in
the Grid/Graph to use as the target of the selector, and select Create Selector
Control. For example, to re-create the example shown above, right-click Region, not
Northeast.

A selector is created just above the Grid/Graph. The selected attribute is the source,
the selected Grid/Graph is the target, and the Action Type is set to Select Element.
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3 Right-click the new selector, then select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box is displayed.

4 To change the default selector style, which is a drop-down list, do the following:

a From the left, click Layout.

b Select a style from the DHTML Style drop-down list.

5 From the left, click Selector.

6 From the Selection Type drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To use the selector to include data for selected values, select Include.

• To use the selector to exclude data for selected values, select Exclude.

7 Click OK to return to the document.

Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties, such as multiple
selections and simultaneous display of selector items, and format the selector. For a list
of tasks, see Next steps after creating a selector, page 114.

Creating a selector that filters metric values
You can create a selector that allows a user to filter on a metric's values, ranks, or
percent ranks. The selector can be either a slider or a qualification.

Metric slider

A slider allows the user to select the minimum and maximum values to display. For
example, a dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph with Region and the
Revenue, Cost, and Profit metrics. A selector displays the range of revenue values,
including the minimum and maximum values (in the example below, $1,761,187.19 and
$8,554,414.55). A user can move the slider to select a new minimum and maximum
revenue to display. In this example, the selector is filtering the Revenue metric to display
only those regions with Revenue values between $3,343,953 and $7,983,672.
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A user can also specify the beginning or end of the selected range in the slider, by
hovering his cursor over one of the endpoints of the slider (called a thumb), clicking on
the tooltip, and then typing a number in the field.

You can choose to either include or exclude the values from the target. This means that
the values that a user chooses in the selector can display in the target, or they can be
hidden. For examples, see Determining whether the selector includes or excludes data:
selection type, page 143.

In addition, if the selector title bar is displayed, a user can change whether the selector
filters on metric values, ranks, or percent ranks. See Choosing the filtering criterion,
page 120.

Metric qualification

A user can complete the qualification to filter the metric's values. This type of metric
condition selector allows a user to:

• Select whether to filter on the metric values or ranking

• Select the operator (equals, greater than, and so on)

• Type the value to filter on

For example, given the same regional revenue Grid/Graph described above, a user could
display only the revenue values greater than $5,000,000 (as shown in the example
below) or only the top-ranking 5 regions in term of revenue. After the user completes the
qualification, he clicks the check mark to apply the qualification.

To change whether the selector filters on metric values, ranks, or percent ranks, the user
clicks the down arrow in the title bar to open the drop-down list, as shown below:
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In addition, if the selector title bar is displayed, a user can change whether the selector
filters on metric values, ranks, or percent ranks. See Choosing the filtering criterion,
page 120.

Choosing the filtering criterion

For either a slider selector or a qualification selector, the title bar contains a drop-down
list to select whether to filter on metric values, ranks, or percent ranks, as described
below. If the title bar is hidden, the option chosen when the selector was defined is used.
For instructions to display the title bar, see Displaying title bars in selectors, page 172.

• Value filters the target by the metric's values.

• Rank Highest ranks the metric's values in descending order, and then filters by
rank. For example, Rank Highest=2 displays the two highest values.

• Rank Lowest ranks the metric's values in ascending order, and then filters by rank.
For example, Rank Lowest=2 displays the two lowest values.

• Rank % Highest ranks and filters by the number of metric values (or rows) in the
target, in descending order. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains eight
items, the Rank % Highest =25 displays the two highest values.

• Rank % Lowest ranks and filters by the number of metric values (or rows) in the
target, in ascending order. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains eight
items, the Rank % Lowest =25 displays the two lowest values.

Creating a metric filtering selector

If you want to create a metric filtering selector for a specific Grid/Graph, you can quickly
and easily complete the task by following the steps in To create a selector that filters a
metric's values on a Grid/Graph, page 121.

If you want to create a metric filtering selector that targets a panel stack or multiple
Grid/Graphs, follow the steps in To create a selector that filters a metric's values , page
122.
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Prerequisites

• The document must contain a Grid/Graph or panel stack, to use as the target of the
selector. For steps, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document Creation Guide or
Inserting and defining panels, page 65. If targets are automatically maintained, and
you add a Grid/Graph or panel stack to the same document section or panel after
creating the selector, the Grid/Graph or panel stack is automatically added as a
target.

• By default, targets are automatically maintained, so the metric filtering selector
automatically targets all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the same panel or
document section as the selector. You can disable the maintenance for a layout. For
steps, see Disabling automatic target maintenance to allow manual target selection,
page 152.

To create a selector that filters a metric's values on a Grid/Graph

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the metric in the Grid/Graph to use as the target of the selector, and
select Create Selector Control.

A metric slider selector is created just above the Grid/Graph. The selected metric is
the source, the selected Grid/Graph is the target, and the Action Type is set to
Metric Condition.

3 Right-click the new selector and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

4 To change the selector to a metric qualification, complete the following:

a From the left, click Layout.

b From the DHTML Style drop-down list, selectMetric Qualification.

5 From the left, click Selector.

6 From the Selection Type drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To use the selector to include data for selected values, select Include.

• To use the selector to exclude data for selected values, select Exclude.

If the selector's title bar is not displayed, then this setting is used. If the selector's
title bar is displayed, this is the default and a user can change between including or
excluding the selections.

7 From the Qualify On drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To filter on the metric's values, select Value.

• To rank the metric's value, where 1 is the highest value, and then filter by rank,
select Rank Highest.
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• To rank the metric's value, where 1 is the lowest value, and then filter by rank,
select Rank Lowest.

• To filter the data to display the top x% of items in the target, select Rank %
Highest. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains eight items, Rank %
Highest = 25 displays the top two items.

• To filter the data to display the bottom x% of items in the target, select Rank %
Lowest. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains eight items, Rank %
Lowest = 25 displays the bottom two items.

8 Click OK to return to the document.

Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties, such as multiple
selections and simultaneous display of selector items, and format the selector. For a list
of tasks, see Next steps after creating a selector, page 114.

To create a selector that filters a metric's values

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, then select one of the following:

• To create a slider, selectMetric Slider.

• To create a qualification, selectMetric Qualification.

3 Click the section of the Layout area in which to place the selector. If you click and
drag in the section, you can size the selector.

4 If the targets are not automatically maintained, you must manually specify the target
of the selector, as described in Selecting targets interactively (target selection
mode), page 114.

5 Right-click the new selector and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

6 From the left, click Selector.

7 From the Source drop-down list, select the metric to qualify on.

8 From the Selection Type drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To use the selector to include data for selected values, select Include.

• To use the selector to exclude data for selected values, select Exclude.

If the selector's title bar is not displayed, then this setting is used. If the selector's
title bar is displayed, this is the default and a user can change between including or
excluding the selections.

9 From the Qualify On drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To filter on the metric's values, select Value.
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• To rank the metric's value, where 1 is the highest value, and then filter by rank,
select Rank Highest.

• To rank the metric's value, where 1 is the lowest value, and then filter by rank,
select Rank Lowest.

• To filter the data to display the top x% of items in the target, select Rank %
Highest. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains eight items, Rank %
Highest = 25 displays the top two items.

• To filter the data to display the bottom x% of items in the target, select Rank %
Lowest. For example, if the target Grid/Graph contains eight items, Rank %
Lowest = 25 displays the bottom two items.

10 Click OK to return to the document.

Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties, such as multiple
selections and simultaneous display of selector items, and format the selector. For a list
of tasks, see Next steps after creating a selector, page 114.

Creating a selector to choose the metric to display in a
Grid/Graph
A selector can allow the user to select which metrics to display.

For example, a Grid/Graph contains the Revenue, Cost, and Profit metrics and various
attributes. The selector allows the user to select which metric to display on the
Grid/Graph. In the following example, all the metrics are selected, and displayed on the
document.
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The user clears the selections for Revenue and Cost. All regions and employees are still
displayed, but with the Profit metric, as chosen in the selector.

In this example, the metrics listed in the selector are the items of the selector; the target
is the Grid/Graph.

Determining the order of items in the selector

The metrics in a metric selector display in the same order in which they have been added
to the Grid/Graph that the selector updates (called the target). For example, if the
Revenue, Cost, and Profit metrics have been added to a Grid/Graph in that order, the
metric selector displays Revenue, Cost, and Profit in that order.

If the metric selector targets more than one Grid/Graph, the selector displays the
metrics in the first target, followed by the metrics in additional targets in the order that
they were selected as targets for the selector. For example, in the image below, the
metric selector's first target is the Grid/Graph labeled Regional Revenue, Cost, and
Profit. The metrics in the first Grid/Graph (Revenue, Cost, and Profit) are displayed in
the metric selector.

The metric selector's second target is the Grid/Graph labeled Regional Profit Breakdown.
The metrics in the second Grid/Graph (Profit per Employee and Profit Margin) are
displayed after Revenue, Cost, and Profit. Because the Profit metric is already included in
the first target, it is only displayed once in the metric selector.
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Creating a selector to choose a Grid/Graph’s metrics

A selector can allow the user to select which metrics to display.

Prerequisites

• The document must contain a Grid/Graph, so it can be used as the target of the
selector. For steps, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document Creation Guide. If
targets are automatically maintained, and you add a Grid/Graph to the same
document section or panel after creating the selector, the Grid/Graph is
automatically added as a target.

• By default, targets are automatically maintained, so the element selector
automatically targets all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the same panel or
document section as the selected Grid/Graph. You can disable the automatic target
maintenance for a layout. For steps, see Disabling automatic target maintenance to
allow manual target selection, page 152.

To create a selector to choose the metric to display in a Grid/Graph

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the wordMetrics on the Grid/Graph to use as the target of the selector,
and select Create Selector Control.

A selector is created just above the Grid/Graph. The selected Grid/Graph is the
target, and the Action Type is set to Select Metric.

3 Right-click the new selector, then select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box is displayed.

4 To change the default selector style, which is a drop-down list, do the following:

a From the left, click Layout.

b Select a style from the DHTML Style drop-down list.

5 Click OK to return to the document.
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Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties, such as multiple
selections and simultaneous display of selector items, and format the selector. For a list
of tasks, see Next steps after creating a selector, page 114.

Creating a selector that updates a dynamic text field
on a panel stack
You can create a selector that displays different elements of attributes, custom groups, or
consolidations in a panel stack. The selector updates a dynamic text field on the panel
stack. A dynamic text field is a text field populated by the dataset; it is essentially a
reference to an object on a dataset. For a more detailed description of dynamic text
fields, including examples, as well as instructions to add them to a dashboard-style
document, see the Document Creation Guide.

For example, a panel contains the dynamic text fields Region and Revenue from the
Basic Report dataset. The image below shows the panel in Design View; the dynamic text
fields are indicated by braces { }.

The selector allows the user to select which region to display on the panel. The following
image shows the same selector and panel in Interactive Mode. Mid-Atlantic has been
selected from the drop-down list of the selector. Mid-Atlantic replaces {Region}, and the
revenue amount for the Mid-Atlantic region replaces {Revenue}.

In this example, the regions listed in the drop-down list are the items of the selector; the
target is the panel stack.

Prerequisites

• The document contains a panel stack, to use as the target of the selector. For steps,
see Inserting and defining panels, page 65. If targets are automatically maintained,
and you add a panel stack to the same document section or panel after creating the
selector, the panel stack is automatically added as a target.

• By default, targets are automatically maintained, so the selector automatically targets
all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the same panel or document section as
the selected Grid/Graph. You can disable the maintenance for a layout. For steps, see
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Disabling automatic target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page
152.

To create a selector that updates a dynamic text field on a panel
stack

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Click the arrow next to the Selector Control icon on the Controls toolbar,
and then choose how to display the selector from the drop-down list. For an example
of each style of selector, see Defining a selector, page 107. When you move the
mouse to the layout area, the pointer becomes crosshairs.

3 Click the section of the Layout area in which to place the selector. If you click and
drag in the section, you can size the selector.

4 If the targets are not automatically maintained, you must manually specify the target
of the selector, as described in Selecting targets interactively (target selection
mode), page 114.

5 Right-click the selector and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

6 From the left, choose Selector.

7 Select an attribute, custom group, or consolidation in the Source field. The
elements of the source are displayed as items in the selector.

8 Click OK to return to the document.

Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties, such as multiple
selections and simultaneous display of selector items, and format the selector. For a list
of tasks, see Next steps after creating a selector, page 114.

Creating a selector to filter dataset results
You can create a selector that filters the data in a dataset, allowing users to view subsets
of large amounts of data instead of loading and displaying all the data at once. For
example, if you want to create a document that allows users to view a list of all orders
submitted by a specific customer, including information on the items in each order, you
can create a dashboard-style document with a list of Customers displayed in a selector.
The selector targets a grid that displays Order and Item information. In this example, the
selector contains data from a dataset containing each Customer, and the grid contains
data from another dataset containing Order and Item information.

You can enable users to select a customer in the selector to update the dataset results
displayed in the grid. Each time the user selects a different customer, MicroStrategy re-
executes the SQL used to retrieve the Order and Item data, then uses the results to
display Order and Item information for the appropriate customer.

You can create a similar dashboard-style document using an attribute element selector
that updates the contents of a grid, rather than a dataset. In order to do so, however, you
must provide a single dataset that contains all relevant Customer, Order, and Item
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information, which can easily add up to a million rows of data or more. As a result, the
dashboard-style document will require time to retrieve all the dataset results when the
dashboard-style document is opened.

In contrast, if you use a selector to filter the dataset results, only the data for the selected
customer is retrieved when the dashboard-style document is executed, requiring less time
to open the dashboard-style document. However, because the SQL used to retrieve the
dataset results is executed against the data source each time a selection is made, more
time is required to display data when users make subsequent selections.

For steps to create an attribute element selector, see Creating a selector for elements on
a Grid/Graph, page 116.

You can select which attribute forms are displayed in the selector, the order that they are
displayed in, and how their elements are sorted. If multiple forms are displayed, you can
choose which character separates the different forms. For an example and steps to
display and sort forms, see Displaying and sorting forms in selectors, page 170.

You can determine whether items are already chosen in the selector when it is first
displayed, using the Current State option. For detailed information on the options
available, see Current State setting with a filtering selector, page 163. For steps to define
whether items are chosen in the selector when it is first displayed, see Defining the
Current State of a selector, page 166.

Prerequisite

• The steps below assume that you have created a document that contains at least one
control, such as a panel stack or a Grid/Graph, to use as the target of the selector.
This control should display data from the dataset that you want to filter. For steps to
create a panel stack, see Inserting a panel stack, page 66. For steps to create a
Grid/Graph, see the Document Creation Guide.

For steps to enable the filtering of datasets based on Freeform SQL reports, see the
Custom SQL Queries: Freeform SQL and Query Builder chapter in the Advanced
Reporting Guide.

To use a selector to filter dataset results

1 In Web, open the document in Design Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, then choose the type of selector to add
to the document.

3 Click the location in the layout area to add the selector to. The selector is
automatically created and added to the document.

4 Right-click the selector, then select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

5 From the left, click Selector.

6 From the Action Type drop-down list, choose Select Attribute Element.
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7 From the Source drop-down list, select the attribute that contains the elements to
display as items in the selector.

8 Under Targets, select the Select datasets as target check box.

• If the check box is not available, select the click here link displayed below the
Available list.

9 From the Available list, select the datasets to have automatically updated when users
choose an item in the selector, then click > to add the datasets to the Selected list.
You can select multiple datasets at once by pressing CTRL and clicking each dataset
to select it.

SQL reports and MDX reports, as well as Freeform SQL reports that contain one or
more Freeform SQL conditions, are displayed as options in the Available list.

10 You can determine whether users can display data for all elements in the selector at
once. To display all the elements, a user chooses the All option in the selector.
Whether displaying all is enabled or disabled, users can select one item at a time to
display. Do one of the following:

• To allow users to display data for all elements in the selector at once, select the
Show option for All check box.

• To disable simultaneous display of all elements, clear the Show option for All
check box.

11 By default, the All option is labeled (All) in the selector. You can rename the All
option by typing text into the Alias field. You can rename the All option only if the
Show option for All check box is selected above.

12 Click OK to apply your changes.

Creating a selector that targets other selectors
You can create a selector that targets another selector. In essence, the source selector
filters the target selector.

For example, a dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph with Subcategory and
Item, filtered to display only the Books category. The dashboard-style document also
includes two selectors. One selector displays the subcategories in the Books category (the
Subcategory selector), while the other selector contains a list of individual books (the
Item category). Both selectors target the Grid/Graph, to display data for the selected
Subcategory and Item. The Subcategory selector targets the Item selector, filtering the
Item selector to display only the books in the subcategory chosen in the Subcategory
selector. If a user selects Literature from the Subcategory selector, the Item selector is
updated to display only books that fall under the Literature subcategory, instead of
displaying a long list of every available book. This is shown below:
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Determining whether and how selections in the target selector are
updated

When a user selects or clears items in the source selector, the target selector is updated
to display only those items selected in the source selector, as shown in the examples
above. If the selector is a filtering selector, you can also determine whether and how the
target selector are updated when the source selector is updated:

• You can determine which items are selected or cleared in the target selector.

• You can determine which items are displayed in the target selector’s target.

For example, a document contains the following:

• A Grid/Graph that displays region, call center, employee, and the revenue metric.

• A selector that displays call centers and targets the Grid/Graph.

• A selector that displays regions and targets the Call Center selector.

Select Atlanta and Milwaukee in the Call Center selector. The Grid/Graph is updated to
display the data for those call centers only, as shown below:
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Select only Central in the Region selector. The Call Center selector is filtered to display
only those call centers in the Central region. Milwaukee is selected in the Call Center
selector, since it was already selected. The Grid/Graph does not change; it is still filtered
by the previous selections (Atlanta and Milwaukee) made in the Call Center selector.

This is the default behavior, when no change is made to which items are selected or
cleared in the target selector. The target of the target selector remains filtered by the
selector; only those items selected in the target selector are displayed.

You can specify that the target of the target selector is no longer filtered by the selector
and therefore displays all items. You can then determine whether all the items in the
target selector are cleared or selected, as described below.

If updates to the Region selector change the status of the Call Center selector to unset,
when you selected Central in the Region selector, the Call Center selector would be
filtered to display only those call centers in the Central region. All items in the Call
Center selector would be cleared. The Grid/Graph would no longer be filtered by the
selector, so the Grid/Graph would display all the call centers, as shown below:
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If updates to the Region selector change the status of the Call Center selector to all, when
you selected Central in the Region selector, the Call Center selector would be filtered to
display only those call centers in the Central region. All items in the Call Center selector
would be selected. The Grid/Graph would no longer be filtered by the selector, so the
Grid/Graph would display all the call centers, as shown below:
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This behavior is controlled by the Update target filters when current selection
changes setting. Steps to change it are included in the following procedure.

Creating a selector to target another selector

Prerequisites

This procedure assumes that:

• The document contains a Grid/Graph or panel stack. For steps, see the Grid/Graphs
chapter of the Document Creation Guide or Inserting and defining panels, page 65.

• The document contains a selector that targets the Grid/Graph or panel stack. This
will be the target selector.

• Automatic target maintenance is disabled. For steps, see Disabling automatic target
maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

▫ If you want to keep automatic target maintenance, place the target selector on a
panel stack in the same document section as the source selector instead. The

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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source selector will automatically target the panel stack, and update the target
selector.

To create a selector that targets another selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 On the Insert menu, point to Selector, then choose the selector style to use to
display the selector. When you move the cursor to the Layout area, the pointer
becomes crosshairs.

3 Click in the section of the Layout area in which you want to place the selector. If you
click and drag in the section, you can size the selector.

4 Right-click the selector and choose Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

5 From the left, click Selector.

6 From the Action type drop-down list, choose Select Attribute element.

7 The Source list contains all of the attributes in all of the datasets in the document.
From the Source drop-down list, select the attribute to use as the source of the
selector. The elements of this attribute will be displayed as items in the selector.

8 From the list of Available targets on the left, choose the target selector and click >
to add it to the list of Selected targets.

9 Select the Grid/Graph or panel stack and click > to add it to the list of Selected
targets. You can also add other Grid/Graphs and panel stacks as targets as well.

If you did not disable automatic target maintenance, the Available targets and
Selected targets lists are not available. To disable it, click the link to change to
manual control and select OK at the prompt to continue. The lists are now
available. You can remove any Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that were added
as Selected targets when automatic target maintenance was enabled. To do
this, select them in the Selected targets list and click <.

10 You can determine which items are selected or cleared in the target selector, and
what items are displayed in the target selector’s target, when this selector is updated.
No matter which option is chosen, any changes made in this selector determine
which items are displayed in the target selector. For examples of the options, see
Determining whether and how selections in the target selector are updated, page
130.

To do this, select Apply selections as a filter. Select one of the following options
from the Update target filters when current selection changes drop-down
list:

• To keep the current selections in the target selector and continue filtering its
target, select Do not update. This is the default.
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• If the All item is shown in the target selector, you can specify that all items and
the All item are displayed in the target selector, all items in its target are
displayed, and the target selector’s status is changed to unset. Select Unset.

• If the All item is not shown in the target selector, you can specify that all items
in the target selector are cleared, all items are displayed in its target, and the
target selector’s status is changed to unset. Select Unset.

• To specify that all items are displayed in the target selector and in the target,
select All.

11 Click OK to return to the document.

Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties, such as multiple
selections and simultaneous display of selector items, and format the selector. For a list
of tasks, see Next steps after creating a selector, page 114.

Creating a selector to filter List controls in a
Transaction Services-enabled document
You can create a selector that filters the choices available in a List control displayed in a
Transaction Services-enabled document.

For example, you create a document that allows you to approve time off requests for
employees selected from a list. If the company is large, viewing the full list of employees
may be unwieldy. Instead, you can create a selector that contains each team in your
department, then restrict the employees in the list to those from a single team.

Prerequisites

This procedure assumes that:

• You have created a Transaction Services-enabled document that contains the List
control to update when an item is chosen in the selector. The List control must
display attribute elements from a selected dataset as items in the control (this is
called a data-driven input control). For steps to create a Transaction Services-enabled
document, as well as steps to create a List control, see the Document Creation Guide.

• Automatic target maintenance is disabled. For steps, see Disabling automatic target
maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

To create a selector that filters a List control

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 On the Insert menu, point to Selector, then choose the display style for the
selector. When you move the cursor to the Layout area, the pointer becomes
crosshairs.

3 Click in the section of the Layout area in which you want to place the selector. If you
click and drag in the section, you can size the selector.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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4 Right-click the selector and choose Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

5 From the left, click Selector.

6 From the Action type drop-down list, choose Select Attribute Element.

7 The Source list contains all of the attributes in all of the datasets in the document.
From the Source drop-down list, select the attribute to use as the source of the
selector. The elements of this attribute will be displayed as items in the selector.

8 From the list of Available targets on the left, choose the List control and click > to
add it to the list of Selected targets. The name used to identify each List control
varies depending on whether the List control was created based on a text field or
dataset object on a Grid/Graph:

• If the List control was created based on a text field, it is listed using the name of
the text field.

• If the List control was created based on a metric in a Grid/Graph, it is listed as
GridGraph:Metric, where GridGraph is the name of the Grid/Graph and
Metric is the name of the metric.

• If the List control was created based on an attribute in a Grid/Graph, it is listed
as GridGraph:Attribute@AttributeForm, where GridGraph is the
name of the Grid/Graph, Attribute is the name of the attribute, and
AttributeForm is the name of the attribute form.

If you did not disable automatic target maintenance, the Available targets and
Selected targets lists are not available. To disable it, click the link to change to
manual control and select OK at the prompt to continue. The lists are now
available. You can remove any Grid/Graphs, panel stacks, and so on that were
added as Selected targets when automatic target maintenance was enabled. To
do this, select them in the Selected targets list and click <.

9 Click OK to return to the document.

Now that you have created the selector, you can modify properties, such as multiple
selections and simultaneous display of selector items, and format the selector. For a list
of tasks, see Next steps after creating a selector, page 114.

Applying selections as filters or slices
The selections a user makes in a selector affects how data is calculated and displayed in
the selector’s target. You can define the selector to either filter or slice the target:

• Filteringmeans that the data for the current selection is calculated only when it is
requested by the user. The selections are used to filter the underlying dataset before
the metric values are aggregated at the level of the Grid/Graph that is displayed in
the dashboard-style document. If the source attribute is not included in the
Grid/Graph, the metric values from all the selected elements are aggregated and
shown at the level specified in the Grid/Graph.
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All metric condition selectors, which filter metric values or ranks, and
selectors that target other selectors are filtering selectors. You cannot change
them to slicing selectors.

• Slicingmeans that the data for each available item in the selector is calculated in
advance when the document is first displayed. The selections are used to determine
which slices of data are combined and shown in the Grid/Graph. Even if the source
attribute is not included in the Grid/Graph, the data is still sliced at the level of the
source attribute, and therefore the metric values from multiple selected items are not
added together. Instead, the data for each selected element is shown separately in
the Grid/Graph, the same as if the source attribute had been included in the
Grid/Graph.

For example, the dataset of a dashboard-style document contains Region, Year, and the
Revenue metric. A Grid/Graph displays Year and Revenue only, and is targeted by a
selector with Region as its source. The selector is defined to slice the data. When Central
is selected, three rows, one for each year, are displayed, as shown below:

If you select Mid-Atlantic as well as Central, six rows are displayed, two for each year, as
shown below:

This occurs because the selector slices the data by region before the user selections are
made, and cannot aggregate the slices for multiple regions.

If you change the selector to filter rather than slice the data, the yearly revenue is
aggregated across the selected regions. The yearly revenue is calculated by adding the
Central and Mid-Atlantic values for each year, and only one row for each year is
displayed in the Grid/Graph, as shown below:
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Other important differences between filtering and slicing selectors are described below:

• Slicing allows the total to be displayed as an item in the selector. A filtering selector
does not display the total as a selector item. (For background information on selector
totals, see Showing totals for selectors, page 168.)

• Slicing allows you to specify that the selector automatically uses a default selection
when other changes in the dashboard-style document cause the selection made by
the user to return no data. Default selections are not available for filtering selectors.
(For background information on default selections, see Determining how the target
of a selector displays when no data exists, page 158.)

• Slicing is performed on Intelligence Server in Express Mode and on the client in
Flash Mode. Filtering is performed on the Intelligence Server in both modes. This
means that when a user chooses different items in a selector, a call is made to the
web server to update the document, except when a slicing selector is used in Flash
Mode. In that case, the web server is not called, which can make the document run
faster as users change selections. In contrast, a filtering selector can speed up the
initial load time of a document in Flash Mode, since all the slices do not need to be
initially downloaded to the client. However, when a filtering selector targets a panel
stack, all static content, dynamic text fields, and links in the target panel are copied
and sent to the client for every new slice of data. To maximize performance,
MicroStrategy recommends removing all content that is either static or independent
of the selector out of the target panel.

• If a selector is sliced, you can define the current state, which determines how the
target is displayed when the dashboard-style document is executed. The target can
display all the selector items, a specific number of the first items, or a specific
number of the last items. If a selector is filtered, you can define the current state as
unset only, which displays all the selector items. For more information on the
different states, see Determining how the target of a selector displays (current
state), page 161.

• If a dashboard-style document contains multiple datasets, a slicing selector shows
only the items available in the target. A filtering selector shows all the items available
in all the datasets. For example, a selector on Category targets a Grid/Graph that
displays only Books and Movies. A second dataset on the document is filtered for
Books and Music, but is not used on the Grid/Graph. If the selector is filtered, the
selector displays Books, Movies, and Music (all the categories available in all the
datasets). If the selector is sliced, the selector displays Books and Movies (only the
categories available on the target). For a more detailed example, see Selectors in a
dashboard-style document with multiple datasets, page 139 below.
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Selectors in a dashboard-style document with multiple
datasets
If a dashboard-style document contains multiple datasets, which items are displayed in a
selector depends on the selector type:

• A slicing selector shows only the items available on the target.

• A filtering selector shows all the items available in all the datasets.

For example, a dashboard-style document contains the following datasets:

• Profit by Category, which contains Category and Profit, and is filtered for Books,
Electronics, and Movies

• Revenue by Category, which contains Category and Revenue, and is filtered for
Movies and Music

A Grid/Graph is created using the Profit by Category dataset as the data source. A slicing
selector is created to target the Grid/Graph. The selector displays Books, Electronics,
and Movies as selector items, based on the elements available in the target. This is shown
below:

If the selector is changed to be a filtering selector, the selector displays Books,
Electronics, Movies, and Music as selector items, based on the categories available in all
the datasets on the dashboard-style document. Because the Profit by Category data
source does not contain data on Music, Music cannot be displayed on the Grid/Graph.
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If the Grid/Graph used the Revenue by Category dataset as the data source instead, a
filtering selector still displays all the categories. Even when the All item is selected, the
Grid/Graph displays only Movies and Music, since those are the only categories available
on the Grid/Graph’s data source.

Change the selector to slice the target, and only the categories in the data source’s filter
are shown in the selector:

For steps to add multiple datasets and to create Grid/Graphs, see the Document Creation
Guide.

Selectors in a dashboard-style document that is viewed
off-line
When a dashboard-style document is viewed off-line (exported to Flash, in a
subscription, or in MicroStrategy Office):

• If a selector is applied using filtering, only the data for the current selections are
included in the dashboard-style document. An off-line user cannot change the
selector and update the target.

• If a selector is applied using slicing, all the slices, and therefore all the data, are
included in the dashboard-style document. An off-line user can change the selector
and update the target.

For example, the dataset of a dashboard-style document contains Region, Year, and the
Revenue metric. A Grid/Graph displays Year and Revenue only, and is targeted by a
selector with Region as its source. The selector is applied as a filter. Only Central is
selected, and the dashboard-style document is exported to a Flash file to be used off-line,

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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without using MicroStrategy. The Flash file contains only the data for Central, and no
other selections can be made.

If the selector is applied as a slice instead, all the data is sliced and included in the Flash
file. Even if only the Central region is selected when the dashboard-style document is
exported, you can use the selector in the Flash file and display other regions.

For instructions to export a dashboard-style document to Flash, see Exporting
dashboard-style documents to Flash for stand-alone use, page 54.

Defining selectors to filter or slice targets
You can define whether:

• A specific selector slices or filters the data. See To apply selections as filters or slices
for a specific selector, page 142 for instructions.

All metric condition selectors, which filter metric values or ranks, and
selectors that target other selectors are filtering selectors. You cannot change
them to slicing selectors.

• A specific target is sliced or filtered by a selector, allowing you to filter one target and
slice another using the same selector. See To apply selections as filters or slices for a
specific target, page 142.

• Selectors in the entire dashboard-style document slice or filter the data. This
document-level setting is used to define the behavior of new selector targets, except
when the target being added is already the target of another selector that uses the
same source. In that case, the target uses the behavior defined in the other selector.
For instructions, see To apply selections as filters or slices (document-level), page
142.

For example, at the document level, selectors are defined as filters.

▫ Selector1 targets Grid/Graph1 as a filter, using Region as the source.

▫ Selector2 targets Grid/Graph2 as a slice, using the same attribute, Region, as the
source.

▫ The dashboard-style document also contains a third Grid/Graph, which is not
the target of any selectors.

Open Selector1 and add Grid/Graph2 as a target. It is automatically defined as a slice,
because Grid/Graph2 is already the target of Selector2 (a slicing selector), and both
selectors use the same attribute, Region.

Add Grid/Graph3 as a target to Selector1. It is automatically defined as a filter,
because Grid/Graph3 is not already the target of another selector.

Prerequisites

The following procedures assume that you have already created a selector. The selector
must not be a metric condition selector or a selector that targets another selector. For
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steps, seeMethods to create a selector, page 111.

To apply selections as filters or slices for a specific selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to update, and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, click Selector.

4 To define how the selector is applied to all targets, do one of the following:

• To apply the selections as a filter, select the Apply selections as a filter
check box.

• To apply the selections as a slice, clear the Apply selections as a filter check
box.

If Apply selections as a filter is unavailable, the selector is applied as both
a filter and a slice for different targets.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To apply selections as filters or slices for a specific target

You use Developer to change the type for a specific target.

1 Open the dashboard-style document in Design View in the Document Editor.

2 Right-click the selector to update, and select Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 Click the Selector tab.

4 In the Selected targets list, select the Type for the target that you want to change.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To apply selections as filters or slices (document-level)

This document-level setting is applied to all new selectors that do not have a target,
except when the new target is already the target of another selector that uses the same
source.

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the dashboard-style document in Design or Editable
Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, select Document Properties. The Document Properties
dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Document, under Document Properties.
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4 Do one of the following:

• To apply the selections as a filter, select the Apply selections as a filter for
all new targets check box.

• To apply the selections as a slice, clear the Apply selections as a filter for
all new targets check box.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Determining whether the selector includes or
excludes data: selection type

You can specify whether an element selector or a metric condition slider selector
includes or excludes the selected data, by defining the Selection Type option. (An
element selector displays different elements of attributes, custom groups, or
consolidations; a metric condition slider displays a slider to filter metric values or rank.)

For example, a dashboard-style document contains an element selector that displays
regions and targets a Grid/Graph. A user can select regions and by default they are
displayed rather than hidden in the Grid/Graph, as shown below.

Change the selection type to exclude items, and update the text displayed in the title bar
to reflect that change. When the dashboard-style document is executed again, and the
user selects Mid-Atlantic and Northeast, all regions except Mid-Atlantic and Northeast
are displayed. Notice that Mid-Atlantic and Northeast are still selected, but are also
crossed out, in the selector.
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The following procedure assumes you have already created an element selector or a
metric condition slider selector. For instructions, seeMethods to create a selector,
page 111.

Prerequisite

The document contains either:

• An element selector, which displays different elements of attributes, custom groups,
or consolidations. For steps to create it, see Creating a selector for elements on a
Grid/Graph, page 116 or Creating a selector that updates a dynamic text field on a
panel stack, page 126,

• A metric condition slider selector, which displays a slider to filter metric values or
rank. For steps to create it, see Creating a selector that filters metric values, page
118.

To define the selection type

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to update, and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, click Selector.

4 From the Selection Type drop-down list, select one of the following:
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• To have a user’s selection include data, select Include. The target displays the
items that the user chooses.

• To have a user’s selection exclude data, select Exclude. The target hides the
items that the user chooses.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Automatically maintaining targets for selectors
If targets are enabled to be automatically maintained:

• All attribute, metric, and metric condition selectors automatically target all
Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the same panel or document section as the
selector.

• You cannot change the target of an attribute, metric, or metric condition selector,
except by moving controls to different document sections, or using the panel stack
technique described below.

• You cannot choose a selector as the target of another selector. You can, however,
place the target selector on a panel in the same document as the source selector. The
target selector is the selector updated by the source selector. With automatic target
maintenance, the source selector will automatically target that panel stack.

• Any new Grid/Graph or panel stack is automatically added as the target of all
attribute, metric, and metric condition selectors in the same panel or document
section.

Targets are not automatically maintained for panel selectors; you always manually
define the targets for panel selectors. For instructions, seeMethods to create a
selector, page 111.

Target maintenance is defined for each layout in a dashboard-style document. You can
use manual targets in one layout, while allowing automatic target maintenance in
another layout.

For example, a layout in a dashboard-style document has automatic target maintenance
enabled. The document contains the following objects, as shown in Design View below:

• Grid/Graph 1 in the Document Header section

• Grid/Graph 2 in the Detail Header section

• Panel stack 1, which displays region, in the Detail Header
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Insert a selector (Selector 1) into the Document Header, and another (Selector 2) into
the Detail Header.

• Selector 1 automatically targets Grid/Graph 1, as shown in the Property List below,
since they are both in the same document section.

• Selector 2 automatically targets Grid/Graph 2 and Panel Stack 1, as shown in the
Properties dialog box below, since all three objects are in the same document section.
Grid/Graph 1 is not a target of Selector 2. (You can tell that automatic target
maintenance is enabled, because the Available targets list and arrow buttons are
grayed out, and theManual Targets button is available.)
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The selectors are not completely defined by the automatic target maintenance. They do
not have a Source, as shown in the Property List image above. For both selectors, define
the Source as Region. Open the dashboard-style document in Interactive Mode. Select
Mid-Atlantic in Selector 1 (the selector above Grid/Graph 1), and Central in Selector 2
(the selector above Grid/Graph 2). The dashboard-style document displays as shown
below:

• Grid/Graph 1 displays data for the region chosen in Selector 1 (Mid-Atlantic).

• Grid/Graph 2 displays data for the region chosen in Selector 2 (Central).

• Panel Stack 1 will display the region name chosen in Selector 2 (Central).
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Insert a second panel stack (Panel Stack 2) in the Detail Header section. The new panel
stack is automatically added as a target of Selector 2. Add the Region attribute to Panel
Stack 2. When you view the dashboard-style document in Interactive Mode, Panel Stack
2 displays the region name chosen in Selector 2, which is Central in the dashboard-style
document sample shown below:

Insert a panel stack selector for Panel Stack 1 (right-click the panel stack and select
Insert Panel Stack Selector). The new selector’s target is defined as Panel Stack 1,
and the selector will change which panel is displayed in the target. A panel stack selector
automatically targets the panel stack that it is created for; targets are not automatically
maintained for panel stack selectors. If the automatic target maintenance applied to
panel stack selectors, both Panel Stack 1 and Panel Stack 2 would be targeted, since both
panel stacks are in the same document section as the selector. When you view the
dashboard-style document in Interactive Mode, Panel Stack 1 displays the panel chosen
in the panel stack selector. In the following example, the panel stack selector has been
used to select Panel 2. Note that Panel Stack 1 now displays Panel 2, rather than a region
name.
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An attribute on a Grid/Graph can be used as a selector that targets a panel stack or
another Grid/Graph. If a user clicks an attribute on the first Grid/Graph, the
target changes to display information for only that attribute. Automatic selector
maintenance applies to these types of selectors, as well. All the Grid/Graphs and
panel stacks in the same document section or panel as the selected Grid/Graph are
automatically chosen as targets. For more information, see Using Grid/Graphs as
selectors to control other Grid/Graphs, page 186.

Controlling targets when targets are automatically
maintained
When targets are automatically maintained in a layout, you can still control what target is
chosen for a selector, by placing controls in different document sections. For example, a
dashboard-style document should have a selector that targets Grid/Graph 1 but not
Grid/Graph 2. Simply place Selector 1 and Grid/Graph 1 in one document section, where
they are automatically linked. Place Grid/Graph 2 in another document section, and the
Grid/Graph is not targeted by Selector 1. (You can insert additional document sections as
necessary; see the Developer Help (formerly the Desktop Help) for instructions.)

If an object is moved between panels or document sections, selector targets are updated
to automatically maintain the targets. For example, Selector 1 targets Panel Stack 1,
located in the Document Header section. The Detail Header section contains Selector 2,
which targets Panel Stack 2 and Grid/Graph 1 which are also in the Detail Header
section. If you move Panel Stack 2 from the Detail Header to the Document Header:
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• Selector 1 now automatically targets Panel Stack 2, as well as Panel Stack 1.

• Selector 2 now automatically targets only Grid/Graph 1.

If you cannot move controls, you can place them in different panel stacks in the same
document section. Make the panel stack invisible by using a transparent background and
no borders, and hiding the title bar.

For example, a dashboard-style document contains two Grid/Graphs, 01 Basic Report
and Region-Category Inventory, in the Detail Header, as shown in Design View below.

You need a selector in the Detail Header that targets only the Basic Report. When a user
selects a different region, the Basic Report should change, but never the Inventory
report. Automatic target maintenance is enabled in the layout, because you want targets
in other parts of the layout to continue to be automatically updated when you add new
panel stacks and Grid/Graphs.

If you add the selector in the Detail Header, it will target both the Basic Report and the
Inventory report. Instead, create a panel stack in the Detail Header, and format it to be
invisible (a transparent background, no borders, and hidden title bar). Move the Basic
Report into the panel stack. Add a selector to the panel stack. The selector targets the
Basic Report, because they are on the same panel stack. The selector does not target the
Inventory report, because the Inventory Report, although in the same document section
as the selector, is not on the same panel stack. The following image of the Selector tab of
the Properties dialog box for the selector shows that:

1 Automatic target maintenance is enabled (the Available targets and Selected targets
lists are unavailable)

2 Only the Basic Report is selected as a target
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The dashboard-style document is shown below, in Interactive View. Notice that you do
not see the panel stack at all.

Click the Southeast button on the selector to display data for only Southeast in the Basic
Report. The Inventory report does not change, as shown below:
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Disabling automatic target maintenance to allow
manual target selection
You may want to manually select the targets for attribute, metric, and metric condition
selectors in a layout. For example, you may want a selector to target a Grid/Graph or
panel stack that is not in the same document section or panel as the selector. You may
want a selector to target another selector.

To allow this, disable automatic target maintenance. Targets that were automatically
maintained are saved; no targets are deleted or changed. You can now define new
targets, including other selectors, for existing attribute, metric, and metric condition
selectors. If you create any new selectors, you must manually select the targets for them.

Using manual target selection, you can:

• Create a selector that targets a Grid/Graph or panel stack that is not in the same
document section or panel as the selector

• Create a selector that targets another selector

For example, a dashboard-style document has automatic target maintenance enabled.
The dashboard-style document contains the following objects:

• In the Document Header section:

▫ Grid/Graph 1

▫ Selector 1, which targets Grid/Graph 1 to display data about the selected Region

• In the Detail Header section:

▫ Grid/Graph 2

▫ Panel Stack 1
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▫ Selector 2, which targets Grid/Graph 2, to display data about the selected region,
and Panel Stack 1, to display the selected region name

▫ Panel Stack Selector, which targets Panel Stack 1 to switch panels

Disable automatic target maintenance. The selector targets remain the same, but you can
now modify them manually, as shown in the Properties dialog box below:

Add another selector to the Detail Header section. No targets are automatically defined,
so you must manually define the targets.

To disable automatic target maintenance while editing a selector

This procedure assumes that you are editing the settings of a selector.

1 On the Selector page of the Properties and Formatting dialog box, click the link to
change to manual control. A warning message opens, indicating that you will need to
manually maintain targets if you disable automatic target maintenance.

2 Click OK. You are returned to the Properties and Formatting dialog box. Automatic
target maintenance has been disabled for all selectors in the layout.

To disable automatic target maintenance

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, select Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 Click Layout on the left, under Layout Properties.

4 Clear the Automatically maintain targets for all selectors in this Layout
check box.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Enabling automatic target maintenance
When you enable automatic target maintenance on a layout, the targets of all existing
attribute, metric, and metric condition selectors are replaced with all the Grid/Graphs
and panel stacks that are in the same panel or document section as the selector.
However, if a selector is the target of another selector, it is not replaced.
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For example, a dashboard-style document has automatic target maintenance disabled.
The dashboard-style document contains the following objects:

• In the Document Header section:

▫ Grid/Graph 1

▫ Selector 1, which targets Grid/Graph 1 and Grid/Graph 2 to display data about
the selected Region

• In the Detail Header section:

▫ Grid/Graph 2

▫ Panel Stack 1

▫ Selector 2, which targets Panel Stack 1 to display the selected region name

▫ Panel Stack Selector, which targets Panel Stack 1 to switch panels

Notice that Selector 1 targets Grid/Graph 2, which is not in the same document section
as the selector.

Enable automatic target maintenance. The targets of all existing selectors are redefined
to those Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the same document section as the selector.
Now the dashboard-style document contains the following objects:

• In the Document Header section:

▫ Grid/Graph 1

▫ Selector 1, which targets Grid/Graph 1 to display data about the selected Region
(Grid/Graph 2 has been removed from the target list)

• In the Detail Header section:

▫ Grid/Graph 2

▫ Panel Stack 1

▫ Selector 2, which targets Grid/Graph 2 to display data about the selected Region,
and Panel Stack 1 to display the selected region name (Grid/Graph 2 has been
added to the target list)

▫ Panel Stack Selector, which targets Panel Stack 1 to switch panels (panel stack
selectors are not affected by automatic target maintenance)

To enable automatic target maintenance

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, select Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 Click Layout on the left, under Layout Properties.
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4 Select the Automatically maintain targets for all selectors in this layout
check box.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Allowing users to select multiple items
Recall that items in a selector are the elements, metrics, metric values, or panels that are
listed in the selector. The user selects an item to change the panel, Grid/Graph, or other
selector. If the style of a selector is one of those listed below, the user can choose more
than one item in the selector:

• Slider (except for metric condition selectors)

• Search Box

• Listbox

• Link Bar

• Button Bar

• Check Boxes

Use the Allow multiple selections option to determine whether users can select
more than one item in a selector. For all other styles, this option is unavailable, since
those styles do not support multiple selections.

The Check Boxes style always allows multiple selections; you cannot change the
Allow multiple selections option.

To allow multiple selections in a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify, and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, choose Selector.

4 Select the Allow multiple selections check box.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To disable multiple selections in a selector

1 Open the dashboard-style document using the Document Editor in Design View.

2 From the Format menu, select Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

3 On the Selector tab, clear the Allow multiple selections check box.
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4 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Controlling how data updates: Automatically
apply selector changes

Once a user chooses an item in the selector, the target immediately updates without any
additional user interaction. This is referred to as automatic submission. If multiple items
are selected, the target is automatically updated after each individual selection, which can
take some time. Therefore, if multiple items are allowed, disable the Automatically
apply selector changes option, allowing the user to choose when to update the
target. The user can pick either a single item or multiple items, and then click Apply to
update the target.

For metric condition selectors that use a qualification, the user must click the
check mark to apply the qualification to the target.

The Automatically apply selector changes option is set for an entire dashboard-
style document, not for an individual selector. Selectors on a filter panel (a type of panel
stack that contains only selectors) are controlled by a similar setting for filter panels,
which applies in Express Mode and Flash Mode. The document level setting applies to
selectors in a filter panel displayed in other modes. For details on how the filter panel
setting works, see Controlling how data updates in a filter panel: Automatic apply, page
87.

The Apply button is displayed only if the Automatically apply selector
changes option is disabled and the user clears or selects an item in the selector.

To disable automatic submission for a dashboard-style document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, select Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 From the left, select Document, under Document Properties.

4 Clear the Automatically apply selector changes check box.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Disabling simultaneous display of all items in a
selector

The dashboard-style document in the following image is shown in Editable Mode. It
contains a Grid/Graph with a link bar selector. The items of the selector are the regions
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from the Grid/Graph. The user has clicked (All) in the selector, so all the regions are
displayed on the Grid/Graph.

The All option is displayed by default in a selector, but you can remove it by disabling the
Show option All setting. The same dashboard-style document, with this setting
disabled, looks like the following:

Now a user can only display each region separately; he cannot display all regions
simultaneously.

The All option is not available when the target of the selector is a panel stack, since
you cannot display multiple panels simultaneously. It is also unavailable for metric
condition selectors.

To disable simultaneous display of all items

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify, and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, choose Selector.

4 Clear the Show option for All check box.

5 Click OK to apply the changes.
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Renaming the All option of a selector
The All option allows a user to display all the items in the selector. For example, a
Grid/Graph displays metrics for employees and regions. The user can choose which
regions to display by using a selector. If the user clicks the (All) item, all the regions are
displayed in the Grid/Graph. This example is shown in Disabling simultaneous display of
all items in a selector, page 156.

By default, this item is displayed as (All), but you can replace the text of the item. To
continue with the example, replace (All) with All Regions to provide an explicit
description of the item. This is shown below.

To rename the All option of a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog opens.

3 From the left, choose Selector.

4 Select the Show option for All check box.

5 Enter the new name of the item in the Alias field.

6 Click OK to apply the changes.

Determining how the target of a selector
displays when no data exists

A panel displays a Grid/Graph with Call Center and Region as the attributes. The panel
also contains a selector that lists Call Centers and targets the Grid/Graph. Outside of the
panel stack, another selector lists Regions. Its target is the panel stack and therefore the
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selector on that panel as well. Refer to these selectors as the regional selector and the call
center selector. This dashboard-style document is shown below in Design View.

In Interactive Mode, choose Central in the regional selector. The first Call Center,
Milwaukee, is displayed in the Grid/Graph, as shown below in Interactive Mode. Notice
that the call center selector automatically shows Milwaukee as selected.

Select Fargo in the call center selector, and the Grid/Graph is updated, as shown below.

Click Central in the region selector to clear it. Since no regions, and therefore no call
centers, are selected, the Grid/Graph cannot display any data. A message is displayed
that no data exists, as shown below:
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Select Northwest in the regional selector. The Grid/Graph displays a message that no
data is returned, and no call center is selected in the call center selector. The Grid/Graph
tries to return data that is both Region = Northwest and Call Center = Fargo, but no such
data exists, as shown below.

To automatically display the first Call Center in the new Region instead, allow the call
center selector to be automatically updated. If you follow the same path as before, when
you select Northwest in the regional selector, the Grid/Graph is updated to display San
Francisco, as shown below. Notice that the call center selector shows San Francisco as
selected.

Prerequisites

Before you can allow a selector to be automatically updated, the following requirements
must be met:

• The selector that you want to be automatically updated must be both:

— On a panel.
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— A slicing selector, not a filtering selector. For a comparison of filtering and
slicing selectors, see Applying selections as filters or slices, page 136.

• The selector that updates the automatically updated selector must target the panel
stack.

You can create cascading selectors, where one selector updates another, and
the second updates a third. To ensure that a selection in one selector affects all
its targets, you must define the selectors in the order of the attributes’
hierarchy. For an example, see Using Grid/Graphs as selectors to control
other Grid/Graphs, page 186.

To determine how the target of a selector displays when no data
exists

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, choose Selector.

4 The Automatically update when there is no data for the current
selection check box determines how the target displays when no data exists:

• To display a message that no data is returned, clear the check box.

• To display an item, select the check box.

5 Click OK to apply the changes.

Determining how the target of a selector
displays (current state)

By default, when a filtering selector is first displayed, none of the selector items are
selected, so the selector's target displays all of the available items (all the regions, for
instance, if the selector's source is Region). If the selector slices rather than filters the
data, by default the first item in the target is selected in the selector, and its target
displays data for that item (for example, Central, if the source is Region).

Selector items are the elements that are listed in the selector. The user selects an
item to update the target panel, Grid/Graph, or other selector.

A user can make selections in the selector, which updates the target. If the user does not
save the dashboard-style document, when the dashboard-style document is re-executed,
the selector and target are displayed according to the default (all data for a filtering
selector, the first item for a slicing selector). If the user saves the dashboard-style
document with his selections, when the document is re-executed, the selector and target
are displayed according to those selections.
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You can change these defaults by using the Current State setting to define how a slicing
selector and its target are first displayed. You can define the Current State to display all
items in the target or only a specific number of items. When a user saves the dashboard-
style document after selecting items in the selector, the Current State setting is Set to
Specific Elements (the ones that the user specified).

A filtering selector always displays as unset (all items are displayed) until a user saves the
dashboard-style document after selecting items, when the Current State setting is Set to
Specific Elements (user-specified).

For both slicing and filtering selectors, you cannot set the Current State to Set to Specific
Elements; this state only occurs when a user saves the dashboard-style document with
updated selections.

You can define the Current State only for selectors that target attribute elements
on Grid/Graphs or panel stacks (SeeMethods to create a selector, page 111 for
descriptions).

This section contains the following information on setting the Current State:

• For a more detailed description of the various Current State options, see Defining the
Current State of a selector, page 166.

• For examples of the Current State setting in a slicing selector, see Current State
setting with a slicing selector, page 162.

• For examples of the Current State setting in a filtering selector, see Current State
setting with a filtering selector, page 163.

Slicing selectors and filtering selectors are discussed separately because they
have different Current State options.

• For examples of the Current State settings used with multiple targets, see Current
State settings and multiple targets , page 165.

• For a procedure to define the current state setting, see To determine how the target
of a selector displays, page 167.

Current State setting with a slicing selector
For example, a dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph and a slicing selector
that targets the Grid/Graph. The Region attribute is the source of the target. By default,
the selector's current state is defined to display the first selector item.

When the dashboard-style document is executed, the check box for the first region,
Central, is selected in the selector, so the target Grid/Graph displays data only for the
Central region, as shown below:
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In the selector, a user selects the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast check boxes, and clears the
Central check box. Now only Mid-Atlantic and Northeast are displayed in the
Grid/Graph. The user closes the dashboard-style document without saving it, then re-
executes the dashboard-style document. As defined by the selector's Current State
setting, Central is once again selected in the selector and displayed in the target.

As before, the user selects the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast check boxes, and clears the
Central check box in the selector. Mid-Atlantic and Northeast are displayed in the
Grid/Graph. This time, the user saves the dashboard-style document before closing it,
then re-executes it. The Grid/Graph displays the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast data, with
Mid-Atlantic and Northeast checked in the selector, as shown below:

When the user saved the dashboard-style document, the selector's state was saved and
therefore it automatically changed the Current State setting to Set to specific
elements. This allows the user's saved selector choices to be displayed when the
dashboard-style document is re-executed.

If desired, you can reset the Current State setting of the selector, so that it once again
automatically displays the first region when the dashboard-style document is executed.
To do this, define Current State asUse first, and set Number of Elements to one.

You can enter any number of elements. You can also define the Current State to display
all the elements or to display the last number elements, then specify the number of
elements to display.

Current State setting with a filtering selector
A dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph and a filtering selector that targets
the Grid/Graph. The Region attribute is the source of the target, and the selector filters
the target. By default, the selector's Current State is defined asUnset. This means that
the target Grid/Graph is unfiltered and therefore displays all the regions.

When a user executes the dashboard-style document, all of the regions are displayed in
the target Grid/Graph, as shown below. Notice that none of the check boxes in the
selector are selected, since the selector state is unset.
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The user selects Central in the selector. The Grid/Graph updates to display the data for
the Central region only.

The user closes the dashboard-style document without saving it, and then re-executes it.
The selector's Current State is still set to the default setting of Unset, which means that
all the regions are displayed in the target Grid/Graph.

The user then selects the Central check box again, so that the data for the Central region
is displayed in the Grid/Graph. This time, the user saves the dashboard-style document
before closing it. When the user re-executes it, the Grid/Graph displays the Central data,
with Central checked in the selector, as shown below:

This time, because the user saved the dashboard-style document, the selector's state was
saved and therefore it automatically changed the Current State setting to Set to
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specific elements. This allows the user's saved selector choices to be displayed when
the dashboard-style document is re-executed.

Current State settings and multiple targets
If a selector has multiple targets, the selector display is affected by whether all the targets
contain the same elements. If they do not, the Current State settings are applied
differently.

One way that target Grid/Graphs can contain different elements is if one Grid/Graph
has a view filter. For example, a dashboard-style document contains two Grid/Graphs.
The Employee Revenue Grid/Graph contains the Region attribute, Employee attribute,
and Revenue metric. The Regional Revenue Grid/Graph contains the Region attribute
and Revenue metric. Both Grid/Graphs are targeted by a selector. Both Grid/Graphs
contain the same elements. A view filter is applied to the Regional Revenue Grid/Graph,
to exclude Central. Now the Grid/Graphs contain different elements, since Employee
Revenue includes the Central region and Regional Revenue does not.

For a slicing selector, the default Current State displays the first element in the targets,
with the first element selected in the selector. Both Grid/Graphs display data for the
Central region. If the targets contain different elements, the first element for each target
is displayed: Central in the Employee Revenue Grid/Graph and Mid-Atlantic in the
Regional Revenue Grid/Graph. Because the displayed elements are different, no item is
selected in the selector, as shown below:

For a filtering selector, the default Current State displays all the elements in the targets,
with no element selected in the selector. Both Grid/Graphs display data for all the
regions. If the targets contain different elements, each target still displays all its
elements, but the Regional Revenue Grid/Graph does not contain Central, as shown
below:
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Defining the Current State of a selector
The state of a selector is controlled by the Current state andNumber of Elements
settings, as described below:

• For a slicing selector, the following scenarios are possible:

▫ The target displays the first Number of Elements, where Number of
Elements is selector items. For example, if the selector source is Region and
Number of Elements is defined as two, the first two regions (Central and
Mid-Atlantic) are displayed.

To do this, set Current State to Use first and specify the Number of
Elements.

▫ The target displays the last Number of Elements, where Number of Elements
is selector items. For example, if the selector source is Region andNumber of
Elements is defined as one, the last region (Web) is displayed.

To do this, set Current State to Use last and specify the Number of
Elements.

▫ When a user chooses items in the selector, the target displays the selected items.
When the user saves the dashboard-style document with his selections, Current
State is automatically switched to Set to specific elements.

Current State is automatically defined as Set to specific elements; you
cannot select this option.

• For a filtering selector, the following scenarios are possible:

▫ The target is not filtered and therefore displays data for all items in the selector.
In the selector, none of the selector items is selected. A drop-down list will have
blank space, a button bar will not have any buttons selected, no radio buttons
will be selected, and so on.
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To do this, set Current State to Unset (no filter).

▫ When a user chooses items in the selector, the target displays the selected items.
When the user saves the dashboard-style document with his selections, Current
State is automatically switched to Set to specific elements.

Current State is automatically defined as Set to specific elements; you
cannot select this option.

For the differences between slicing and filtering selectors, see Applying selections
as filters or slices, page 136.

Prerequisites

The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains:

• A selector that targets attribute elements on a Grid/Graph. For instructions to create
a selector, seeMethods to create a selector, page 111.

• A Grid/Graph that is used as the target of the selector. For instructions to add a
Grid/Graph to a dashboard-style document, see the Document Creation Guide.

To determine how the target of a selector displays

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify and choose Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, click Selector.

4 Select one of the following options from the Current State drop-down list:

• If Apply selections as a filter is cleared (which means that the selector
slices data):

▫ To display the first Number of Elements, select Use first. For example,
if the selector source is Region and Number of Elements is defined as two,
the first two regions (Central and Mid-Atlantic) are displayed.

▫ To display the last Number of Elements, select Use last. For example, if
the selector source is Region and Number of Elements is defined as one, the
last region (Web) is displayed.

• If Apply selections as a filter is selected:

▫ To display data for all items in the selector, select Unset (no filter).

When a user has chosen items in the selector, Set to specific elements is
selected automatically. The target displays the items that the user chose in the
selector. This option is shown only when a user has chosen selector items, and
is available for both filtering and slicing selectors.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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5 If Current state is set to either Use first or Use last, type the number of
elements to display in the Number of elements field. For example, if the selector
source is Region, Use last is selected, andNumber of elements is defined as one,
the last region (Web) is displayed.

6 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Showing totals for selectors
Selectors that contain attribute, custom group, or consolidation elements as selector
items can also include an option to display totals. The total is calculated for all the
selector items. A user can choose whether to display specific elements, all of the
elements at the same time, or the totals.

For example, a dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph with Region and
several metrics. A selector (the check boxes on the left) targets the Grid/Graph and
displays all the regions, as well as the Total option, as selector items. In the following
sample, all the regions are selected, and the total is displayed:

The All option does not have to be selected for the total to be displayed. For example,
only Central, Mid-Atlantic, and Total are selected in the following sample:
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Notice that the values in the Total line remain the same as in the previous sample—the
total is always calculated using all the selector items (in this instance, all the regions).

The following example shows a drop-down selector that targets an attribute on a panel
stack. When Total is chosen in the selector, the total revenue of all the regions is
displayed.

Conditional formatting on selector totals
Conditional formatting allows you to format specified data in your dashboard-style
document depending on predefined criteria. If the selector’s target is a Grid/Graph, you
can choose whether to apply conditional formatting to metrics only, to metrics and their
corresponding selector totals, or to the subtotals only. In MicroStrategy Web, if the
target is a text field, you can select whether to apply conditional formatting to metrics
only, or to metrics and their corresponding selector totals. When you create a
conditional format in Developer, if the target is a text field, the conditional format is not
applied to the total, but rather to the metric values only.

For example, a dashboard-style document contains the Region attribute and the Revenue
metric on a panel stack. The panel stack is targeted by a selector, which allows a user to
choose the region to display in the panel stack. The selector includes the option to
display the total, which is calculated for all the regions. The conditional formatting on
the Revenue metric displays low revenue in red and high revenue in green. The
conditional formatting can be applied to the regional revenue values only, or to both the
regional revenue values and the total value.

To select metrics or metrics and totals, use the Advanced Conditional Formatting in
MicroStrategy Web. When you apply a conditional format in Developer, the conditional
format is applied to the metric values only. For steps to apply conditional formatting in
Web, see the Formatting Documents chapter of the Document Creation Guide. For steps
to apply conditional formatting in Developer, see the Developer Help (formerly the
Desktop Help).

Showing totals in a selector

To show totals in a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 On the left, click Selector.

4 Select the Show option for Total check box.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• If the Action type is defined as Select metric or Select panel, the
Show option for Total check box is not available.

• If Apply selections as a filter is selected, the Show option for
Total check box is not available. For a comparison of filtering and
slicing selectors, see Applying selections as filters or slices, page 136.

5 Click OK.

Displaying and sorting forms in selectors
For element selectors, you can select which forms are displayed in the selector, the order
that they are displayed in, and how their elements are sorted. If multiple forms are
displayed, you can choose which character separates the different forms.

For example, a document contains the Customer attribute. By default, the selector
displays the customer last name and first name, separated by a colon. The customers are
sorted in alphabetical order, as shown below:

By defining the attribute forms to display, the same selector can display the customers by
last name and then ID, separated by a comma and a space. The customers are now
sorted in reverse alphabetical order, as shown below:
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To select and sort forms for a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, click Selector.

4 By default, Display Forms is set to Automatic, which means that the default forms
are displayed. To select the forms to display, perform the following steps:

a From the Display Forms drop-down list, select Custom. The Attribute Forms
dialog box opens.

b In the Available list, select the form to display and click the Add arrow to move
it to the Selected list. You can select multiple forms.

c To change the order that the forms are displayed, select a form in the Selected
list and click theMove Up orMove Down arrow.

d Click OK to close the Attribute Forms dialog box.

5 To sort the form, complete the following steps:

a Click the Sort button . The Sort dialog box opens.

b Select an attribute from the drop-down list, then select either Ascending or
Descending.

c Click OK to close the Sort dialog box.
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6 If you have chosen multiple forms, you can select the character that separates the
different forms when they are displayed in the selector. Select a character from the
Form Separator drop-down list, or choose Other in the list and type the
characters in the box.

You can use up to three characters as the separator if you choose Other.

7 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Displaying title bars in selectors
A title bar on a selector can help to identify the selector or provide instructions about
using the selector. For example, the title bar can indicate which Grid/Graph or panel
stack the selector targets. In the sample shown below, the title bars are used to provide
instructions, as well as to identify that the top selector uses Region to update the grid and
the graph, while the bottom selector filters just the grid on the Revenue values. Notice
that the Revenue total for Northeast in the grid is $7,066,478, while the Revenue
amount for Northeast in the graph is $8,554,415. This discrepancy occurs because the
grid is not displaying employee revenue values below $209,634, as indicated by the slider
selector, while the graph is including all revenue values for Northeast.

For metric slider and metric qualification selectors, which filter metric values, the title
bar contains a drop-down menu that allows a user to select whether to filter on the
metric values or rank, as shown in the metric qualification selector below. For
descriptions of the different options, see Creating a selector that filters metric values,
page 118.
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For a metric slider selector, the drop-down menu in the title bar also allows a user to
select whether to include or exclude the selected data. For example, in the image below,
cost values greater than or equal to $2,724,912 are selected in the slider. When Include is
selected from the title bar drop-down menu, data for all regions with cost values greater
than or equal to $2,724,912 is displayed. Note that the drop-down menu also includes the
options to select whether to filter on the metric values or rank.

Prerequisite

• The dashboard-style document contains a selector. For steps to create a selector, see
Defining a selector, page 107.

To display the title bar

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector and choose Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select General.

4 Select the Show title bar check box.

5 Type the text to display in the title bar in the Title field.
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If you leave this field blank, the selector's Name is displayed in the title bar, unless
the selector is an element selector or metric condition selector. In those cases, the
source of the target (such as Region or Revenue) is displayed.

6 To specify the height of the title bar, do the following:

a From the left, click Layout.

b Type the new height in the Title Height field.

7 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document. The title bar is displayed on the
selector in the Layout area.

For steps to format the title bar, see Formatting the title bar of a selector, page 183.

Formatting selectors
As with any other control, when you insert a selector into a dashboard-style document,
its formatting is determined by the control default. However, you can change any of the
formatting options, such as background and border colors. For a list of formatting
options, and which interface to use, seeMethods to format a selector, page 175 and
Useful formatting suggestions for selectors, page 176.

You can format the selector body and the title bar separately, as described in Formatting
the selector body vs. title bar, page 174 below.

Formatting the selector body vs. title bar
A selector can have a title bar, which displays above the selector items. For instructions
to display the title bar, and an example, see Displaying title bars in selectors, page 172.
You can format the body (which displays the selector items) differently than the title bar.
For example, if you apply a background color to the body of a selector, the title bar is not
displayed in that color.

The following table lists the various formatting options available for a body and for a title
bar.
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Object Formatting Option

Selector body Alignment (horizontal and vertical)

Background, including:

• Transparency

• Gradient colors

• Selection color (background color for cells selected by a selector)

Border

Effects, including:

• 3D borders

• Drop shadow

Font

Selector title bar Background, including:

• Transparency

• Gradient colors

Font

For steps to format a selector, see:

• Specifying proportional or fixed width for selector items, page 177

• Formatting the text of a selector’s items , page 178

• Formatting the background of a selector, page 180

• Defining the background color for selected items in Flash Mode, page 181

• Formatting the title bar of a selector, page 183

• Selector display in Flash Mode, page 184

• Selector display when exported to PDF, page 184

Methods to format a selector
You can change the formatting and other settings of selectors by using any of the
following methods:

• For all formatting options, including alignment, effects, and colors, use the Format
options in the Properties and Formatting dialog box.

• For easy access to basic formatting options, use the Formatting toolbar.

• For easy access to alignment, sizing, and ordering options, use the right-click menu.
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• For layout properties (such as name, position, and size) and properties specific to
selectors such as action type and targets, use the Properties and Formatting dialog
box.

The Formatting toolbar is the easiest to use, but does not contain other formatting
options available in the Properties and Formatting dialog box.

Useful formatting suggestions for selectors
The following list provides some useful formatting suggestions. For information on basic
options such as formatting fonts and borders, and examples and instructions for all the
formatting listed below, see the Developer Help (formerly the Desktop Help).

• Make the selector body appear three-dimensional, like a button, with the 3D effect.

3D effects do not apply to Search Box selectors.

• Let the content behind the selector show through by setting the backstyle to
transparent. You can also allow a fill color to cover what is behind the selector by
setting the backstyle to opaque.

• Float the selector above the background by using a drop shadow.

Drop shadows do not apply to Search Box selectors.

• Create a gradual color change in the selector’s background by blending two colors
using gradient colors on the selector.

• By default, the background for selected items is automatically chosen to provide
contrast with the selector's background. You can define the background color for
items selected in Drop-down, Listbox, and Link Bar selectors. The color is displayed
in Flash Mode. In all other modes, only Link Bar selectors use the selection color.
For an example and procedure, see Defining the background color for selected items
in Flash Mode, page 181.

Selected item color does not apply to Search Box selectors.

• Display pop-up text when a user positions the cursor over the control with a tooltip.
The tooltip can provide extra information, such as an expanded description of the
control.

• Display a selector to other document designers in Design View while hiding it from
users viewing the document in PDF View (Developer or Web), and Interactive Mode,
Editable Mode, and Express Mode. To do this, you hide the control that contains the
information by using the Visible setting. For instance, you could prevent a user from
changing panels in a panel stack by hiding the panel stack’s selector.

• Control the sizing behavior of the selector items with the Make all items the same
width setting, which can be set to proportional (the default) or fixed (same width for
all items). The items are the buttons or check boxes, for example, of the selector. For
an example, see Specifying proportional or fixed width for selector items, page 177.

Item width does not apply to Search Box selectors.
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• Format the font of the text for the items in the selector, including style, size, and
color. For an example, see Formatting the text of a selector’s items , page 178.

These formatting options apply to all selector types, but to a Fish Eye selector only when
it is displayed in non-Flash modes. In non-Flash modes, a Fish Eye selector is displayed
according to its DHTML style. For information on creating a Fish Eye selector, see
Creating a Fish Eye Selector, page 218; for information on formatting a Fish Eye
selector for display in Flash Mode, see Formatting a Fish Eye Selector, page 329.

Specifying proportional or fixed width for selector
items
You can control the sizing behavior of the selector items with theMake all items the
same width option. The items are the buttons or check boxes, for example, of a
selector.

By default, items are sized proportionally, which means that the width of each item is
proportional to the length of the text inside the item. This allows the complete text of
each item to be displayed, with little wasted space. To use the same width for all the
items, specify a fixed item size.

In the example below, the width of the selector items (the links above the Grid/Graph)
are sized proportionally—Northwest is longer than (All), for example. This is the default
behavior.

If theMake all items the same width option is selected, the width of each selector
item is the same size as the others, as shown below. In this case, the (All) item has extra
space, while Northwest is cut off, displaying as Northwe instead.
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Item width does not apply to Search Box selectors.

To specify proportional or fixed width for selector items

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog opens.

3 From the left, choose Layout.

4 Do one of the following:

• To specify proportional width for selector items: Clear theMake all items the
same width check box.

• To specify selector item width as fixed: Select theMake all items the same
width check box.

5 Click OK to apply the changes.

Formatting the text of a selector’s items
You can format the font of the text for the items in a selector. The items of a selector are
the elements, metrics, or panels that are listed in the selector. The user selects an item to
change the display of the panel or Grid/Graph. Font formatting options for selector
items include style, size, and color. You can also align text horizontally and vertically.

The following dashboard-style document sample shows a button bar. The size of the
selector, as well as the font and alignment of the item’s text, has not been changed from
the default appearance. The orientation of the button bar has been changed from vertical
to horizontal.
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In the following dashboard-style document sample, the same selector has been
formatted. The button bar has been expanded to the width of the panel stack. The item’s
text is now centered vertically and horizontally within each button. The font type, size,
and color have changed, and the text is italicized.

To format the text of a selector’s items

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to modify and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 You can align the text vertically and horizontally within each item:

a From the left, select Alignment.

b From theHorizontal drop-down list, select the horizontal alignment (Left,
Right, or Center).

c From the Vertical drop-down list, select the vertical alignment (Top, Bottom,
or Center).

Items are displayed vertically aligned in Flash Mode only.

4 From the left, select Font.

5 In the second drop-down list, select Body.

6 Format the text of the selector items, including the font name, size, and color;
whether the font is bold, underlined, or italicized; and whether to underline or strike
out the text.

7 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.
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Formatting the background of a selector
The background of a selector can be:

• A single color

• A gradient, which is a combination of two colors

• Transparent, to allow what is behind the selector to show through (default)

Items that are selected in a selector are highlighted with a different background color, to
indicate that they are selected. By default, this background is automatically chosen to
provide contrast with the background of the selector. You can specify the color of
selected items in Drop-down, Listbox, and Link Bar selectors. For Drop-down and
Listbox selectors, the selection color is displayed in Flash Mode. For the Link Bar, the
selection color is displayed in all modes except Design Mode. For steps and an example,
see Defining the background color for selected items in Flash Mode, page 181.

Prerequisite

The following procedure assumes that you have created a selector.

To format the background of a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Color and Lines.

4 In the second drop-down list, select Body.

5 From the Color palette, select the background color of the selector by doing one of
the following:

• To apply the default background color (transparent), click No Fill.

• To apply a solid background color, select the background color from the palette.
You can access additional colors by clickingMore Colors.

• To apply a color gradient to the selector, click Gradients. The Gradients dialog
box opens.

a From the Color 1 palette, select the first color to use for the gradient.

b From the Color 2 palette, select the second color to use for the gradient.

c Select theHorizontal or Vertical option to determine the direction in
which two colors are blended together.

d You can also select a Variant, which is the direction of the shading
between the two colors. The Flash-only variant is a mirror-like gradient only
displayed in Flash Mode.
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e Click OK to return to the Properties and Formatting dialog box.

6 Click OK to return to the document.

Defining the background color for selected items in
Flash Mode
By default, the background for selected items is automatically chosen to provide contrast
with the selector's background. For Drop-down, Listbox, and Link Bar selectors, you can
specify the color for selected items. The color is displayed in Flash Mode. In all other
modes, only Link Bar selectors use the selection color. (For details on the different types
of selectors, see Defining a selector, page 107.)

For example, a dashboard-style document contains a Link Bar selector that targets a
Grid/Graph. The selector's background is set to light gray, and the background for
selected items is set to automatic. In Flash Mode, the background is automatically
displayed in light gray, with the selected item (Central) automatically displayed in a
lighter gray to provide contrast, as shown below:

The same document in Interactive Mode displays with a light gray background for the
selector, as specified, with the selected item (Central) is automatically displayed in a blue
background to provide contrast, as shown below:
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Change the selected item's background to dark red. In Flash Mode, the selected item's
background is dark red, as specified, and the selector's background is still displayed in
light gray, as shown below:

In all modes, an item that the cursor is pointed at is displayed in a lighter shade of the
selected item’s background. In the Flash Mode example above, Mid-Atlantic is displayed
with a pink background, while the Interactive Mode example displays Northwest in a
light blue.

Prerequisite

• The following procedure assumes you have added a Drop-down, Link Bar, or Listbox
selector to the dashboard-style document.

To format the background of selected items

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Color and Lines.

4 In the second drop-down list, select Body.

5 By default, Selection Color is set to Automatic, which means that the color of the
selected items are automatically set to contrast with the selector's background. To
change the background color of selected items, do one of the following:

• To apply the default background color (transparent), click No Fill.

• To apply a solid background color, select the background color from the palette.
You can access additional colors by clickingMore Colors.
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The Selection color is applied in Flash Mode. In all other modes, the
Selection color is applied only to Link Bar selectors.

6 Click OK to save your changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

Formatting the title bar of a selector
You can format the background color and the text of the title bar.

Prerequisites

• You have added a selector to the document.

• The selector’s title bar is displayed. For steps, see Displaying title bars in selectors,
page 172.

To format the title bar of a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

Format the background

3 From the left, click Colors and Lines.

4 From the second drop-down list, select Title.

5 From the Color palette, select the background color of the title bar by doing one of
the following:

• To apply the default background color (transparent), click No Fill.

• To apply a solid background color, select the background color from the palette.
You can access additional colors by clickingMore Colors.

• To apply a color gradient, click Gradients. The Gradients dialog box opens.

a From the Color 1 palette, select the first color to use for the gradient.

b From the Color 2 palette, select the second color to use for the gradient.

c Select theHorizontal or Vertical option to determine the direction in
which two colors are blended together.

d You can also select a Variant, which is the direction of the shading
between the two colors. The Flash-only variant is a mirror-like gradient only
displayed in Flash Mode.

e Click OK to return to the Properties and Formatting dialog box.
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Format the text

6 From the left, click Font.

7 From the second drop-down list, select Title.

8 Format the text of the selector items, including the font name, size, and color;
whether the font is bold, underlined, or italicized; and whether to underline or strike
out the text.

9 Click OK to save your changes and return to the document.

Selector display in Flash Mode
You can define how a selector displays in Flash Mode. This allows you to override the
rendering of the selector with a custom widget selector style that you created. For more
information on creating widgets, see the MicroStrategy Developer Library (MSDL)
provided with MicroStrategy SDK. To apply the custom widget to a selector, follow the
steps below.

Prerequisite

This procedure assumes you have already created:

• A selector in the document

• A custom widget with the MicroStrategy SDK

To specify a custom widget for a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the selector to edit and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, select Flash.

4 From the Selected Widget drop-down list, choose the custom widget that will be
used to display the selector in Flash Mode.

5 Click OK to apply the changes.

Selector display when exported to PDF
When a dashboard-style document containing a Button Bar, Check Boxes, Link Bar, or
Radio Button selector is exported to PDF, you can determine whether the selector is
exported to a PDF file as shown in MicroStrategy Web or whether it is exported with
only the selected items displayed. If it is exported as shown in Web, the check boxes or
radio buttons are displayed in the PDF, as well as all the selector items, whether or not
they are selected. The setting also applies to PDF View in Developer.

For example, a dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph targeted by:

• A Radio Button selector for Category, defined to export to PDF as shown in Web
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• A Check Boxes selector for Subcategory, defined to export only the selected items to
PDF

A user selects the Books category and the Literature and Books - Miscellaneous
subcategories in the selectors, as shown below in Express Mode:

The dashboard-style document is exported to PDF, as shown below. The Category
selector displays with the radio buttons and all categories, since the selector is defined to
export as shown in Web. The Subcategory selector displays only Literature and Books -
Miscellaneous, without check boxes, since the selector is defined to export only the
selected items.
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Prerequisites

The following procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document already contains a
Button Bar, Check Boxes, Link Bar, or Radio Buttons selector. For instructions to create
a selector, seeMethods to create a selector, page 111.

To define selector display for PDF export

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the dashboard-style document in Design or Editable
Mode.

2 Right-click the selector and choose Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 In the list on the left, select Layout.

4 To define the selector display when exported to PDF, do one of the following:

• To export the selector as shown on the screen (with all selector items and the
check boxes, radio buttons, button bar, or link bar), select the Export selector
to PDF as shown on screen check box.

• To export only the selected items (without check boxes, radio buttons, button
bar, or link bar), clear the Export selector to PDF as shown on screen
check box.

The Export selector to PDF as shown on screen check box is available
only when the selector’s DHTML style is Button Bar, Check Boxes, Link Bar,
or Radio Buttons.

5 Click OK to save your changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

Using Grid/Graphs as selectors to control other
Grid/Graphs

Two Grid/Graphs are shown in the following image. The grid on the left shows revenue
by region. The graph on the right shows revenue by quarter and region. Notice that the
two Grid/Graphs share a particular attribute (Region) and that Region in the grid is
underlined, indicating a link.
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Click a specific region, such as Mid-Atlantic, in the grid. The graph changes to display
information for that region only, as shown below:

The grid report on the left is controlling the graph report on the right. In other words,
this scenario uses one Grid/Graph as a selector targeting another Grid/Graph. The first
Grid/Graph does not become a selector, but performs in a manner similar to a selector.
A panel stack, rather than another Grid/Graph, can be the target of a Grid/Graph.

Notice that Region, as the attribute header, is underlined, indicating a link. If you click
Region, all the regions are displayed in the graph. By default, the “All Elements” option is
not available for a user. You can allow users to display all the elements in the target at
one time by selecting Show option for All when you enable the Grid/Graph as a selector.

For steps to enable a Grid/Graph as a selector, see Enabling a Grid/Graph as a selector,
page 189.
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By default, the background for items selected in the Grid/Graph is automatically chosen
to provide contrast with the Grid/Graph's background, as shown above. For Flash Mode
and Express Mode, you can specify the color for the selected items. For an example and
instructions, see Formatting the background of selected items in Grid/Graphs used as
selectors, page 190.

Cascading selectors
You can use Grid/Graphs as cascading selectors, where one Grid/Graph updates another
Grid/Graph, and the second updates a third. For example, a dashboard-style document
contains the following:

• A Grid/Graph containing the Revenue metric

• A Grid/Graph containing the Call Center attribute, targeting the Revenue
Grid/Graph

• A Grid/Graph containing the Region attribute, targeting both the Call Center and
Revenue Grid/Graphs

• A Grid/Graph containing the Country attribute, targeting the Region, Call Center,
and Revenue Grid/Graphs

This dashboard-style document is shown below. USA is selected for Country, Southeast
for Region, and Atlanta for Call Center. The Revenue metric displays the value for
Atlanta. If you select Miami instead, the Revenue value changes accordingly.

To ensure that a selection in one Grid/Graph affects its targets, especially the Revenue
Grid/Graph, you must define the Grid/Graphs in the order of the attributes’ hierarchy.
In this case, define the Grid/Graph for Country, then another for Region, and finally the
last for Call Center. If you define Call Center first, then Region, and then Country, the
targets are not updated or return no data.
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Widgets used as selectors
The grid report for a Microcharts widget often consists of several attributes in the row
headers and the elements of those attributes in the rows. You can enable these attributes
and elements as selectors. This allows an analyst to select an attribute or an element and
view specific data related to it in other Grid/Graphs in the document.

When an analyst hovers the cursor over an attribute element that is enabled as a selector,
it becomes a hand pointer to indicate that a link exists. When the link is clicked, all
target Grid/Graphs on the document are updated with a set of data related to the
attribute element that was clicked. For example, if you click Southeast, all data related to
the Southeast region is displayed in the target Grid/Graphs on the document. Only
Grid/Graphs that are assigned as targets of the widget are updated when you choose an
option from a selector.

Enabling a Grid/Graph as a selector

Prerequisites

• This procedure assumes that a Grid/Graph has been created to use as the selector.
For steps, see the Document Creation Guide.

• A panel stack or Grid/Graph must also be created to use as the target. For steps to
create a panel stack, see Inserting a panel stack, page 66. For steps to create a
Grid/Graph, see the Document Creation Guide.

• The selector and target must have an attribute in common.

• If targets are automatically maintained, and you add a Grid/Graph or panel stack to
the same document section or panel after defining this selector, the Grid/Graph or
panel stack that is added automatically becomes a target. For more information
about automatic target maintenance, including instructions to disable it, see
Automatically maintaining targets for selectors, page 145.

To enable a Grid/Graph as a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 On a Grid/Graph, right-click the attribute header to use as the selector, and choose
Use as Selector.

3 Depending on whether or not targets are automatically maintained in the layout, do
one of the following:

• If targets are automatically maintained in the layout, you cannot select targets.
All Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the same document section or panel as the
selected Grid/Graph are chosen as targets.

• If targets are manually maintained in the layout, the Configure Selector dialog
box opens. Select the target Grid/Graph or panel stack in the list of available

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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controls on the left, and click > to add it to the list of selected targets. You can
select multiple targets.

You can disable automatic targets for all targets in the layout. For steps, and
the effects of disabling automatic target maintenance, see Disabling automatic
target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

4 The All option in a selector allows the user to display all the elements in the target at
one time. To enable the All option, select the Show option for All check box in
the Configure Selector dialog box.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Disabling a Grid/Graph used as a selector

If you no longer want the Grid/Graph to be used as a selector targeting other
Grid/Graphs and panel stacks, you can disable it.

To disable a Grid/Graph used as a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 On the Grid/Graph, right-click the attribute to disable, and choose Remove
Selector.

Formatting the background of selected items in
Grid/Graphs used as selectors
By default, the background for items selected in the Grid/Graph is automatically chosen
to provide contrast with the Grid/Graph's background, but you can specify the color for
the selected items. The color is displayed in Flash Mode and Express Mode.

For example, a dashboard-style document contains two Grid/Graphs. The one on the
left, which is displayed as a grid, shows revenue by region. Region is used as a selector,
targeting the Grid/Graph on the right, which is displayed as a graph. The graph shows
revenue by category and region. When a region is selected in the grid, the graph is
updated to display data for that region only.

By default, the grid's background is set to transparent, and the background for selected
items is set to automatic. In Flash Mode, the grid is displayed automatically with a white
background (transparent to the section's background, which is white). The selected item
(Central) is displayed in blue to provide contrast, as shown below:
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Change the grid's background for selected items to dark gray. In Flash Mode, the selected
item's background is dark gray, as specified, and the grid's background is still
automatically displayed in white, as shown below:

In all other modes except Express Mode, the background of the selected item is
automatically defined, so it appears in blue, as shown in the first example above.

To format the background of selected items

This procedure assumes that the dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph used
as a selector. For instructions on adding Grid/Graphs, see the Developer Help (formerly
the Desktop Help). For instructions to enable the Grid/Graph as a selector, see Using
Grid/Graphs as selectors to control other Grid/Graphs, page 186.

1 Open the dashboard-style document to be formatted in the Document Editor in
Design View.

2 Select the Grid/Graph to format.

3 From the Format menu, select Format. The Format Objects dialog box opens.
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4 Select Container in the Format list on the left.

5 Click the Background tab.

6 Define the Selection color, which is the background color for items that are
selected in the Grid/Graph.

• If you want to specify a color, click Selection color, and choose a color from
the color palette.

• If you want the color to be automatically set to contrast with the Grid/Graph's
background, choose Automatic from the Selection color drop-down list.

The Selection color is applied in Flash Mode and Express Mode.

7 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Enabling Grid/Graphs as selectors to update
dataset results

You can enable Grid/Graphs as report condition selectors to filter the data in a dataset,
allowing users to view subsets of large amounts of data, rather than loading and
displaying all the data at once. For example, if you want to create a document that allows
users to view a list of all orders submitted by a specific customer, including information
on the items in each order, you can create a dashboard-style document with a list of
Customers displayed in a grid on the left side of the dashboard-style document, and a grid
containing Order and Item information on the right side of the dashboard-style
document. In this example, the left grid is populated with data from a dataset containing
each Customer, and the right grid is populated with data from a dataset containing Order
and Item information.

You can enable users to select a customer in the left grid to update the dataset results
displayed in the right grid. Each time the user selects a different customer, MicroStrategy
re-executes the SQL used to retrieve the Order and Item data, then uses the results to
display Order and Item information for the appropriate customer.

You can create a similar dashboard-style document using Grid/Graphs that control other
Grid/Graphs. In order to do so, however, you must provide a single dataset that contains
all relevant Customer, Order, and Item information, which can easily add up to a million
rows of data or more. As a result, the dashboard-style document will require time to
retrieve all the dataset results when the dashboard-style document is opened.

In contrast, if you use a Grid/Graph to filter the dataset results, only the data for the
selected customer is retrieved when the dashboard-style document is executed, requiring
less time to open the dashboard-style document. However, because the SQL used to
retrieve the dataset results is executed against the data source each time a selection is
made, more time is required to display data when users make subsequent selections.

For steps to use Grid/Graphs to control other Grid/Graphs, see Using Grid/Graphs as
selectors to control other Grid/Graphs, page 186.
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Prerequisites

• The steps below assume that you have created a document that contains the
following:

▫ The Grid/Graph that you want to use as a selector. This Grid/Graph should
contain the attribute whose elements users will select to update the dataset
results. For steps, see the Document Creation Guide.

▫ At least one control, such as a panel stack or a second Grid/Graph, to use as the
target of the Grid/Graph described above. This control should display data from
the dataset that you want to filter. For steps to create a panel stack, see Inserting
a panel stack, page 66. For steps to create a Grid/Graph, see the Document
Creation Guide.

• For steps to enable the filtering of datasets based on Freeform SQL reports, see the
Custom SQL Queries: Freeform SQL and Query Builder chapter in the Advanced
Reporting Guide.

To use a Grid/Graph as a selector to update dataset results

1 In Web, open the document in Design Mode.

2 Right-click the header of the attribute in the Grid/Graph to use as the selector, and
choose Use as Selector.

3 Depending on whether or not targets are automatically maintained in the layout, do
one of the following:

• If targets are automatically maintained in the layout, the attribute is
automatically enabled as a document selector. To change this, again right-click
the attribute header, and choose Edit Selector. The Configure Selector dialog
box opens.

• If targets are manually maintained in the layout, the Configure Selector dialog
box opens.

You can disable automatic targets for all targets in the layout. For steps, and
the effects of disabling automatic target maintenance, see Disabling automatic
target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

4 From the Target Type drop-down list, select Dataset.

5 From the Available list, select the datasets that you want to have automatically
updated when users choose an item in the selector, then click > to add the datasets
to the Selected list. You can select multiple datasets at once by pressing CTRL and
clicking each dataset that you want to select.

SQL reports and MDX reports, as well as Freeform SQL reports that contain
one or more Freeform SQL conditions, are displayed as options in the
Available list.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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6 You can determine whether users can display data for all elements in the selector at
once. To display all the elements, a user clicks the header of the attribute used as the
selector when the document is run. Whether displaying all is enabled or disabled,
users can select one item at a time to display. Do one of the following:

▫ To allow users to display data for all elements in the selector at once, select the
Show option for All check box.

▫ To disable simultaneous display of all elements, clear the Show option for All
check box.

7 Click Create to apply your changes.

Enabling Grid/Graphs as selectors in a
Transaction Services-enabled document

You can enable a Grid/Graph as a selector to filter the items displayed in a List control in
a Transaction Services-enabled document. When you enable the Grid/Graph as a
selector, you choose an attribute on the Grid/Graph. A user selects an element of that
attribute to filter the choices available in the List control.

Prerequisites

This procedure assumes that:

• The Transaction Services-enabled document contains the List control to update
when an item is chosen in the selector. The List control must display attribute
elements from a selected dataset as items in the control (this is called a data-driven
input control). For steps to create a Transaction Services-enabled document, as well
as steps to create a List control, see the Document Creation Guide.

• The document contains a Grid/Graph to use as the selector. For steps to create a
Grid/Graph, see the Document Creation Guide.

• Automatic target maintenance is disabled. For steps, see Disabling automatic target
maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

To enable a Grid/Graph as a selector to filter a List control

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 On the Grid/Graph, right-click the header of the attribute to use as the selector, and
choose Use as Selector. The Configure Selector dialog box opens.

3 From the list of Available Targets on the left, choose the List control and click >
to add it to the list of Selected Targets. The name used to identify each List
control varies depending on whether the List control was created based on a text
field or a dataset object on a Grid/Graph:

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• If the List control was created based on a text field, it is listed using the name of
the text field.

• If the List control was created based on a metric in a Grid/Graph, it is listed as
GridGraph:Metric, where GridGraph is the name of the Grid/Graph and
Metric is the name of the metric.

• If the List control was created based on an attribute in a Grid/Graph, it is listed
as GridGraph:Attribute@AttributeForm, where GridGraph is the
name of the Grid/Graph, Attribute is the name of the attribute, and
AttributeForm is the name of the attribute form.

4 The All option in a selector allows the user to display all the elements in the target at
one time. To enable the All option, select the Show option for All check box in
the Configure Selector dialog box.

5 Click OK to return to the document.

Creating a selector that updates the view filter
in a grid or graph

You can allow users to dynamically update the qualifications in the view filter of a grid or
graph by choosing items in a selector. To do so, you define a dynamic condition in the
view filter of the grid or graph, then create a selector that targets the dynamic condition.

For example, you create a grid that contains sales data for various product categories,
then create a selector that contains each product category. This selector targets a
dynamic condition in the grid’s view filter. A user can select the Books and Music
categories in the selector. The grid is then filtered to display data only for Books and
Movies.

For an overview of view filters and steps to create a dynamic condition, see the
Document Creation Guide.

Prerequisite

• This procedure assumes that you have already created a document with at least one
grid or graph report. The view filter of the grid or graph must contain a dynamic
condition.

To create a selector that updates the view filter in a Grid/Graph

1 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, then select the type of selector to add to
the document.

2 Click the location in the layout area to add the selector to. The selector is
automatically created and added to the document.
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3 Right-click the selector, then select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

4 From the left, click Selector.

5 From the Action Type drop-down list, choose Select Attribute Element.

6 From the Source drop-down list, select the attribute that contains the elements to
display as items in the selector.

7 The dynamic condition appears in the Available list as
GridGraphName:ConditionName, where GridGraphName is the name of the grid or
graph whose view filter contains the dynamic condition, and ConditionName is the
name of the dynamic condition. From the Available list, select the dynamic
condition, then click > to add the dynamic condition to the Selected list.

• If the Available targets and Selected targets lists are not available, click the link
to change to manual control and select OK at the prompt to continue. The lists
are now available.

8 Click OK to apply your changes.

Updating the image on a panel using a selector
You can allow users to update the image displayed on a panel in a panel stack by
choosing items in a selector. For example, a document displays a selector containing the
names of several retail stores and a panel stack containing the image of a single store. A
user can choose the names of different stores in the selector to update the store image.
The image is automatically sized and displayed to fit in the panel.

Prerequisites

• The following procedure assumes that you have already created the document to
display the image in. The document must contain a dataset report containing the
following attributes:

▫ An attribute that contains the location of each image to display (for example,
http://yourserver.com/example.jpg).

▫ An attribute that contains the ID of each image to display. Users can select from
elements of this attribute in the selector to determine which image is displayed
in the panel stack.

To dynamically update an image displayed in a panel using a selector

1 Open the document in Design Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, then choose the type of selector to add
to the document.
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3 Click the location in the layout area to add the selector to. The selector is
automatically created and added to the document.

4 From the Dataset Objects panel, click and drag the attribute that contains the image
IDs onto the selector that you just created. The name of the attribute appears in the
selector.

5 From the Insert menu, select Panel Stack. Click the location in the layout area to
add the panel stack to. The panel stack is automatically created and added to the
document.

6 From the Insert menu, select Image. Click and drag a rectangle shape over the
area on the panel stack to display the image in. When a user chooses an item in the
selector to update the image, the image will be automatically resized to fit this shape.
The Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

7 In the Source field, type the name of the attribute that contains the image
locations, surrounded by brackets { }. For example, if the attribute is called Image
Source, type {Image_Source} in the field.

8 Click OK to apply your changes.



5
PROVIDING FLASH ANALYSIS
AND INTERACTIVITY: WIDGETS

A widget is a Flash-based display of the results of a dataset, allowing users to visualize
data in different ways than traditional reports displayed as a grid report or graph report
do. Widgets are sophisticated visualization techniques that can combine with rich
interactivity to enable users to understand their data more effectively. You can use a
variety of widget types, such as Gauge, Heat Map, and Stacked Area widgets, in
dashboard-style documents. Although each type of widget looks different and is used in a
unique way, the main purpose of all widgets remains the same: to provide analysts with a
visual and interactive look into their data.

For example, the Interactive Bubble Graph widget below allows analysts to drill into each
bubble in the graph by clicking it. Analysts can also use the time animation toolbar at the
top of the widget to watch the bubbles appear on the graph in chronological order.

© 2017, MicroStrategy Inc. 198
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For more information on Bubble Graph widgets in particular, including a detailed
description of the data structure and a procedure to enable drilling, see Creating an
Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 247.

This chapter helps you choose the right widget and describes each type of widget, its
purpose, how to create it, and how a dashboard-style document analyst can use it to
analyze a specific set of data.

Choosing the right widget
This section briefly summarizes each type of widget that you can use in a dashboard-style
document, and provides a quick reference table to determine how a widget will display,
whether the widget is interactive, and whether users can save their changes, based on
which view/mode your users will use.

A dashboard-style document designer creates widgets in Design Mode or Editable Mode
in MicroStrategy Web, or in Design View in Developer. The designer and other users can
interact with widgets in MicroStrategy Web, Developer, and MicroStrategy Mobile
devices, as shown in the table below.

View or Mode Widget Can Display As Interact with Widget? Save Widget Changes?

MicroStrategy Developer

Design View Empty Grid/Graph (no
data)

N/A N/A

Flash View • Widget *

• Grid/Graph

Yes No

HTML View • Grid/Graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

N/A N/A

PDF View • Grid/Graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

N/A N/A

MicroStrategy Web

Design Mode Empty Grid/Graph (no
data)

N/A N/A

Editable Mode Grid/Graph N/A N/A

Express Mode • Widget **

• Grid/Graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

Yes No
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View or Mode Widget Can Display As Interact with Widget? Save Widget Changes?

Flash Mode • Widget

• Grid/Graph

Yes Yes

Interactive Mode • Widget **

• Grid/Graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

Yes Yes

MicroStrategy Mobile

Android

Must define in
MicroStrategy Web

Android widgets:

• Widget

• Grid/Graph

All other widgets are
displayed as
Grid/Graphs

Yes (Android widgets
only)

iPad iPad widgets:

• Widget

• Grid/Graph

All other widgets are
displayed as
Grid/Graphs

Yes (iPad widgets
only)

No

iPhone iPhone widgets:

• Widget

• Grid/Graph

All other widgets are
displayed as
Grid/Graphs

Yes (iPhone widgets
only)

No

Exporting

Export to Excel • Grid/Graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

N/A N/A

Export to Flash • Widget *

• Grid/Graph

Yes N/A

Export to PDF • Grid/Graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

N/A N/A
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View or Mode Widget Can Display As Interact with Widget? Save Widget Changes?

* Except for widgets for mobile devices and SDK widgets, which cannot be displayed as widgets
in Flash View/Mode.

** Except for the following widgets, which cannot be displayed as widgets in Interactive Mode
or Express Mode: Cylinder, Date Selection widget created as a selector, Fish Eye Selector
created as a selector, Interactive Stacked Graph, Network, Thermometer, and Time Series
Slider.

For steps to change how widgets are displayed in the various views and modes of
MicroStrategy Web and Developer, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different
views and modes, page 307.

The following list briefly summarizes each type of widget that you can use in a
dashboard-style document.

You can access additional MicroStrategy widgets from the MicroStrategy Widget
download site, https://resource.
microstrategy.com/Support.

• Bubble Grid: Bubbles of different colors and sizes representing the values of two
metrics. It can help identify important trends or anomalies in data, relative to the
total contribution of accompanying data. See Creating a Bubble Grid widget, page
205 for steps and an example.

• Cylinder: A simple status indicator that displays a vertical cylinder with fluid in it.
The level of the fluid within the cylinder is a visual representation of a single metric
value. See Creating a Cylinder widget, page 208 for steps and an example.

• Data Cloud: A list of attribute elements displayed in various sizes to depict the
differences in metric values between the elements. The varying sizes allow a user to
quickly identify the most significant, positive, or negative contributions. See Creating
a Data Cloud widget, page 209 for steps and an example.

• Date Selection: A calendar selector that allows you to select which dates you want
to see data about in a dashboard-style document. You are able to see all of the dates
of each month in the widget, which makes selecting dates easier. See Creating a
Date Selection widget, page 211 for steps and an example.

• Fish Eye Selector: An interactive selector that magnifies an item when you hover
the cursor over it. It allows a user to choose from a list of attribute elements, metrics,
or images without having to see all of the elements, metrics, or images. Any item that
a user hovers over or selects remains magnified, while the remaining items are
minimized and hidden from view. This can be especially helpful when the user has to
browse through a lengthy list. See Creating a Fish Eye Selector, page 218 for steps
and an example.

• Funnel: A variation of a stacked bar graph that displays data that adds up to 100%.
It allows a user to visualize the percent contribution of a metric to the whole. See
Creating a Funnel widget, page 229 for steps and an example.

https://resource.microstrategy.com/Support
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• Gauge: A simple status indicator that displays a needle that moves within a range of
numbers displayed on its outside edges. An example of a gauge is a car’s speedometer.
See Creating a Gauge widget, page 231 for steps and an example.

• Graph Matrix (deprecated): A group of area graphs that display actual values
and line graphs that display forecasted values. It allows a user to quickly analyze
various trends across several metric dimensions. See Creating a Graph Matrix
(deprecated) widget, page 232 for steps and an example.

• Graph Matrix: The Graph Matrix widget allows you to display your data using a
variety of graph styles, such as the line graph, bubble graph, or grid, then customize
it to suit users’ needs. See Creating a Graph Matrix widget, page 235 for steps and
an example.

• Heat Map: A combination of colored rectangles, each representing an attribute
element, that allow you to quickly grasp the state and impact of a large number of
variables at the same time. See Creating a Heat Map widget, page 412 for steps and
an example.

• Image Layout: You can display your data using an image overlaid with colored
areas or bubble markers to allow users to quickly grasp relationships between
different locations, such as the foot traffic of aisles in a store or sales data for regions
on a map. See Creating an Image Layout widget, page 240 for steps and an
example.

• Interactive Bubble Graph: A conventional bubble plot that allows you to
visualize the trends of three different metrics for a set of attribute elements. See
Creating an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 247 for steps and an example.

• Interactive Stacked Graph: A combination of a check box list and area graph.
The graph allows a user to see the contribution of various metric series to the change
in value of a larger set of data. See Creating an Interactive Stacked Graph widget,
page 251 for steps and an example.

• Map: Locations displayed as image markers or bubble markers on a map, along with
additional data for those locations, such as attribute and metric data. See Creating a
Map widget, page 253 for steps and an example.

• Media: Video, audio, images, or website content. One of the primary purposes of
the Media widget is to present supplemental information about the data on a
dashboard-style document. It can also be used for instructional content or HTML
content from a website. See Creating a Media widget, page 262 for steps and an
example.

• Microcharts: One or more compact representations of data that allow analysts to
quickly visualize trends. Use a Microcharts widget to quickly visualize the trend of a
metric at a glance without having to know many additional details. The bar,
sparkline, and bullet microcharts used in the Microcharts widget convey information
that an analyst can understand just by looking at the graph once. See Creating a
Microcharts widget, page 266 for steps and an example.

• Network: Data is displayed as nodes in the widget, with lines (called edges) drawn
between the nodes to represent relationships between data elements. Once the
widget is created, users can visualize characteristics of the nodes and the
relationships between them, using display options such as node size, edge thickness,
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and edge color. The Network widget allows you to quickly and easily identify
relationships between related items and clusters. See Creating a Network widget,
page 276 for steps and an example.

• RSS Reader: RSS (Really Simple Syndication) is a data format used to display
updated Web content when you click a URL. An RSS document is called a feed, and
it contains either a summary of the content from an associated website or the full
text. The RSS Reader widget can help provide context to your business data. Use RSS
Reader widgets on a dashboard-style document to view and update RSS feeds as a
user analyzes grids, graphs, and other objects in the same dashboard-style document.
See Creating an RSS Reader widget, page 278 for steps and an example.

• Survey: An interactive survey displayed in a Transaction Services-enabled
document. Users can submit their answers, which are then stored in your data
source. See Creating a Survey widget, page 282 for steps and an example.

• Thermometer: A simple status indicator that displays a thermometer set to a
certain temperature level. The temperature level within the thermometer is a visual
representation of a single metric value. See Creating a Thermometer widget, page
298 for steps and an example.

• Time Series Slider: An area graph that allows an analyst to choose which section
of the graph to view at a time. See Creating a Time Series Slider widget, page 402
for steps and an example.

• Waterfall: A group of clustered bars displayed from left to right. It highlights the
increments and decrements of the values of metrics over time. The widget can help
identify what is contributing to fluctuations in the metric values and can be used for
“what-if” analyses. See Creating a Waterfall widget, page 302 for steps and an
example.

• Weighted List Viewer: A combination of the data visualization techniques of
thresholds and graphical weighting in a single visualization. This enables the analyst
to assess the performance of a group of items. See Creating a Weighted List Viewer
widget, page 305 for steps and an example.

Widgets for mobile devices
You can define a Grid/Graph to display as a widget on a document when the document is
executed on a mobile device that has the MicroStrategy Mobile application. For examples
of the widgets available for mobile devices, and steps to create them, see theMobile
Design and Administration Guide.

SDK widgets
The following customized widgets are available. See the MicroStrategy Developer Library
(MSDL), part of the MicroStrategy SDK, for information to customize and use these
widgets. With the MicroStrategy SDK, you can access additional MicroStrategy widgets,
add third-party widgets, and create and use custom widgets.

• Google Graph: A simple chart of data. The widget is created using the Google API.
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• Image Map: Displays a map with regions that appear in different colors, depending
on the conditions defined. You can specify the type of map displayed, such as a world
map, regions or states in a country, or departments in a retail store.

• Line Chart: Uses line charts to visualize trends in your data. You can examine
specific points of data in a line chart, or examine subsets of data.

• Store Layout: A layout image of a retail store. Different departments in the store
are displayed in different colors, depending on the conditions defined. For example,
departments whose profit is less than 75% of their profit goal are displayed in red.

• Table: A simple tabular layout.

• Timeline: A timeline that displays a series of events. The timeline can be examined
at the yearly, monthly, and weekly level as a series of bands. This lets users quickly
spot trends, such as the times when call congestion is most likely to affect a call
center.

• USA Map: A map of the United States, which acts as a selector to determine the
data displayed in another control. For example, a user can click a region in the
United States, such as Central, to display revenue data for the Central region in a
target Grid/Graph.

• WhatIf Control: Allows you to perform a "What if?" analysis on your data. For
example, you can explore what happens to net income values if revenue doubles in
the next year.

Formatting widgets
By default, most types of widgets automatically inherit some of the formatting of the
underlying grid or graph reports on which they are based. For example, a widget can be
displayed using the font colors and types defined for its underlying graph report.

A widget also has additional formatting specific to the type of widget. For example, you
can change the number format of the metric values in a Bubble Grid widget, Cylinder
widget, or Gauge widget. For an Interactive Stacked Graph widget, you can change the
font of the text that appears in the graph and the color of the check boxes on the left
side of the graph. For descriptions of the types of formatting that are available for each
type of widget, as well as steps to format widgets, see Chapter 6, Formatting Widgets.

Widgets and automatic target maintenance for
selectors
Selectors allow a user to control what is displayed in a widget or Grid/Graph (the target
of the selector). Targets can be automatically maintained in a layout. This means that
when you add a Grid/Graph or widget, the Grid/Graph or widget automatically becomes
the target of all selectors in the same panel or document section as the Grid/Graph or
widget. For background information on selectors, see Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity
to Users: Selectors. For more information about automatically maintaining targets for
selectors, including instructions to enable and disable the functionality, see
Automatically maintaining targets for selectors, page 145.
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Creating widgets

Prerequisites for creating widgets
• To test the widgets you have created and to view and interact with widgets, Flash

Player is required. See theMicroStrategy Readme for the latest version support
information.

• To successfully create a useful widget that can be used to analyze data, you must have
the appropriate attributes and metrics (or other objects) to define the widget. The
report objects and their placement on the Grid/Graph determine whether the widget
can be successfully generated and display data. For example, a Grid/Graph that you
want to display as a Gauge widget must have one attribute on the rows and one
metric on the columns. These data requirements are detailed in the steps for creating
each widget.

▫ You can add objects from multiple datasets to the Grid/Graph, if you have the
correct privileges and the project has been set up to allow Grid/Graphs to use
multiple datasets. For steps to allow Grid/Graphs to use multiple datasets, see
the Adding Text and Data chapter of the Document Creation Guide.

▫ Unlike other widgets, the RSS Reader and Media widgets do not require
attributes or metrics on their Grid/Graphs, unless the widget is a target of an
attribute selector in the dashboard-style document. For instructions on how to
create a RSS Reader widget, see Creating an RSS Reader widget. For
instructions on how to create a Media widget, see Creating a Media widget.

Creating a Bubble Grid widget
The Bubble Grid widget conveys information to help an analyst identify important trends
or anomalies in data, relative to the total contribution of accompanying data. In the
widget, metric values are plotted as bubbles of different colors and sizes; the colors and
sizes of the bubbles represent the values of two distinct metrics on the Grid/Graph that
contains the widget. Each bubble is generated at the intersection of two different
attribute elements. For example, in the widget below, a single bubble depicts the profit
and revenue for books (an element of the Category attribute) in the South region (an
element of the Region attribute).
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The Bubble Grid widget is most beneficial when it is used to perform analyses involving
key business ratios, such as the number of customers in a store vs. the revenue generated
per customer. For example, the widget can help analysts investigate questions such as
“Does the number of customers that visit a certain store correlate to the amount of
money each customer spends?” Analysts can use the widget to answer these types of
questions in the context of business attributes, such as different stores, regions, and
times of the day or year. Positive correlations in the data show that stores with a large
number of customers generate a large amount of revenue, and negative correlations
show the opposite. When analysts detect negative correlations for stores in specific
regions, they can investigate reasons for the issue and recommend changes such as
adding more sales personnel to the stores.

A Bubble Grid widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to interact with it.
However, you can use a Bubble Grid widget as a selector. For an example and more
information, see Using a Bubble Grid widget as a selector, page 377.

To create and add a Bubble Grid widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Bubble Grid.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.
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To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place two attributes, custom groups, or consolidations on the Grid/Graph’s rows.
Bubbles are generated at the intersections of the elements from these objects.

— Elements from the first (left-most) object are displayed on the X-axis of the
widget. This object represents one of the business areas that can be analyzed
in the widget.

— To analyze data along the X-axis relative to time, use a time-based attribute
such as Hour, Day, or Month. If you use an Hour or Day attribute, apply a
view filter to the Grid/Graph to limit the number of hours or days displayed
in the widget at the same time. For details on how view filters affect
Grid/Graphs, and instructions to add them, see the Document Creation
Guide.

— Elements from the second attribute are displayed on the Y-axis of the
widget. This attribute represents the other business area that can be
analyzed in the widget.

b At least two metrics on the columns. The values of these two metrics produce
the bubbles in the widget, as described below:

— The first (left-most) metric determines the size of the bubbles. The smaller
metric values produce the smaller bubbles in the widget; the larger metric
values produce the larger bubbles.

— The second metric determines the color of the bubbles. For example, if
Profit is the second metric on the columns, the colors of the bubbles depict
the range of profit values. You can determine which colors are used for
minimum and maximum metric values, as described in Formatting a Bubble
Grid widget, page 322. This range of colors is depicted in the legend at the
bottom of the widget, if the legend is enabled.

— Any additional metrics are displayed in tooltips when an analyst hovers the
cursor over a bubble in MicroStrategy Web. These metrics do not have an
effect on the size or color of the bubbles in the widget.

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

Creating a Cylinder widget
A Cylinder widget is a simple status indicator that displays a vertical cylinder with fluid in
it. The level of the fluid within the cylinder is a visual representation of a single metric
value. Like the Gauge and Thermometer widgets, this type of widget is designed to
display the value of a single metric.

The Cylinder widget is most useful when combined with a selector because this allows
users to choose specific metric values to display in the cylinder.

In the image below, the liquid level in the cylinder represents the amount of revenue
generated (the Revenue metric).

To create and add a Cylinder widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Cylinder.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.
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To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 To allow users to change the metric value displayed in the widget with a selector,
complete the following substeps:

a Insert a selector next to the Cylinder widget, then select an attribute as its
source. Users choose attribute elements from this selector to change the display
in the Cylinder widget. For steps to insert a selector and choose a source for it,
seeMethods to create a selector, page 111.

b Set the Cylinder Grid/Graph as the target of the selector. For steps to select an
object as the target of a selector, see Creating a selector to change panels on a
panel stack, page 115.

6 It can be useful to drag the dataset from the Dataset Objects panel and place it
beneath the selector. This allows users to see the dataset’s values as they select
different attribute elements from the selector and see how their choices change the
appearance of the widget.

To enable the widget to be displayed

7 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

▫ If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash Mode
available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display modes users
can choose to work in, page 55.

Creating a Data Cloud widget
A Data Cloud widget displays attribute elements in various sizes to depict the differences
in metric values between the elements. This widget is similar to a Heat Map widget in
that they both allow an analyst to quickly identify the most significant positive or
negative contributions.

A Data Cloud widget is a list of attribute elements. The font size of each attribute element
represents a metric value for that element. A bigger font for an element indicates a larger
metric value. In the Data Cloud widget shown below, the size of each attribute element
from the Subcategory attribute represents the amount of revenue generated by each type
of book. Any additional metrics are displayed when a user hovers over a subcategory.

A Data Cloud widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to interact with it.
However, you can use a Data Cloud widget as a selector. For an example and more
information, see Using a Data Cloud widget as a selector, page 377.
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To create and add a Data Cloud widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Data Cloud.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the Grid/Graph’s rows.

— The elements of the left-most attribute are displayed in the widget. For
example, if the attribute is Year, a list of years is displayed in the widget.

— If you include additional attributes to the right of the first attribute, elements
from all of the attributes are combined and displayed in the widget. For
example, if Year is the first attribute and Quarter is the second attribute,
every combination of year and quarter is displayed in the widget, such as
2007 Q4 and 2007 Q3.

b Place at least one metric on the Grid/Graph’s columns.

— The first (left-most) metric on the columns determines the size of the font
of the attribute elements in the widget.

— If you include additional metrics to the right of the first metric, the
additional metrics are displayed in the tooltips. When a user hovers the
cursor over an attribute element in MicroStrategy Web, a tooltip is displayed.
The tooltip lists the attribute element and metric values for that attribute
element.

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.
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— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

You may want to place the corresponding Grid/Graph below the Data Cloud widget to
display the exact metric values for the attribute elements displayed in the widget. For
instructions to insert a Grid/Graph, see the Document Creation Guide.

You can add links to a Data Cloud widget. Linking allows users to connect from a widget
in a dashboard-style document (the source) and open a document or report (the target).
If you add a link to a Data Cloud widget, the Links menu is displayed when a
MicroStrategy Web user hovers the cursor over an attribute element in the widget. The
user can click a link in the Links menu to open the target. See Linking in widgets, page
316 for instructions and examples.

Creating a Date Selection widget
A Date Selection widget is a calendar selector that allows users to select dates for which
they want to see related data. You are able to see all of the dates of each month in the
widget, which allows you to select dates more easily.

For example, the Date Selection widget is useful if you are working with a dashboard-
style document that displays data from Q4 2007 and you want to view data from a date
before that. You can select the date that you want to see and the data for that date will
display on the dashboard-style document, as shown below:

The same dashboard-style document is shown below in Interactive Mode. The Date
Selection widget is defined to not display as a widget in DHTML. The Date Selection
widget was created as a widget (as opposed to creating it as a selector), so the selector is
now displayed as a Grid/Graph. Notice the scroll bar at the right: all the dates are not
shown in this sample, because the list is so long. Because the list is so long, dates even
further down the list do not appear in the same screen as the graph, which is why the
Date Selection widget is so useful.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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On a mobile device with MicroStrategy Mobile, the Date Selection widget can display as
an interactive event calendar, which users can view in Day, Week, or Month view. For
steps to create and format a Date Selection widget for display on a mobile device, see the
Mobile Design and Administration Guide.

If the Date Selection widget was created as a selector rather than a widget, in Interactive
Mode the dashboard-style document looks like the sample shown below. You can set the
style of the selector, which in this example is left as the default, Listbox. Again, all the
dates are not shown, because the list is so long. The scroll bar allows the user to view and
select dates further down in the list.
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A panel stack can also be the target of a Date Selection widget. However, a Date Selection
widget created as a widget cannot switch panels on a panel stack.

The table below summarizes the differences between a Date Selection widget created as a
widget and as a selector.

Created as a Widget Created as a Selector

Targets panel stacks and Grid/Graphs Yes Yes

Switches panels on a panel stack No Yes

Allows user to make multiple selections No Yes

Can be the target of another selector Yes Only if the selector is on a panel
stack

For steps to create a Date Selection widget as a widget, see Creating a Date Selection
widget as a widget, page 213. For steps to create a Date Selection widget as a selector,
see Creating a Date Selection widget as a selector, page 215.

Creating a Date Selection widget as a widget

A Date Selection widget is an interactive style of widget.

When created as a widget and displayed in Flash Mode, a Date Selection widget displays
as a Date Selection widget.

When created as a widget and displayed in non-Flash modes, a Date Selection widget can
be displayed as any of the following:

• Date Selection widget

• Grid/Graph used as a selector

• Empty Grid/Graph placeholder

• Hidden

A Date Selection widget created as a widget can target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks, but
cannot switch panels on a panel stack. (For more information on Grid/Graphs
controlling panel stacks or other Grid/Graphs, see Using Grid/Graphs as selectors to
control other Grid/Graphs, page 186.) If you want the Date Selection widget to display
as a standard selector such as a listbox or button bar in non-Flash modes, or to allow
multiple selections, create it as a selector instead. For steps, see Creating a Date
Selection widget as a selector, page 215.

To create and add a Date Selection widget as widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.
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To create the target

2 Create the Grid/Graph or panel stack to be used as the target, if it is not already in
the document. For instructions, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

To create the selector widget

3 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Date
Selection.

4 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

5 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

6 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select one attribute and drag it on top of
the Grid/Graph’s rows. The attribute must be of a date type (examples in the
MicroStrategy Tutorial project include Day and Ship Date).

If targets are automatically maintained and you place the selector widget and
target in the same document section or panel, you will not need to disable
automatic target maintenance to select the target. For information on the
effects of disabling it, see Disabling automatic target maintenance to allow
manual target selection, page 152.

To connect the selector to the target

7 Right-click the attribute to use as the selector, and choose Use As Selector. The
Configure Selector dialog box opens.

8 Do one of the following:

• If targets are automatically maintained and you added the widget and target to
the same document section or panel, the target Grid/Graph or panel stack is
automatically added as a target to this selector. Click Create to finish adding the
target.

• If targets are automatically maintained but the widget and target are not in the
same document section or panel, you must disable automatic target maintenance
and then manually select the target, as described below:

a Click Click here. A warning message opens, indicating that you will need to
manually maintain targets if you disable automatic target maintenance. For
the effects of disabling automatic target maintenance, see Disabling
automatic target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

b Click OK. You are returned to the Selector dialog box. Automatic target
maintenance has been disabled for all selectors in the layout.

c Select the target in the Available Targets list, and click the Add to
selections arrow to move it to the Selected Targets list.

d Click Create.
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• If targets are not automatically maintained, you must manually specify the target
of the selector, as described below:

a Select the target in the Available Targets list, and click the Add to
selections arrow to move it to the Selected Targets list.

b Click Create.

To specify the widget display

9 Right-click the widget and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties and
Formatting dialog box opens.

10 From the left, clickWidget.

11 You can change the Alternative Display option, which determines how the widget
looks in non-Flash modes. The widget can display as a placeholder or as a
Grid/Graph, or can be hidden. For more information, see Defining how a widget is
displayed in different views and modes, page 307.

12 By default, the Date Selection widget is displayed as a widget in Flash. To display it as
a grid or graph report instead, clear the Flash check box in the Display Widget
As column.

13 By default, the Date Selection widget is displayed as a widget in DHTML (Express
Mode and Interactive Mode in MicroStrategy Web). To use the Alternative Display
option instead, clear the DHTML check box in the Display Widget As column.

14 Click OK to apply your changes.

To enable the widget to be displayed

15 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

A Date Selection widget created as a widget can be displayed as a widget using Flash in
DHTML interactive documents.

Creating a Date Selection widget as a selector

In Flash Mode, a Date Selection widget created as a selector displays as a standard Date
Selection selector.
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In non-Flash modes, a Date Selection widget created as a selector can be displayed as a
standard selector such as a listbox or button bar. To display the Date Selection widget as
a Grid/Graph, or to hide it completely, create it as a widget instead. For instructions, see
Creating a Date Selection widget as a widget, page 213. A Date Selection widget created
as a selector allows multiple selections, unlike a Date Selection widget created as a
widget.

You can create a Date Selection widget from scratch or by applying its style to an existing
selector. The following procedure creates it from scratch.

To apply the style to an existing selector, set the Flash style option (found in the
Property List or the Properties dialog box) to Date Selection.

To create and add a Date Selection widget as selector to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design Mode or Editable Mode.

To create the target

2 Create the Grid/Graph or panel stack to be used as the target, if it is not already in
the document. The target must contain a date attribute, such as Day or Quarter. For
steps, see Inserting a panel stack, page 66.

To create the selector

3 From the Insert menu, scroll to Selector, then select Date Selection. When you
move the cursor to the Layout area, the cursor becomes crosshairs.

4 Click the location on your document where you want to place the selector. The
Grid/Graph containing the selector is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of selector you have added to the
document.

5 If desired, resize the selector by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To define the selector

6 Right-click the new selector and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

7 On the left, click Selector.

8 Choose Select attribute element from the Action Type drop-down list.

9 Select a date attribute from the Source drop-down list. (In the MicroStrategy
Tutorial project, Day and Ship Date are examples of date attributes.)

The Source drop-down list contains all of the attributes in all of the datasets in the
document. The source attribute that you choose becomes the attribute whose
elements are displayed in the selector for a user to choose from.
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To connect the selector to the target

10 You can select one or multiple Grid/Graphs or panel stacks, or any combination of
Grid/Graphs and panel stacks, as the target. The target Grid/Graph or panel stack
displays the data from the date that the user chooses in the Date Selection widget.

• If targets are automatically maintained and you added the selector and target to
the same document section or panel, the target Grid/Graph or panel stack is
automatically added as a target to this selector.

• If targets are automatically maintained but the selector and target are not in the
same document section or panel, you must disable automatic target maintenance
before selecting targets, as described below:

a Click Click here. A warning message opens, indicating that you will need to
manually maintain targets if you disable automatic target maintenance. For
the effects of disabling automatic target maintenance, see Disabling
automatic target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

b Click OK. You are returned to the Properties and Formatting dialog box.
Automatic target maintenance has been disabled for all selectors in the
layout.

• If targets are not automatically maintained or you disabled automatic
maintenance, you must manually specify the target of the selector. Select the
target in the Available Targets list, and click the Add to selections arrow to
move it to the Selected Targets list.

To set a default selector style for non-Flash modes/views

11 From the list on the left, click Layout.

12 In Flash Mode, the Date Selection widget is viewable as designed above. In non-
Flash modes, the Date Selection widget is displayed by default as a Listbox style
selector. To change the default selector style (for non-Flash Mode display), select a
different DHTML style.

13 For Slider, Radio Buttons, Check Boxes, and Button Bar selector styles, you can use
the Orientation option to display the selector horizontally (on a single line from
left to right) or vertically (in a single column).

14 The user must select an item in a selector to change the target of the selector. For
the List Box selector style, you can allow a user to select an item by hovering the
cursor over it, without clicking, if you select the Change selection on mouseover
check box. If the user points the cursor away from the selector without clicking an
item, the target reverts to its previous state.

The mouseover option is applied only in Flash Mode.

To allow multiple selections and define the All option for users

15 By default, users can only select one item from the following selector styles: Slider,
Listbox, Link Bar, and Button Bar. To allow users to make multiple selections for
these selector styles, select the Allow multiple selections check box. This check
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box is cleared by default. This option is unavailable for other selector styles (except
for Check Boxes) because those styles do not support multiple selections.

16 From the list on the left, click Selector.

17 By default, the user can display all attribute elements in the target at one time, by
selecting the All option. To disable the All option, clear the Show option for All
check box.

The Show option for All check box is not available if the DHTML style is set to
Slider and the Allow multiple selections check box is selected.

18 By default, the All option is labeled (All) in the selector. You can rename the All
option by typing text into the Alias for All field. You can rename the All option
only if the Show option for All check box is selected above.

19 Click OK to return to the document.

20 Save the document.

To enable the selector to be displayed

21 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

• If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash Mode
available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display modes users
can choose to work in, page 55.

Creating a Fish Eye Selector
The Fish Eye Selector magnifies an item when a user hovers the cursor over it in Flash
Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. Any item that a user hovers over or selects
remains magnified, while the remaining items are minimized and displayed in the
background of the selector. A Fish Eye Selector is shown below in Flash Mode, targeting
a graph, which changes as the selection on the left changes.
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You can create a Fish Eye Selector as either a widget or a selector. Which you choose
depends on how you want to display the Fish Eye Selector in different modes. In general,
a Fish Eye Selector created as a widget can display as a Fish Eye Selector, a grid or graph,
a placeholder, or hidden. A Fish Eye Selector created as a selector can display as a Fish
Eye Selector or any standard selector, such as list box or slider. For a complete list of
how Fish Eye Selectors are displayed in MicroStrategy Web modes and Developer views,
see Fish Eye Selector: Widget vs. selector, page 222. Also, a Fish Eye Selector created as
a widget cannot switch panels on a panel stack, unlike a Fish Eye Selector created as a
selector.

For example, you can choose to display a Fish Eye Selector as a grid, instead of a widget.
The same dashboard-style document shown above in Flash Mode is shown below in
Interactive Mode. The widget, which is displayed as a Fish Eye Selector in Flash Mode, is
displayed as a grid in Interactive Mode. The grid functions as a selector, targeting and
changing the graph, just as the Fish Eye Selector did in the previous example.

All the employees are not shown in this sample, because the list is so long. Notice that
the previous selection, Jack Kieferson, is far down the list. Because the list is so long,
names even further down the list may not appear in the same screen as the graph, which
is why the Fish Eye Selector is so useful.

The Fish Eye Selector in the previous example was created as a widget, which is why it
can be displayed as grid. If the Fish Eye Selector was created as a selector instead, you
can choose the selector style for display in non-Flash modes. For example, the Fish Eye
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Selector can display as a button bar, as shown in the Interactive Mode example shown
below. The button bar targets and changes the graph.

Again, all the employees are not shown, because the list is so long. Notice that the
selection shown in Flash Mode, Jack Kieferson, is not even shown in this image, because
he is so far down the list.

For more examples of displaying a widget in different modes, see Defining how a
widget is displayed in different views and modes, page 307.

Fish Eye Selector targeting a panel stack

A Fish Eye Selector can target a panel stack, updating the dynamic text fields on a panel.
For example, the Fish Eye Selector in the following dashboard-style document, shown in
Flash Mode, changes which employee is displayed on the panel. The other data fields
(region, revenue, and profit) also change to reflect that employee’s information.
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If the Fish Eye Selector is created as a selector, it can switch panels on a panel stack, as
shown below:

A Fish Eye Selector created as a widget cannot switch panels on a panel stack, although
it can update dynamic text fields on a panel.
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Fish Eye Selector: Widget vs. selector

The table below summarizes the differences in functionality between a Fish Eye Selector
created as a widget and as a selector.

Created
as a
Widget

Created as a Selector

Targets Grid/Graphs and
dynamic fields on panel
stacks

Yes Yes

Switches panels on a
panel stack

No Yes

Replaces selector item
text with images

Yes Yes

Can be the target of
another selector

Yes Only if the selector is on a panel stack (see Determining how
the target of a selector displays when no data exists, page
158)

For steps to create a Fish Eye Selector as a widget, see Creating a Fish Eye Selector as a
widget, page 223. For steps to create a Fish Eye Selector as a selector, see Creating a
Fish Eye Selector as a selector, page 226.

How a Fish Eye Selector is created affects how it can be displayed in various Web modes
and Developer views, as shown in the following table.

View or Mode Fish Eye Selector

Created as a Widget

Fish Eye Selector

Created as a Selector

MicroStrategy Web

Editable Mode • Grid or graph • Standard selector

Express Mode • Widget

• Grid or graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

• Standard selector

Flash Mode • Widget

• Grid or graph

• Widget

Interactive Mode • Widget

• Grid or graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

• Standard selector
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View or Mode Fish Eye Selector

Created as a Widget

Fish Eye Selector

Created as a Selector

MicroStrategy Developer

Flash View • Widget

• Grid or graph

• Widget

HTML View • Grid or graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

• Selector placeholder

PDF View • Grid or graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

• Selector placeholder

Exporting

To Excel • Grid or graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

• Standard selector

To Flash • Widget • Widget

To HTML • Grid or graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

• Standard selector

To PDF • Grid or graph

• Placeholder

• Hidden

• Standard selector

Creating a Fish Eye Selector as a widget

The Fish Eye Selector is an interactive style of widget.

When created as a widget and displayed in Flash Mode, a Fish Eye Selector displays as a
Fish Eye Selector.

When created as a widget and displayed in non-Flash modes, a Fish Eye Selector can be
displayed as any of the following:

• Fish Eye Selector

• Grid/Graph used as a selector

• Empty Grid/Graph placeholder

• Hidden
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A Fish Eye Selector created as a widget can target Grid/Graphs and dynamic text fields
on panel stacks, but cannot switch panels on a panel stack. (For more information on
Grid/Graphs controlling panel stacks or other Grid/Graphs, see Using Grid/Graphs as
selectors to control other Grid/Graphs, page 186.) If you want the Fish Eye Selector to
switch panels or display as a standard selector such as a listbox or button bar in non-
Flash modes, create it as a selector instead. For instructions, see Creating a Fish Eye
Selector as a selector, page 226.

To create a Fish Eye Selector as a widget

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

To create the target

2 Create the Grid/Graph or panel stack to be used as the target, if it is not already in
the document. For steps, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document Creation
Guide or Inserting and defining panels, page 65.

To create the selector widget

3 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Fish Eye.

4 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

5 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

6 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select an attribute or metric and drag it
on top of the Grid/Graph’s rows. The attribute elements or metric values will be
displayed in the selector.

The selector and target must have an attribute or metric in common. If targets
are automatically maintained and you place the selector and target in the same
document section or panel, you will not need to disable automatic target
maintenance to select the target. For information on the effects of disabling it,
see Disabling automatic target maintenance to allow manual target
selection, page 152.

To connect the selector to the target

7 Right-click the attribute or metric to use as the selector, and choose Use As
Selector. The Configure Selector dialog box opens.

8 Do one of the following:

• If targets are automatically maintained and you added the selector Grid/Graph
and target to the same document section or panel, the target Grid/Graph or
panel stack is automatically added as a target to this selector. Click Create to
finish adding the target.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• If targets are automatically maintained but the widget and target are not in the
same document section or panel, you must disable automatic target maintenance
and then manually select the target, as described below:

a Click Click here. A warning message opens, indicating that you will need to
manually maintain targets if you disable automatic target maintenance. For
the effects of disabling automatic target maintenance, see Disabling
automatic target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

b Click OK. You are returned to the Selector dialog box. Automatic target
maintenance has been disabled for all selectors in the layout.

c Select the target in the Available Targets list, and click the Add to
selections arrow to move it to the Selected Targets list.

d Click Create.

• If targets are not automatically maintained, you must manually specify the target
of the selector, as described below:

a Select the target in the Available Targets list, and click the Add to
selections arrow to move it to the Selected Targets list.

b Click Create.

To specify the widget display

9 Right-click the widget and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties and
Formatting dialog box opens.

10 From the left, clickWidget.

11 You can change the Alternative Display option, which determines how the widget
looks in non-Flash modes. The widget can display as a placeholder or as a
Grid/Graph, or can be hidden. For more information, see Defining how a widget is
displayed in different views and modes, page 307.

12 By default, the Fish Eye Selector is displayed as a widget in Flash. To display it as a
grid or graph report instead, clear the Flash check box in the Display Widget As
column.

13 By default, the Fish Eye Selector is displayed as a widget in DHTML (Express Mode
and Interactive Mode in MicroStrategy Web). To use the Alternative Display option
instead, clear the DHTML check box in the Display Widget As column.

14 Click OK to apply your changes.

To enable the widget to be displayed

15 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.
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— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

The Fish Eye Selector can display a list of images from which analysts can select. These
images replace any attribute element, metric, or panel names in the selector. When an
image is selected, any target panel stacks or Grid/Graphs are updated with related data.
For steps to have images displayed in place of element, metric, or panel names, see
Formatting a Fish Eye Selector, page 329.

Creating a Fish Eye Selector as a selector

When created as a selector and displayed in Flash Mode, a Fish Eye Selector displays as a
Fish Eye Selector.

When created as a selector and displayed in non-Flash modes, a Fish Eye Selector can be
displayed as a standard selector such as a listbox or button bar.

A Fish Eye Selector created as a selector can target Grid/Graphs and dynamic text fields
on panel stacks. It can also switch the panels of a panel stack. If you want the Fish Eye
Selector to display as a Grid/Graph, display as a widget, or hide it completely in non-
Flash modes, create it as a widget instead. For instructions, see Creating a Fish Eye
Selector as a widget, page 223.

You can create a new Fish Eye Selector or apply the Fish Eye style to an existing selector.
The following procedure creates a new Fish Eye Selector. To apply the style to an existing
selector, set the Flash style option (found in the Properties and Formatting dialog box)
to Fish Eye.

To create and add a Fish Eye Selector as selector to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

To create the target

2 Create the Grid/Graph or panel stack to be used as the target, if it is not already in
the document. For steps, see the Grid/Graphs chapter of the Document Creation
Guide or Inserting and defining panels, page 65.

To create the selector

3 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, and select Fish Eye. When you move
the cursor to the Layout area, the cursor appears as a crosshair.

4 Click the location on your document where you want to place the selector.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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5 If desired, resize the selector by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To define the action type

6 Right-click the new selector and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

7 From the left, click Selector.

8 From the Action Type drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To display attribute elements in the selector, choose Select attribute
element. Users will choose from this list of elements to update target panel
stacks and Grid/Graphs in the document. Later in this procedure, you specify
the attribute whose elements users will choose from.

• To display metric names in the selector, choose Select Metric. Users will
choose from this list to update target Grid/Graphs in the document. Later in this
procedure, you specify the target Grid/Graph or panel stack whose metrics users
will choose from.

Metrics in text fields within the target are not listed when the document is
displayed. For example, a panel stack is selected as a target and contains a
metric in a text field. That metric is not shown as an item in the selector.

• To display panels in the selector, choose Select Panel. Users will choose from
this list to update target panel stacks in the document. Later in this procedure,
you specify the target panel stack whose panels users will choose from.

— If DHTML style is set to Checkboxes, the Select Panel option is not available,
since check boxes allow multiple selections and you cannot display multiple
panels simultaneously. To make the Select Panel option available, select a
different DHTML style.

9 If you chose Select attribute element from the Action Type drop-down list above,
specify an attribute from the Source drop-down list.

The Source drop-down list contains all of the attributes in all of the datasets in the
document. The source attribute that you choose becomes the attribute whose
elements are displayed in the selector for a user to choose from.

To connect the selector to the target

10 If you choose Select panel as the Action Type, from the Panel Stack drop-down
list, select the panel stack that the selector will change.

The Panel Stack drop-down list contains all of the panel stacks in the document. The
selector displays the panels of the panel stack selected in this option.

11 If users will be selecting attribute elements or metrics (in other words, if you set the
Action Type above to either Select attribute element or Select metric), you can select
one or multiple Grid/Graphs or panel stacks, and any combination of Grid/Graphs
and panel stacks. The target Grid/Graph or panel stack displays the attribute
elements or metrics that the user chooses from the Fish Eye Selector.
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• If targets are automatically maintained and you added the selector and target to
the same document section or panel, the target Grid/Graph or panel stack is
automatically added as a target to this selector.

• If targets are automatically maintained but the selector and target are not in the
same document section or panel, you must disable automatic target maintenance
before selecting targets, as described below:

a Click Click here. A warning message opens, indicating that you will need to
manually maintain targets if you disable automatic target maintenance. For
the effects of disabling automatic target maintenance, see Disabling
automatic target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

b Click OK. You are returned to the Properties and Formatting dialog box.
Automatic target maintenance has been disabled for all selectors in the
layout.

• If targets are not automatically maintained or you disabled automatic
maintenance, you must manually specify the target of the selector. Select the
target in the Available Targets list, and click the Add to selections arrow to
move it to the Selected Targets list.

To set a default selector style for non-Flash modes/views

12 From the list on the left, click Layout.

13 In Flash Mode, the Fish Eye Selector is displayed as designed above. In non-Flash
modes, the Fish Eye Selector is displayed by default as a Listbox style selector. To
change the default selector style (for non-Flash Mode display), select a different
DHTML style.

14 For Slider, Radio Buttons, Check Boxes, and Button Bar selector styles, you can use
the Orientation option to display the selector horizontally (on a single line from
left to right) or vertically (in a single column).

15 The user must select an item in a selector to change the target of the selector. For
the List Box selector style, you can allow a user to select an item by hovering the
cursor over it, without clicking, if you select the Change selection on mouseover
check box. If the user points the cursor away from the selector without clicking an
item, the target reverts to its previous state.

The mouseover option is applied only in Flash Mode.

To allow multiple selections and define the All option for users

16 By default, users can only select one item from the following selector styles: Slider,
Listbox, Link Bar, and Button Bar. To allow users to make multiple selections for
these selector styles, select the Allow multiple selections check box. This check
box is cleared by default. This option is unavailable for other selector styles (except
for Check Boxes) because those styles do not support multiple selections.

17 From the list on the left, click Selector.
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18 By default, the user can display all attribute elements or metrics in the target at one
time, by selecting the All option. To disable the All option, clear the Show option
for All check box.

The Show option for All check box is not available if either of the following is true:

• The Action Type is set to Select Panel.

• The DHTML style is set to Slider and the Allow multiple selections check
box is selected.

19 By default, the All option is labeled (All) in the selector. You can rename the All
option by typing text into the Alias field. You can rename the All option only if the
Show option for All check box is selected above.

20 Click OK to return to the document.

21 Save the document.

To enable the selector to be displayed

22 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

• If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash Mode
available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display modes users
can choose to work in, page 55.

The Fish Eye Selector can display a list of images from which analysts can select. These
images replace any attribute element, metric, or panel names in the selector. When an
image is selected, any target panel stacks or Grid/Graphs are updated with related data.
For steps to have images displayed in place of element, metric, or panel names, see
Formatting a Fish Eye Selector, page 329.

Creating a Funnel widget
A Funnel widget allows you to quickly analyze various trends across several metric values.
It can be used for a wide variety of business purposes, including application management,
click management, pipeline analyses for sales forecasts, and sales process analysis.

The widget is a variation of a stacked percent bar graph that displays data that adds up to
100%. Therefore, it can allow analysts to visualize the percent contribution of sales data.
It can also show the stages in a sales process and reveal the amount of potential revenue
for each stage. When the widget is used to analyze a sales process, analysts can use the
widget to drill down to key metrics such as deal size, profit potential, and probability of
closing. The widget can also help identify potential problem areas in an organization’s
sales processes.

For example, the following Funnel widget displays the percent contribution of revenue
data by region. Each section of the funnel is a different region, and the size of each
section is proportional to the amount of revenue that the region contributed.
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To create and add a Funnel widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Funnel.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the Grid/Graph’s rows. The attributes are
displayed as separate cross-sections of the funnel.

b Place at least one metric on the Grid/Graph’s columns. The size of each section
of the widget is determined by the values of the metric.

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.
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— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

A Funnel widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to interact with it.

Creating a Gauge widget
A Gauge widget is a simple status indicator that displays a needle that moves within a
range of numbers displayed on its outside edges. A real-world example of a gauge is a
car’s speedometer. Like the Cylinder and Thermometer widgets, this type of widget is
designed to display the value of a single metric. The needle within the gauge is a visual
representation of that single metric value.

The Gauge widget is most useful when combined with a selector because this allows users
to choose specific metric values to display in the gauge. In the image below, the location
of the needle in the gauge represents the amount of revenue generated (the Revenue
metric).

To create and add a Gauge widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Gauge.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
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corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the Grid/Graph’s rows.

b Place at least one metric on the Grid/Graph’s columns. The metric values
determine the location of the needle on the gauge.

6 To allow users to change the metric value displayed in the widget with a selector:

a Insert a selector next to the Gauge widget, then select an attribute as its source.
Users choose attribute elements from this selector to change the display in the
Gauge widget. For steps to insert a selector and select a source for it, see
Methods to create a selector, page 111.

b Set the Gauge widget as the target of the selector. For steps to select an object as
the target of a selector, see Creating a selector to change panels on a panel
stack, page 115.

7 It can be useful to drag the dataset from the Dataset Objects panel and place it
beneath the selector. This allows users to see the dataset’s values as they select
different attribute elements from the selector and see how their choices change the
appearance of the widget.

To enable the widget to be displayed

8 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

Creating a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget
A Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget allows you to quickly analyze various trends across
several metric dimensions. You can use the widget to assess questions such as “How are
sales comparing vs. forecast, by time and region?”.
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The Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget consists of several area graphs that display current
values. Each area graph also has a line graph above it to show forecasted values. One
graph is displayed for every combination of elements from the attributes on the rows and
columns of the Grid/Graph that contains the widget. For example, in the widget below,
the rows of the report contain the Category attribute elements and the columns contain
the Region attribute elements. Twelve graphs are displayed because data exists for four
regions and three categories of products.

A separate area graph is produced for each combination of region and product category.
For example, one area graph focuses solely on electronics product figures in the
Northeast region. Values in that graph are plotted across quarter (on the X-axis) and
revenue (on the Y-axis). The line graph at the top of the area graph represents revenue
forecast metric values, or the amount of revenue the company predicted it would
generate.

You can maximize a specific area graph by double-clicking it. The graph opens in a new
window, as shown below.
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Each area graph in a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget has the following characteristics,
as shown above.

• The X-axis provides the time scale. For example, the X-axis can represent weeks,
quarters, or years.

• The Y-axis provides the metric values. For example, the Y-axis can represent revenue,
profit, or units sold.

• The area graph shows the current values, allowing you to see how values changed
over time. The area graph represents the values of the first metric on the Grid/Graph
that contains the widget.

• The line graph at the top of the area graph shows the predicted, or forecasted, values.
The line graph represents the values of any additional metrics on the Grid/Graph.

• The black reference line in the area graph (not displayed above) shows the average
for only the specific graph you are looking at.

• The red reference line in the area graph (not displayed above) shows the average
metric value for all of the graphs in the same row of the Graph Matrix (deprecated)
widget. This allows you to easily compare one graph in the widget to another.

To create and add a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Graph Matrix
(deprecated).

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

• You must place either two attributes on the Grid/Graph’s rows, one attribute on
the columns, and one metric on the columns; or you must place three attributes
on the rows and one metric on the columns:

— Place at least two attributes on the rows. The first (left-most) attribute on
the rows (and the second, third, fourth, and so on) provide the row headers
in the widget. The last (right-most) attribute on the rows provides the X-axis
of the graphs. This attribute, which is generally time-based, is used to drive
the time series of the graphs.

— If there are fewer than three attributes on the rows, place at least one
attribute on the columns. The first (left-most) attribute on the columns
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provides the column headers in the widget. These values are used to slice the
data by grouping it based on the column attributes. Additional attributes on
the columns produce separate line graphs within each area graph in the
widget.

— Place at least one metric on the Grid/Graph’s columns. (If there is an
attribute on the columns, place the metric the right of, or below, the
attribute.) The value of this metric is graphed on the Y-axis. The first metric
on the columns is depicted as the colored series in the area graphs. Any
additional metrics are depicted as the forecast lines in each area graph.

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

A Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to
interact with it. However, you can use a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget as a selector.
For an example and more information, see Using a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget
as a selector, page 378.

Creating a Graph Matrix widget
The Graph Matrix widget allows you to quickly analyze various trends across several
metric dimensions. The widget consists of a matrix of graphs that allow users to analyze
and compare trends in metric data.

An example of the Graph Matrix widget is shown in the image below.
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You can access the following additional options by creating the Graph Matrix widget as a
visualization:

• Organize the data displayed in the graph based on a specific attribute. For example, a
bar graph contains units sold data for several regions. You can choose to display a
different bar for each individual store within each region.

• Color graph elements (such as bubbles, lines, or bar risers) by an attribute or a
metric. For example, you can choose to display a different color for each element in
an attribute. You can choose to have graph elements automatically colored based on
the value of a metric, with the darkest colors being displayed for the largest metric
values.

• Automatically size graph elements based on the value of a metric, with the largest
elements being displayed for the largest metric values.

• Slice your data, by displaying a graph for each combination of attribute elements in
the rows and columns of the Graph Matrix visualization. For example, you can
display the revenue data for each Region as a separate line graph, or display a bar
graph containing store sales for each year.

To access these options, you must first create a Graph Matrix visualization in a Visual
Insight dashboard, then convert the dashboard into a Report Services document. For
instructions to create a dashboard, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisites

For a report to be displayed as a Graph Matrix widget, it must meet the following
requirements:

• At least one attribute, either on the row or the columns.

• At least one metric on the columns, below all attributes that are on the columns.
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To create a Graph Matrix widget

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Graph Matrix.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. If desired, resize the widget by
clicking and then dragging its handles.

4 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select attributes and metrics, and drag
them on to the Grid/Graph, as described in the prerequisites above.

Creating a Heat Map widget
A Heat Map widget presents a combination of colored rectangles, each representing an
attribute element, that allow you to quickly grasp the state and impact of a large number
of variables. Heat Maps are often used in the financial services industry to review the
status of a portfolio.

The rectangles contain a variety and shadings of colors, which emphasize the status of
the various components. In a Heat Map:

• The size of each rectangle represents its relative weight.

• The color represents the relative change in value of that rectangle.

• You can hover over each rectangle to see which attribute element the rectangle
represents and its metric values.

Each part of the example below is explained in the following list:
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• The large areas (such as the Large Blend area in the image above) represent different
categories of mutual funds. These areas are generated by the first attribute on the
rows of the Grid/Graph that contains the widget. In this case, the first attribute is
Mutual Fund Category. Notice that the name of each category is displayed in the
headers of each of these areas. You can change the aggregation function used to
calculate the size of these areas. For steps, see Formatting a Heat Map widget, page
337. This aggregation function is also displayed in a tooltip when the user hovers the
cursor over an area.

• The colored rectangles (colored shades of red and blue in the image above) represent
different mutual funds. These rectangles, such as the Vanguard Small Cap Index and
Legg Mason Value Prim rectangles above, are generated by any additional attributes
on the rows. In this case, a second attribute, Mutual Fund, is on the rows of the
Grid/Graph.

• The size of each rectangle represents its relative weight. This is determined by the
first metric on the columns of the Grid/Graph. This widget shows that Large Blend
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funds are weighted more heavily than Mid-Cap Blend funds in regard to net assets.
In this case, the first metric on the columns of the Grid/Graph is Net Assets.

• The colors displayed in the widget represent different ranges of return year-to-date
percentages generated by the mutual funds. (In the image above, blue denotes higher
percentages, while red and purple denote lower percentages.) The colors applied to
each rectangle are generated by the second metric on the Grid/Graph. (In the image
above, the second metric on the report is Return YTD %.) You can define the colors
used to denote these values. For steps, see Analyzing data in a Heat Map widget in
theMicroStrategy Web Help.

You can create a dynamic heat map that an analyst can control using a selector. This type
of heat map is considered dynamic because a user can use the selector, such as a drop-
down list, to choose a different attribute element to view on the heat map. Steps to
create both a static and a dynamic Heat Map widget are included below.

To create and add a Heat Map widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and selectHeat Map.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the rows. This attribute is used to create the large
rectangles whose names are displayed in the widget.

b You can place additional attributes on the Grid/Graph:

— To group each element of the first attribute inside the larger area, place a
second attribute to the right of the first. For example, the Region attribute
contains the element South and the Call Center attribute contains the
elements New Orleans and Memphis. If Region is placed to the left of Call
Center, a large area called South is displayed in the widget, with smaller
rectangles New Orleans and Memphis inside.

— You can add additional attributes to further group the rectangles in the Heat
Map. Attributes that have a parent-child relationship work best, because
they are nested within one another in the Heat Map.

c Place at least two metrics on the columns:
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— The first metric on the columns determines the size of the small rectangles
within each large rectangle. Items with lower values are represented by
smaller rectangles.

— The second metric on the columns must be placed at the bottom of the
columns. It determines the color of each rectangle. It must include values in
the range of -1 to 1. This range is used to provide different shadings of color.

— If more than two metrics are placed on the Grid/Graph, the additional
metrics are displayed in a tooltip when the user hovers the cursor over the
area.

6 If you are creating a dynamic Heat Map widget, perform the following:

a Insert a selector, such as a Drop-down list, next to the widget. Users choose
attribute elements from this selector to change the display in the widget. For
steps to insert a selector, seeMethods to create a selector, page 111.

b Choose an attribute from the dataset that is not already in the Grid/Graph and
set this attribute as the Source of the selector. Do not include this attribute in
the Grid/Graph. It is used to populate the selector.

c Set the Grid/Graph as the target of the selector.

To enable the widget to be displayed

7 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

▫ If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

▫ To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

You can use a Heat Map widget as a selector. For an example and more information, see
Using a Heat Map widget as a selector, page 379.

You can add links to a Heat Map widget. Linking allows users to connect from a widget
in a dashboard-style document (the source) and open a document or report (the target).
You can design the links and targets to simulate drilling. If you add a link to a Heat Map
widget, a Links menu is displayed when a MicroStrategy Web user hovers the cursor over
an attribute element in the widget. The user can click a link in the Links menu to open
the target. See Linking in widgets, page 316 for instructions and examples.

Creating an Image Layout widget
You can add an Image Layout widget to a document to display an image overlaid with
colored areas or bubble markers. For example, you can display a map of the United
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States, with a bubble marker displayed over each state. You can have states with a high
number of stores displayed using large bubble markers, and states with a low number of
stores displayed using small bubble markers. As another example, you can display the
layout of a store in the widget, with each aisle displayed as a separate region, then have
Web color each aisle based on the number of visits each aisle receives. The image below
shows an Image Layout widget with a map of the United States, in which each state is
displayed as a separate colored region. For steps to create and add an Image Layout
widget to a document, see To create and add an Image Layout widget to a document,
page 245.

Displaying shape files in an Image Layout widget

A shape file is an HTML file that contains the widget’s background image, as well as the
location of each area or bubble marker you want to display on top of the image. You can
display a single shape file in the widget, or multiple shape files at the same time, as
shown in the image below.
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If you create an Image Layout widget with multiple shape files, you can allow users to
select which image map is displayed in the widget, as shown in the image below. To do
so, create an attribute selector based on the attribute that provides the location of each
shape file in the widget. This selector should target the widget’s Grid/Graph. For steps to
create the selector, see Creating a selector for elements on a Grid/Graph, page 116.

To create and display an Image Layout widget, you must place attributes and metrics that
meet the widget’s data requirements on the widget’s Grid/Graph. To display a widget
with a single shape file, you must provide the following:

• An attribute with the name of each location that you want to display in the widget

• One or more metrics to use to size or color items in the widget

The image below is an example of the Grid/Graph of an Image Layout widget that
displays a single shape file.

To display multiple shape files in a single widget, you must provide the following:

• An attribute with the following attribute forms:

▫ DESC: This attribute form contains the title of each shape file displayed in the
widget.

▫ SHAPEFILE: This attribute form contains the file path of each shape file to
display in the widget. For example, if you want to display maps of France and
Italy in the widget, the attribute should contain elements such as
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VisFramework/map/FranceImageMapCoords.html and
VisFramework/map/ItalyImageMapCoords.html. Each shape file must
be defined and stored in the VisFramework/map folder. For steps to define
and store shape files, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

• An attribute with the name of each location that you want to display in the widget.

• One or more metrics to use to size or color items in the widget.

The image below is an example of the Grid/Graph of an Image Layout widget that
displays multiple shape files.

For detailed steps to create an Image Layout widget, see To create and add an Image
Layout widget to a document, page 245.

Performing actions by selecting an area or bubble marker

You can allow users to perform an action by selecting an area or bubble marker in Web,
or on a mobile device with MicroStrategy Mobile. To do this, you must assign the action
to the attribute on the widget’s Grid/Graph that provides each area or bubble marker on
the map. For example, if several customer regions are displayed in an Image Layout
widget, you can allow users to tap on a region to update the data displayed in a grid in the
document. In Web, you can use the Image Layout widget as a selector, add links to open
a report or document, or both.

On an iPad, you can enable the following actions for an item in the widget:

• Display additional information about the item in a pop-up Information Window. For
background information and steps to define an Information Window, see the
Layering Data: Panels and Panel Stacks chapter in the Dashboards and Widgets
Creation Guide.

• Use the widget as a selector. To use the widget as a selector, you must define the
attribute that provides each area or bubble marker on the map as a selector on the
widget’s Grid/Graph. For steps, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.
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• Open a link to a report or document. For steps to define a link in a widget using the
Links Editor, see the Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets chapter in
the Dashboards and Widgets Creation Guide.

You can enable multiple actions for a widget displayed on an iPad. Opening a link to a
report or document is a lower priority action than the others. If you have also enabled
the widget to display an Information Window, use the widget as a selector, or both,
MicroStrategy will perform the higher priority action(s) instead. To allow iPad users to
open links by tapping areas or markers in the widget, ensure that the link is the only
action enabled for the item.

For background information on widgets for mobile devices, see theMobile Design and
Administration Guide.

Prerequisites

This procedure assumes that an administrator has already created the following:

• The shape file to display in the widget. A shape file is an HTML file that contains the
image that you want to display in the widget, as well as the location of each bubble
marker or area you want to display on top of the image. Web provides several default
shape files for you to choose from, including a map of countries of the world and a
map of states in the United States. You can define your own shape file for use in the
widget. For steps, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

• An attribute with the name of each location that you want to display in the widget.
Each element of this attribute should contain the name of a location defined in the
shape file described above, as listed in the ALT parameter for the location. For
example, if the shape file defines a bubble marker for Washington state as follows:
<AREA SHAPE="triangle" HREF="#" ALT="Washington"
COORDS="69,30" />, the attribute should contain an element named
Washington.

Web uses this attribute to determine the default shape file to display in the widget. If
a geo role, such as City, State, or Country, has been assigned to this attribute, the
widget will automatically display the first shape file with the same geo role as the
attribute. For example, if the attribute’s geo role is State, the States of USA shape file
will be displayed in the widget by default. The attribute can also be used to display a
specific shape file by assigning it a shape key. A shape key is a unique identifier given
to each shape file. If a shape key has been assigned to the attribute, the widget will
automatically display the shape file with the same shape key. You can assign a geo
role or shape key to an attribute during the Data Import process, or when editing an
attribute in Developer. For steps to assign a geo role or shape key while importing
data, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

• To display multiple shape files in the widget at the same time, you must provide an
attribute with the following attribute forms:

▫ DESC: This attribute form contains the title of each shape file displayed in the
widget.

▫ SHAPEFILE: This attribute form contains the file path of each shape file to
display in the widget. For example, if you want to display maps of France and
Italy in the widget, the attribute should contain elements such as
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VisFramework/map/FranceImageMapCoords.html and
VisFramework/map/ItalyImageMapCoords.html. Each shape file must
be defined and stored in the VisFramework/map folder. For steps, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

To create and add an Image Layout widget to a document

1 Open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidget, then Flash. Select Image Layout.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget that you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

5 Right-click the widget, then select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

6 From the left, selectWidget, then click theWidget Properties icon. The Image
Layout dialog box opens.

7 You can determine whether the widget displays areas or bubble markers. From the
Display Mode drop-down list, select one of the following:

The options available can vary depending on the type of display mode that the
shape file supports. All display modes are available for shape files designed to
display areas. The Bubble display mode is available for shape files designed to
display bubble markers.

• To allow MicroStrategy to decide whether to show areas or bubble markers,
select Automatic (default). If no metrics are placed on the widget’s
Grid/Graph, the widget displays areas or bubbles based on whether the shape file
displayed in the widget is designed to display areas or bubble markers by default.
Otherwise, the widget is displayed with bubble markers. For details to define a
shape file and determine whether it displays areas or bubble markers by default,
see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

• To display areas, select Area.

• To display bubble markers, select Bubble.

8 You can select the shape file to use to display the widget. From the Shape File
drop-down list, select the name of the shape file to display in the widget.

9 Click OK to apply your changes.

10 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select attributes and drag them on top of
the widget’s Grid/Graph, based on the following requirements for this widget:

• To specify the areas or bubble markers to display in the widget, place one
attribute on the rows of the widget’s Grid/Graph. This attribute must contain the
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name of each location that you want to display in the widget, as described in the
prerequisites above.

• To display multiple shape files in the widget at the same time, place the attribute
containing the location of each shape file on the rows of the widget’s
Grid/Graph, to the left of the attribute that you just added in the step above.

11 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select metrics and drag them on top of
the widget’s Grid/Graph, based on the following requirements for this widget:

• To display areas in the widget, place at least one metric on the columns of the
Grid/Graph. To have areas colored based on the value of this metric, define a
threshold on the metric, as described in the step below.

Any additional metrics on the columns will be displayed in a pop-up tooltip when
the user hovers the cursor over a location in the widget.

• To display bubble markers in the widget, perform the following steps:

a Place at least one metric on the columns of the Grid/Graph. This metric is
used to size bubble markers in the widget, with higher metric values
represented by larger bubble markers.

b To color bubble markers or replace bubble markers with images based on
the value of a metric, do one of the following:

— To color bubble markers based on the metric you just placed on the
Grid/Graph, define a threshold on the metric, as described in the step
below.

— To color bubble markers based on a second metric, place the second
metric on the columns of the Grid/Graph, to the right of the first. Select
the appropriate options to define a threshold on this metric, as described
in the step below.

Any additional metrics placed on the columns will be displayed in a pop-up tooltip when
the user hovers the cursor over a location in the widget.

12 To color areas or bubble markers, or have bubble markers replaced with images
based on the value of a metric, you must define a threshold on the metric.

For example, bubble markers in an Image Layout widget are sized using the absolute
value of the metric values that they represent. This means that bubble markers
representing $10,000 are displayed in the same size as bubble markers representing -
$10,000. To differentiate the two values, you can define a threshold to display
negative values in red and positive values in blue.

To define a threshold on a metric, right-click the metric on the widget’s columns,
point to Conditional Formatting, then select Visual. The Visual Conditional
Formatting Editor opens. Select the appropriate options to define threshold
conditions and specify the colors you want to have applied to the areas or bubbles, or
the images you want to use to replace the bubble markers. To change the color in
which an area or bubble is displayed, you must format the background color (fill
color) used to display the appropriate metric values in the widget’s Grid/Graph. For
background information and steps to define a threshold, see the Formatting
Documents chapter in the Document Creation Guide.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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13 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

• If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash Mode
available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display modes users
can choose to work in, page 55.

Creating an Interactive Bubble Graph widget
An Interactive Bubble Graph widget is a conventional bubble plot that allows you to
visualize the trends of three different metrics for a set of attribute elements. The data
structure for an interactive bubble graph is very specific. At minimum, one attribute and
three metrics are required. In the bubble graph:

• One bubble is displayed for each attribute element.

• Each bubble’s position on the X-axis represents the value of the first metric.

• Each bubble’s position on the Y-axis represents the value of the second metric.

• The size of each bubble represents the value of the third metric.

The Interactive Bubble Graph is interactive, unlike a standard bubble graph report. For
example:

• Analysts can change which metric is displayed on which axis, if a designer adds this
functionality. For example, in the widget shown above, the Profit Margin is displayed
on the X-axis (the horizontal axis) and the Minimum Revenue per Customer on the
Y-axis (the vertical axis). An analyst can switch the metrics, so that the Profit Margin
is shown on the Y-axis and the Minimum Revenue per Customer on the X-axis.

• Analysts can zoom into a section of the widget to enlarge it, if a designer adds this
functionality. For example, the user can draw a selection box (or lasso) around a
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cluster of bubbles and enlarge that area of the widget to focus on information for
those cities.

• Analysts can drill into the components of a bubble to see the underlying data within
that bubble’s data, if a designer adds this functionality. For example, an analyst can
click on any Region bubble (the parent attribute) to drill down to bubbles that
represent different cities (child attributes) within that region.

• Analysts can see a time-series animation that plots the bubble values through time, if
a designer adds this functionality. To see the animation, an analyst moves the time
slider or clicks the animation’s Play button.

For steps to enable or disable any of the features described above, see Formatting an
Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 343.

Supporting drilling in an Interactive Bubble Graph widget

If you want to support drilling in an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, the objects on the
widget must be structured in a specific way. There are two easy methods to structure the
objects so that drilling is supported: using a custom group on the widget, or using
subtotals on the widget. Both methods are described below. This information is
presented before the steps to create the widget, so that you can perform any necessary
object creation described below, before you begin creating the widget.

Supporting drilling using a custom group

The structure required for drilling can be created with a custom group. The child
attribute must be structured in a specific way. For an introduction to custom groups, see
the Advanced Reporting Guide.

The data for the child attribute must be displayed so that the total for the child attribute
is in the top row of data, followed by the data for (the elements of) the child attribute. An
example in grid form is shown in the image below. In the custom group, notice that the
first element within the Northeast region is Northeast. This is followed by the two child
attribute elements, Boston and New York.

In the metric data, the first row represents the total (Average for the first two metrics,
Sum for the third) of the other two rows. The first row must include totals for drilling to
work properly.
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The structure requirements for the child attribute are as follows:

• The child attribute must group attribute elements together at the level of the parent
attribute. For example, elements in the Call Center Custom Group above are sorted
by Region.

• The child attribute must contain attribute elements that represent totals across each
group. For example, the Northeast element above represents all of the call centers in
the Northeast Region.

• The elements that represent totals must be displayed at the top of each group. For
example, the Northeast element is immediately followed by the call centers in the
Northeast region, Boston and New York. Directly below is the Central element,
followed by each call center in the Central region.

Supporting drilling using subtotals

As an alternative to creating a custom group, you can add subtotals, without grand totals,
when you create the original report. The subtotals must be calculated by row, across the
level of the child attribute, and must be displayed at the top of each level. This ensures
that the total for the second attribute is displayed in the top row of data, followed by the
data for that attribute. Be sure to add the Grid/Graph to the dashboard-style document
with formatting, so that this structure is used.

For example, the following report is subtotaled across the level of Call Center, which is
the child attribute of Region. The subtotals are displayed at the top of each region.
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For steps to add a Grid/Graph with formatting, see the Document Creation Guide.
For steps to display subtotals, see the Basic Reporting Guide.

Creating and adding an Interactive Bubble Graph widget to a
document

To create and add an Interactive Bubble Graph widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Interactive
Bubble Graph.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the rows. You can add additional attributes, as
described below:

— To support drilling on the bubble graph, add one additional attribute to the
right of the attribute in the rows. This attribute must be a child attribute of
the attribute already on the rows. For example, City is a child attribute of the
State attribute. For details on methods to structure objects to support
drilling, see Supporting drilling in an Interactive Bubble Graph widget,
page 248.

— To support time series animation, add a time-based attribute on the left-most
side of the rows.

— To enable both drilling and time series animation, you must have at least
three attributes on the rows. The left-most attribute must be associated with
time; the second and third attributes must be children of the left-most
attribute (the parent attribute).

— To ensure that different groups of attribute elements are displayed as
different colored bubbles, you can add a fourth attribute above the first three
metrics on the columns.

Once the widget is created, if you provided objects to support drilling or time
series animation, you must enable these features. For steps to enable drilling or
time series animation in the widget, see Formatting an Interactive Bubble
Graph widget, page 343.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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b Place at least three metrics on the columns. The first three metrics are displayed
along the X-axis, the Y-axis, and the Z-axis, in order from left to right, by default.
For example, the first metric is displayed on the X-axis. The Z-axis value
determines the size of the bubbles. (You can enable or disable the ability for an
analyst to change which metric displays along each axis. For steps, see Creating
an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 247.)

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

Once the widget is created, if you provided objects to support drilling or time series
animation, you must enable these features. For steps to enable drilling or time series
animation in the widget, see Formatting an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 343.

An Interactive Bubble Graph widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to
interact with it. However, you can use an Interactive Bubble Graph widget as a selector.
For an example and more information, see Using an Interactive Bubble Graph widget
as a selector, page 380.

You can add links to an Interactive Bubble Graph widget. Linking allows users to
connect from a widget in a dashboard-style document (the source) and open a document
or report (the target). If you add a link to an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, a Links
menu is displayed when a MicroStrategy Web user hovers the cursor over an bubble in
the widget. The user can click a link in the Links menu to open the target. See Linking in
widgets, page 316 for instructions and examples.

Creating an Interactive Stacked Graph widget
An Interactive Stacked Graph widget presents a combination of a check box list and an
area graph. The graph allows a user to see the contribution of various metric series to the
change in value of a larger set of data.

• By selecting individual attribute elements (for example, a list of years) using the
check boxes, analysts determine what data is displayed on the area graph on the
right. When all check boxes are selected, the area graph is at its maximum size
because it is representing contributions from each individual element.

• This widget allows you to visualize total metric values as one large stacked area, and
the individual pieces of that total as smaller stacked areas within the large stacked
area. You can quickly analyze how the individual parts make up the whole, which is
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useful when making percent-to-total comparisons. To see how the individual parts
make up the whole, click the name of the attribute element on the left; you can
select multiple items by holding CTRL and selecting elements.

The image below shows a sample Interactive Stacked Graph widget:

To create and add an Interactive Stacked Graph widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Interactive
Stacked Graph.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least two attributes, one on the rows and one on the columns, as
described below:

— The attribute placed on the rows is displayed on the graph’s X-axis, at the
bottom of the area graph in the widget. For example, if you place a Region
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attribute in the rows and then switch to Flash Mode, the regions are listed
on the X-axis (horizontal graph line) at the bottom of the area graph.

— Attributes placed on the columns must appear above (or to the left of) the
metric on the columns. Attributes placed on the columns appear as a list of
check boxes on the left side of the widget. For example, if you place a
Category attribute on the columns and then switch to Flash Mode, the list of
categories is displayed on the left as check boxes. The user can select each
check box to show or hide that specific data on the area graph.

b Place only one metric on the columns. The metric values are displayed on the Y-
axis of the graph. The metric must appear below (or to the right of) any
attributes on the columns.

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

An Interactive Stacked Graph widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to
interact with it. However, you can use an Interactive Stacked Graph widget as a selector.
For an example and more information, see Using an Interactive Stacked Graph widget
as a selector, page 382.

Creating a Map widget
You can display your data as markers or areas on an interactive map using the Map
widget. For example, you can create a Map widget that displays how customer
households are clustered in different parts of the country using a density map, or display
retail locations as a series of map markers that users can click to view additional
information about stores in their area.

This section contains details and information to use the out-of-the-box Map widget that
MicroStrategy provides. For steps to create a custom Map widget, see theMicroStrategy
GIS Integration Help.
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For steps to enable the Map widget, see Enabling the Map widget, page 255. For steps to
create and display a Map widget, see one of the following:

• To display a report as a Map widget, page 256

• To create and add a Map widget to a dashboard-style document, page 258

You can display data in a Map widget in the following ways:

• Image markers use colors and image styles to help users analyze data displayed on a
map. MicroStrategy provides a variety of out-of-the-box image styles to choose from,
and you can create your own custom images. The markers are fixed size images. You
can determine whether or not to replace the static image markers in the widget with
a different image based on the value of a metric. To do so, you define an image-based
threshold on the metric in the widget’s grid. If you use Quick Symbols for
thresholding, the following symbols display in Flash Mode: Square, Circle, Star, and
Diamond.

• Bubble markers provide two visual cues to help users analyze data displayed on a
map: size and color. If you choose to display bubble markers, the size of each bubble
marker is automatically determined based on the values of the metric used to display
the markers, with the largest bubbles being displayed for the largest metric values.
You can also color bubble markers based on the value of a metric. To do so, you
define a threshold that determines the fill color used to display metric values in the
widget’s grid.

• A density map is color-coded based on the population density of locations on the
map. For example, you can display locations with a high concentration of stores in
red, and locations with a low concentration of stores in blue. The density map is
available for a Map widget displayed in a document in Flash Mode.

• Map areas represent geographical regions, such as countries, states, and counties.
You can color-code areas based on the values of a metric. To do so, you define a
threshold that determines the fill color used to display metric values in the widget’s
grid. Map areas are available for a Map widget displayed in a document in Flash
Mode.

You can apply different threshold formatting to different metrics in the widget; when
users select a metric to use to display data in the widget, the appropriate formatting is
applied. For steps to define thresholds, see the Formatting Documents chapter in the
Document Creation Guide.

In addition, you can add the following to a Map widget:

• You can allow users to open a link to a report or document by selecting image
markers, bubble markers, or map areas in the widget. To do so, you must add the
link to the attribute used to display locations in the widget. For steps to add links to a
widget, see Creating links in widgets, page 318.

• You can allow users to click on locations in the widget to filter the display of grids,
graphs, panel stacks, and other widgets. To do so, you use the Map widget as a
selector. For steps, see To use a widget as a selector, page 389. (Available for a Map
widget added to a document.)
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• You can limit both the points and the areas that are visible to a user. To do this, you
apply security filters to a mapped attribute to limit the data that is passed to the Map
widget. For details on security filters, see the System Administration Guide.

By default, the map displayed in the out-of-the-box Map widget contains highway-level
data for the world and street-level data for North America, Europe, Southern Africa,
parts of the Middle East, Asia, and so on. The map also contains detailed boundary data
for the United States and Puerto Rico.

In addition to the out-of-the-box Map widget described in this section, you can create the
following custom Map widgets:

• Map widget integrated with Google Maps

• Map widget with custom maps retrieved from the ESRI cloud

• Map widget with custom maps retrieved from a local ESRI server

For requirements and steps to enable and create widgets using each of these methods,
see theMicroStrategy GIS Integration Help.

Enabling the Map widget

Enabling the Map widget involves modifying configuration files that are provided with
MicroStrategy Web. Subsequent upgrades can overwrite these files. To minimize the
impact of upgrades and avoid losing your customizations, create duplicates of your files to
make sure you have access to them even if the copy provided as part of MicroStrategy
Web is overwritten.

Keep a copy of the esriConfig.xml file in case you make an error in modifying the file.
For detailed background information on customizing MicroStrategy Web, including
general best practices to follow when modifying configuration files, upgrading
MicroStrategy Web, creating customization plug-ins, and so on, see theMicroStrategy
Developer Library (MSDL).

Prerequisites

• The following procedure assumes that you have already obtained a MicroStrategy
Map key. To obtain a key, contact MicroStrategy Technical Support.

To enable the Map widget

1 Navigate to the config folder in the Web folder. The default location for this folder
is C:\Program Files\MicroStrategy\Web ASPx\WEB-INF\xml\config.

2 Open the esriConfig.xml file.

3 Replace <apps></apps> with
<apps><key>yourMicroStrategymapkeyhere</key></apps>, and replace
yourMicroStrategymapkeyhere with the MicroStrategy Map key that you got
from Technical Support.

4 Save the esriConfig.xml file.
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5 Restart the Web server to apply your changes.

To display a report as a Map widget

Prerequisites

• The Custom Visualizations Editor must be enabled. For more information, contact
your Web administrator.

• The Map widget must be enabled. For steps, see Enabling the Map widget, page 255.

• The report must meet the following requirements:

▫ Contains an attribute on the rows. This attribute provides the latitude and
longitude of each map marker in the widget using separate attribute forms. For
example, you can provide an attribute that has been assigned the Country, State,
Zip Code, City, or Location geo roles.

▫ Contains at least one metric on the columns.

1 In MicroStrategy Web, click the name of the report to run it.

2 The latitude and longitude attribute forms of the attribute that contains the location
of each map marker in the widget must be displayed on the grid. If the attribute
forms are not displayed, right-click the attribute and point to Attribute Forms,
then select the attribute form to display. Repeat this step for each attribute form to
display in the grid.

• If the forms you want to display do not appear in the list, selectMore. In the
Attribute Forms dialog box, select each attribute form and click the right arrow
to move the form to the Selected Forms list. Select the Show on Grid check
box next to each attribute form and click OK to apply your changes.

3 From the Tools menu, select Report Options. The Report Options dialog box
opens.

4 Click the General tab. In the Headers area, under Rows and Columns, clear the
Merge check boxes. Click OK to apply your changes.

5 From the Tools menu, select Custom Visualizations. The Custom Visualizations
Editor opens.

6 Select the Enable this report to use Custom Visualizations check box.

7 In the Available list, under Flash, selectMap and click the right arrow to move it to
the Selected list.

8 Ensure that the Set view mode to Custom Visualization check box is selected.

9 Click Visualization Properties. In the Map dialog box, do one of the following:

• To display image markers in the map, select the Show Markers check box,
then perform the following steps below:

a Select Use image markers.
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b From the Attribute drop-down list, select the attribute that contains the
latitude and longitude of each map marker to display in the widget.

c From the Select latitude drop-down list, select the attribute form that
supplies the latitude value.

d From the Select longitude drop-down list, select the attribute form that
supplies the longitude value.

e You can determine whether or not to replace the static image markers in the
widget with a different image based on the value of a metric. To do so, you
must define an image-based threshold on the metric in the widget’s grid. Do
one of the following:

— To replace image markers based on the value of a metric, select the
Apply color formatting to the map check box.

— To display map markers without replacing image markers, clear the
Apply color formatting to the map check box.

For steps to define thresholds, see the Formatting Documents chapter in
the Document Creation Guide.

• To display bubble markers in the map, select the Show Markers check box,
then perform the following steps below:

a Select Use bubble markers.

b In theMaximum bubble size field, type a value between 7 and 100 that
represents the maximum diameter, in pixels, to use to display bubble
markers in the map. The default value is 100.

c From the Negative values are represented as drop-down list, specify
whether to display negative values as absolute numbers or as bubbles sized as
7 pixels. For example, if you choose Absolute numbers, a bubble representing
a metric value of -2,500 will be displayed as the same size as a bubble
representing 2,500.

d From the Attribute drop-down list, select the attribute that contains the
latitude and longitude of each map marker to display in the widget.

e From the Select latitude drop-down list, select the attribute form that
supplies the latitude value.

f From the Select longitude drop-down list, select the attribute form that
supplies the longitude value.

g You can determine whether or not to override the default color of bubble
markers in the map based on the value of a metric. To do so, you must
define a threshold to change the color of the metric’s values in the widget’s
grid. Do one of the following:

— To format the color of bubble markers on the map based on the value of
a metric, select the Apply color formatting to the map check box.
If you do not define a threshold to change the color of bubble markers
in the widget, the fill color used to display metric values in the grid is
used as the color of the bubble markers. The fill color is white by default.
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— To display map markers using their default color (orange), clear the
Apply color formatting to the map check box.

For steps to define thresholds, see the Formatting Documents chapter in
the Document Creation Guide.

10 Click OK to apply your changes.

11 Click OK. The report is displayed as a Map widget.

12 To save the report, from theHomemenu, select Save.

To create and add a Map widget to a dashboard-style document

Prerequisites

• You have enabled the Map widget. For steps, see Enabling the Map widget, page
255.

• The dashboard must contain a dataset that meets the following requirements:

▫ To display image markers, bubble markers, or density markers in the widget, the
dataset must include one or more attributes to provide the latitude and longitude
of each location in the widget. You can provide this information using either of
the following:

— One attribute on the rows. This attribute must provide the latitude and
longitude of each location in the widget using separate attribute forms. For
example, you can provide an attribute that has been assigned the Country,
State, Zip Code, City, or Location geo roles.

— Two attributes on the rows, one to provide the latitude and one to provide
the longitude of each location in the widget. For example, you can provide
one attribute that has been assigned the Latitude geo role and one attribute
that has been assigned the Longitude geo role.

▫ To display map areas in the widget, the dataset must include one attribute whose
values include the names of each area to display, as provided by the base map for
the widget, which you select in the steps below. The base map is a map that
contains the shape of each area that can be displayed in the widget.

For example, the base map for Countries of the World contains the shape
information required to display each country on a world map. You want to
display a map that contains a colored area for each country in which your
company has sales representatives. Create an attribute called Country, which
contains the names of these countries. Use the Country attribute to provide
location information in a widget that uses the Countries of the World base map.

▫ At least one metric on the columns.

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the dashboard in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and selectMap.
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3 Click the location on your dashboard where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select attributes and metrics, and drag
them on to the Grid/Graph, as follows:

• Place the attribute or attributes that provide location information for the widget
onto the rows of the grid. Depending on the type of Map widget, the widget can
require latitude or longitude information, or the name of map areas to display, as
described in the prerequisites above.

• Place at least one metric on the columns.

6 If you are providing locations in the widget using a single attribute that contains
latitude and longitude values, the attribute’s latitude and longitude forms must be
displayed on the grid. If the attribute forms are not displayed, right-click the attribute
and point to Attribute Forms, then select the attribute form to display. Repeat this
step for each attribute form to display in the grid.

• If the forms you want to display do not appear in the list, selectMore. In the
Attribute Forms dialog box, select each attribute form and click the right arrow
to move the form to the Selected Forms list. Select the Show on Grid check
box next to each attribute form and click OK to apply your changes.

7 Right-click the widget’s grid and select Properties and Formatting. The
Properties and Formatting dialog opens.

8 From the left, select Grid. In the Headers area, under Rows and Columns, clear the
Merge check boxes. Click Apply to apply your changes.

9 From the left, selectWidget.

10 By default, the Map widget is displayed in Express Mode and Interactive Mode as a
placeholder with a message. To display the Map widget as a grid or graph in Express
Mode and Interactive Mode, under Display widget in, clear the DHTML check box.

11 Click theWidget Properties icon . In the Map dialog box, do one of the

following:

• To display image markers in the map, select the Show Markers check box,
then perform the following steps below:

a Select Use image markers.

b From the Use Attribute or Form drop-down list, select one of the
following:

— To provide locations in the map using separate attributes, select Use
Attribute.

— To provide locations in the map using attribute forms, select Use
Attribute Form. From the Select Attribute drop-down list, select
the attribute that contains the latitude and longitude of each location to
display in the widget.
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c From the Select latitude drop-down list, select the attribute or attribute
form that supplies the latitude value.

d From the Select longitude drop-down list, select the attribute or attribute
form that supplies the longitude value.

e From the Selection display attribute/form drop-down list, select the
attribute or attribute form to show in the pop-up tooltip displayed when a
user hovers the cursor over a location in the widget.

f You can determine whether or not to replace the static image markers in the
widget with a different image based on the value of a metric. To do so, you
must define an image-based threshold on the metric in the widget’s grid. Do
one of the following:

— To replace image markers based on the value of a metric, select the
Apply color formatting to the map check box.

— To display map markers without replacing image markers, clear the
Apply color formatting to the map check box.

For steps to define thresholds, see the Formatting Documents chapter in
the Document Creation Guide.

• To display bubble markers in the map, select the Show Markers check box,
then perform the following steps below:

a Select Use bubble markers.

b In theMaximum bubble size field, type a value between 7 and 100 that
represents the maximum diameter, in pixels, to use to display bubble
markers in the map. The default value is 100.

c From the Negative values are represented as drop-down list, specify
whether to display negative values as absolute numbers or as bubbles sized as
7 pixels. For example, if you choose Absolute numbers, a bubble representing
a metric value of -2,500 will be displayed as the same size as a bubble
representing 2,500.

d From the Use Attribute or Form drop-down list, select one of the
following:

— To provide locations in the map using separate attributes, select Use
Attribute.

— To provide locations in the map using attribute forms, select Use
Attribute Form. From the Select Attribute drop-down list, select
the attribute that contains the latitude and longitude of each location to
display in the widget.

e From the Select latitude drop-down list, select the attribute or attribute
form that supplies the latitude value.

f From the Select longitude drop-down list, select the attribute or attribute
form that supplies the longitude value.
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g You can determine whether or not to override the default color of bubble
markers in the map based on the value of a metric. To do so, you must
define a threshold to change the color of the metric’s values in the widget’s
grid. Do one of the following:

— To format the color of bubble markers on the map based on the value of
a metric, select the Apply color formatting to the map check box.
If you do not define a threshold to change the color of bubble markers
in the widget, the fill color used to display metric values in the grid is
used as the color of the bubble markers. The fill color is white by default.

— To display map markers using their default color (orange), clear the
Apply color formatting to the map check box.

For steps to define thresholds, see the Formatting Documents chapter in
the Document Creation Guide.

• To display a density map, select the Show Markers check box, then perform
the following steps below:

a Select Use density maps. From the drop-down list, select the display
theme to use to display the density map. A preview of the display theme is
displayed to the right.

b From the Use Attribute or Form drop-down list, select one of the
following:

— To provide locations in the map using separate attributes, select Use
Attribute.

— To provide locations in the map using attribute forms, select Use
Attribute Form. From the Select Attribute drop-down list, select
the attribute that contains the latitude and longitude of each location to
display in the widget.

c From the Select latitude drop-down list, select the attribute or attribute
form that supplies the latitude value.

d From the Select longitude drop-down list, select the attribute or attribute
form that supplies the longitude value.

e From the Selection display attribute/form drop-down list, select the
attribute or attribute form to show in the pop-up tooltip displayed when a
user hovers the cursor over a location in the widget.

• To display map areas, ensure that the Show Markers check box is cleared,
then perform the following steps below:

a Select the Show Areas check box.

b From the Attribute drop-down list, select the attribute that contains the
name of each area to display in the map.

c From the Shape File drop-down list, select the name of the base map to
use to display areas in the widget. The base map is a map that contains the
widget's background image, as well as the shape of each area that can be
displayed in the widget. For example, the base map for Countries of the
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World contains the shape information required to display each country on a
world map.

12 Click OK to return to the Properties and Formatting dialog box.

13 Click OK again to apply your changes.

14 To save the document, from theHomemenu, select Save.

Creating a Media widget
The Media widget allows you to present a variety of media such as video, audio, images,
or website content on your dashboard-style document. You can include media in the
widget to provide background information about data, or instructions on how to use the
dashboard-style document. You can also use the Media widget to enhance the look and
feel of a dashboard-style document. In the following dashboard-style document, the
Media widget in the top left corner shows a company’s CEO addressing his employees on
important trends in the latest figures.

One of the primary purposes of the Media widget is to present supplemental information
about the data on a dashboard-style document. For example, a regional manager can
record a video that summarizes quarterly sales and discusses the significance of the data
in a dashboard-style document that contains sales information. Analysts can then view
the dashboard-style document in the context of this additional information and
commentary.

The media file used in the widget can come from an online source, be stored locally on
your machine, or be stored remotely on your corporate network.
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The Media widget can be used for instructional purposes. For instance, a dashboard-style
document designer can include audio or video files that explain how to use a dashboard-
style document. Analysts can use this information to focus on key data and take
advantage of the dashboard-style document’s interactive features, allowing them to work
with the dashboard-style document more efficiently.

You can display HTML content from a website in the widget. For example, you can
display a section of your internal corporate website that contains a business presentation.
Website content that is refreshed frequently, such as numeric indicators on system
usage, can also be useful media to present in the widget.

You can configure the Media widget to play a media file based on the attribute,
dashboard-style document, or dataset selected in the dashboard-style document. For
example, select a quarter in the dashboard-style document, and a manager’s video about
the revenue for that quarter is displayed. Similarly, you can choose a region to play a
video about the performance of the stores in that particular region.

You can export a dashboard-style document containing a Media widget into a Flash file,
so that users can view the widget and interact with it off-line, without a connection to
Intelligence Server or your web server.

Prerequisites for the Media widget

• If your machine is running Microsoft Windows 2003 SP2 (R2) and Microsoft
Internet Information Services (IIS) 6, you must add .flv files to the Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extension (MIME) types in IIS Manager:

a From the Start menu, select Control Panel, then Administrative Tools.

b Double-click Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.

c Expand the (local computer) folder, expandWeb Sites, then expand
Default Web Site.

d Right-clickMicroStrategy and select Properties.

e On the HTTP Headers tab clickMIME Types. Then click New.

f In the Extension field, type flv.

g In theMIME Type field, type video/x-flv.

h Click OK until the MicroStrategy Properties window closes.

i Restart IIS.

• To ensure that the Media widget can play the media file off-line, the file name for the
media file must be specified without a path. The media file must be stored in the
same folder as the Flash file. When specified this way, the media file is not accessible
when the dashboard-style document is viewed online. For background information
about Flash files and how to export dashboard-style documents, see the Document
and Dashboard Analysis Guide or theWeb Help.

• To use a graphic, video, or audio clip that is available on your network, ensure that
the file has the required view or access privileges.
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• The Media widget can play and display the file formats listed in the following table.

Media Type Format

Video • .swf

• .flv

Audio • .mp3

Graphic • .gif

• .jpg

• .png

• .svg

• The Media widget handles HTML tags in the following ways. Use the lists below to
confirm the tags you plan to use will display as expected:

Tags and Content
Supported

Tags Not Rendered, But Content in
Tags Displayed

Tags and Content Not
Displayed

<A> <TABLE> <SCRIPT>

<B> <TR> <STYLE>

<BR> <TD> <SPAN>

<IMG> <DIV>

<I> <FONT> *

<LI>

<P>

<U>

* The <FONT> tag may be removed if it contains a CLASS attribute within it, for
example, <font class="header">Welcome
</font>.

To create and add a Media widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and selectMedia.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
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corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To enable the widget to be displayed

5 Perform one of the following to enable the widget to be viewed:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

To specify the media content to display in the widget

6 Right-click the widget and select Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

7 On the General tab, from the Content Type drop-down list, choose the type of
media to present by selecting Video, Audio,Web Content, or Image. See
Prerequisites for the Media widget, page 263 for supported file formats.

8 Specify the location of the content in the Default Feed field according to the
following:

• If the media is stored on a network location or website, specify the network
location of the file or website’s URL using the following format:
http://www.mycompany.com/SalesVideos/South.swf. Folder paths in
the form of \\computer_name\videos\South.swf cannot be used.

• To define the widget as a target of an attribute, dashboard-style document, or
dataset selector in the dashboard-style document:

— Specify a dynamic path that includes the name of the object, for example:
http://www.example.com/videos/{[Region]}.swf. For a
document, use the format {[#name of document#]}. For a dataset, use the
format {[#name of dataset#]}.

— Use a + character to include a space between words, for example:
http://www.mycompany.com/videos/
Books+Electronics+Music+Movies.

• If the Media widget will be exported to a Flash file in a dashboard-style
document so users can view and interact with it off-line, perform the following:

— Specify only the file name, without a path, for example, South.swf.
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— Add the .mht file to the list of Adobe Flash Player trusted files on the client
machine. To do this, on the Macromedia Support Site, from the Edit
locations drop-down list, select Add location. Type the location of the
.mht file, then click Confirm. Close and reopen the dashboard-style
document.

9 If you selectedWeb Content above and the web content is located on a different
web domain than the one used for MicroStrategy Web, select the Use Proxy check
box.

10 If you want to display a tooltip, enter text in the Tooltip Text field. For details on
tooltips, see the Document Creation Guide.

11 Select the background color from the Background color drop-down list.

12 If you want to display the media content when a user clicks a button in the widget,
rather than automatically when the widget is executed, select the Popup content
when clicked check box, then perform the following:

a To determine how the content is displayed when the user clicks the button, from
the Display Window drop-down list select Inline or New Window.

b Enter text for the button in the Button Text field.

13 Determine the following video play options on the Play Frequency tab:

• To display the Play button in the widget, select the Show play button control
check box. If the Play button is not displayed, the media cannot be controlled by
the user.

• To play the media file automatically when the dashboard-style document is
executed, select the Auto Play on Start check box.

• To play the video continuously in a loop, select Continuous Play (Loop).

• To play the video only once, select Play Once.

14 Click OK to save changes and display the widget.

Creating a Microcharts widget
The Microcharts widget consists of compact representations of data that allow analysts
to quickly visualize trends in data. Microcharts convey information so that a user can, at
a glance, determine the trend of a metric over time or how a metric is performing
compared to forecasted figures. The Microcharts widget is useful for this purpose because
individual microcharts can display attribute and metric data in a small graph that would
otherwise be displayed as a single value in a grid report cell.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Use a Microcharts widget to quickly visualize the trend of a metric at a glance without
having to know many additional details. The bar, sparkline, and bullet microcharts used
in the Microcharts widget convey information that an analyst can understand by looking
at the graph once.

Each of the microcharts provides a unique way to visualize your data, as described below:

Microchart Description

Bar chart Bar microcharts plot a metric with respect to time using a single bar, displaying a
metric’s current value and historical data to visualize the shape of the trend.

Sparklines Sparkline microcharts plot a metric with respect to time using a line graph, displaying
a metric’s current value and historical data to visualize the shape of the trend.

Sparkline microcharts consist of the following:

• A line graph that depicts the metric’s value over time.

• A horizontal reference line, which provides a comparison point between the
actual values and the reference values.

Bullet
chart

Bullet microcharts compare the value of one metric against other metrics, typically
representing a target value. One common example is comparing the year-to-date
value of a metric to the annual target or the forecast of the metric.

Bullet charts consist of the following:

• A horizontal performance measure bar. This represents the actual metric value.

• A vertical reference line, which is typically the target value for the metric.

• Colored reference bands (Band 1, Band 2, and Band 3) that indicate a numeric
range in which the metric’s values exist.

One, two, or three microcharts can be displayed in the Microcharts widget, depending
on the number of metrics used on the Grid/Graph that contains the widget. For
example, bar and sparkline microcharts are included on the left side of the widget shown
above. These microcharts convey the trend of a metric over time, from left to right. On
the right side of the widget, bullet microcharts reveal the percentage of cases that were
closed, in correlation with the goals for the regions, which are represented by the vertical
lines within the bullet microcharts.
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About operation modes

The Microcharts widget is displayed by default in Grid mode, which displays simple rows
of data, as shown in the image above. Other operation modes are available, described in
this section. Steps to set up and enable each operation mode are included in To create
and add a Microcharts widget to a document, page 268.

You can display Grid mode in Tree mode, which groups the rows in the widget logically.
Users can collapse and expand the rows as needed to see more detailed data. For steps to
enable Tree mode, see To enable Tree mode, page 274.

Vertical Scroll mode displays data one row at a time, scrolling vertically.

Ticker mode displays one row at a time, scrolling side to side. A ticker can display text as
well as report data. The text can be both static and variable; the values for the variables
are displayed at run time. For example, a variable can alert users when profits dip below a
specified target. The following example uses variables to define the text that appears. The
text in braces contains the variables for a microchart, attribute, and metric.

{&sparkline} The {Region} Region has NOT reached its
profit target of {[Profit Target]} {&bullet}

The resulting ticker is displayed below. When you click the text, a larger version of the
ticker is displayed.

You can display the Microcharts widget on a mobile device with MicroStrategy Mobile
(Ticker mode, Vertical Scroll mode, and Grid mode with indented rows are not available
on mobile devices). When the widget is displayed on the mobile device, users can tap the
metric column to toggle between different metrics on the columns of the widget. For
instructions to create a Microcharts widget for mobile devices, see theMobile Design
and Administration Guide.

Creating a Microcharts widget

To create and add a Microcharts widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and selectMicrocharts.
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3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

The steps below ensure that the widget can display all three microcharts (bar,
sparkline, and bullet), but steps are also below to display or hide any of the
microchart types.

5 To add attributes, from the Dataset Objects panel on the left select attributes and
drag them on top of the widget, based on the following requirements:

• If KPI List mode will not be used, place at least two attributes on the rows, based
on the following:

— The elements of the first attribute are displayed as text in the first column of
the widget. The number of rows in the widget represents the number of
elements from the first attribute on the rows. For example, the widget above
has seven rows of regional data because the Region attribute on the rows has
seven different elements, or regions.

— The last (right-most) attribute on the rows determines the X-axis values in
the bar microcharts and sparkline microcharts.

— If the rows contain at least three attributes, each attribute (except the last,
right-most attribute) is combined and displayed as a row in the widget. If you
want to indent these rows so users can collapse or expand them in groups,
display the widget in Grid mode with indented rows; steps are included in
this procedure.

• If you want to display rows as a list of KPIs, place only one attribute on the rows.
Use a time-based attribute such as Month or Year since the attribute controls the
time series of the bar and sparklines charts.

6 To add metrics, from the Dataset Objects panel on the left select metrics and drag
them on top of the widget, based on the following requirements:

• To display all three microchart types, place at least seven metrics on the
columns, as follows:

— The first (left-most) metric determines the height of the bars in the bar
microcharts and the peak points in the sparkline microcharts.

— The second metric creates the horizontal reference lines that are displayed
in the sparkline microcharts.

— The third metric determines the length of the performance measure bar in
the bullet microcharts. The bar represents the actual metric value.

— The fourth metric determines the maximum possible values in the bullet
microcharts.
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— The fifth metric determines the right-most boundary of the first color band,
Band 1, in the bullet microcharts.

— The sixth metric determines the right-most boundary of the second color
band, Band 2, in the bullet microcharts.

— The seventh metric determines the value of the vertical reference line in the
bullet microcharts, which is typically the target value for the metric.

— Any additional metrics are displayed in the columns of the widget, after the
microcharts and their associated metrics.

• If you want to display the widget in ticker mode, add metrics with the following
information in mind. One of two tickers is displayed, depending on the values, as
described below:

— Ticker 1 is displayed when the third metrics’ (the performance metric) values
are equal to or greater than the target values represented by the seventh
metric.

— Ticker 2 is displayed when the third metric’s values are less than the target
values represented by the seventh metric.

• If you want to display rows as a list of KPIs:

— Place at least one metric on the columns. By default, each metric is
calculated and displayed as an individual row in the widget.

— To display all three microcharts types, place at least seven metrics on the
columns as described above.

To enable the widget to be displayed

7 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

To show or hide a microchart type

8 From theHomemenu, select Flash Mode.

9 Right-click the widget and select Properties. From the drop-down list, select
Options.
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• To show or hide bar microcharts, click the Bar tab and select or clear the Show
bar graph check box.

• To show or hide sparkline microcharts, click the Sparkline tab and select or
clear the Show sparkline graph check box.

• To show or hide bullet microcharts, click the Bullet tab and select or clear the
Show bullet graph check box.

10 By default, Grid mode is displayed for a Microcharts widget. Grid mode displays all
the rows of microcharts at the same time. To use an alternative operation mode,
follow the steps below to display the widget in Vertical Scroll mode, Ticker mode,
KPI List mode, or Grid mode with indented rows for easier grouping.

Enabling an operation mode to view and work with the Microcharts
widget

Once you have followed the steps above to create and add a Microcharts widget to a
document, you can use the steps below to display the widget in a different mode. By
default, a Microcharts widget displays in Grid mode, which is a list of all rows of data
displayed at the same time.

To enable Vertical Scroll mode

In Vertical Scroll mode, one row is displayed at a time, and the rows automatically
scroll from top to bottom. Users can also manually move from one row to the next
using the Previous and Next buttons on the right side of the widget, as shown below:

1 To display the widget in Vertical Scroll mode, from theHomemenu select Flash
Mode, then right-click the widget and select Properties.

2 From the drop-down list at the top left, selectMode.

3 On the Mode tab, from the Operation Mode drop-down list, select Vertical
Scroll.

4 To enable manual scrolling, on the Vertical Scroll tab, select the Previous/Next
buttons check box.

5 To define the speed of the vertical scrolling, select an option from theMotion drop-
down list.

6 Click OK.
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To enable Ticker mode

In Ticker mode, microcharts and supplemental text are displayed in a scrolling ticker
that moves from right to left, as shown below:

1 To display the widget in Ticker mode, from theHomemenu select Flash Mode,
then right-click the widget and select Properties.

2 From the drop-down list at the top left, selectMode.

3 On the Mode tab, from the Operation Mode drop-down list, select Ticker.

4 On the Ticker tab, type a name for the ticker in the Title field. This name appears
above the ticker.

5 To allow users to manually scroll from row to row, select the Previous/Next
buttons check box.

6 Select or clear the Enable detail view check box to allow users to click the text to
display or hide a larger, detailed view of each row.

7 Define the speed of the scrolling ticker by selecting an option from theMotion
drop-down list.

8 To define the text that appears in the tickers, type values for Ticker 1 and Ticker 2.
Define values based on the following:

• Microcharts: Type one of the following to display specific types of dynamic
microcharts at run time: {&bullet} for bullet microcharts, {&bar} for bar
microcharts, or {&sparkline} for sparkline microcharts.

• Attributes and metrics: To display dynamic attributes and metrics at run
time, type attributes and metrics in braces, for example, {Revenue}. For objects
with spaces in the name, use brackets inside the braces, for example {[Revenue
Forecast]}.

9 From the Ticker 1 color and Ticker 2 color drop-down lists, select a font color
for each ticker.

10 Click OK to apply the changes to the widget.
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To enable KPI List mode

In KPI List mode, each KPI is represented by its own row of microcharts. Because all
data for a KPI is presented in one row of the Microchart widget, trends are easier to
spot, as shown below:

1 To display the widget in KPI List mode, from theHomemenu select Flash Mode,
then right-click the widget and select Properties.

2 From the drop-down list at the top left, selectMode.

3 On the Mode tab, from the Operation Mode drop-down list, select Grid or
Vertical Scroll. (You cannot display KPIs in Ticker mode.)

4 Specify the number of metrics to use to generate the rows of microcharts for the
KPIs, using the following guidelines:

• If one metric is used per KPI, only sparkline and bar charts and their metrics are
displayed. The horizontal reference line is not displayed in the sparklines.

• If two metrics are used per KPI, sparkline and bar charts and their metrics are
displayed. The horizontal reference line is displayed.

• If three to six metrics are used per KPI, sparkline and bar charts and their
metrics are displayed. Additional metrics are displayed to the right of the
sparkline and bar charts and their metrics.

• If seven or more metrics are used per KPI, sparkline, bar, and bullet charts are
all displayed. Additional metrics are displayed to the right of the sparkline and
bar charts.

5 You can provide a name for the column that displays the metric associated with the
sparklines or bullet charts; this is the last data point within the sparklines and bullet
charts. The example below shows “This Quarter” as a label:
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• To add a label, from the drop-down list at the top left, select Labels.

• On the Sparkline tab, in the Associated Metric field, type a name for the
column that contains the metric values associated with the sparklines.

• On the Bullet tab, in the Associated Metric field, type a name for the column
that contains the metric values associated with the bullet charts.

6 Click OK to apply changes to the widget.

To enable Tree mode

You can enable Tree mode to group rows in the widget. Groups of rows can be
collapsed or expanded to show different levels of detail, with each level representing
a different attribute, as shown below in Web:

Tree mode can be viewed in Flash Mode, and on an iPad or Android device with
MicroStrategy Mobile. To display the widget in Tree mode on a mobile device, you
must create and add the following subtotals to the widget:

▫ A subtotal grouped by the first attribute on the rows, then the time attribute (the
last attribute on the rows).

▫ A subtotal grouped by the first attribute on the rows, the second attribute on the
rows, then the time attribute.

▫ And so on, up to but not including the last attribute on the rows before the time
attribute.
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For example, if you have placed the attributes Category, Subcategory, Item, and Year
on the rows of the widget’s grid, you must create and add the following subtotals to
the widget:

▫ A subtotal grouped by Category and Year.

▫ A subtotal grouped by Category, Subcategory, and Year.

Since Item is the lowest-level attribute before Year, it does not need to be included in
any of the subtotals. An example image is below.

To create the subtotals for displaying Tree mode on a mobile device

If the widget is going to be displayed on a mobile device, follow the steps below to
create subtotals. If it is going to be displayed in Web, skip to To enable Tree mode,
page 276 below.

1 In Developer, open the document that contains the Microcharts widget in Design
View.

2 Right-click the widget’s grid, then select Edit Grid.

3 On the toolbar, click the Subtotals icon. The Subtotals dialog box opens.

4 Click Advanced. The Advanced Subtotals Editor opens.

5 Under Applied levels, click the Group By option.

6 For each subtotal, perform the following steps:

a Click Add. The Group By Selection dialog box opens.
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b Select the check box next to each attribute to include in the subtotal. For
example, in the sample above, you would select Category and Year for the first
subtotal. For the second subtotal, you would select Category, Subcategory, and
Year.

c Click OK to create the subtotal.

7 Click OK to return to the Subtotals dialog box.

8 Click OK to apply your changes and return to the document.

9 From the toolbar, click the Save and Close icon to save your changes.

To enable Tree mode

Follow the steps below to enable Tree mode for Web and mobile devices.

10 In Web, open the document in Flash Mode.

11 Right-click the widget and select Properties.

12 From the drop-down list at the top left, selectMode.

13 On the Mode tab, from the Operation Mode drop-down list, select Grid.

14 Select the Tree display check box.

15 You can determine how totals for the grouped rows are displayed in Web. To do this,
select an Aggregation function from the drop-down list.

16 Click OK to apply your changes to the widget.

A Microcharts widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to interact with it.
However, you can use a Microcharts widget as a selector. For an example and more
information, see Using a Microcharts widget as a selector, page 384.

You can add links to a Microcharts widget. Linking allows users to connect from a widget
in a dashboard-style document (the source) to a document or report (the target). If you
add a link to a Microcharts widget, a Links menu is displayed when a MicroStrategy Web
user hovers the cursor over a bar chart or sparkline graph in the widget. The user can
click a link in the Links menu to open the target. See Linking in widgets, page 316 for
instructions and examples.

Creating a Network widget
The Network widget allows you to quickly and easily identify relationships between
related items and clusters, such as when visualizing a social network or displaying a
market basket analysis. Attribute elements are displayed as nodes in the widget, with
lines (called edges) drawn between the nodes to represent relationships between
elements. Once the widget is created, users can visualize characteristics of the nodes and
the relationships between them, using display options such as node size, edge thickness,
and edge color. For example, if a node is displayed for each store in a country, you can
have the widget automatically display a connection between two nodes using a thicker
line if the two stores share a large number of customers.
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For more information on analyzing data in a Network widget, see theMicroStrategy
Web Help. You can display the Network widget on a mobile device with MicroStrategy
Mobile. For background information on widgets for mobile devices, see theMobile
Design and Administration Guide.

Prerequisite

• This procedure assumes that you have already created the document to which you
want to add the Network widget.

To create and add a Network widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash. Select Network. Click the
location on your document where you want to place the widget. If desired, resize the
widget’s Grid/Graph by clicking and dragging its handles.

3 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select attributes and metrics and drag
them on top of the grid, as described below.

• In order to display edges between nodes in the widget, you must place attributes
on the Grid/Graph to provide the starting and ending nodes for each edge you
want to display. Each row of data in the Grid/Graph corresponds to a separate
edge in the widget. Place two attributes on the Grid/Graph’s rows, as follows:
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— The elements of the first attribute are displayed as nodes that serve as the
starting location for each edge in the widget.

— The elements of the second attribute are displayed as nodes that serve as the
ending location for each edge in the widget.

4 Place three metrics on the Grid/Graph’s columns, as follows:

• The first metric is used to automatically size edges in the widget, with larger
metric values represented by thicker edges.

• The second metric is used to automatically color edges in the widget. To do this,
you must define a threshold to change the color in which the data in the
Grid/Graph is displayed based on the value of the metric. For background
information and steps to create a threshold, see the Document Creation Guide.

• The third metric is used to automatically size nodes in the widget, with larger
metric values represented by larger nodes.

5 You can have MicroStrategy display an Information Window when a user clicks the
node for a specific attribute element in the widget. To do so, you must define the
Information Window for the attribute that contains the element on the widget's
Grid/Graph.

You can choose to display an Information Window for attribute elements that serve
as the starting location for an edge, the ending location for an edge, or both. If an
element is included in both attributes on the widget's Grid/Graph, and you have
enabled separate Information Windows to display for each attribute, the first
Information Window that you defined is displayed.

For steps to define an Information Window for an attribute, see Defining an
Information Window for a Grid/Graph or a selector, page 82.

6 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

Creating an RSS Reader widget
RSS (Really Simple Syndication) is a data format used to display updated web content
when you click a URL. An RSS document is called a feed, and it contains either a
summary of the content from an associated website or the full text.

The RSS Reader widget helps provide a 360-degree view of your business by allowing you
to compare and contrast data in your dashboard-style document with information from
external news feed sources.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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The RSS Reader widget in the example above retrieves news from an RSS news feed,
which can be displayed alongside the other components of your dashboard-style
document. The RSS feed is automatically reloaded to display the most up-to-date news
about a variety of topics that you specify. When an analyst selects a news item from the
list, the beginning of the article is displayed in the details section at the top. Clicking the
article’s text opens the full article in a new window.

An analyst can refresh the list of news articles by clicking the Refresh icon at the top left
of the widget. He can also navigate to and from different pages of news articles by using
the arrows at the bottom.

Analysts can use RSS Reader widgets on a dashboard-style document to view and update
their favorite RSS news feeds as they analyze grids, graphs, and other objects in the
dashboard-style document.

For example, you are viewing a dashboard-style document with sales figures for some of
your local customers. You can configure the RSS Reader widget to display up-to-the-
minute news about those customers. This allows you to view both sales data and news
information about the same customers in one place. In another example, one of your
reports provides sales figures for a group of stores in northern California. Using an RSS
feed, you can display local industry news for that specific region, which can provide
valuable background information about those sales figures.

To extend this relationship between your business data and recent news, you can
configure an RSS feed to be connected to specific attributes in your dashboard-style
document. For example, you can click a customer’s name on a report to view updated
RSS news information about that customer. Steps for this are included in the procedure
below to create the widget.

On a mobile device with MicroStrategy Mobile, the RSS Reader widget can display
updated web content when the user taps a URL. For steps to create and format an RSS
Reader widget for display on a mobile device, see theMobile Design and Administration
Guide.
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Prerequisites

• The RSS Reader widget supports RSS 1.0 and RSS 2.0 formats. See the
MicroStrategy Readme for the latest version support information.

• If enabling the RSS Reader widget to display content when used offline, be aware
that the third-party products discussed below are manufactured by vendors
independent of MicroStrategy, and the information provided is subject to change.
Refer to the appropriate third-party vendor documentation for updated Flash Player
support information.

To create and add an RSS Reader widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select RSS Reader.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To enable the widget to be displayed

5 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

To specify the RSS feed to display in the widget

6 Right-click the widget and select Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

7 On the General tab, type a title in the RSS reader title field. The title appears at
the top of the widget.

8 In the Default RSS Field, type the URL for one of the following types of RSS
feeds (you can only use one RSS feed):

• Static RSS feeds display a default set of news about a general topic, such as
business or technology. Their URLs are configured to display information on the
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general topic. For static feeds, type the RSS feed’s URL. For example, to view
news from the Yahoo! Business News RSS feed, enter the following:
http://rss.news.yahoo.com/rss/business

• Dynamic RSS feeds are modified to display information about a specific topic.
For details about the parameters and syntax to use in the RSS feed’s URL,
consult your RSS news provider’s website. For dynamic RSS feeds, specify the
base URL, language/country settings, and one of the following:

— To display news about a specific topic, insert the topic into the URL’s query
parameter. If you are required to specify a UTF-related parameter, use UTF-
8 encoding. If parameter words have a space between them, use a +
character in place of each space.

— To display news related to an attribute, document, or dataset, insert an auto
code for the object in the URL’s query parameter. For example,
http://news.search.yahoo.com/news/rss?p={[Customer
State]}&ei=UTF-8&fl=0&x=wrt. For a document, use {[#name of
document#]}, for a dataset, use {[#name of dataset#]}.

— To display news about an attribute element, use a dynamic RSS feed URL in
the widget, for example:
http://news.search.yahoo.com/news/rss?p=
{[Category]}&ei=UTF-8&fl=0&x=wrt. The RSS widget’s template
must contain the attribute, the attribute must be enabled as a selector, and
the RSS widget must be set as a target of the attribute. For details about
using a widget as a selector, see Chapter 7, Viewing Data Related to
Widgets: Using Widgets as Selectors.

9 Specify the rate at which news items are automatically refreshed. Enter this value in
seconds in the Default refresh frequency (Sec) field.

10 Specify the maximum number of news items that a user sees at a time by typing a
number in the Items shown at a time field. The default value is 10.

11 Determine whether a news article is opened in a new window when it is selected in
the widget. To do this, select or clear the Open full article when clicked check
box.

12 If the RSS feed is accessed through a proxy server, select the Use Proxy check box.

13 Click OK to save your changes.

To enable RSS content to display when used offline

If users will access the RSS content offline, use the steps below to add the .mht file
to the list of Adobe Flash Player trusted files on the client machine. The .mht file
contains all data required to make a widget display and operate properly after it has
been exported.

14 Access the Macromedia support site at
http://www.macromedia.com/support/documentation/en/
flashplayer/help/settings_manager04.html.

15 From the Edit locations drop-down menu on the right, select Add location.
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16 Type the location of the .mht file in the field.

17 Click Confirm.

18 Close and reopen the document that contains the widget.

Creating a Survey widget
The Survey widget allows you to create a survey in a database or on a third-party survey
creation website, then display your survey in a Transaction Services-enabled document.
Users can view the document to interact with the survey and submit their answers,
which are then stored in your data source. The Survey widget can be displayed in Express
Mode in MicroStrategy Web and on the iPad.

The Survey widget provides an easy way to dynamically generate and maintain surveys. If
you want to modify the survey after its creation (for example, by adding or editing survey
questions), you can update the survey information provided by the attributes and metrics
placed on the widget’s grid. These changes will automatically be reflected and displayed
in the widget, without requiring any additional configuration changes to the widget in
the document.

To create and add a Survey widget to a document, you must perform the following basic
steps:

• Import the appropriate information to use to create and display your survey, such as
the survey title and the questions and answers to include in the survey, into
MicroStrategy attributes and metrics. Once you have added the widget to the
document, the widget will automatically be displayed based on the data in these
attributes and metrics.
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• Create a Transaction Services report to link to your Survey widget’s grid. This report
should contain the input objects required to submit survey answers to your data
source, as described in the links below.

• Create the document to which you want to add the widget. The document’s dataset
should contain each of the attributes and metrics that you want to use to create and
display your survey.

• Create the Survey widget, placing the appropriate attributes and metrics onto the
widget’s grid.

• Configure the widget as a Transaction Services-enabled grid.

• Add an action selector button (or link) to the document to allow users to submit
their data.

For detailed steps to create and add a Survey widget to a document, see Creating and
adding a Survey widget to a document, page 293. For more information on creating a
specific type of survey, including example images, the attributes and metrics that you
must provide in order to display the survey, and the input objects required for the
Transaction Services report, see the appropriate link below:

• Creating a survey with simple survey questions, page 283

• Creating a survey with question groups enabled, page 287

• Creating a survey with question groups and question tables enabled, page 288

• Creating a survey with question sections enabled, page 290

• Showing or hiding follow-up questions in your survey, page 291

• Verifying the format of the survey’s answers, page 292

Creating a survey with simple survey questions

The Survey widget offers a variety of survey question types that users can interact with to
submit their answers. The simplest type of survey consists of a list of questions, with no
separate question sections, groups, or tables.

The table below contains a list of survey question types you can use to create a simple
survey, and a description of each.

Question Type Name Description Value to
warehouse

Text field A field consisting of one line in which
users can enter text. Text fields are
suited for questions in which users
provide a single line of text, such as
an email address. Text fields are
represented by a Question Type value
of 1.

The user's
input will be
held in the
Current
Answer cell
and written
back to the
data
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Question Type Name Description Value to
warehouse

warehouse.

Text area A field in which users can type
multiple lines of text. Text areas are
suited for comments sections in
which users provide multiple lines of
written content. Text areas are
represented by a Question Type value
of 2.

The user's
input will be
held in the
Current
Answer cell
and written
back to the
data
warehouse.

Radio button A list of radio buttons. Users can
select one radio button at a time.
Radio buttons are represented by a
Question Type value of 3.

When a
selection is
made, the
corresponding
Answer Value
will be copied
to the Current
Answer cell
and written
back to the
data
warehouse.

Check box A list of check boxes. Users can select
more than one check box at the same
time. Check boxes are represented by
a Question Type value of 4.

When the
user makes a
selection, the
corresponding
Answer Value
will be copied
to the Current
Answer cell
and written
back to the
data
warehouse.

Drop-down list A drop-down list contains a list of
options. Users can select one option
from the drop-down list at a time.
Drop-down lists are represented by a
Question Type value of 5.

When the
user makes a
selection, the
corresponding
Answer Value
will be copied
to the Current
Answer cell
and written
back to the
data
warehouse.
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Question Type Name Description Value to
warehouse

Likert scale A series of radio buttons that users
can choose from to rate an item on a
numeric scale. For example, users
can choose 1 to strongly disagree with
a statement, or 5 to strongly agree.
Likert scale questions are
represented by a Question Type value
of 6.

When the
user makes a
selection, the
corresponding
Answer Value
will be copied
to the Current
Answer cell
and written
back to the
data
warehouse.

Drag and drop
ranking

A list containing options that users
can click and drag to rank them from
highest to lowest. Drag and drop
ranking questions are represented by
a Question Type value of 9.

As the user
makes
selections

Star ranking A row of stars that users can use to
submit a specific star rating out of five
stars (such as four out of five stars).
Star rating questions are represented
by a Question Type value of 10.

Group question When you display questions in a
question group or table, the question
with a Question Type value of 11 is
treated as the main question. For
example, in the question table
displayed to the left, Rate the Cars
has a Question Type of 11, and is
displayed as a header above the rest
of the questions, including
Performance, Safety, Price, and My
Next Car Will Be.

For more information on question
groups, see Creating a survey with
question groups enabled, page 287.

For more information on question
tables, see Creating a survey with
question groups and question tables
enabled, page 288.

In order to create and add a Survey widget with simple survey questions to a document,
your document’s dataset must include attributes and metrics to provide data for the
following survey options:

For a list and descriptions of all survey options available, see Specifying display
options for a Survey widget, page 296.

• Survey ID
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• Question ID

• Question Title

• Question Type

• Answer ID

• Answer Title

• Answer Value

• Current Answer

Each attribute or metric that you want to use to display the survey must be placed on the
widgets grid. An example grid is shown in the image below. In the example, the survey
contains:

• Four separate text field questions, one each for the user’s First Name, Last Name,
Email, and Address.

• A question called Your Driving Experience, which presents the user with four radio
buttons to select from. The radio button options are Less than 1 year, 1-3 years, 4-10
years, and More than 10 years.

• A question called The Companies You Have Insured Your Car With, which presents
the user with a series of check boxes, each corresponding to an insurance company.

• A question called Other Comments?, which provides the user with a text area in
which to type additional comments.

You can specify the following optional survey information for simple surveys:

• Customer ID

• Survey Title

• Survey Description

• Survey Status

• Question Number

• Question Description
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• Required

The Transaction Services report that you link to the Survey widget’s grid must contain
the following input objects:

• Survey ID

• Question ID

• Answer ID

• Current Answer

For full steps to create a Transaction Services report, see the Custom SQL Queries:
Freeform SQL and Query Builder chapter in the Advanced Reporting Guide. For
detailed steps to create and add a Survey widget to a document, see Creating and adding
a Survey widget to a document, page 293.

Creating a survey with question groups enabled

In addition to simple surveys containing text fields and radio buttons, you can create
surveys that contain groups of survey questions, such as a group of fields in which users
can enter their first name, last name, E-mail, and Phone number, as well as a drop-down
list to select their Department as shown in the image below.

In addition to the survey information required to create a survey with simple questions,
you must provide report objects on the widgets grid to define the following survey
options:

For a list and descriptions of all survey options available, see Specifying display
options for a Survey widget, page 296.

• Question Number
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• Group Style

The Question Number is the unique ID of the question group to which a question
belongs. Each question that belongs to a question group will share the same Question
Number value. In the example above, First name, Last name, E-mail, Phone, and
Department will be questions are all part of a single question group. They are all
represented by a Question Number value of 1 in the widget’s grid, as shown in the image
below.

The Group Style is the ID that determines the style in which the question group is
displayed, such as a group of fields in which to enter contact information. Custom
grouping is represented by a value of 1, and Question table is represented by a value of 3.
The example at the beginning of this section is shown in the widgets grid below with a
Group Style ID of 1.

The following are survey options you can specify in addition to the optional survey
information that you can provide for simple surveys:

• Section Description

• Question Order

• Group Break

The Transaction Services report that you link to the Survey widget’s grid must contain
the following input objects:

• Survey ID

• Question ID

• Answer ID

• Current Answer

For full steps to create a Transaction Services report, see the Custom SQL Queries:
Freeform SQL and Query Builder chapter in the Advanced Reporting Guide. For
detailed steps to create and add a Survey widget to a document, see Creating and adding
a Survey widget to a document, page 293.

Creating a survey with question groups and question tables enabled

You can enable a survey to display tables of questions. For example, you can display car
manufacturers across several columns, then allow users to rate each manufacturer on the
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performance, safety, and price of their cars, as shown in the image below. Each question
(in this example, Performance, Safety, Price, and My Next Car Will Be) is displayed in a
separate row.

In addition to the survey information required to create a survey with simple questions,
you must provide report objects on the widget’s grid to define the following survey
options:

For a list and descriptions of all survey options available, see Specifying display
options for a Survey widget, page 296.

• Question Number

• Group Style. The question table is represented by a Group Style value of 3.

• Group Answer ID

The Question Number is the unique ID of the question group (or table) to which a
question belongs. Each question that belongs to a question group or table will share the
same Question Number value. In the example above, the Performance, Safety, Price, and
My Next Car Will Be questions are all part of a single question table. They are all
represented by a Question Number value of 3 in the widget’s grid, as shown in the image
below.

The Group Answer ID is the unique ID of each column of answers within a question
table. For example, in the image above, the Rate the Cars question contains four answer
columns, each representing a different car manufacturer. As shown in the image below,
each answer column is represented by a different Answer ID (Audi corresponds to a
value of 5, VW corresponds to a value of 6, and so on).

In the first row of the question table, a star rating control is displayed for each
manufacturer, and users can select stars to rate each manufacturer on their
performance. In the widgets grid, the star rating control for Audi is represented by a
Group Answer ID of 5 (corresponding to Audi’s Answer ID), the star rating control for
VW is represented by a Group Answer ID of 6, and so on.
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The following are survey options you can specify in addition to the optional survey
information that you can provide for simple surveys:

• Section Description

• Question Order

• Group Break

The Transaction Services report that you link to the Survey widget’s grid must contain
the following input objects:

• Survey ID

• Question ID

• Group Answer ID

• Answer ID

• Current Answer

For full steps to create a Transaction Services report, see the Custom SQL Queries:
Freeform SQL and Query Builder chapter in the Advanced Reporting Guide. For
detailed steps to create and add a Survey widget to a document, see Creating and adding
a Survey widget to a document, page 293.

Creating a survey with question sections enabled

You can create a survey with questions divided up into multiple sections. Each section is
displayed on a separate page in the survey, and users can skip to a specific section by
selecting the section’s title from a drop-down list, as shown in the image below.
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In addition to the survey information required to create a survey with simple questions,
you must provide report objects on the widget’s grid to define the following survey
options:

For a list and descriptions of all survey options available, see Specifying display
options for a Survey widget, page 296.

• Section ID

• Section Title

The following are survey options you can specify in addition to the optional survey
information that you can provide for simple surveys:

• Section Description

The Transaction Services report that you link to the Survey widgets grid must contain the
following input objects:

• Customer ID (optional)

• Survey ID

• Question ID

• Answer ID

• Answer Value

For full steps to create a Transaction Services report, see the Custom SQL Queries:
Freeform SQL and Query Builder chapter in the Advanced Reporting Guide. For
detailed steps to create and add a Survey widget to a document, see Creating and adding
a Survey widget to a document, page 293.

Showing or hiding follow-up questions in your survey

You can configure questions in your survey to be shown or hidden, depending on your
respondents’ answers. For example, you can display a follow-up question if the answer to
one of your survey questions needs additional comments or clarification.
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To show or hide questions in your survey, in addition to the information required to
create a survey with simple questions, you must provide a Condition Statement object on
the widgets grid.

For each follow-up question, the Condition Statement checks the answer to an earlier
question on the survey and determines whether the question is displayed. For example,
Question 8 is a follow-up question that can be displayed only if the answer to Question 5
is yes.

The Condition Statement must be in the following format:

SectionID
;QuestionID;QuestionNumber;GroupAnswerID=^CheckAnswerValue

The variables in italics are described below:

• The following variables determine the survey question to check:

• SectionID: If applicable, the Section ID of the question.

• QuestionID: The Question ID.

• QuestionNumber: If applicable, the Question Number.

• GroupAnswerID: If applicable, the Group Answer ID for the question.

• CheckAnswerValue: The Answer Value to compare to the answer for the survey
question. If the answers match, the follow-up question is shown.

Example: For Question 5, the conditional statement is 1;2;;=^B. This means that if
the Answer Value for Section 1, Question 2 is B, Question 5 is displayed on the survey.
For any other answer to Question 2, the question is not displayed.

Verifying the format of the survey’s answers

You can check the text in your respondents’ answers to ensure that they meet certain
criteria, such as ensuring that phone numbers follow a specific format. To check an
answer, you use a regular expression, which searches for and matches patterns in the
text.

For an introduction to regular expressions, see the following W3Schools reference:
http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp.

To check the text in your survey’s answers, in addition to the information required to
create a survey with simple questions, you must provide a Restriction object on the
widgets grid.

For survey answers that are text fields or text areas, the Restriction object defines the
expected format of the answer. You define your restrictions using regular expressions.
Some examples of regular expressions that you can use include:

• To require that phone numbers use the format 123-123-1234, use the expression \d
{3}-\d{3}-\d{4}.

• To require that respondents answer the question with only A, B, or C, use the
expression (A|B|C).

http://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp
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Creating and adding a Survey widget to a document

Prerequisites

• You must have the Web Configure Transaction privilege.

• This procedure assumes that the Transaction Services report that you want to link to
the widget’s grid has already been created. This report must contain the input objects
required to submit user answers to your data source. For steps to create a
Transaction Services report, see the Advanced Reporting Guide. For a list of the
input objects required for each type of Survey widget, see the appropriate link below:

▫ Creating a survey with simple survey questions, page 283

▫ Creating a survey with question sections enabled, page 290

▫ Creating a survey with question groups enabled, page 287

▫ Creating a survey with question groups and question tables enabled, page 288

▫ Showing or hiding follow-up questions in your survey, page 291

▫ Verifying the format of the survey’s answers, page 292

• This procedure assumes that you have already created the document to which you
want to add the Survey widget. This document must have a dataset containing each
attribute or metric that you want to use to create and display your survey. For details
on the report objects required for each type of survey, see the appropriate link above.

To create and add a Survey widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, select Grid.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the grid. The grid is
automatically added to your document and displayed. If desired, resize the grid by
clicking and then dragging its handles.

To define the Survey widget

4 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select attributes and metrics and drag
them on top of the grid to provide information about how to display the Survey
widget, such as the questions and answers to display in the survey. Be sure to sort
values in the grid in ascending order, first by Question ID, then by Answer ID. For a
list of the report objects required to display a survey containing simple questions,
sections, question groups, or question tables, see the appropriate link below:

• Creating a survey with simple survey questions, page 283

• Creating a survey with question sections enabled, page 290

• Creating a survey with question groups enabled, page 287
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• Creating a survey with question groups and question tables enabled, page 288

• Showing or hiding follow-up questions in your survey, page 291

• Verifying the format of the survey’s answers, page 292

5 Right-click the grid and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties and
Formatting dialog box opens.

6 From the left, click Grid. Clear the Enable incremental fetch in Grid check
box, then click Apply to apply your changes.

7 From the left, clickWidget. From theWidget drop-down list, point to DHTML,
then select Survey.

8 Click theWidget Properties icon. The Survey dialog box opens.

9 You can determine whether to show the title of the survey in the widget. Do one of
the following:

• To show the title of the survey, select the Show survey title check box.

• To display the widget without a title, clear the Show survey title check box.

10 From the Color scheme drop-down list, select a color scheme to use when
displaying the survey.

11 You can choose whether to display sections of questions in the widget. Do one of the
following:

• To allow question sections, select the Enable sections check box.

• To display the survey without any question sections, clear the Enable sections
check box.

12 You can choose to display groups of questions in the survey, such as a group of fields
in which users can enter their first name, last name, and address. Do one of the
following:

• To allow question groups, select the Support question group check box.

• To display the survey without question groups, clear the Support question
group check box.

13 You can choose to display tables of questions in the survey. This option is available if
the Support question group option is selected. Do one of the following:

• To allow question tables, select the Support question table check box.

• To display the survey without question tables, clear the Support question
table check box.

14 The survey options that you can use to customize the widget are displayed in the
table at the bottom of the Survey dialog box. Do one of the following:

• To display only the survey options that you must provide an attribute or metric
for in order to display the widget, select the Show only required field check
box.
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• To display all options available regardless of whether an attribute or metric is
required, clear the Show only required field check box.

15 The table at the bottom of the Survey dialog box displays a list of all options you can
configure for the survey, such as the title of the survey, the possible answers for each
question, and whether an answer is required for each question. Each option is listed
as a row in the table.

For each row that contains an option that you want to configure, from the drop-
down list for the option under Template Units, select the attribute or metric that you
want to use to provide data for the option. An example image is shown below. For a
list of available survey options, see Specifying display options for a Survey widget,
page 296.

16 When you are finished selecting attributes and metrics, click OK to return to the
Properties and Formatting dialog box.

17 Click OK to apply your changes and return to the document.

Configure the widget as a Transaction Services-enabled grid

18 Right-click the widget's Grid/Graph and select Configure Transaction. The
Configure Transaction dialog box opens.

19 Click the browse button (...). Navigate to and select the Transaction Services report
that you created to link to the widget.

20 A list of each input object in the Transaction Services report is displayed in the
Transaction Input column. For each input object, from the Grid Object drop-down
list, select the attribute form or metric to link to the input object, as shown in the
image below.

You must map the input object for the current answer to the same report object that
you used to provide the current answer information in the Survey dialog box in the
steps above.
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21 Clear the Submit unchanged records check box.

22 Select any additional options that you want to use to configure your Transaction
Services-enabled grid, then click OK to apply your changes. For full steps, see the
Document Creation Guide.

Add a submit button to the document

23 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, then select Action Selector Button.
Click the location on your document that you want to add the submit button to. The
button is automatically created and added to the document.

24 Right-click the button or link that you added above and select Properties and
Formatting. The Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

25 From the left, click Selector.

26 From the Action Type drop-down list, select Submit.

27 Select any additional options that you want to use to format the button, then click
OK to apply your changes. You can also add an action selector link for users to click
to submit their survey answers instead of a button. For full steps to create an action
selector button or link, see the Document Creation Guide.

Specifying display options for a Survey widget

The table below lists the survey options that you can provide values for when creating
and displaying a Survey widget, and a description of each survey option.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Survey
Option

Description

Customer
ID

The unique ID of the survey designer.

Survey ID The unique ID of the survey.

Survey Title The title of the survey.

Survey
Description

The description of the survey.

Survey
Status

Whether the survey is still being designed and tested (a value of 0), open for survey
participants (a value of 1), or closed to participants (a value of 2).

Section ID The unique ID of each section of questions. This option is available if sections are
enabled.

Section
Title

The title used to identify the section. You can select the title of a section in the widget
to skip to a specific section in the survey. This option is available if sections are
enabled.

Section
Description

The description of the section. This option is available if sections are enabled.

Question
Number

The unique ID of the question group or table to which a question belongs. This survey
option is available if question groups are enabled.

Question ID The unique ID of the survey question or question group.

Question
Title

The title of the question, question group, or question table, such as "Please rate the
service you received". Generally, the title of a question is displayed above or beside the
question, depending on the question type.

Question
Description

The description of the question.

Question
Type

The type of survey question users are presented with, such as radio buttons or a drop-
down list. The following survey question types are available:

• Text field, represented by a value of 1.

• Text area, represented by a value of 2.

• Radio button, represented by a value of 3.

• Check box, represented by a value of 4.

• Drop-down list, represented by a value of 5.

• Likert scale, represented by a value of 6.

• Ranking, represented by a value of 9.

• Star rating, represented by a value of 10.

• Group question, represented by a value of 11.

For example images of each survey question type available, see Creating a survey with
simple survey questions, page 283.
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Survey
Option

Description

Required Whether the user must answer the question in order to submit their survey answers.
Required questions are represented by a value of 1 and optional questions are
represented by a value of 0.

Question
Order

The order in which to display the questions in the survey. If question groups are
enabled, this option represents the order in which to display questions in each question
group.

Group
Answer ID

The unique ID of each column of answers within a question table. For an example, see
Creating a survey with question groups and question tables enabled, page 288.

Group
Break

Whether to start a new line in the question group after the current question. For
example, you can choose to display fields for the user’s first name and last name on
the first line of a question group, followed by a field for their address on the second
line. A value of 1 represents a new line and a value of 0 represents no new line.

Group Style The style in which the question group or table is displayed, such as a group of fields in
which to enter contact information. The group styles are:

• Custom grouping, represented by a value of 1.

• Question table, represented by a value of 3. For more information on question
tables, see Creating a survey with question groups and question tables enabled,
page 288.

For example images of each type of question group available, see Creating a survey
with question groups enabled, page 287.

Answer ID The unique ID of the survey answer.

Answer
Title

The title of the answer, such as "Less than one year" or "One to three years".

Answer
Value

The value of the survey answer as represented in your data source.

Current
Answer

The currently selected survey answer. The report object used to provide survey answers
must be of the string data type.

Conditions The condition statement that determines whether a question is displayed, for example,
if an earlier question requires additional follow-up. For steps to show or hide questions
depending on the answer to an earlier question, see Showing or hiding follow-up
questions in your survey, page 291

Input
Validation

A regular expression to check the format of the answer. For example, to ensure that
phone numbers are always numerical. For steps to check the format of an answer, see
Verifying the format of the survey’s answers, page 292.

Creating a Thermometer widget
A Thermometer widget is a simple status indicator that displays a thermometer set to a
certain temperature level. The temperature level within the thermometer is a visual
representation of a single metric value. This type of widget is ideal for tracking progress
toward a goal. Like the Gauge and Cylinder widgets, this type of widget is designed to
display the value of a single metric.
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The Thermometer widget is most useful when combined with a selector because this
allows users to selectively choose specific metric values to display in the thermometer. In
the image below, the thermometer level represents the number of units sold, based on
the Units Sold metric.

To create and add a Thermometer widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Thermometer.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place one attribute on the rows. The attribute elements are displayed in the
selector, to allow users to display different data in the widget.

b Place one metric on the columns. The metric values determine the temperature
level displayed in the thermometer.

6 To allow users to use a selector to change the metric value displayed in the widget:
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a Insert a selector next to the widget. For steps to insert a selector, seeMethods to
create a selector, page 111.

b Choose an attribute from the dataset that is not already in the Grid/Graph and
set this attribute as the Source of the selector. Do not include this attribute in
the Grid/Graph. It is used to populate the selector.

c Set the Grid/Graph as the target of the selector.

7 It can be useful to drag the dataset from the Dataset Objects panel and place it
beneath the selector. This allows users to see the dataset’s values as they select
different attribute elements from the selector and see how their choices change the
appearance of the widget.

8 By default, the values on the side of the Thermometer widget range from 1 to 100. If
metric values on your report are larger than 100 or less than 0:

a Right-click the widget and select Properties to open the Thermometer dialog
box.

b In theMax Value field, enter a number larger than the largest metric value on
the report. For example, if the metric values on the report range from 60,000 to
1,000,000, enter a number such as 1,100,000 to accommodate larger values in
the data.

c In theMin Value field, enter a number that is less than the smallest metric
value on the report. For example, if the metric values on the report range from -
20,000 to 1,000,000, enter a number such as -30,000 to accommodate smaller
values in the data.

d Click OK to save your changes.

To enable the widget to be displayed

9 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

Formatting a Time Series Slider widget
For an image of a Time Series Slider widget and steps to add one to a document, see
Creating a Time Series Slider widget, page 402.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Time Series Slider widget that you can
format, and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode. For steps, see Determining the display modes users can choose to work
in, page 55.
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What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Display the graph legend inside or outside the graph 1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select or clear theDisplay legend outside
of graph check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Maintain height of the Y-axis or have it resize
automatically

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select or clear the Enable fixed Y-axis
check box.

If this check box is selected, the Y-axis of the
primary graph remains at a fixed height
regardless of the data or any changes to the
data.

If this check box is cleared, the Y-axis
automatically resizes based on the data that is
displayed.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

View only a subset of the dataset on the graph

Enable this option only if you are working with datasets
in which removing data points will not affect the overall
meaning of the graph.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select the Enable Data Sampling check
box.

If this check box is selected, an equally
dispersed set of X-axis values are displayed on
the graph to give you an overall impression
about the graph’s values.

3 In theData Sampling Maximum
Window Size, type the maximum number of
values to display in the data sampling.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Display all series as line graphs

By default, the first series in the graph is displayed as
an area graph. You can choose to display this series as
a line graph.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select the All series as line graphs check
box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define the slider position

The slider can be given a default position, or return to
the same position it was in when the document was
last saved.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Do one of the following:

To save the slider position, select the Save
Slider Position option. When this document
is saved and re-executed, the most recent
slider position is used to determine what range
is displayed.

To set a default slider position, select the Set
Default Slider Position option. Then
choose one of the following:
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What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Select Entire Available Range to display
the entire graph.

Select Last Points in the Range and type
a number in the field to specify the total
number of data points to display, starting from
the last point in the graph. For example, type 5
in the field to display the last five data points
in the graph.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define the slider or primary graph as a selector

You can use either the slider or the primary graph
portion of the Time Series Slider widget as a selector,
which will update a target Grid/Graph on the
dashboard-style document when the user clicks the
selector. For details, see Using a Time Series Slider
widget as a selector, page 385.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Do one of the following:

To use the slider as the selector, select Slider
from the Selectable Area drop-down list.

To use the primary graph as the selector,
select Primary Graph from the
Selectable Area drop-down list. To update
the target with a mouseover rather than a click,
select the Change selection on mouse
over option.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Creating a Waterfall widget
A Waterfall widget highlights the increments and decrements of the values of metrics
over time. Analysts can use the widget to identify aspects of their business that are
contributing to the fluctuations in the values. The widget can also be used to perform
“what-if” analyses.

The widget consists of a group of clustered bars displayed from left to right. The X-axis
contains either attribute elements or metrics, depending on where the attributes and
metrics are placed on the widget’s template. The Y-axis displays a range of values based
on the metrics on the widget’s template.

In the example shown below, metrics are displayed along the X-axis. The first bar
represents the amount of sales revenue generated in 2006. The remaining bars in the
widget represent the other metrics on the X-axis, including the Depreciation and Tax
Expense metrics. These bars depict the business factors that diminished revenue and one
factor (the Other Gains and Losses metric) that increased revenue. As a group, these bars
highlight the contributions of various aspects of the business on total revenue from sales.
This final value is represented by the last bar on the right, which represents Net Income
for 2006.
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The increments and decrements in a Waterfall widget can be calculated and displayed in
either of the following ways:

• Increments and decrements are calculated and displayed in the widget based on the
metrics that are included on the Grid/Graph and the order of those metrics.

▫ It is recommended that you use this method when the metrics are on the rows
of the Grid/Graph and the attributes are on the columns of the Grid/Graph.
This allows you to place the metrics along the X-axis in a specific order and view
the increment and decrement bars in that order.

▫ To ensure that the metrics determine how increments and decrements are
calculated and displayed, select the Increments/Decrements Provided
check box. This is included in the steps below to create the widget.

• Increments and decrements are automatically determined by the widget when it is
displayed in MicroStrategy Web. They are calculated according to the metrics
included on the Grid/Graph.

▫ It is recommended that you use this method when the metrics are on the
columns of the Grid/Graph and the attributes are on the rows of the
Grid/Graph. Using this method requires that you have placed metrics on the
columns that depict the total value for each unit of time.

▫ To ensure that the widget automatically determines the increments and
decrements, clear the Increments/Decrements Provided check box. This is
included in the steps below to create the widget.

To create and add a Waterfall widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and selectWaterfall.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.
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4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one metric on the rows or columns. Any number of metrics and
attributes can be placed on the rows and columns.

— To ensure that metrics generate the increment and decrement bars in the
widget, place the metrics on the rows.

— Attributes or metrics that are placed on the rows are displayed on the X-axis
of the widget. If the rows contain both attributes and metrics, a combination
of those objects is displayed.

— Attributes and metrics that are placed on the columns are displayed in the
legend. If the columns contain both attributes and metrics, a combination of
those objects is displayed.

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

To specify whether the metrics should generate the increment and decrement
bars

7 Right-click the widget and select Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

8 Click the Data tab, then do one of the following:

• To ensure that increments and decrements bars are displayed in the widget in
the same order of the metrics on the Grid/Graph, select the
Increments/Decrements Provided check box.

• To ensure that the increments and decrements bars in the widget are generated
automatically, clear the Increments/Decrements Provided check box. It is
recommended that you use this method when the metrics are placed on the
columns of the Grid/Graph and the attributes are placed on the rows.
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9 On the Data tab, use the Text for Last Entry field to specify a name or label for
the bar on the far right of the widget. For example, you can create a label for the bar
called Final Value or End of 2008.

10 Click OK.

A Waterfall widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to interact with it.
However, you can use a Waterfall widget as a selector. For an example and more
information, see Using a Time Series Slider widget as a selector, page 385.

Creating a Weighted List Viewer widget
A Weighted List Viewer widget combines the data visualization techniques of thresholds
and graphical weighting into a single visualization. This enables the analyst to assess the
performance of a group of items.

Thresholds in the widget highlight rows based on the value of the first metric on the
Grid/Graph that contains the widget. Specifically, rows are highlighted according to the
range of values from the first metric on the Grid/Graph’s columns. The rows are also
ordered automatically so that metrics that are performing well are at the top and metrics
that are performing poorly are at the bottom. A stacked bar graph is included next to the
grid; it indicates the relative contribution, or weight, of each row.

In summary, the Weighted List Viewer widget has the following characteristics:

• A grid that provides attribute and metric values with threshold colors applied to the
values from top to bottom. The color bands on the grid reflect the range of values of
the first metric on the Grid/Graph that contains the widget.

▫ In the example above, the top rows are green and represent the maximum value
of the Order Count metric. The next rows are black, denoting neutral metric
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values, and gradually change into the red of the bottom rows. Red represents the
minimum range of values of the Order Count metric.

▫ The light-to-dark color gradient is automatically generated by the widget.

▫ You can specify whether to divide the metric values into two or three threshold
color bands. (For the steps, see Formatting a Weighted List Viewer widget, page
373.)

• A stacked contribution bar graph on the left that depicts the relative contribution or
percent-to-total calculation of a metric. This bar reflects the values of the second
metric on the Grid/Graph that contains the widget.

• Specific colors are used to depict good, neutral, and poor performance:

▫ Green indicates good performance

▫ Black indicates neutral performance

▫ Red indicates poor performance

You can change these color settings, as described in Formatting a Weighted List
Viewer widget, page 373.

To create and add a Weighted List Viewer widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and selectWeighted List
Viewer.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the rows. The attribute’s elements are displayed in
the grid rows of the widget. For example, if you place the Region attribute on the
rows, each region is listed in the grid in the widget, with corresponding metric
values on the right and a contribution graph on the left.

b Place at least two metrics on the columns. The values of these metrics are
displayed in the grid rows of the widget, along with the attribute. The metric data
and corresponding colors displayed in the widget reflect the performance of
different attribute elements.
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— The first metric on the columns is the threshold metric. This metric is used
to set the color of the rows. These colors are also displayed in the grid on the
right side of the widget.

— The second metric on the columns is the weighting metric that determines
the percent-to-total value for each business attribute. It is used to set the
relative size of each section of the contribution graph on the left side of the
widget.

— Any additional metrics are displayed in the grid, but do not have any effect
on the threshold colors or contribution graph on the left side of the widget.

To enable the widget to be displayed

6 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

— To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.

A Weighted List Viewer widget does not need a separate selector to allow a user to
interact with it. However, you can use a Weighted List Viewer widget as a selector. For
an example and more information, see Using a Weighted List Viewer widget as a
selector, page 388.

Defining how a widget is displayed in different
views and modes

You can determine how a widget is displayed in MicroStrategy Web modes, in
MicroStrategy Developer views, on various mobile devices, and when exported. The
widget can display as:

• The widget itself

• A placeholder

• Empty space; a message can be displayed in place of the widget

• The underlying Grid/Graph that contains the widget, with the Grid/Graph’s border
and background formatting

The following table summarizes how widgets can be displayed. Steps to determine how a
widget is displayed in each view/mode are below the table.
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View or
Mode

Display Options

MicroStrategy Web

Design
Mode

• Grid/Graph placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector placeholder (for widgets created as selectors)

Editable
Mode

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector (for widgets created as selectors)

Express
Mode

• Widget (except for widgets created as selectors and the Cylinder, Interactive Stacked
Graph, Thermometer, and Time Series Slider widgets)

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Hidden (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector (for widgets created as selectors)

Flash
Mode

• Widget (except for widgets for SDK widgets and mobile devices)

• Grid or graph report (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector (for widgets created as selectors)

Interactive
Mode

• Widget (except for widgets created as selectors and the Cylinder, Interactive Stacked
Graph, Thermometer, and Time Series Slider widgets)

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Hidden (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector (for widgets created as selectors)

MicroStrategy Developer

Design
View

• Grid/Graph placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector placeholder (for widgets created as selectors)

Flash
View

• Widget (except for SDK widgets and widgets for mobile devices)

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector placeholder (for widgets created as selectors)

Note: While widgets are interactive in Flash View, the changes cannot be saved.

HTML
View

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector placeholder (for widgets created as selectors)

PDF View • Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Hidden (except for widgets created as selectors)
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View or
Mode

Display Options

• Selector placeholder (for widgets created as selectors)

MicroStrategy Mobile

Android • Widget (for Android widgets)

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector (for widgets created as selectors)

iPad • Widget (for iPad widgets)

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector (only for widgets created as selectors)

iPhone • Widget (for iPhone widgets)

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector (only for widgets created as selectors)

Exporting

To Excel • Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Hidden (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector placeholder (for widgets created as selectors)

To Flash • Widget (except for widgets for mobile devices and SDK widgets)

• Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

To HTML • Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Hidden (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector placeholder (only for widgets created as selectors)

To PDF • Grid or graph (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Placeholder (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Hidden (except for widgets created as selectors)

• Selector placeholder (for widgets created as selectors)

Displaying widgets in Flash
In Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web and Flash View in MicroStrategy Developer, the
widget is displayed by default, and a user can interact with it. Any user-initiated changes
to the widget can be saved in Flash Mode (Web), but not in Flash View (Developer).

You can specify that the widget displays as a grid or graph report instead. For example,
you may want to display the same data as both a widget and a grid or graph report, to
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allow users to see information at a glance with the widget, and to see in-depth details
with the grid or graph report.

SDK widgets and widgets for mobile devices cannot be displayed as widgets in Flash.
They are displayed as grid or graph reports in Flash.

Displaying widgets in Editable Mode and Design
Mode/View
In Editable Mode in MicroStrategy Web, a grid or graph report based on the widget’s
data is always displayed. In Developer’s Design View and Web’s Design Mode, the
Grid/Graph container is displayed, without data.

Displaying widgets in HTML View and PDF View
You can determine how widgets are displayed in Developer’s HTML View and PDF View,
by setting the Alternative Display, described in Defining how a widget is displayed in
different display modes, page 311. The widget can:

• Display a grid or graph report based on the widget’s data.

• Display an empty Grid/Graph placeholder. The Grid/Graph container is shown, with
border and background formatting. In Interactive Mode and Express Mode in
MicroStrategy Web, the following message is displayed within the container: “Flash
Widgets cannot be rendered in this display”, as shown in the example below.

For information on formatting a Grid/Graph container, see the Document Creation
Guide.

• Hide the Grid/Graph so that nothing is displayed.

If you choose to hide the Grid/Graph, you can display a message in place of the
widget. To do this, add a text field behind the widget. This text field is displayed only
when the widget is hidden. For an example and a procedure, see Displaying a
message in place of a widget, page 313.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Displaying widgets in Interactive Mode and Express
Mode
In Web’s Interactive Mode and Express Mode, the widget can:

• Display as a widget.

• Display according to the Alternative Display setting described in Defining how a
widget is displayed in different display modes, page 311.

The following widgets cannot be displayed as widgets in Interactive Mode or
Express Mode: Cylinder, Date Selection widget created as a selector, Fish Eye
Selector created as a selector, Interactive Stacked Graph, Thermometer, Time
Series Slider, and widgets for mobile devices.

Exporting widgets
A widget exported to Excel or PDF displays according to the Alternative Display setting
described in Defining how a widget is displayed in different display modes, page 311.

A widget exported to Flash displays as either a widget or a grid or graph report,
depending on the Flash setting. SDK widgets and widgets for mobile devices are always
exported to Flash as grid or graph reports.

Widgets in MicroStrategy Mobile
For MicroStrategy Mobile, you can determine whether mobile widgets are displayed as
widgets or grid or graph reports on mobile devices. For steps, see Defining how a widget
is displayed in different display modes, page 311.

Non-mobile widgets are always displayed as grid or graph reports on mobile devices.

For a list of the widget types that display on each type of mobile device, see theMobile
Design and Administration Guide.

Defining how a widget is displayed in different display
modes
If your users may view a widget in a mode that does not support widget display, use the
following steps to determine alternative displays for the widget.

To determine how a widget is displayed in different display modes

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable mode.

2 Right-click the Grid/Graph containing the widget and select Properties and
Formatting. The Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, selectWidget.
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4 From the Alternative Display drop-down list, select a display option to use to
display the widget if it cannot be displayed as a widget in a particular display mode.
The options are:

• Show Grid or Graph: The widget displays as a grid report or a graph report
in a Grid/Graph container.

• Show Placeholder: A placeholder displays in place of the widget, with a
message stating that the widget cannot be displayed.

• Hide Grid or Graph: The widget is not displayed.

5 Do one of the following:

• To display the widget as a widget, select the check box for the display mode in
which you want to display the widget.

• To display the widget as specified in the Alternative Display option above, clear
the check box for the display mode in which you want to display the alternative.

TheWill render as column updates to list how the widget is displayed in each
display mode.

6 Click OK to apply the changes.

Defining which display modes are available to users
A document designer can select the modes that are available for a specific document by
enabling each mode that you want to make available for users of the document. If a
display mode is available to a user, it appears on the user’s View menu and on the
Standard toolbar.

To enable Flash Mode, a project administrator must ensure that Flash Mode is enabled
for the project, as described in theMicroStrategy Web Administrator Help. A document
designer or analyst can also disable Flash Mode on his machine if he knows that Flash is
not installed or does not want to use Flash. To do this, select Preferences at the top of
MicroStrategy Web, select Report Services on the left, and select to enable or disable
Flash Mode.

To determine which display modes a user can view a document in

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Tools menu, click Document Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

3 From the left, select Document.

4 To make a mode available for users to display the document in, select the check box
in the Available display modes column for that display mode.

5 Clear the check boxes for any display modes that you do not want users to have
access to.
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6 Click OK to apply your changes and return to the document. The next time the
document is executed, only the display modes you selected are available in the View
menu or on the Standard toolbar.

Displaying a message in place of a widget
Widgets are not displayed in PDF View in Developer. You can select what is displayed to
replace the widget. (For more information on the display options, see Defining how a
widget is displayed in different views and modes, page 307.)

You can either hide the Grid/Graph to which the widget is attached, display a blank
space, or display a message in place of the widget. This message indicates to users that
the missing widget cannot be displayed in the current mode.

For example, the following thermometer widget is displayed in Flash Mode:

However, in Interactive Mode, the following message is displayed in a text field:

Notice that the selector is still displayed on the right, because it is separate from the
widget.

In Editable Mode and Design Mode, the Grid/Graph connected to the widget is
displayed. If the Grid/Graph does not completely cover the message and its text field, the
message is visible as well.
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To display a message in place of a widget

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the widget and select Properties and Formatting. The Properties and
Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, clickWidget.

4 In the Alternative Display area, select Show Placeholder. A placeholder is
displayed in place of the widget, with a message stating that the widget cannot be
displayed.

Converting an existing Grid/Graph into a widget
You can turn any existing Grid/Graph in your dashboard-style document into a widget
that is displayed in MicroStrategy Web, as long as the Grid/Graph meets the data
requirements for the selected type of widget.

For example, your dashboard-style document contains a Grid/Graph with the Region
attribute on the rows and the Profit Margin metric on the columns. You can assign a
Gauge widget to this Grid/Graph. When you open the dashboard-style document in
Flash Mode, the Grid/Graph is no longer displayed as a Grid/Graph but rather as a
Gauge widget. Viewing the widget in Flash Mode allows you to better visualize the metric
data in the Grid/Graph.

To convert a Grid/Graph into a widget

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, open the dashboard-style document in Design View.

2 Insert a Grid/Graph into the dashboard-style document, if one is not already in the
dashboard-style document. For a procedure, see the Document Creation Guide.

The Grid/Graph that you turn into a widget must follow the data and template
requirements for that type of widget. For example, a Gauge widget requires
one attribute on the rows and one attribute on the columns. Therefore, any
Grid/Graph that you want to turn into a widget must have the same objects on
its Grid/Graph. If it does not, the Grid/Graph is not displayed correctly as a
widget in Flash Mode. For the requirements for each type of widget, refer to
the section that describes that widget.

3 Right-click the Grid/Graph to turn into a widget, and select Properties. The
Properties dialog box opens.

4 On the Widget tab, select the type of widget from theWidget drop-down list. In
Flash Mode, the Grid/Graph displays as this type of widget.

5 You can determine how the widget is displayed in different MicroStrategy Developer
views and MicroStrategy Web modes, as outlined in the steps below. For details, see
Defining how a widget is displayed in different views and modes, page 307.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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• HTML View, PDF View in Developer, or in Excel: Select one of the following
from the Alternative Display drop-down list:

— Show grid or graph to display the Grid/Graph to which the widget is
attached.

— Show placeholder to display an empty Grid/Graph placeholder instead of
the widget.

— Hide grid or graph to hide the widget and display nothing.

• Flash: By default, the widget is displayed as a widget in Flash. To display it as a
Grid/Graph instead, clear the Flash check box in the Display Widget As
column. This setting affects the display of the widget in Flash View in Developer,
Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web, and when exported to Flash.

• iPhone: By default, an iPhone widget is displayed as a widget on an iPhone. To
display it as a Grid/Graph instead, clear the iPhone check box in the Display
Widget As column.

• iPad: By default, an iPad widget is displayed as a widget on an iPad. To display it
as a Grid/Graph instead, clear the iPad check box in the Display Widget As
column.

• Interactive Mode, Express Mode: By default, a widget is displayed as a
widget in Interactive Mode and Express Mode. To display it based on the
Alternative Display setting, clear the DHTML check box in the Display
Widget As column.

6 Click OK to save the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

To enable Flash Mode for Web

You must enable Flash Mode in the dashboard-style document so that you and other
users can view the widget in Flash Mode.

7 From the Format menu, select Document Properties. The Document Properties
dialog box opens.

8 In the Available display modes list on the Document tab, select the Flash
check box.

9 You can specify that this dashboard-style document always opens in Flash Mode
when it is initially opened. To do this, select the Default radio button next to Flash.

10 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To format the widget

11 By default, many widgets automatically inherit some of the formatting of the
underlying grid or graph report on which they are based. For example, a widget can
be displayed using the font colors and types defined for its underlying graph report.
For steps to determine whether a widget inherits formatting and more information
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on the types of formatting that can be inherited by a widget, see Inherited
formatting, page 321.

12 Each type of widget also has additional formatting specific to it. For example, the
numbers of a Bubble Grid widget can display as dollars and cents, as percentages, or
even as scientific notation. For a complete listing of all formatting available for a
specific type of widget, see the section on that widget.

13 Save the dashboard-style document.

Most widgets can also be displayed as widgets in Interactive Mode and Express
Mode. For instructions, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307 below.

Linking in widgets
Linking allows users to connect from a widget in a dashboard-style document (the
source) to another document or report (the target).

For example, you can link a widget displaying sales information by customer region to a
related document, such as the top ten employees by profit. In MicroStrategy Web, the
user can click the link in the widget to view this document, compare data, or retrieve
additional information.

This section focuses on links in widgets. For an introduction to linking in a
document, see the Document Creation Guide.

If a link is added to an attribute in the widget’s Grid/Graph, the name of the target
report or document displays in the tooltip associated with the attribute when the widget
is displayed. In the image below, two documents have been added as links to the Region
attribute. When the user hovers the cursor over the Web region, the Links menu is
displayed. The user can select a linked document from the menu to open it.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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You can add links to the following widgets:

• Data Cloud: With a link from a Data Cloud widget to a report/document, a user
can hover the cursor over an attribute element in the widget to display a tooltip
containing the link. The user can then open and view the target report/document
from the tooltip link. For example, if the Call Center attribute on the widget is linked
to a report on the top 10 employees per call center, a link to this report is displayed
in the tooltip when the user hovers the cursor over the New York attribute element
in the widget.

• Heat Map: With a link from a Heat Map widget to a report/document, a user can
hover the cursor over a rectangle or heading in the widget to display a tooltip
containing the link. The user can then open and view the target report/document
from the tooltip link. For example, if the Region attribute on the widget is linked to
the report Top 10 Employees by Profit, a link to this report is displayed in the tooltip
when the user hovers the cursor over the rectangle for the Web region.

• Image Layout: A user can display a list of links by clicking an area or bubble
marker in the widget, then clicking the arrow icon. The user can then open and view
a target report/document by selecting the appropriate link. For example, if the
Customer State region on the widget is linked to the report Top 10 Customers by
Region, a link to this report is displayed in the list.

• Interactive Bubble Graph: With a link from an Interactive Bubble Graph widget
to a report/document, the user can hover the cursor over a bubble in the widget to
display a tooltip containing the link. The user can then open and view the target
report/document from the tooltip link. For example, if the Region attribute on the
widget is linked to the report Top 10 Employees by Profit, a link to this report is
displayed in the tooltip when the user hovers the cursor over a bubble.

• Microcharts: With a link from a Microcharts widget to a report/document, the
user can hover the cursor over a bar chart or sparkline graph in the widget to display
a tooltip containing the link. The user can then open and view the target
report/document from the tooltip link. For example, if the Quarter attribute on the
widget is linked to the report Top 10 Employees by Profit, a link to this report is
displayed in the tooltip when the user hovers the cursor over a data point in a
sparkline graph for the 2009 Q1 quarter.

For examples of what the user sees with a link in each type of widget, see the
Document and Dashboard Analysis Guide.

Steps to create a link in a widget are below.

Specifying how prompts are answered in the target
For each prompt in the target (the report or document being executed from the link),
you must select a prompt answer method, which is how to answer the prompt. You also
specify how to answer any other prompts that are not listed. These can be prompts that
are created as the result of an answer to one of the original prompts in the target, such as
a prompt-in-prompt answer. They can also be prompts added to the target later, after the
link is created. These prompts are listed as the Any other prompt option in the list of
prompts in the interface.
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The prompt answer methods are briefly described in the table below. See the Document
Creation Guide for an expanded description of each method, with an example.

Prompt Answer
Method

Requirements Prompts in the Target Are Answered By...

Answer with the
same prompt

Same prompt in the target and
source

The prompt answer from the source

Prompt user None The user (prompts are displayed when the target
is executed)

Default
answer

None The default prompt answer for the target prompt

Dynamically • Attribute element prompt in
target

• Value prompt in target
(available only in
MicroStrategy Web)

The object selected in the source (for example,
the attribute element that the user clicked on)

Empty answer Target prompt must not be
required

Nothing (no prompt answer is provided from the
source and the user is not prompted)

Static element
list

Attribute element prompt in
target

List of elements created by the link designer

Used to pass attribute elements from
conditional metrics to the target

Current unit Hierarchy prompt in target The object selected in the source (for example,
the attribute element that the user clicked on)

All valid units Hierarchy prompt in target Any object to the left of or above the user
selection in the source

Creating links in widgets

Prerequisites

• Create the source and target documents or reports.

• In the source dashboard-style document, create the widget to add the link to. For
steps, see Converting an existing Grid/Graph into a widget, page 314.

• Know what types of prompts the targets contain and how they will be answered.

Adding a link to a widget

To add a link to a widget

1 In MicroStrategy Web, run a document in Design Mode.

2 Right-click an attribute in the widget’s Grid/Graph, then select Edit Links.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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3 Type a name for the link in the URL display text field.

• If this is the first link you are adding to this document, click New, then type the
name for the link.

To define the link

4 Click the Select Target icon below Run this report or document, to find and
select the report or document you want to link to (the target). The Select Target
dialog box opens.

5 Navigate to and select the target report/document. Click OK to close the dialog box.

To apply prompt answers to the target if the target contains prompts

6 The box below Run this report or document contains a list of any prompts
included in the target that you chose. Select a target prompt from the box.

7 Select a prompt answer method from the drop-down list:

• Answer with the same prompt from the source: Select this option to
automatically use the same prompt answers for both the source
report/document and the target report/document. This option requires that the
source and target use the same prompts.

• Prompt User: Select this option to prompt the user for answers in the target.
Users can enter prompt answers manually. For example, a prompt requires the
user to enter a customer age. Instead of choosing the age from a list, users can
type the number in the prompt answer text box.

• Answer with an empty answer: Select this option to ignore the prompt in
the target, which means that the prompt is not answered. No prompt answer is
provided from the source and users are not prompted to provide answers.
However, if the prompt is designed to require an answer, then the user is
presented with a screen to provide an answer.

• Use default answer: Select this option to use the default prompt answers for
the target report/document.

• Answer dynamically: Select this option to automatically answer the prompt
using the object that the user clicked in the source. This option is available for
attribute element prompts and value prompts.

• Answer using the current unit: Select this option to automatically answer
the prompt using the object that the user clicked in the source. This option is
available for hierarchy prompts.

• Answer using all valid units: Select this option to answer the target prompt
with any object to the left of or above the object that the user clicked in the
source. This method passes all selections made on the source, rather than just
the selection made for the link. This option is available for hierarchy prompts.

8 For each prompt in the target, repeat the steps above, starting with To apply prompt
answers to the target if the target contains prompts, page 319.
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To specify the prompt answer method for any other prompts

Any other prompts are those prompts that are not in the target report/document
when you are creating the link, such as prompts added to the target later. By default,
the Prompt user method is selected for these prompts, but you can change the
method.

9 Select Any other prompts in the box.

10 Select a prompt answer method from the list. Each is described above.

• Answer with the same prompt from the source

• Prompt user (default)

• Answer with an empty answer

• Use default answer

11 Select the Open in new window check box to have the target report/document
open in a new window. This allows the target and the source to be viewed
simultaneously.

12 Click OK to save changes and return to the document.



6
FORMATTING WIDGETS

You can format aspects of widgets such as colors, graph axes scaling, fonts, data markers,
and more. Different formatting options are available for each type of widget available for
dashboard-style documents. For example, you can format the type of cylinder that is
displayed in a Cylinder widget or the color of the bubbles in an Interactive Bubble Graph
widget.

For descriptions and examples of the different types of widgets, as well as instructions to
create them, see Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets.

To view and interact with widgets, make sure you have the appropriate version of
Adobe Flash Player. See theMicroStrategy Readme for the latest supported
versions.

Inherited formatting
By default, most widgets automatically inherit some of the formatting contained in their
underlying grid or graph report. For example, you can define the font colors and types to
display in the underlying graph report for a Time Series Slider widget. These formatting
options will be used to display the widget as well as the graph report. In order to have the
widget inherit underlying formatting from the grid or graph report on which it is based,
you may need to change the View Mode and Graph Type of the report. For specific
instructions to determine whether or not a widget inherits the underlying formatting, see
the appropriate steps to format the widget, listed below.

For details to format the underlying grid or graph reports that the widgets are based on,
click Help in the dialog box you are using to format the report, or see the Reports and
Graphing chapters of the Advanced Reporting Guide.

Formatting a widget
Each type of widget allows formatting specific to the type of widget. For example, you
can change the number format of the metric values in a Bubble Grid widget, Cylinder
widget, or Gauge widget. For an Interactive Stacked Graph widget, you can change the
font of the text that appears in the graph and the color of the check boxes on the left
side of the graph.

© 2017, MicroStrategy Inc. 321
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Use the appropriate link below to learn what formatting options are available for the
specific type of widget you are working with, and for steps to format the widget.

• Formatting a Bubble Grid widget, page 322

• Formatting a Cylinder widget, page 324

• Formatting a Data Cloud widget, page 325

• Formatting a Date Selection widget, page 327

▫ Formatting a Date Selection widget for a mobile device, page 329

• Formatting a Fish Eye Selector, page 329

• Formatting a Funnel widget, page 332

• Formatting a Gauge widget, page 334

• Formatting a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget, page 335

• Formatting a Heat Map widget, page 337

• Formatting an Image Layout widget, page 342

• Formatting an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 343

• Formatting an Interactive Stacked Graph widget, page 348

• Formatting a Media widget, page 349

• Formatting a Microcharts widget, page 351

• Formatting an RSS Reader widget, page 363

▫ Formatting an RSS Reader widget for a mobile device, page 367

• Formatting a Thermometer widget, page 367

• Formatting a Time Series Slider widget, page 368

• Formatting a Waterfall widget, page 370

• Formatting a Weighted List Viewer widget, page 373

Formatting options by widget type

Formatting a Bubble Grid widget
For an image of a Bubble Grid widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Bubble Grid widget, page 205.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Bubble Grid widget that you can format,
and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be
performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget
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has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For
steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different display modes, page 311. For steps to enable DHTML, see theMicroStrategy
Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Color used for the bubbles
representing the smallest metric
values (minimum color)

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Bubble Grid dialog box
opens.

2 From theMinimum Color palette, select a color for the smallest
metric values in the widget.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Color used for the bubbles
representing the largest metric values
(maximum color)

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Bubble Grid dialog box
opens.

2 From theMaximum Color palette, select a color for the largest
metric values in the widget.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Background color of the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Bubble Grid dialog box
opens.

2 From the Background Color palette, select a color for the
background of the widget.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Color of the borders of the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Bubble Grid dialog box
opens.

2 From the Border Color palette, select a color for the borders of
the widget.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

The color and font for the text in labels 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Bubble Grid dialog box
opens.

2 From the Labels Text Color palette, select a color for the text of
the labels.

3 From the Labels font drop-down list, select a font for the text of
the labels.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Whether the widget legend is
displayed or hidden

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Bubble Grid dialog box
opens.

2 Select or clear the Show Legend check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Maximum radius of the bubbles in the
widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Bubble Grid dialog box
opens.

2 Enter a number in theMaximum Radius field to determine the
radius of the largest bubble in the widget. All other bubbles are sized
relative to that bubble.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Cylinder widget
For an image of a Cylinder widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Cylinder widget, page 208.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Cylinder widget that you can format, and
describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode. For steps, see Determining the display modes users can choose to work
in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Colors and shading scheme for the cylinder 1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Cylinder dialog box opens.

2 From the Cylinder Type drop-down list, select a shading
scheme for the cylinder.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Numbers that appear at the bottom and top
of the cylinder (minimum and maximum)

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Cylinder dialog box opens.

2 From theMin Value andMax Value fields, type the
minimum and maximum values for the cylinder.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether or not to apply formatting
inherited from the widget’s underlying graph
report

The following formatting options can be
inherited from the widget's underlying graph
report:

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget, then point to
View Mode and selectGraph View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph. The Format:
Graph dialog box opens.

3 From theGraph type drop-down list, selectCylinder.

4 Format the widget’s underlying graph by selecting the
appropriate options in the dialog box. For details on each
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What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

• Font type, size, and color

• Legend formatting, including legend
position, legend background and border
color, and font used to display items in the
legend.

• Background and border color of the widget

option to format the widget’s underlying graph report, click
Help.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the widget.

6 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Cylinder dialog box opens.

7 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying graph
report, select the Inherit graph-grid formatting
check box.

To display the widget without inheriting formatting, clear
the Inherit graph-grid formatting check box.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Data Cloud widget
For an image of a Data Cloud widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Data Cloud widget, page 209.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Data Cloud widget that you can format,
and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be
performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget
has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For
steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Whether the attribute elements in the widget are sorted
alphabetically

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

2 To sort the attribute elements alphabetically,
select the Sort Alphabetically check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Alignment of the data cloud within the widget’s borders 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

2 SelectAlign Left,Align Right, or Justify
from the Alignment drop-down list.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define the equation used to determine the size of
attribute elements

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

2 SelectSquare Root, Logarithm, or
Linear from the Equationdrop-down list:

Square Root: Select this option to display
your data in abrupt increments. Selecting this
option is beneficial if you have large value
differences between each set of data in the
widget.

Logarithm: Select this option to display your
data in gradual, smoother increments.
Selecting this option is beneficial if you are
using percentage data that drops below 0%.

Linear: Select this option to display your data
as a weighted average. For example, if you
want to display the average sales data for each
month of the year, or the average profit for Q1
2007, this option is beneficial.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Font size of the smallest attribute element in the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

2 Select or type the font size (1-15) in the
Minimum Font Size (1-15) field.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes. The font size
of the smallest attribute element is changed;
all other attribute elements are sized
proportionally.

Colors in which the attribute elements are displayed 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

2 Specify colors from the Font Color 1 and
Font Color 2 palettes.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes. Attribute
elements in the Data Cloud widget alternate
between the two font colors displayed.
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Background color of the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

2 Specify a color from the Background Color
palette.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Border color of the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

2 Specify a color from the Border Color
palette.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether or not to apply additional formatting
inherited from the widget’s underlying grid report.

By default, a Data Cloud widget inherits the number
formatting from its underlying grid report in Editable
Mode. For example, if a dollar sign ($) is used in the
metric values in Editable Mode, a dollar sign is also
used in the metric values in the tooltips of the widget.

You can choose to inherit font formatting from the
widget’s grid report in addition to the number
formatting.

1 In Editable Mode, right-click the widget, then
point to View Mode and selectGrid View.

2 Right-click the widget, then selectProperties
and Formatting. The Properties and
Formatting dialog box opens.

3 Format the widget’s underlying grid by selecting
the appropriate options in the dialog box. For
details on each option to format the widget’s
underlying grid report, clickHelp.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to
the widget.

5 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Data Cloud dialog box
opens.

6 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s
underlying grid report, select the Inherit
grid formatting check box.

To apply only the number format from the
underlying grid report, clear the Inherit grid
formatting check box.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Date Selection widget
For an image of a Date Selection widget and steps to add one to a document, see
Creating a Date Selection widget, page 211.

(You can design a separate type of Date Selection widget to be displayed on a mobile
device; for more information, see theMobile Design and Administration Guide.)

The table below lists the different aspects of the Date Selection widget that you can
format. It also lists steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. These options are
applied only to Flash Mode. In other modes/views, how the widget displays is
determined by how it was created:
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• Date Selection widget created as a widget: It can be hidden or displayed as either a
grid or graph report, or as a placeholder. It is displayed using Flash in DHTML
interactive documents.

• Date Selection widget created as a selector: It is displayed using the DHTML style
and formatting.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode. For steps, see Determining the display modes users can choose to work
in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Background color of the calendar 1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Date Selection dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 Select aBackground color.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Border color of the calendar 1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Date Selection dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 Select aBorder color.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Color displayed when a user rolls over a date
on the calendar

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Date Selection dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 Select aHighlight color.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Color displayed when a user chooses a date on
the calendar

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Date Selection dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 Select a Selected color.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Day displayed as the first day of the week on
the calendar

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Date Selection dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 Select the First day of the week from the drop-down
list.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Highlight the current date on the calendar 1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Date Selection dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 Select or clear theHighlight today check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Set the font settings, including font color, size,
and style, of different areas on the calendar

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Date Selection dialog box opens.

2 Click the Fonts tab.

3 From the drop-down list, select a calendar area to format.
Each area can be formatted individually. The options
include:

Month + Year: The calendar header.

Day header: The names of the days.

Day number: The dates on the calendar.

4 To italicize text, select the Italic check box.

5 To bold text, select the Bold check box.

6 To format another calendar area, repeat the steps
above.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Date Selection widget for a mobile device
The Date Selection widget is available to be displayed on a mobile device with
MicroStrategy Mobile.

For steps to create and format a Date Selection widget for use on a mobile device, see the
Mobile Design and Administration Guide.

Formatting a Fish Eye Selector
For an image of a Fish Eye selector and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Fish Eye Selector, page 218.

A Fish Eye selector is displayed only in Flash Mode. In other modes/views, how the
selector displays is determined by how it was created:

• If the Fish Eye selector was created as a widget, it can be hidden or displayed as
either a Grid/Graph or a placeholder. For steps and examples, see Defining how a
widget is displayed in different views and modes, page 307.

• If the Fish Eye selector was created as a selector, it is displayed using the DHTML
style and formatting. For steps, see Defining a selector, page 107.

The table below provides formatting ideas and steps to format the Fish Eye selector
created as a widget.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the display modes users
can choose to work in, page 55.
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Display the list of data in the widget in
text or image form

1 In Flash Mode or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Fish Eye dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 Do one of the following:

To display the list of data appearing to the left of the Grid/Graph
in the widget as text, select Text from theMode drop-down list.

To display the list of data appearing to the left of the Grid/Graph
in the widget as images, select Image from theMode drop-
down list. Type the web address of the image in the Image URL
field.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Color of highlighted and selected
items in the selector

1 In Flash Mode or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Fish Eye dialog box opens.

2 Click theGeneral tab.

3 From theHighlight color palette, specify the color in which a
highlighted item is displayed when you hover the cursor over it.

4 From the Selected color palette, specify the color in which a
selected item is displayed.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Automatically determine the scale,
magnification speed, and item
spacing

1 In Flash Mode or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Fish Eye dialog box opens.

2 Click the Advanced tab.

3 Select the Auto check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

The scale of the items, or how large or
small the items in a selector can
become

1 In Flash Mode or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Fish Eye dialog box opens.

2 Click the Advanced tab.

3 Clear the Auto check box to ensure that you can manually adjust the
scaling. The scale is automatically determined if this check box is
selected.

4 Enter a value in theDefault scale field to specify the default size of
the items in the selector. By default, items are sized so that they can
all be displayed.

5 Enter a value in theMax scale field to specify the maximum size
that an item in the selector can become when you hover the cursor
over it. It is recommended that you use aMax scale of 0.65 for
selectors that contain approximately 20 items.

6 Enter a value in the Scale radius field to specify howmany items
adjacent to the item increase in size when you hover the cursor over
an item in the selector. This number includes the selected item.

7 Enter a number in the Scale slope field to specify the difference in
size between a selected item and the items directly adjacent to it.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Speed of the magnification effect for
items in the selector

1 In Flash Mode or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Fish Eye dialog box opens.

2 Click the Advanced tab.
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3 Clear the Auto check box to ensure that you can adjust the
Animation Speed option. The speed is automatically determined if
this check box is selected.

4 Enter a number in the Animation speed field to determine the
animation speed of the displayed data. A smaller Animation speed
results in smoother transitions between items. The minimum value is
.1 and the maximum value is 1. The default value is .3.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Space between the items in the
selector

1 In Flash Mode or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Fish Eye dialog box opens.

2 Click the Advanced tab.

3 Clear the Auto check box to ensure that you can adjust the spacing.
The spacing is automatically determined if this check box is selected.

4 In the Spacing field, enter the amount of pixels to display between
each item in the selector. The minimum value is 0 and the maximum
value is 50. The default value is 0.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Apply formatting inherited from the
widget’s underlying grid report

This widget automatically inherits
some of the formatting contained in
its underlying grid report. The following
formatting is inherited:

• Number and date formatting

• Font alignment and type

• Background color

1 In Editable Mode, right-click the widget, then point to View Mode
and selectGrid View.

2 Right-click the widget and selectProperties and Formatting.
The Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 Format the widget’s underlying grid by selecting the appropriate
options in the dialog box. For details on each option to format the
widget’s underlying grid report, clickHelp.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the widget.

Replacing the selector items of a Fish Eye Selector with images

The Fish Eye Selector can display a series of images from which analysts can choose.
These images can replace any attribute element, metric, or panel names in the selector.
When the user selects an image, any target panel stacks or Grid/Graphs are updated with
related data.

In the example below, the Fish Eye Selector on the left displays a collection of flags from
various countries. Each flag represents an attribute element from the Country attribute,
which is the attribute used to create the Fish Eye Selector. An analyst can select a flag to
see relevant data in the target Grid/Graph on the right.
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To view images related to a specific attribute element, metric, or panel, you must specify
its name when you specify the location of the image. In the example above, images of
countries are named the same as the elements of the Country attribute. You specify the
image when you format the Fish Eye Selector.

Formatting a Funnel widget
For an image of a Funnel widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Funnel widget, page 229.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Funnel widget that you can format, and
describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be performed in
Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget has been
defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For steps to
determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
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Determine whether the series labels are displayed

The Show series labels option displays what
each colored section represents, for example, a
customer region like Northeast.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties.
The Funnel dialog box opens.

2 Select or clear the Show series labels check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether labels are displayed inside or
outside the funnel

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties.
The Funnel dialog box opens.

2 Select the Show series labels check box.

3 SelectOutside or Inside from the Labels
Positiondrop-down list.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether the series values are displayed 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties.
The Funnel dialog box opens.

2 Select or clear the Show series values check
box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether the series values are displayed
inside or outside the funnel

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties.
The Funnel dialog box opens.

2 Select the Show series values check box.

3 SelectOutside or Inside from the Values
Positiondrop-down list.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Enable legend resize

Enabling legend resizing allows a user to change
the size of the legend area. If the widget has a lot
of items on it, a user might want to expand the
legend area so that he can read all of the text in
the legend.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties.
The Funnel dialog box opens.

2 Select or clear theResizeable Legend Area
check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine the minimum height for the funnel layer 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties.
The Funnel dialog box opens.

2 Enter the minimum height required in the Funnel
Layer Minimum Height field. The size of the
layers is representative and should not be
considered to be a strict representation of the
percent-to-total calculation of each layer.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether or not to apply formatting
inherited from the widget’s underlying graph report

The following formatting can be inherited from the
underlying graph:

• Font type and size

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget, then point
to View Mode and selectGraph View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph. The
Format: Graph dialog box opens.

3 From theGraph type drop-down list, select
Funnel.
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• Legend formatting, including legend position,
background and border color, and font used to
display legend items

• Fill colors used to display areas in the funnel

• Background and border color of the widget

4 Format the widget’s underlying graph by selecting the
appropriate options in the dialog box. For details on
each option to format the widget’s underlying graph
report, clickHelp.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the
widget.

6 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties.
The Funnel dialog box opens.

7 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying
graph report, select the Inherit graph
formatting check box.

To display the widget without inheriting formatting,
clear the Inherit graph formatting check box.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Gauge widget
For an image of a Gauge widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Gauge widget, page 231.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Gauge widget that you can format, and
describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be performed in
Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget has been
defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For steps to
determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Show or hide the value that the gauge
needle is pointing to

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Gauge dialog
box opens.

2 Select or clear the Show Data Labels check box to show or
hide the indicated value in the center of the Gauge widget. For
example, if the gauge needle points to $65,000, “$65,000” is
displayed in the center of the gauge.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Select the series color scheme 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Gauge dialog
box opens.

2 Select one of the color schemes from theDefault series
colorsdrop-down list.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the title 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Gauge dialog
box opens.

2 Select or clear the Show title check box to show or hide the
title. The title appears at the bottom of the gauge.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether or not to apply
formatting inherited from the widget’s
underlying graph report

The following formatting can be
inherited from the underlying graph:

• Font type and size

• Background and border color of the
widget

• The minimum and maximum values
that can be displayed in the widget

• The positioning of the minimum and
maximum values on the gauge

• The display style and color of the
gauge faceplate, gauge border, and
needle

• Legend formatting, including legend
position, legend background and
border color, and font used to display
items in the legend

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget, then point to View
Mode and selectGraph View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph. The Format: Graph
dialog box opens.

3 From theGraph type drop-down list, selectGauge.

4 Format the widget’s underlying graph by selecting the appropriate
options in the dialog box. For details on each option to format the
widget’s underlying graph report, clickHelp.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the widget.

6 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Gauge dialog
box opens.

7 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying graph report,
select the Inherit graph formatting check box.

To display the widget without inheriting formatting, clear the
Inherit graph formatting check box.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget
For an image of a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget and steps to add one to a document,
see Creating a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget, page 232.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget that
you can format, and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps
can be performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the
widget has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in
Web. For steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is
displayed in different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.
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Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Determine whether every area graph uses the same
scale and number interval on their Y-axes

This option makes all the grids and graphs appear to
have the same empty axis values. If you scroll over the
X-axis, you can see that the values are unique for each
object on the widget.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Graph Matrix dialog
box opens.

2 Select theUniform axisoption.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Add or remove horizontal reference lines for every area
graph

The red line provides the average for all graphs in the
same row; the black line provides the average for each
graph.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Graph Matrix dialog
box opens.

2 Select or clear theReference Line check
box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the axis labels on the area graphs 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Graph Matrix dialog
box opens.

2 Select or clear the Axis Labels check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Adjust how transparent or opaque the background of
the widget is

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Graph Matrix dialog
box opens.

2 From the Background Opacity drop-down
list, select a level of opacity. The higher the
percentage, the less transparent the
background is.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide a legend for the area graphs

The legend is displayed when you click one of the area
graphs to maximize the graph

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Graph Matrix dialog
box opens.

2 Select or clear the View Graph Legend in
Zoom View check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Determine whether to display all series as line graphs or
to display the values of the first metric as area graphs

The area graph shows the current values, allowing you
to see how values changed over time. The area graph
represents the values of the first metric on the
Grid/Graph that contains the widget.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Graph Matrix dialog
box opens.

2 Do one of the following:

To display the values of the first metric as
area graphs, clear the All Series as Line
Graphs check box.

To display all the series as line graphs, select
the All Series as Line Graphs check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether or not to apply formatting inherited
from the widget’s underlying graph report

The following formatting can be inherited from the
underlying graph:

• Font type, size, and color

• Number and date formatting

• The font used to display values on the axes

• The minimum and maximum values displayed in the
widget

• The interval between tick marks on the axes of the
graphs

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget,
then point to View Mode and selectGraph
View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph. The
Format: Graph dialog box opens.

3 From theGraph type drop-down list, select
Vertical Area.

4 Format the widget’s underlying graph by
selecting the appropriate options in the dialog
box. For details on each option to format the
widget’s underlying graph report, clickHelp.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to
the widget.

6 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Graph Matrix dialog
box opens.

7 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s
underlying graph report, select the Inherit
grid/graph formatting check box.

To display the widget without inheriting
formatting, clear the Inherit grid/graph
formatting check box.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Heat Map widget
For an image of a Heat Map widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Heat Map widget, page 412.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Heat Map widget that you can format,
and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be
performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget
has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For
steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.
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Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.
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Determine the attribute or metric used to color rectangles in the
widget

1 In Flash Mode or
Interactive Mode, right-
click the widget and select
Interactive.

2 In the Controls section, from
the Color drop-down list, do
one of the following:

To have the rectangles colored
based on the elements of an
attribute, point to Attribute,
then select the attribute.

To have the rectangles colored
based on the value of a metric,
point toMetric, then select
the metric.

Determine whether to show metric values

This option allows you to determine whether to display the metric
values - for example, revenue by state - in each section of the widget.
The widget is divided into sections by attributes. For example, you
add customer region, quarter, and revenue to the widget. The widget
will be divided into the customer region section first and then into
quarters within the customer regions. If you select the Show
metric values check box, you can display revenue values for each
quarter in each customer region.

1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On theDisplay tab, select or
clear the Show metric
values check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Display a legend for the heat map 1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On theDisplay tab, select the
Show Legend check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your
changes.
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Determine whether to allow attributes to be removed from the widget

Removed attributes can be restored when needed.

If the metric defining the size or color does not use SUM, do not allow
attributes to be removed from the widget.

1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On theDisplay tab, select or
clear theRemove
Attributes from
Template check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Determine whether to display labels in each rectangle 1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On theDisplay tab, select
one of the following options
from the Show Labelsdrop-
down list:

On: Labels are displayed in the
rectangles.

Off: Labels are not displayed in
the rectangles.

Proportional: Labels are
displayed in the rectangles, with
the size of each label reflecting
the size of the rectangle.
Rectangles that reflect positive
values are displayed with larger
labels than rectangles that
reflect negative values.

3 ClickOK to apply your
changes.
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Select the algorithm used to size and position the rectangles 1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On theDisplay tab, select
one of the following options
under Layout:

3 Keep readability, not
element order: Size the
rectangles in the widget to
make the data with them as
easy to read as possible.

4 Balance readability and
order: Size and position the
rectangles to make the data
within them as easy to read as
possible, while still attempting
to display them in the same
order in which theyappear in
the widget’s Grid/Graph.

5 Keep element order, not
readability: Position the
rectangles in the widget in the
same order in which they
appear in the widget’s
Grid/Graph.

6 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Select the color of the background 1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On the Format tab, select the
Background color for the
widget.

3 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Select the color of the borders 1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On the Format tab, select a
color for the borders of the
widget from the Border
Color palette.

3 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Select the color of the attribute headings 1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
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Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On the Format tab, select a
color for the headings from
theHeader Color palette.

3 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Enable scale boundaries

By default, the minimum and maximum range for the color slider is
determined automatically by the data in the widget. If the data
changes, the minimum and maximum can also change. You can
instead set the minimum and maximum range for a specific metric,
so that specific colors always represent specific metric values.
Outlying metric values use solid colors, rather than shaded colors.

1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 On theMetric Options tab,
select the metric from the
drop-down list.

3 Select the Scale
Boundaries check box.

4 Type theMinimum and
Maximum values in the
corresponding fields.

5 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Select the aggregation function for the widget

You can change the aggregation function used to calculate the size of
the larger areas in the widget. The value of this function is displayed
in a tooltip when the cursor hovers over an area.

1 In Flash Mode,
Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click
the widget and select
Properties. The HeatMap
dialog box opens.

2 Click theMetric Options
tab.

3 From the Aggregation
Functiondrop-down list,
select an aggregation function:

Sum

Average

Count

Maximum

Minimum

Geometric Average

4 ClickOK to apply your
changes.
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Apply formatting inherited from the widget’s underlying grid report

This widget automatically inherits the number and date formatting
from the underlying grid.

1 In Editable Mode, right-click
the widget, then point to View
Mode and selectGrid
View.

2 Right-click the widget, then
selectProperties and
Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box
opens.

3 Format the widget’s underlying
grid by selecting the
appropriate options in the
dialog box. For details on each
option to format the widget’s
underlying grid report, click
Help.

4 ClickOK to apply your
changes.

Formatting an Image Layout widget
For an image of an Image Layout widget and steps to add one to a document, see
Creating an Image Layout widget, page 240.

Once you have created an Image Layout widget, you can specify formatting options to
change the background image displayed in the widget, determine whether to display
areas or bubble markers on top of the image, and so on. Steps to format an Image Layout
widget are below.

Prerequisites

• The procedure below assumes that you have already created the widget that you
want to format.

To format an Image Layout widget

1 Open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Right-click the widget, then select Properties and Formatting. The Properties
and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 From the left, selectWidget, then click theWidget Properties icon. The Image
Layout dialog box opens.

4 You can determine whether the widget displays areas or bubble markers. From the
Display Mode drop-down list, select one of the following:
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The options available may vary depending on the type of display mode the
shape file supports. All display modes are available for shape files designed to
display areas. The Bubble display mode is available for shape files designed to
display bubble markers.

• To allow MicroStrategy to decide whether to show areas or bubble markers,
select Automatic. If no metrics are placed on the widget’s Grid/Graph, the
widget displays areas or bubbles based on whether the shape file displayed in the
widget is designed to display areas or bubble markers by default. Otherwise, the
widget is displayed with bubble markers. For details to define a shape file and
determine whether it displays areas or bubble markers by default, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

• To display areas, select Area.

• To display bubble markers, select Bubble.

5 You can select the shape file to use to display the widget. A shape file is an HTML file
that contains the image that you want to display in the widget, as well as the location
of each area or bubble marker you want to display on top of the image. Web provides
several default shape files for you to choose from, including a map of countries of the
world and a map of states in the United States. You can define your own shape file
for use in the widget, using the same steps as you would to customize an Image
Layout visualization. For steps, see theMicroStrategy Web Help.

6 From the Shape File drop-down list, select the name of the shape file you want to
use. If the attribute that contains each location to display in the widget has a geo
role, shape files with the same geo role will be displayed as options in the drop-down
list.

7 You can determine how bubble markers in the widget are sized. From the Type
drop-down list, select one of the following:

• To allow MicroStrategy to decide how to size the bubble markers, select
Automatic.

• To manually specify the maximum size of bubble markers in the widget, select
Manual. In the Value field, type the maximum size of the bubble markers as a
ratio between .01 and 1. For example, type 1 to display the largest bubble
markers at the maximum size at which the widget can display bubble markers.

8 From the Background Color palette, select the default background color to display
in the widget. To access additional colors, clickMore Colors.

9 From the Default Shape Color palette, select the default color in which to display
areas in the widget. To access additional colors, clickMore Colors.

10 Click OK to save your changes.

Formatting an Interactive Bubble Graph widget
For an image of an Interactive Bubble Graph widget and steps to add one to a document,
see Creating an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 247.
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The table below lists the different aspects of the Interactive Bubble Graph widget that
you can format, and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps
can be performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the
widget has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in
Web. For steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is
displayed in different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Assign colors to the bubbles based on either Series or
Category

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On theGeneral tab, select either Seriesor
Category from the Assign colors based
ondrop-down list.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine drilling behavior

If drilling is enabled, a user can click on a bubble in the
widget to drill down on that bubble’s data. This displays a
drilled-to (child) bubble with related data. To enable
drilling, you must also place a second attribute to the right
of the attribute in the rows. For details, see Creating an
Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 247.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On theDrilling tab, select or clear the
Enable drilling check box. If you are
enabling drilling, you must also fulfill
additional data requirements for this widget.
See Supporting drilling in an Interactive
Bubble Graph widget, page 248.

3 To determine whether a line appears
between a drilled bubble and its
corresponding drilled-to (child) bubble,
select or clear the Connect bubbles
when drilling check box. The line allows
you to better visualize which bubbles contain
related information.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Display the graph’s legend inside or outside the graph 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On theGeneral tab, select or clear the
Display legend outside of graph
check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Determine size of bubbles in reference to parent bubbles 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On the General tab, do one of the following:

Select theUse width (vs. area) to size
the bubbles check box to use the sum of
the diameters of the drilled-to (child) bubbles
as the diameter of the parent bubble.

Clear theUse width (vs. area) to size
the bubbles check box to use the area of
the child bubbles as the area of the parent
bubble.

3 You can also specify a maximum bubble size
in theMaximum bubble radius size
field.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to display bubbles with a rounded
effect

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On theGeneral tab, select or clear the
Apply Rounded Effect to Bubbles
check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Enable or disable time series animation 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On the Time Analysis tab, select or clear
the Enable time series analysis check
box. If time series analysis is enabled:

The user can control the time series
animation. To enable time series animation,
make sure there is a third attribute on the
rows of the widget’s Grid/Graph. For
information, see Creating an Interactive
Bubble Graph widget, page 247.

You can select or clear the Auto-Hide
time controls check box, to determine
whether the time series animation control
bar is automatically hidden from view unless
the cursor hovers over it.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Font formatting for the time series labels (the attribute
header)

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On the Time Analysis tab, select the Font
Family, Font Size, andColor. Some of
the optionsmaynot be visible; to view all
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options, use the scroll bar to scroll down.
These options are only available if the
Enable time seriesanalysis check box is
selected.

3 To bold the labels, select the Bold check
box.

4 To italicize the labels, select the Italic check
box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Color, opacity, and size of time series animation control 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 Click the Time Analysis tab.

3 The following options are available only if the
Enable time series analysis check box
is selected:

To format the background of the control:

Select a color from the Control
background color palette.

Select an opacity percentage from the
Control background opacity drop-
down list to determine how opaque the
background is. 100% is a solid color, 0% is
transparent.

To format the background of the Play button,
select colors from the Button
background colors palettes.

If you specify two different colors, they are
blended to create a gradient effect.

If you specify the same color, the button
background is displayed in a single color.

4 To format the background of the Play button
when the user hovers his cursor over the
button, select a color from the Control
highlight color palette.

5 From the Control size drop-down list,
specify the size of the time series animation
control.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Change selection on mouse over 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On the Selectors tab, you can change what
is displayed in the selectable area when you
hover the cursor over the area that you want
to see. To do this, select the Change
selection on mouse over option.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Allow the selection box (the lasso) to automatically
update the targeted Grid/Graphs and panel stacks, if the
widget is used as a selector

For example, when this option is enabled, an analyst can
drag a selection box around two brand bubbles in the
widget to automatically display those brands in the
targeted Grid/Graph.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 On the Selectors tab, selectTrigger
selector with lasso automatically.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

The widget must also be enabled to be
used as a selector. You must enable
attributes or attribute elements in the
Grid/Graph that contains the widget. For
details, see Using an Interactive Bubble
Graph widget as a selector, page 380.

Whether to display the widget in scatter plot mode

In scatter plot mode, each bubble in the widget is the
same size, and only two metrics are displayed: the X-axis
and Y-axis. You can define the radius of the bubbles in
the scatter plot, but it cannot be bigger than the
maximum radius.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Interactive Bubble
Graph dialog box opens.

2 Click the Scatter Mode tab.

3 Do one of the following:

To display the widget as a scatter plot, select
the Scatter Plot Mode Only check box.
Type the size of the scatter plot bubbles in
the Scatter Plot Bubble Radius field.
All bubbles in the widget are displayed in this
size.

To display the widget as a bubble graph, clear
the Scatter Plot Mode Only check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Enable or disable zooming and changing the metric
displayed on an axis in the widget

By default, an analyst can zoom in to a specific area of
the widget, or change which metrics are displayed on
which axis in the widget using the drop-down lists
displayed on each axis. You can enable or disable these
options.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget.

2 Do one of the following:

To enable zooming and changing the metric
displayed on an axis using the drop-down
lists, select Show Interactive
Controls.

To disable zooming and changing the metric
displayed on an axis using the drop-down
lists, select Hide Interactive Controls.

Apply formatting inherited from the widget’s underlying
graph report

The following formatting can be inherited from the
underlying graph:

• Number formatting

• Font type, size, and color

• Background and border color of the widget

• Legend formatting, including position, background,

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget,
point to View Mode, and selectGraph
View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph.
The Format: Graph dialog box opens.

3 Format the widget’s underlying graph by
selecting the appropriate options in the
dialog box. For details on each option to
format the widget’s underlying graph report,
clickHelp.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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and border color

• The maximum and minimum values that can be
displayed in the graph

• The interval between tick marks on the graph axes

Formatting an Interactive Stacked Graph widget
For an image of an Interactive Stacked Graph widget and steps to add one to a
document, see Creating an Interactive Stacked Graph widget, page 251.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Interactive Stacked Graph widget that
you can format, and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode. For steps, see Determining the display modes users can choose to work
in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Determine color of the area
graph’s series

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Interactive Stacked Graph dialog box opens.

2 From the Aggregate area series color palette, select a color for the
series.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine color of the line that
appears between different
series

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Interactive Stacked Graph dialog box opens.

2 From the Series line color palette, select a color for the line that
appears between different series when more than one attribute is selected
from the checklist on the left.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether the legend
or the graph is selectable

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Interactive Stacked Graph dialog box opens.

2 Select eitherGraph or Legend from the Selectable areadrop-down list.

3 If Graph is selected, select or clear the Change selection on mouse
over check box. If selected, the user can change what is displayed in the
selectable area when he hovers the cursor over the area that he wants to
see.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Determine whether to apply
formatting inherited from the
widget’s underlying graph report

The following formatting can be
inherited from the underlying
graph:

• Number formatting

• Font type, size, and color

• The maximum and
minimum values that can
be displayed in the graph

• The interval between tick
marks on the graph axes

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget, point to View Mode, and select
Graph View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph. The Format: Graph dialog box
opens.

3 Format the widget’s underlying graph by selecting the appropriate options in
the dialog box. For details on each option to format the widget’s underlying
graph report, clickHelp.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the widget.

5 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Interactive Stacked Graph dialog box opens.

6 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying graph, select the
Inherit graph formatting check box.

To display the widget without inheriting formatting, clear the Inherit
graph formatting check box.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Media widget
For an image of a Media widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Media widget, page 262.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Media widget that you can format, and
describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be performed in
Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget has been
defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For steps to
determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the
Widget

How to Format It

Determine the content
type that will display in
the widget

You can display video,
audio, web content
(Flash only), or images
(Flash only).

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Media dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 From the Content type drop-down list, specify the content type that will display in the
widget.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Define the text that is
displayed when an
analyst hovers the
cursor over the widget

This text can be used to
identify the media in the
widget.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Media dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 In the Tooltip Text field, type the text that you want to displaywhen users hover the
cursor over the widget.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Set the background
color of the widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Media dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Select a color from the Background color drop-down list.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to
display the widget
automatically or after
clicking a button

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Media dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Do one of the following:

Clear the Popup content when clicked check box to display the widget
immediately when the document is opened.

Select the Popup content when clicked check box to hide the widget and
display a button. The user can click the button to display the widget. From the
Display Content drop-down list, select whether the widget displays in a new
window or in the existing window:

Inline: The widget will be displayed in the document after the button is clicked.

New Window: The widget will be displayed in a new browser window after the
button is clicked.

Type the text to display on the button in the Button Text field.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to
display the Play button
in the widget

This option is for video
and audio content types
only.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Media dialog box opens.

2 Select the Play Frequency tab. This tab is available onlywhen the Content Type is
video or audio.

3 Select or clear the Show Play Button Control check box. If the Play button is not
displayed, the media cannot be controlled by the user.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to
play the feed data
automatically

This option is for video
and audio content types
only.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Media dialog box opens.

2 Select the Play Frequency tab. This tab is available onlywhen the Content Type is
video or audio.

3 Select the Auto Play on Start check box to have the media automatically being to
playwhen the document is opened.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to
play the feed data once
or loop it continuously

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Media dialog box opens.

2 Select the Play Frequency tab. This tab is available onlywhen the Content Type is
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This option is for video
and audio content types
only

video or audio.

3 Select either Play Once or Continuous Play from the drop-down list.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Microcharts widget
For an image of a Microcharts widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Microcharts widget, page 266.

A Microcharts widget is made up of several small types of graphs or charts. The bar,
sparkline, and bullet microcharts make up the Microcharts widget. You can format some
aspects of the entire Microcharts widget, and you can also format some aspects of each
type of microchart differently. The formatting options described below are grouped into
the following sections:

• Formatting a Microcharts widget, page 351

• Formatting bar microcharts, page 356

• Formatting sparkline microcharts, page 358

• Formatting bullet microcharts, page 360

Formatting a Microcharts widget

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Show or hide metrics for hidden graphs 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 Select or clear theDisplay metrics for hidden graphs check
box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Determine opacity of the widget’s
background

This option is available if the custom
theme is selected.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOpacity.

3 From the Background opacity drop-down list, select the level of
opacity. The higher the percentage, the less transparent the
background is.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Change how the rows of microcharts
are displayed, to Grid, Vertical Scroll, or
Ticker

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click theMode tab.

4 From theOperation mode drop-down list, choose a display
method from one of the following:

Grid: This is the default operation mode for a Microcharts
widget. In this mode, all the rows of microcharts are displayed at
the same time in a grid layout.

Vertical Scroll: In this mode, users can view each row of
microcharts as they automatically scroll from the top to the
bottom. Users can also manually navigate from one row to the
next using Previous and Next buttons on the right side of the
widget.

Ticker: In this mode, microcharts and supplemental text are
displayed in a scrolling ticker that moves from right to left. You
can add text next to each microchart to provide background
information or highlight a trend displayed in the microchart. This
text is displayed alongside the microcharts as they scroll
horizontally. This mode is not available if the widget is set up to
display in KPI List mode. For details, see Creating a Microcharts
widget, page 266.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define the number of metrics used to
calculate each row of microcharts in
KPI List mode

This option is only available if the
widget is designed to display in KPI List
mode. For details, see Creating a
Microcharts widget, page 266.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click theMode tab.

4 Type a number in theMetrics per KPI field.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the column headings 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click theMode tab.

4 Select or clear theHide column headers check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Show or hide the text columns 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click theMode tab.

4 Select or clear theHide text columns check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Lock or unlock the Microcharts layout

When the layout is locked, users
cannot move or sort columns in the
widget.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click theMode tab.

4 Select or clear the Lock layout check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the Previous and Next
buttons in Vertical Scroll mode

This option is available only if the
operation mode is set to Vertical Scroll.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Vertical Scroll tab.

4 Select or clear the Previous/Next buttons check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Set the scroll speed in Vertical Scroll
mode

This option is available only if the
operation mode is set to Vertical Scroll.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Vertical Scroll tab.

4 From theMotiondrop-down list, select a scroll speed from Slow,
Normal, and Fast.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Add a descriptive title to the widget in
ticker mode

This option is only available if the
operation mode is set to Ticker.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Ticker tab.

4 Type the widget title in the Title field.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the Previous and Next
buttons in Ticker mode

This option is only available if the
operation mode is set to Ticker.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Ticker tab.

4 Select or clear the Previous/Next buttons check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Display detail view when a ticker is
clicked in Ticker mode

This option is only available if the
operation mode is set to Ticker.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Ticker tab.

4 Select or clear the Enable detail view check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Set the scroll speed in Ticker mode

This option is only available if the
operation mode is set to Ticker.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Ticker tab.

4 In theMotiondrop-down list, select a scroll speed from Slow,
Normal, and Fast.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define the text displayed for the
tickers in Ticker mode

This option is only available if the
operation mode is set to Ticker.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Ticker tab.

4 Type a value to be displayed when the ticker is below its target
value, in the Ticker 1(M3 < M7) field.

5 Type a value to be displayed when the ticker is above its target
value, in the Ticker 2(M3 >= M7) field.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Adjust the color of tickers displayed in
Ticker mode

This option is only available if the
operation mode is set to Ticker.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Click the Ticker tab.

4 From the Ticker 1 color and Ticker 2 color palettes, select
a color for Ticker 1 and Ticker 2.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether widget rows are
shown in a tree display

With a tree, rows are displayed in
groups that can be collapsed and
expanded.

This option is available only if the
operation mode is set to Grid. This
option is not available in KPI List
mode.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Select the Tree display check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Set the aggregation function in the tree
display

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.
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This function determines how the
totals for the groups within the tree
display are calculated. For example, if
a group consists of several regions, the
user can view the average of metric
values taken across all the regions in
the group.

This option is available only if the
Tree display check box is selected.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 From the Aggregation functiondrop-down list, select one of the
following:

Sum

Average

Count

Max

Min

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Display only a single metric column in
the widget when it is displayed on the
iPad or Android tablet

Users can tap the metric column on
the iPad or Android tablet to toggle the
metric displayed in the widget. This
option is available only for widgets
displayed in KPI List mode or Grid
mode on the iPad or Android Tablet.
For details, see Creating a
Microcharts widget, page 266.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectMode.

3 Select the Enable smooth scroll mode for metrics
(mobile only) check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to apply formatting
inherited from the widget’s underlying
grid

The following formatting can be
inherited from the underlying grid:

• Number and date formatting

• Font type, alignment, and color

• Background and border color of
row axis heading

• The color used to highlight items
selected in the widget

1 In Editable Mode, right-click the widget, then point to View Mode
and selectGrid View.

2 Right-click the widget, then selectProperties and Formatting.
The Properties and Formatting dialog box opens.

3 Format the widget’s underlying grid by selecting the appropriate
options to format the row axis headers and values in the Properties
and Formatting dialog box. For details on each formatting option,
clickHelp.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the widget.

5 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

6 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

7 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying grid, select the
Inherit grid formatting check box.

To display the widget without inheriting formatting, clear the
Inherit grid formatting check box.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Determine the color used to highlight
items selected in the widget

Notes:

• The widget must be configured as a
selector in order for users to
choose items in the widget. For
steps, see Using a Microcharts
widget as a selector, page 384.

• You must apply formatting
inherited from the widget’s
underlying grid, as described in the
steps above.

• To display the selection color on a
mobile device, you must display
the widget using the Custom
display theme, as described below.

1 In Design or Editable Mode, right-click the widget's Grid/Graph, then
selectProperties and Formatting. The Properties and
Formatting dialog box opens.

2 From the left under Format, clickColor and Lines.

3 From the Selection Color drop-down list, select the color to use
to highlight items.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine the display theme to use to
display the Microcharts widget on an
iOS or Android device

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 From the Choose Theme drop-down list, select a color theme to
use to display the widget, as follows:

To display the widget using a light-colored theme, select Light
(default).

To display the widget using a dark-colored theme, select Dark.

To display the widget using custom color options that you define,
select Custom. The colors that you select for the widget in the
Microcharts dialog box will be used to display the widget on a
mobile device.

Formatting bar microcharts

The table below lists the different aspects of the Media widget that you can format, and
describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be performed in
Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget has been
defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For steps to
determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.
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• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.
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Show or hide the bar microcharts in
the widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bar tab.

4 Select or clear the Show bar graph check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the minimum and
maximum values for the bar
microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bar tab.

4 Select or clear theMin/max legend check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the reference line 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bar tab.

4 Select or clear theReference line check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide tooltips 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bar tab.

4 Select or clear the Show Tooltips check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Adjust the color of the bars (series) in
the bar microcharts

These options are available if the
custom theme is selected.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectColors.

3 Click the Bar tab.

4 From the Positive valuespalette, select a color for the positive
bars.

5 From theNegative valuespalette, select a color for the negative
bars.

6 From theReference Line palette, select a color for the reference
line.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Add a descriptive column header
name above the bar microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts dialog box
opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectLabels.

3 Click the Bar tab.

4 In theHeader field, type a descriptive name for the column heading
that is displayed above the bar charts.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting sparkline microcharts

The table below lists the different aspects of the Media widget that you can format, and
describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be performed in
Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget has been
defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For steps to
determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Show or hide the sparkline microcharts in
the widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 Select or clear the Show sparkline graph check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Show or hide the markers on the line
graph in the sparkline microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 To show or hide all of the markers between the first and last
markers, select or clear the All points check box.

5 To show or hide the first and lastmarkers on the line graph,
select or clear the End points check box. If All points is
selected above, this option is not available.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the horizontal reference line
or sparkline background (reference area)

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 Select or clear theReference line check box to show or hide
the reference line.

5 Select or clear theReference area check box to show or hide
the reference area background.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the metric column and
values associated with the sparkline
microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 Select or clear the Associated metric check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide tooltips 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 Select or clear the Show Tooltips check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Select series line, reference line, and
reference area (background) colors

These options are available if the custom
theme is selected.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectColors.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 Select a color from the Series line, theReference line, and
theReference areapalettes.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Add a descriptive column heading name
above the sparkline microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.
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2 From the drop-down list, selectLabels.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 Type a name in theHeader field. This text displays above the
sparkline microcharts.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Add a descriptive heading name for the
metric column associated with the
sparkline microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The Microcharts
dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectLabels.

3 Click the Sparkline tab.

4 Type a name or value in the Associated metric field. This text
displays above the metric column.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

6 The heading name is only displayed when the Associated
metric check box is selected from the Sparkline tab in the
Optionsmenu.

Formatting bullet microcharts

The table below lists the different aspects of the Media widget that you can format, and
describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be performed in
Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget has been
defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For steps to
determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Show or hide the bullet microcharts in the
widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Select or clear the Show bullet graph check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Show or hide the vertical reference line or
color bands

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Select or clear theReference line check box.

5 Select or clear theReference bands check box to show or
hide color bands.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide a legend for the bullet
microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Select or clear the Band legend check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the metric column and values
associated with the bullet microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Select or clear the Associated metric check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether the bullet microchart is
displayed from left to right or right to left
(inverted)

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Select or clear the Invert graph axis check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide tooltips 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Select or clear the Show Tooltips check box.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define a minimum scale-setting value

Bullet graphs with performance bars below
the minimum value will not be displayed in
the widget.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectOptions.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Type a value in theMinimum Value field.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Adjust the color of the performance bar

These options are available if the custom
theme is selected.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectColors.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 From the Positive valuespalette, select a color for the
positive parts of the performance bar.

5 From theNegative valuespalette, select a color for the
negative parts of the performance bar.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Adjust the color of the vertical target line

These option is available if the custom
theme is selected.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectColors.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 From theReference line palette, select a color for the
vertical target line.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Adjust the color of the reference bands

These options are available if the custom
theme is selected.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectColors.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 From the Band 1,Band 2, andBand 3 palettes, select a
color for each reference band, from left to right.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Add a descriptive column heading name
above the bullet microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectLabels.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 In theHeader field, type a descriptive name for the column
heading above the bullet charts.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Add a descriptive heading name for the
metric column associated with the bullet
microcharts

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectLabels.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 Type a name in the Associated metric field. This text
displays above the metric column.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

6 The heading name is only displayed when the Associated
metric check box is selected from the Bullet tab in the
Optionsmenu.

Add descriptive names to the legend that 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode,
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describes the different reference band
colors

right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
Microcharts dialog box opens.

2 From the drop-down list, selectLabels.

3 Click the Bullet tab.

4 In the Band 1,Band 2, andBand 3 fields, type a
descriptive name for each reference band name displayed
on the legend, from left to right.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting an RSS Reader widget
For an image of an RSS Reader widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating
an RSS Reader widget, page 278.

(You can design a separate type of RSS Reader widget to be displayed on a mobile device;
for more information, see theMobile Design and Administration Guide.)

The table below lists the different aspects of the RSS Reader widget that you can format,
and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be
performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget
has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For
steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Add a title to the RSS news feed 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Type a title in theRSS reader title field. This title
appears in the top right of the widget.

4 To format the color of the title, select a color from the
RSS reader title color palette.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Define the web address of the RSS content
displayed in the widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Type the web address of the RSS content in theDefault
RSS Field.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine the frequency with which the widget
refreshes its content

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Type the refresh frequency in seconds in theDefault
refresh frequency (Sec) field.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine the number of RSS feed items to
show on one page of the widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Type the number of items in the Items shown at a
time field.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Open the entire article in a new window when
an RSS item is clicked in the widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Select theOpen full article when clicked check
box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Allow the widget to display RSS content that is
located on a different web domain than the
one used for MicroStrategy Web

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Select theUse Proxy check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Choose the background color of the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Choose a color from the Background color palette.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Choose the border color of the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theGeneral tab.

3 Choose a color from the Border Color palette.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Specify the area occupied by the news items 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Items tab.

3 From the drop-down list, selectGeneral.

4 In the Percentage height occupied by the news
items list field, specify howmuch of the total area the list
of news items should occupy.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether news items scroll
automatically, how fast, and in what direction

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Items tab.

3 From the drop-down list, selectGeneral.

4 To allow news items to scroll automatically, select the
Auto Scroll News Item List check box.

5 From the Auto Scroll Directiondrop-down list,
specify the direction in which news items automatically
scroll by selectingUp orDown.

6 From the Auto Scroll Speed (Sec) drop-down list,
specify the speed in seconds at which the news items
scroll.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine the font and font size of news
items

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Items tab.

3 From the drop-down list, selectFonts.

4 From the Font Type and Font Size drop-down lists,
select a font and size, respectively.

5 Select the Italic andBold check boxes to display the
text in italics and bold, respectively.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Choose the color of news items 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Items tab.

3 From the drop-down list, selectColors.

4 To display the news items with alternating colors, select
the Alternating color for news items check box.

5 From the drop-down list, specifywhether to format the
Background,Rollover background, Font, or
Rollover font.

6 Once you select an aspect of the news items to format,
from the color palettes, select the two colors in which to
display the news items.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine how news articles that have been
read are displayed

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Items tab.

3 From the drop-down list, selectRead Articles.

4 To ensure that news articles that have been read are
displayed in a separate color, select theMark as read
check box.

5 From the color palettes, select the color in which to display
all articles that have been read.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Format the font of the news details section 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Detail tab.

3 From the Font Type and Font Size drop-down lists,
select a font and font size.

4 From the Font color palette, select a font color.

5 You can also select the Italic andBold check boxes to
display the text in italics and bold, respectively.

6 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Choose the background color of the news
details section

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Detail tab.

3 From the Background color drop-down list, select a
color for the background of the news details section.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Determine whether the details of the first
news item are displayed by default

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Detail tab.

3 To display the details of the first news item when the
widget is initially opened, select the Show the first
item by default check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether the time and date of a
news item are displayed when you hover the
cursor over it

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express
Mode, right-click the widget and selectProperties. The
RSS Reader dialog box opens.

2 Select theNews Detail tab.

3 To determine whether the time and date of a news item
are displayed when you hover the cursor over it, select
theUpdate item detail on rollover check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting an RSS Reader widget for a mobile device
The RSS Reader widget is available to be displayed on a mobile device with MicroStrategy
Mobile.

For steps to create and format an RSS Reader widget for a mobile device, see theMobile
Design and Administration Guide.

Formatting a Thermometer widget
For an image of a Thermometer widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating
a Thermometer widget, page 298.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Thermometer widget that you can
format, and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode. For steps, see Determining the display modes users can choose to work
in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Determine the colors and shading scheme
of the thermometer

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Thermometer dialog box opens.

2 From the Thermometer Type drop-down list, select a
shading scheme for the thermometer.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Determine the numbers that appear at the
bottom and top of the thermometer (the
minimum and maximum values)

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Thermometer dialog box opens.

2 In theMin Value andMax Value fields, type the minimum
and maximum values for the thermometer.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to apply formatting
inherited from the widget’s underlying graph
report

The following formatting can be inherited
from the underlying graph:

• Number and date formatting

• Font type, size, and color

• Background and border color of the
widget

• Legend formatting, including position,
background color, border color, and font

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget, point to View
Mode, and selectGraph View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph. The Format: Graph
dialog box opens.

3 From theGraph type drop-down list, selectVertical Bar.

4 Format the widget’s underlying graph by selecting the
appropriate options in the dialog box. For details on each
option to format the widget’s underlying graph report, click
Help.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the widget.

6 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Thermometer dialog box opens.

7 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying graph,
select the Inherit grid-graph formatting check box.

To display the widget without inheriting formatting, clear
the Inherit grid-graph formatting check box.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Time Series Slider widget
For an image of a Time Series Slider widget and steps to add one to a document, see
Creating a Time Series Slider widget, page 402.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Time Series Slider widget that you can
format, and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode. For steps, see Determining the display modes users can choose to work
in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Display the graph legend inside or outside the graph 1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select or clear theDisplay legend outside
of graph check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.
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Maintain height of the Y-axis or have it resize
automatically

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select or clear the Enable fixed Y-axis
check box.

If this check box is selected, the Y-axis of the
primary graph remains at a fixed height
regardless of the data or any changes to the
data.

If this check box is cleared, the Y-axis
automatically resizes based on the data that is
displayed.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

View only a subset of the dataset on the graph

Enable this option only if you are working with datasets
in which removing data points will not affect the overall
meaning of the graph.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select the Enable Data Sampling check
box.

If this check box is selected, an equally
dispersed set of X-axis values are displayed on
the graph to give you an overall impression
about the graph’s values.

3 In theData Sampling Maximum
Window Size, type the maximum number of
values to display in the data sampling.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Display all series as line graphs

By default, the first series in the graph is displayed as
an area graph. You can choose to display this series as
a line graph.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Select the All series as line graphs check
box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define the slider position

The slider can be given a default position, or return to
the same position it was in when the document was
last saved.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Do one of the following:

To save the slider position, select the Save
Slider Position option. When this document
is saved and re-executed, the most recent
slider position is used to determine what range
is displayed.

To set a default slider position, select the Set
Default Slider Position option. Then
choose one of the following:

Select Entire Available Range to display
the entire graph.

Select Last Points in the Range and type
a number in the field to specify the total
number of data points to display, starting from
the last point in the graph. For example, type 5
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in the field to display the last five data points
in the graph.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Define the slider or primary graph as a selector

You can use either the slider or the primary graph
portion of the Time Series Slider widget as a selector,
which will update a target Grid/Graph on the
dashboard-style document when the user clicks the
selector. For details, see Using a Time Series Slider
widget as a selector, page 385.

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and
selectProperties. The Time Series Slider
dialog box opens.

2 Do one of the following:

To use the slider as the selector, select Slider
from the Selectable Area drop-down list.

To use the primary graph as the selector,
select Primary Graph from the
Selectable Area drop-down list. To update
the target with a mouseover rather than a click,
select the Change selection on mouse
over option.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Waterfall widget
For an image of a Waterfall widget and steps to add one to a document, see Creating a
Waterfall widget, page 302.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Waterfall widget that you can format,
and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can be
performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the widget
has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in Web. For
steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is displayed in
different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Determine colors and shadow effects
for the increments and decrements
bars

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click the Color tab.

3 Select the Apply Increment/Decrement Color check box.

4 Select a color for the increments bars from the Increments Base
Color drop-down list.

5 Select a color for the decrements bars from theDecrements
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Base Color drop-down list.

6 Select or clear the Apply Shadow Effect on Bars check box.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.

The first increment/decrement series uses the base color,
and subsequent series are colored in a shade of the base
color. If the base color is dark, additional series use lighter
shades; if the base color is light, additional series use darker
shades.

Determine border color 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 On the Color tab, select a color from the Border color palette.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether increments and
decrements are calculated by the
widget or based on the metrics

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theData tab.

3 Do one of the following:

If the data contains the amounts of increase or decrease per
period, select the Increments/Decrements Provided
check box to display the increment or decrement data. To use
this setting, the widget should contain metrics on the rows and
attributes on the columns, which allows you to place the metrics
along the X-axis in a specified order. This displays the increment
and decrement bars in the order specified.

To have the widget calculate the increments or decrements, clear
the Increments/Decrements Provided check box. To use
this setting, the widget should contain metrics in the columns
and attributes in the rows. The metrics should depict the total
value of each unit of time.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether the final bar
(located on the far right of the widget)
is calculated by the widget or provided
by the Grid/Graph data

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theData tab.

3 Do one of the following:

If the data contains the information for the final bar, select the
Final Bar Provided check box.

If you want the widget to calculate the final bar, clear the Final
Bar Provided check box. You can also define a name for the
final bar (see below).

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Provide a label or name for the final
bar

The name is used as a label for the
bar on the far right of the widget. By

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theData tab.

3 Specify the label text in the Text for Last Entry field.
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default, it is named Final. This option
is available only if the final bar is
calculated by the widget (see above).

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether lines connecting
adjacent bars of the same series are
displayed

This option is available only if the
widget contains a single series.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theData tab.

3 Select or clear the Add Connecting Lines check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to show additional
series in tooltips

This option is available only if the
Grid/Graph contains attributes and
metrics on different axes.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theData tab.

3 Select or clear the Show Additional Series in Tooltip check
box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to display X-axis
labels on a single line or on staggered
lines

Staggering labels allows all labels to
be visible if they do not all fit below
the widget when in a single line.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theData tab.

3 Do one of the following:

To stagger X-axis labels if all the labels do not fit below the
widget, select the Stagger But Do Not Drop X-Axis
Labels check box. All labels are displayed; none are removed
from the widget.

To display the labels on a single line, clear the Stagger But Do
Not Drop X-Axis Labels check box. Labels that do not fit are
not displayed.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether horizontal target
lines are displayed in the widget, and
the number of target lines to display

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theWhat-if tab.

3 Do one of the following:

To hide the target lines, select 0 in theNumber of Target
Lines field.

To display horizontal target lines, select the number of lines in
theNumber of Target Lines field.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

5 If target lines are displayed, you can move the target lines up and
down in the widget.
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Determine whether “what-if” analysis
is enabled

“What-if” analysis allows users to
modify the size of bars using bar
handlers. Increasing or decreasing the
size of a bar affects the values in the
widget. A user can also review the
history of his changes to the bar size,
and reset the bars to their original
values.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theWhat-if tab.

3 Select or clear the Enable What-if Analysis check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

5 Use the steps below to enable bar handlers so users can modify the
size of bars to perform a what-if analysis.

Determine whether bar handlers are
displayed

Bar handlers enable users to perform
“what-if” analysis with the widget. If
bar handlers are hidden, a user can
display them by pointing to a bar.

This option is available only if “what-if”
analysis is enabled.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

2 Click theWhat-if tab.

3 Select or clear the Show Bar Handlers check box.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to apply formatting
inherited from the widget’s underlying
graph report

The following formatting can be
inherited from the underlying graph:

• Number formatting

• Font type and color

• Background and border color of
the widget

• Legend formatting, including
background color, border color,
and font used to display items in
the legend

• Whether the y-axis always includes
a value of zero

1 InEditable Mode, right-click the widget, point to View Mode,
and selectGraph View.

2 From the Formatmenu, selectGraph. The Format: Graph dialog
box opens.

3 From theGraph type drop-down list, selectVertical Bar.

4 Format the widget’s underlying graph by selecting the appropriate
options in the dialog box. For details on each option to format the
widget’s underlying graph report, clickHelp.

5 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the widget.

6 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode, right-
click the widget and selectProperties. The Waterfall dialog box
opens.

7 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying graph, select
the Inherit graph formatting check box.

To display the widget without inheriting formatting, clear the
Inherit graph formatting check box.

8 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Formatting a Weighted List Viewer widget
For an image of a Weighted List Viewer widget and steps to add one to a document, see
Creating a Weighted List Viewer widget, page 305.

The table below lists the different aspects of the Weighted List Viewer widget that you
can format, and describes the steps to format them in MicroStrategy Web. The steps can
be performed in Flash Mode. They can also be performed in Interactive Mode if the
widget has been defined to display as a widget in DHTML, and DHTML is enabled in
Web. For steps to determine how the widget is displayed, see Defining how a widget is
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displayed in different views and modes, page 307. For steps to enable DHTML, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

Prerequisite

• The following procedures assume that you have enabled viewing the document in
Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or Express Mode. For steps, see Determining the
display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

What to Format in the Widget How to Format It

Determine the band colors in the widget

These bands appear in the stacked bar chart on the
left side of the widget and in the grid on the right side.
Each color corresponds to good, neutral, or bad
performance

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Weighted List Viewer dialog box
opens.

2 Choose colors from the Band 1,Band 2, and
Band 3 color palettes. If only two color bands
are enabled, then Band 2 is not available.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether two or three color bands are
displayed

When only two bands are displayed, the colors of
Band 1 and Band 3 are used to display the two bands
in the widget.

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Weighted List Viewer dialog box
opens.

2 Select or clear theUse only two bands check
box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Show or hide the lines on the stacked graph on the
left side of the widget

1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Weighted List Viewer dialog box
opens.

2 Select or clear theGraph gridlines check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Apply a glass-like effect to the widget 1 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Weighted List Viewer dialog box
opens.

2 Select or clear theGlass effect check box.

3 ClickOK to apply your changes.

Determine whether to apply formatting inherited from
the widget’s underlying grid report

The following formatting can be inherited from the
underlying grid:

• Number formatting

• Font type and color

• Background and border color of the widget

• Legend formatting, including background color,
border color, and font used to display items in the
legend

1 In Editable Mode, right-click the widget, then point
to View Mode and selectGrid View.

2 Right-click the widget, then selectProperties
and Formatting. The Properties and
Formatting dialog box opens.

3 Format the widget’s underlying grid by selecting
the appropriate options in the dialog box. For
details on each option to format the widget’s
underlying grid report, clickHelp.

4 ClickOK to apply your changes and return to the
widget.

5 In Flash Mode, Interactive Mode, or
Express Mode, right-click the widget and select
Properties. The Weighted List Viewer dialog box
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opens.

6 Do one of the following:

To apply formatting from the widget’s underlying
grid, select the Inherit grid formatting
check box.

To display the widget without inheriting
formatting, clear the Inherit grid
formatting check box.

7 ClickOK to apply your changes.



7
VIEWING DATA RELATED TO
WIDGETS: USING WIDGETS
AS SELECTORS

When a user clicks an element in a widget, data related to that element can be
automatically displayed in other grid and graph reports on the dashboard-style
document. To enable this, you make the widget a selector, and the grid or graph report a
target. When the user clicks the selector, all targets automatically display data related to
what the user clicked. For example, clicking a bubble for the Southeast region in an
Interactive Bubble Graph widget automatically updates all target grid and graph reports
and panel stacks on the same dashboard-style document, which now display Southeast
data.

Widgets that can be designated as selectors are described in this chapter, along with how
users interact with them when they are designated as a selector. This chapter also
contains steps to designate a widget as a selector in a dashboard-style document. For
basic descriptions and images of the different types of widgets, as well as steps to create
the widget, see Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets. For an
introduction to selectors, see Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

To view and interact with widgets, you must have a supported version of Flash
Player. See theMicroStrategy Readme for a list of supported versions.

For details on using other objects in a dashboard-style document as a selector, such as an
attribute, metric, custom group, or consolidation, see Using Grid/Graphs as selectors to
control other Grid/Graphs, page 186.

Using widgets as selectors
You can use report objects on the widget's template as selectors. This allows a user to
select which elements to display in other grid and graph reports and panel stacks in the
dashboard-style document. The widget is used as a selector targeting a grid or graph
report or panel stack.

For an introduction to all types of selectors, including examples, see Chapter 4,
Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

© 2017, MicroStrategy Inc. 376
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You can create selectors from the following widgets:

• Bubble Grid, click here

• Data Cloud, click here

• Graph Matrix (deprecated), click here

• Heat Map, click here

• Image Map, click here

• Interactive Bubble Graph, click here

• Interactive Stacked Graph, click here

• Map, click here

• Microcharts, click here

• Network, click here

• Time Series Slider, click here

• Waterfall, click here

• Weighted List Viewer, click here

For steps to designate a widget to be used as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a
selector, page 388.

Using a Bubble Grid widget as a selector
You can enable the bubbles of a Bubble Grid widget as selectors, so that clicking a bubble
displays data related to it in all target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the dashboard-
style document.

For example, an attribute in the widget is enabled as a selector. The elements of that
attribute are displayed as bubbles in the widget. An analyst can click a bubble to update
target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the dashboard-style document.

You can also enable the data labels along the X and Y axes of a Bubble Grid widget as
selectors.

To create a Bubble Grid widget, see Creating a Bubble Grid widget, page 205. For steps
to enable a Bubble Grid widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector,
page 388.

Using a Data Cloud widget as a selector
The attribute elements displayed in a Data Cloud widget can be defined as selectors.
Users can click attribute elements within the widget (in Flash or Interactive modes) to
display related data in targeted grid and graph reports and panel stacks in the dashboard-
style document.
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If an attribute element has been designated to be used as a selector, the cursor changes
to a hand pointer. For example, if the Region attribute is defined as a selector, the
elements Northeast and Southeast can be used as selectors.

To create a Data Cloud widget, see Creating a Data Cloud widget, page 209. For steps to
enable a Data Cloud widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector, page
388.

Using a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget as a selector
A Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget consists of several attributes and elements in its
column and row headers, and corresponding graphs at the intersection of those objects.
You can enable these attributes, elements, graphs, and attribute names displayed in
column headers as selectors. This allows an analyst to select an attribute, an attribute
element, or a graph, and then view specific data related to it in grid and graphs in the
dashboard-style document. An analyst can also view data related to elements from
different attributes simultaneously by clicking those elements.

The following scenarios describe how Graph Matrix (deprecated) widgets can be used as
selectors:

• When you hover the cursor over an attribute name or attribute element that is
enabled as a selector, the attribute name or element becomes a hyperlink. If you
select the attribute name or element, all target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks display
data related to it.

For example, the Electronics category and Southeast region are selected in the Graph
Matrix (deprecated) widget below. Therefore, data related to the Southeast region
and Electronics category is displayed in the target Grid/Graph on the right.

You cannot select multiple elements from the same attribute. If you select an
attribute name from the headers, all corresponding attribute element
selections are cleared. For example, if you select Category in the widget above,
the Electronics category is no longer highlighted and data for all categories is
displayed in the target Grid/Graph on the right.

The Category and Region attributes in the Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget can be
used as selectors because they are enabled as selectors in Editable Mode, as shown
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below. Notice that all categories and regions are hyperlinked because they are
enabled as selectors.

• When you hover the cursor over a graph in the widget, the cursor is displayed as a
hand pointer to indicate that the graph is a selector. If you click the graph, the two
corresponding attribute elements in the headers are automatically selected.
Therefore, all target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks display data related to those two
elements. For example, if you select the graph at the intersection of the Mid-Atlantic
region and Electronics product category, all data for Electronics sales in the Mid-
Atlantic region is displayed.

• When you hover the cursor over a graph and click a specific data point in the graph,
all data related to that data point is displayed in all target Grid/Graphs and panel
stacks only if the time-based attribute on the Grid/Graph that contains the widget is
enabled as a selector. You can also perform this task after maximizing a graph.

To create a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget, see Creating a Graph Matrix (deprecated)
widget, page 232. For steps to enable a Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget as a selector,
see Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.

Using a Heat Map widget as a selector
Report objects in a Heat Map widget can be defined as selectors, as described in Creating
the widget used as a selector, page 388. In Flash Mode or Interactive Mode, users can
interact with the widget to control targeted Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the
dashboard-style document.

You can use any related area headers or rectangles in the widget as selectors. A user can
hover over and select a header or rectangle in the widget to display related data in target
Grid/Graphs and panel stacks. If a rectangle or header can be used as a selector, the
cursor changes to a hand pointer. For example, if the Category attribute is defined as a
selector, the Category header can be used as a selector. If an additional attribute such as
Region is also enabled as a selector, individual rectangles can be used as selectors. All
data in target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks is updated after a user selects the header or
rectangle.

To create a Heat Map widget, see Creating a Heat Map widget, page 412. To use a Heat
Map widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.
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Using an Image Layout widget as a selector
Report objects in an Image Layout widget can be defined as selectors, as described in
Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388. In Flash Mode, Express Mode, or
Interactive Mode, users can interact with the widget to control targeted Grid/Graphs and
panel stacks in the dashboard-style document.

You can use areas or bubble markers in the widget as selectors. A user can select an area
or bubble marker in the widget to display related data in target Grid/Graphs and panel
stacks. For example, if several customer regions are displayed in an Image Layout widget,
you can allow users to select a region to update the data displayed in a grid in the
document.

To create an Image Layout widget, see Creating an Image Layout widget, page 240. To
use an Image Layout widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector,
page 388.

Using an Interactive Bubble Graph widget as a selector
Report objects in an Interactive Bubble Graph widget can be defined as selectors, as
described in Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388. In Flash Mode or
Interactive Mode, users can interact with the widget to control targeted Grid/Graphs and
panel stacks in the dashboard-style document.

The following parts of an Interactive Bubble Graph widget can be used as selectors to
display data in Grid/Graphs and panel stacks:

• The bubbles in the widget can be used as selectors if their corresponding attributes
are enabled as selectors in the Grid/Graph that contains the widget.

For example, in Flash Mode or Interactive Mode, a user can click a Northeast region
bubble to display Northeast data in all target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks.

In Flash Mode or Interactive Mode, a user can double-click a bubble to drill
down to the child elements of that bubble and to display data in the
dashboard-style document related to the bubble. To display data related to the
drill-to element, a user can click the child bubble. All target Grid/Graphs and
panel stacks are updated with data related to the selection. For more
information about drilling in an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, see
Supporting drilling in an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 248.

• The attribute elements in the legend can be used as selectors if the columns of
the Grid/Graph that contains the widget have an attribute that is enabled as a
selector.

In Flash Mode or Interactive Mode, a user can click an attribute element in the
legend. Only one item in the legend can be selected at a time. For example, a user
can click the legend item for the Central region to display data for the Central region
in all target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks.

When a user hovers the cursor over these selectable parts of the widget, the cursor turns
into a hand, indicating that it can be selected.
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For example, the Region attribute in the Interactive Bubble Graph widget below is
enabled as a selector. When you select a region bubble from the widget, the target graph
at the bottom is updated with data related to that region.

A user can also select multiple bubbles, by dragging a selection box (or lasso) around the
bubbles. For example, a user drags a selection box around the two Electronics and Books
bubbles in the middle of the widget. If the selection box is set to automatically update the
target, the target graph displays data related to those bubbles. Otherwise, the user must
click the Select icon in the button bar to update the target graph.

To use a widget as a selector, you first choose the target Grid/Graph and/or panel stack
in Design Mode or Editable Mode.

In Flash Mode or Interactive Mode, you can ensure that target Grid/Graphs and panel
stacks are updated when a user hovers over a bubble or an item in the legend, instead of
clicking it.

To create an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, see Creating an Interactive Bubble Graph
widget, page 247. To enable an Interactive Bubble Graph widget as a selector, see
Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.
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Using an Interactive Stacked Graph widget as a
selector
Report objects in an Interactive Stacked Graph widget can be defined as selectors, as
described in Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388. In Flash Mode, users can
interact with the widget to control targeted Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the
dashboard-style document.

The following parts of an Interactive Stacked Graph widget can be used as selectors to
display data in Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the dashboard-style document:

• The attribute elements in the legend on the left can be used as selectors if
one or more of the attributes on the columns of the Grid/Graph that contains the
widget are enabled as selectors. A user can choose only one attribute element to
update the target panel stacks and Grid/Graphs.

If more than one element is chosen, only data related to the last element
selected is displayed in the target panel stacks and Grid/Graphs.

• The area graphs can be used as selectors if the attribute used to generate the graph
series is enabled as a selector. A user can select only one graph at a time.

For example, the Region attribute in an Interactive Stacked Graph widget is enabled as a
selector. When a user selects a region from the widget, the target grid is updated with
data related to that region.
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To use a widget as a selector, you first choose the target Grid/Graph and/or panel stack
in Design Mode or Editable Mode. For an Interactive Stacked Graph widget, you must
then switch to Flash Mode to determine which part of the widget is enabled as a selector.
In Flash Mode, you can also ensure that target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks are updated
when a user hovers over the graph or legend, instead of clicking it.

To create an Interactive Stacked Graph widget, see Creating an Interactive Stacked
Graph widget, page 251. To enable an Interactive Stacked Graph widget as a selector, see
Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.

Using a Map widget as a selector
You can allow users to click locations in a Map widget to update data in a dashboard-style
document. In Flash Mode, users can update the data displayed in targeted Grid/Graphs
and panel stacks in the dashboard-style document.

The following parts of a Map widget can be used as selectors:

• Image markers

• Bubble markers

• Locations on a density map
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• Map areas

To use a Map widget as a selector, you must define the attribute that provides the
location information for each marker, area, or map area as a selector on the widget’s
Grid/Graph.

For example, in the image below, the location of each image marker on the map is
provided by the City attribute. The City attribute is enabled as a selector and targets the
grid to the right. When a user selects the map marker for New York City, the target grid
is updated with data related to that city.

To create a Map widget, see Creating a Map widget, page 253. To enable a Map widget
as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.

Using a Microcharts widget as a selector
The Grid/Graph that contains a Microcharts widget often consists of several attributes in
the row headers and the elements of those attributes in the rows. You can enable these
attributes and elements as selectors to allow analysts to select an attribute or element and
view specific data related to it in other Grid/Graphs in the dashboard-style document.

When an analyst hovers the cursor over an attribute element that is enabled as a selector,
it becomes a hand pointer to indicate that a link exists. When the link is clicked, all
target Grid/Graphs on the dashboard-style document are updated with a set of data
related to the attribute element that was clicked. For example, if you click Southeast, all
data related to the Southeast region is displayed in the target Grid/Graphs on the
dashboard-style document.

Each attribute element in the Grid/Graph, including the attribute names in the row
headers, can act as a selector. When you click an attribute name displayed in a row
header, all elements of that attribute are selected. This overrides the selection of any of
the individual attribute elements. The background color of the attribute in the row
header appears in gray to indicate that the attribute is selected.

• Metric columns cannot be used as selectors.

• When multiple attributes are set as selectors, the selections occur
independently of each other.

You can also use the sparklines and bar charts in the widget as selectors by enabling a
time-based attribute, such as Month, on the Grid/Graph as a selector. When you hover
the cursor over a sparkline or bar chart, and then click a specific data point, all data
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related to that data point is displayed in all target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the
dashboard-style document.

To create a Microcharts widget, see Creating a Microcharts widget, page 266. To enable
a Microcharts widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.

Using a Network widget as a selector
You can enable users to display data related to an attribute element in a Network widget
by clicking the node that represents the element. To do so, you must define the attribute
that contains the element as a selector on the widget's Grid/Graph.

Users can click a node to display data in the following:

• All target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the dashboard-style document

• A pop-up Information Window

For example, nodes representing different sales departments, such as movies and music,
are displayed in a Network widget. Users can click on the Music node to display an
Information Window that contains a graph of the contribution of each music genre to
overall sales figures in the Music department.

To create a Network widget, see Creating a Network widget, page 276. To enable a
Network widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.

Using a Time Series Slider widget as a selector
Report objects on a Time Series Slider widget can be defined as selectors. In Flash Mode,
users can then interact with the widget to control targeted Grid/Graphs and panel stacks
in the dashboard-style document.

In Design Mode or Editable Mode, you must define one or more of the objects on the
Grid/Graph that contains the widget as selectors. Next, switch to Flash Mode to use the
primary graph at the bottom of the widget as a selector. A user can hover over and select
an individual data point in the graph to display related data in the target Grid/Graphs
and panel stacks. For example, a user can select the data point for January 2006
revenue, and all data in the target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks is updated.

The following dashboard-style document is shown in Flash Mode. Revenue data related
to the last data point in the Time Series Slider widget, in this case December 2009, is
shown in the grid report below the widget.
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If you click the data point for January 2009, the grid report displays the revenue data
related to that date, as shown below.

This example uses the primary graph as the selector, but you can change it to use the
slider instead. Instead of clicking a single data point (in this case, a single month) you
can instead select a range of months. In the following example, the slider is set to
January 2009 through June 2009, and the grid report displays the data for that time
frame.
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To change from using the primary graph as the selector to using the slider, you must
format the settings of the widget in Flash Mode. For more information, see the
MicroStrategy Web Help.

While the widget in this example targets a Grid/Graph, it could target multiple
Grid/Graphs, a panel stack, or multiple panel stacks instead.

To use a widget as a selector, you first choose the target Grid/Graph and/or panel stack
in Design Mode or Editable Mode.

In Flash Mode, you can ensure that target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks are updated
when a user hovers over a data point in the primary graph, instead of clicking the data
point.

To create a Time Series Slider widget, see Creating a Time Series Slider widget, page
402. To enable a Time Series Slider widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as
a selector, page 388.

Using a Waterfall widget as a selector
You can enable the bars of a Waterfall widget as selectors. In Flash Mode or Interactive
Mode, users can click a bar or a section of a bar to display data related to it in all target
Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the dashboard-style document.
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For example, an attribute is placed on the columns of the Grid/Graph that contains the
widget. This attribute is then enabled as a selector. The elements of that attribute are
displayed in the widget’s legend in Flash Mode or Interactive Mode. An analyst can select
items from the legend to update target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks in the dashboard-
style document. Metrics on a Waterfall widget can also be used as selectors.

To create a Waterfall widget, see Creating a Waterfall widget, page 302. To enable a
Waterfall widget as a selector, see Creating the widget used as a selector, page 388.

Using a Weighted List Viewer widget as a selector
The grid in a Weighted List Viewer widget often consists of several attributes in the
column headers and the elements of those attributes in the rows. You can enable these
attributes and elements as selectors. This allows an analyst to select an attribute or an
element, and then view specific data related to it in grids and graphs in the dashboard-
style document.

When you click an attribute element that is enabled as a selector, any targeted grids and
graphs are updated with a set of data related to the attribute element. For example, if you
click Southeast, all data related to the Southeast region is displayed in the grids and
graphs on the dashboard-style document. You can select elements from different
attributes simultaneously by clicking those elements. However, you cannot select
multiple elements from the same attribute.

Each column in the grid, including the column headers, can act as a selector. When you
click an attribute name displayed in a column header, all elements of that attribute are
selected. This overrides the selection of any of the individual attribute elements within
the column. The background color of the attribute changes to a lighter shade to indicate
that the attribute is selected.

When two or more attributes in the widget are set as selectors, both of the
selections occur independently of each other.

The stacked contribution bar graph on the left side of the widget can also be used as a
selector. When you hover the cursor over the graph, the cursor is displayed as a hand
pointer to indicate that the graph is a selector. Since each section of the graph represents
a row in the grid, the graph can be used to trigger all of the selectors enabled in the
widget. Clicking a section of the stacked graph updates the Grid/Graphs within the
dashboard-style document with a set of data related to the attribute element you clicked.

If only one attribute is set as a selector in the stacked graph, when you click that section
in the graph, the dashboard-style document displays data for only that attribute’s
elements.

To create a Weighted List Viewer widget, see Creating a Weighted List Viewer widget,
page 305. To enable a Weighted List Viewer widget as a selector, see Creating the widget
used as a selector, page 388.

Creating the widget used as a selector
This section provides steps to designate the target Grid/Graph or panel stack as a
selector.
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Enabling widgets to be used as selectors
To enable a widget to be used as a selector, the widget must be a Bubble Grid, Data
Cloud, Heat Map, Image Layout, Interactive Bubble Graph, Interactive Stacked Graph,
Time Series Slider, or Waterfall widget.

Prerequisites

• You have already created a widget that contains the report objects to use as selectors.
For steps, see To convert a Grid/Graph into a widget, page 314.

• You have created the panel stack or Grid/Graph to use as the target. For steps, see
Inserting a panel stack, page 66.

• The selector and target must have an attribute in common.

To use a widget as a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 Select the Grid/Graph containing the widget.

3 Do one of the following:

• Right-click the attribute, custom group, or consolidation in the Grid/Graph to
use as the selector, and choose Use as Selector.

• Right-click theMetrics column in the Grid/Graph, and choose Use as
Selector.

4 Right-click the object or theMetrics column used as a selector, and choose Edit
Selector. The Configure Selector dialog box opens.

5 Select the target Grid/Graph or panel stack in the list of available controls on the
left. Click > to add it to the list of selected targets on the right. You can select
multiple targets.

The attribute, custom group, or consolidation that you selected in the Grid/Graph is
the source, and the selected Grid/Graph is the target. The Action Type of the
selector is set to Select Element.

If targets are automatically maintained, the available and selected target lists
are unavailable. For more information about automatically maintaining targets
and steps to enable or disable automatic targets, see Automatically
maintaining targets for selectors, page 145.

6 Determine whether the selector filters or slices the data, by selecting or clearing the
Apply selections as a filter check box. The difference is briefly described below;
for more details on the differences, including examples, see Applying selections as
filters or slices, page 136.
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• The selections made in a filtering selector are used to filter the underlying
dataset before the metric values are aggregated at the level of the Grid/Graph
that is displayed in the document.

• The selections made in a slicing selector are used to determine which slices of
data are combined and shown in the Grid/Graph.

The Apply selections as a filter check box is unavailable and cleared if you
selected the Metrics column as the selector.

7 To ensure that the user can select more than one element in the widget, select the
Show option for All check box.

• The data labels along the X and Y axes of a Bubble Grid widget can be
used as selectors if the Show option for All check box is selected.

• The attribute names in the headers of a Graph Matrix (deprecated)
widget, Microcharts widget, or Weighted List widget can be used as
selectors if the Show option for All check box is selected.

• A user can select more than one element from the checklist in the
Interactive Stacked Graph widget if the Show option for All check
box is selected.

• The attribute elements in the legend of a Waterfall widget can be used
as selectors if the Show option for All check box is selected.

8 If the selector slices the data (the Apply selections as a filter check box is
cleared), the Show option for Total check box is available. This check box
specifies whether the Total option is shown, which allows the user to display totals.
For an example and more details, see Showing totals for selectors, page 168.

9 If the selector slices the data (the Apply selections as a filter check box is
cleared), the Automatically update when there is no data for the current
selection check box is available. This check box determines how the target displays
when no data exists. For an example, see Determining how the target of a selector
displays when no data exists, page 158.

• To display a message that no data is returned, clear the check box.

• To display an item, select the check box.

10 Click OK to apply the changes and return to the dashboard-style document.

11 Press ESC to exit edit mode.

12 If you enabled an Interactive Stacked Graph widget as a selector, you must complete
the steps to designate which part of the widget is enabled as a selector. You can also
determine whether the target updates when the user hovers his cursor over the
location. For steps, see Designating sections of an Interactive Stacked Graph widget
as a selector, page 391.

13 If you enabled a Time Series Slider or Interactive Bubble Graph widget as a selector,
you can designate whether the target updates when the user hovers his cursor over
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the location. For steps, see Ensuring targets are updated with hovering rather than
clicking, page 391.

Designating sections of an Interactive Stacked Graph widget as a
selector

After you complete the steps to enable an Interactive Stacked Graph widget as a selector,
you must complete the following steps to determine whether the graph or the legend
serves as the selector on which the user clicks.

You can also determine whether the target is updated when the user hovers his cursor
over the graph or legend, instead of requiring the user to click on the graph or legend.

Prerequisites

• The Interactive Stacked Graph widget has been enabled as a selector. For steps, see
Enabling widgets to be used as selectors, page 389.

• Flash Mode must be enabled for the dashboard-style document. For steps, see
Determining the display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

To determine which part of an Interactive Stacked Graph widget is
enabled as a selector

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the dashboard-style document in Flash Mode.

2 Right-click the widget and select Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

3 From the Selectable Area drop-down list, select Graph or Legend.

4 You can determine that target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks are updated when a
user hovers over the cursor over the graph or legend. To do so, select the Change
Selection on Mouse Over check box.

5 Click OK to apply the changes.

Ensuring targets are updated with hovering rather than
clicking
For a Time Series Slider widget, an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, and an Interactive
Stacked Graph widget, you can determine that target Grid/Graphs and panel stacks are
updated when a user hovers the cursor over the widget instead of requiring the user to
click.

Specifically, the target can be updated when the user hovers the cursor over the
following:

• A data point in the primary graph of a Time Series Slider widget.

• A bubble or an item in the legend of an Interactive Bubble Graph widget.
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• The graph or legend of an Interactive Stacked Graph widget.

Prerequisites

• The widget has been enabled as a selector. For steps, see Enabling widgets to be used
as selectors, page 389.

• Flash Mode must be enabled for the dashboard-style document. For steps, see
Determining the display modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

To ensure that targets are updated when a user hovers the cursor over
the widget

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the dashboard-style document in Flash Mode.

2 Right-click the widget and select Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

3 Select the Change Selection on Mouse Over check box.

4 Click OK to apply the changes.



A
DASHBOARD-STYLE
DOCUMENT TUTORIAL

A dashboard-style document is a special type of document, commonly one page long and
usually viewed online. Dashboard-style documents contain interactive features that allow
analysts to control how they view data. Each user can interact with the dashboard-style
document to display only the data they are interested in (using panels and selectors) or
only specific attribute elements or metrics (using a selector).

Dashboard-style documents are often used to assess performance, to provide a status
check, or to monitor contributions to overall goals of the business. Dashboard-style
documents summarize key business indicators by presenting them in visually intuitive,
easy-to-read, interactive documents.

This appendix walks you through creating a dashboard-style document that incorporates
widgets in a panel stack, using data from the MicroStrategy Tutorial. You can use this
appendix as a tutorial, bringing together the information described in the chapters of this
book to create a dashboard-style document.

Before you begin
This appendix assumes that you know how to create reports and documents, and that
you are familiar with the terminology and basic concepts of documents and dashboard-
style documents.

• For instructions on creating reports, refer to the Developer Help (formerly the
Desktop Help) or the Basic Reporting Guide.

• For instructions on creating a document, refer to the Developer Help or the
Document Creation Guide.

• For background information on dashboard-style documents, refer to Chapter 2,
Designing Dynamic Enterprise Dashboard- style Documents.

To format some parts of widgets and to view the dashboard-style document in Flash
Mode, you must be able to access and log in to MicroStrategy Web.
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Dates in the MicroStrategy Tutorial project metadata are updated to reflect the
current year. The sample dashboard-style documents and images in this section, as
well as the procedures, were created with dates from 2004 to 2006.

The completed dashboard-style document
You will create reports to be used as datasets for the dashboard-style document, and then
use these datasets to create a dashboard-style document. You will add a panel stack with
three panels, and then add and define different widgets to the panels. You will display the
dashboard-style document in Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web to interact with the
widgets. The goal is to create a single dashboard-style document that intelligently,
efficiently, and interactively displays all of the data contained within the individual
datasets.

You should save the reports and dashboard-style document in a folder, such as My
Reports or Shared Reports, that can be accessed from MicroStrategy Web.

The dashboard-style document uses a panel stack that contains three panels. Each panel
is shown below with a description.

It may be helpful to print these images and refer to them as you create your own
dashboard-style document.

Panel 1: Daily Order Count
The Daily Order Count panel contains two widgets which are based on the Daily Order
Count dataset. The widgets are:

• A Time Series Slider widget, which is an area graph that allows a dashboard-style
document analyst to choose which section of the graph to view at a time.

This widget displays order count data at the day level. You can change the specific
days which are displayed, as well as the length of time displayed. For example, you
can view the data for January, for February, or for January through March.

• A Gauge widget, which is a simple status indicator, such as a car speedometer, that
displays a needle that moves within a range of numbers displayed on its outside
edges.

This widget displays the profit margin percentage at the category level, independent
of time. You can select which category to display.
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Exploring the Daily Order Count panel, page 407 describes this panel in more detail,
providing instructions to guide you through the various features. This section assumes
you have already created the dashboard-style document. Directions to create the panel
begin in Creating the Daily Order Count report to be used as a dataset, page 398.

Panel 2: Inventory Analysis
The Inventory Analysis panel contains one widget, a Heat Map widget. The widget is
based on a dataset that calculates a Growth metric from the Beginning on Hand
Inventory and the End on Hand Inventory data. The Heat Map widget shows the
monthly increase or decrease in inventory for each item, weighted by the Beginning on
Hand Inventory. It allows you to visualize the growth of inventory across time. You can
choose which month to display by using the selector.
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Notice the scroll bars. The heat map is too wide and long to appear in the browser
window, so the entire widget is not displayed in the image.

A Heat Map widget presents a combination of colored rectangles, each representing an
attribute element (Growth in this example), that allow you to quickly grasp the state and
impact of a large number of variables at the same time. The rectangles contain a wide
variety of shades and colors, which emphasize the status of the various components. In a
Heat Map, the size of each rectangle represents its relative weight and the color
represents the relative change in value of that rectangle.

Exploring the Inventory Analysis panel, page 416 describes this widget in more detail,
providing instructions to guide you through the various features. This section assumes
you have already created the dashboard-style document. Directions to create this widget
begin in Creating the Inventory Analysis panel, page 410.

Panel 3: Employee Performance
The Employee Performance panel contains one widget, a Interactive Bubble Graph
widget. This widget allows you to visualize employee performance, animated over time,
and also to drill into the components of individual bubbles to view the distribution of the
underlying data.

The bubbles represent custom group elements, which are created from groups of selected
call centers. For example, the element Northeast consists of the Boston and New York
call centers. The size of the bubbles indicates the number of units sold, while the
position on the graph indicates the profit and revenue at the employee level. The color of
the bubbles indicates the year, as shown on the color key at the bottom left.
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Unlike the previous widgets, this widget does not use a selector. However, drilling has
been enabled so if you click a bubble, the widget drills down to the call centers that
comprise the custom group element.

Exploring the Employee Performance panel, page 427 describes this widget in more
detail, providing instructions to guide you through the various features. This section
assumes you have already created the dashboard-style document. Directions to create
this widget begin in Creating the Employee Performance panel, page 419.

Creating the Daily Order Count report to be
used as a dataset

The data for a document or dashboard-style document is derived from at least one
report, so the preliminary step to creating any dashboard-style document is to create a
report. When the data from a report is used in a dashboard-style document, the report is
referred to as a dataset. For more information on datasets, see Accessing data in a
document: The dataset, page 14.

To create the report

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, point to New from the Filemenu, and then select
Report. The Report Editor opens.

If the New Grid dialog box opens, select Blank Report as the report object
template.

2 Add the following objects to the rows of the grid:
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• Category (from the Products hierarchy)

• Day (from the Time hierarchy)

3 Add the following metrics to the columns of the grid:

• Order Count (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Count Metrics folder)

• Profit Margin (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Sales Metrics folder)

4 Save and close the report, naming it Daily Order Count Dataset Report.

Creating the Daily Order Count report to be used as a
dataset
The data for a document or dashboard-style document is derived from at least one
report, so the preliminary step to creating any dashboard-style document is to create a
report. When the data from a report is used in a dashboard-style document, the report is
referred to as a dataset. For more information on datasets, see Accessing data in a
document: The dataset, page 14.

To create the report

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, point to New from the Filemenu, and then select
Report. The Report Editor opens.

If the New Grid dialog box opens, select Blank Report as the report object
template.

2 Add the following objects to the rows of the grid:

• Category (from the Products hierarchy)

• Day (from the Time hierarchy)

3 Add the following metrics to the columns of the grid:

• Order Count (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Count Metrics folder)

• Profit Margin (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Sales Metrics folder)

4 Save and close the report, naming it Daily Order Count Dataset Report.

Creating the new dashboard-style document and
selecting the dataset
Next, create the shell of the new dashboard-style document and select the report that
you just created as the dataset. Recall that the dataset provides data for the dashboard-
style document.
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To create the new dashboard-style document and select the dataset

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, point to New from the Filemenu, and then select
Document. The New Document dialog box opens.

2 Select Blank Dashboard and click OK. The Select a report dialog box opens.

3 To use the report that you just created as a dataset for this dashboard-style
document, navigate to the Daily Order Count Dataset Report and double-click
it. The Document Editor opens.

Notice that the Layout area contains only one section, as dictated by the Blank
Dashboard template. This is ideal for creating a dashboard-style document, when all the
different header and footer sections are unnecessary. For more information about the
template, see Creating a dashboard-style document: the Blank Dashboard template,
page 49.

You can display additional sections by selecting Sections from the View menu, and
then choosing the sections to display. For a more complete procedure, see the Developer
Help (formerly the Desktop Help).

The Datasets pane contains the Daily Order Count Dataset Report and all the objects on
that report. These objects, as well as the dataset itself, are available for use on the
dashboard-style document.

Adding a panel stack and panels to the dashboard-
style document
Next, create a panel stack, which initially contains one panel. A panel is a “page” or
subset of data. A group of panels is called a panel stack. For more information about
panels and panel stacks, including examples, see Chapter 3, Layering Data: Panels and
Panel Stacks.

You will also add two more panels to the panel stack. In the dashboard-style document,
each panel contains at least one widget that offers the user a unique data visualization.

To add a panel stack

1 From the Insert menu, select Panel Stack. When you move the cursor to the
Layout area, the pointer becomes crosshairs.

2 Click in the Layout area to add the panel stack.

3 Right-click the panel stack and select Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

4 On the Layout tab, position and size the panel stack by setting the following options:

• Left: .15 inches

• Top: .35 inches

• Height: 5.7 inches
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• Width: 10.1 inches

To resize the height of the title bar

5 Set Title height to .2 inches.

6 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To add panels to the panel stack

7 Next, add a panel to the panel stack. Right-click the panel stack, point to Panels,
and select Add.

8 Add a third panel by repeating the previous step.

To rename a panel

Panel names are displayed in the title bar and in the selector associated with the
panel stack, so it is important to make them meaningful.

9 Right-click the panel stack, point to Panels, and selectManage. The Panels tab of
the Properties dialog box opens.

10 Select Panel1 in the list of panels.

11 Click Rename.

12 Type Daily Order Count in the panel list, and then press ENTER.

To set the current panel to Daily Order Count

13 Select Daily Order Count in the list of panels.

14 Click Set as Current.

15 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Notice that the title bar of the panel stack displays “Daily Order Count” (you may
have to scroll the Layout area to the right to view it). Since all the panels are identical
right now, this is the only indication as to which panel is being displayed.

To apply a gradient color to the current panel (Panel1)

16 Right-click the panel stack and select Format. The Format Objects dialog box
opens.

17 Select Container in the list of objects on the left.

18 Click the Background tab.

19 Select Gradient from the Background style drop-down list.

20 Select Sea Green from the Color 1 drop-down list (the color name appears when
you hover over the color swatches).
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21 Select Grey-25% from the Color 2 drop-down list.

To format the title bar

22 Select Title in the list of objects on the left.

23 Click the Font tab.

24 Set Size to 8.

25 Set Color toWhite.

26 Click the Background tab.

27 Select Black from the Fill color drop-down list.

28 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Adding a selector to the dashboard-style document
A selector allows the user to control which panel is displayed in Interactive Mode,
Editable Mode, and Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web. Selectors provide dashboard-style
documents with interactivity, allowing each user to change how he sees the data. For
more information about selectors, including examples, see Chapter 4, Providing
Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

To add a selector

1 Right-click the panel stack and choose Insert Panel Stack Selector. The selector
is created above the panel stack.

2 Right-click the selector and choose Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

3 On the Layout tab, position and size the selector by setting the following options:

• Left: .15 inches

• Top: .05 inches

• Height: .3 inches

• Width: 5.0 inches

4 Click the Selector tab.

5 From the Style drop-down list, choose Button Bar.

6 Set Orientation to Horizontal.

7 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.
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Creating a Time Series Slider widget
A Time Series Slider widget is an area graph that allows an analyst to choose which
section of the graph to view at a time. The widget consists of two related graphs, one
positioned above the other. The top graph is the controller, and contains a slider. The
bottom graph is the primary graph. You use the slider on the controller to select some
portion of the controller, which determines the range of data visible in the primary
graph.

Time series datasets are often long and require analysis from both a macro and micro
view. Therefore, the time series slider widget requires only one attribute, preferably one
with many values. This attribute is normally time-based, but it does not have to be. The
widget also requires only one metric. In the graph:

• The X-axis represents the attribute. In the image below, this is the Month attribute.

• The Y-axis represents the metric. In the image below, this is the Revenue metric.

To create and add a Time Series Slider widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and select Time Series
Slider.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
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corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the rows. The first attribute is typically time-based,
such as a Day or Quarter attribute. Its elements are displayed on the X-axis.

b Place at least one metric on the columns. The metric values are displayed on the
graph report’s Y-axis.

— If you include two metrics, a line graph and an area graph are displayed
together.

6 To allow users to use a selector to change the metric value displayed in the widget:

a Insert a selector next to the widget. For steps to insert a selector, seeMethods to
create a selector, page 111.

b Choose an attribute from the dataset that is not already in the Grid/Graph and
set this attribute as the Source of the selector. Do not include this attribute in
the Grid/Graph. It is used to populate the selector.

c Set the Grid/Graph as the target of the selector.

7 It can be useful to drag the dataset from the Dataset Objects panel and place it
beneath the selector. This allows users to see the dataset’s values as they select
different attribute elements from the selector and see how their choices change the
appearance of the widget.

To enable the widget to be displayed

8 View and test your results by selecting Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

— If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

A Time Series Slider widget can be used as a selector. For an example and more
information, see Using a Time Series Slider widget as a selector, page 385.

Adding a Gauge widget
Like creating the Time Series widget, to create a Gauge widget you must create a
Grid/Graph and then turn it into a widget.

A Gauge widget is designed to display the value of a single metric, in this example, Profit
Margin. The needle within the gauge is a visual representation of that single metric value.
The Gauge widget is most useful when combined with a selector because then users can
display specific metric values in the gauge. After you create the Gauge widget, you will
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create a selector for it. For more information on Gauge widgets, see Creating a Gauge
widget, page 231.

To add a Gauge widget

1 Create an empty Grid/Graph by selectingGrid from the Insert menu. When you
move the cursor to the Layout area, the pointer becomes crosshairs.

2 Click and drag in the panel stack to add the Grid/Graph. Do not worry about the size
or position; you will adjust them later.

3 Drag Profit Margin from the Datasets pane and drop it on the column axis of the
Grid/Graph.

4 The Grid/Graph is in edit mode, as indicated by its red hashed border. Press ESC to
exit edit mode.

5 Right-click the Grid/Graph and choose Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

6 On the Layout tab, set the following options to position and size the Grid/Graph:

• Left: .1 inches

• Top: 2 inches

• Height: 1.7 inches

• Width: 1.3 inches

7 On the Flash tab, turn the Grid/Graph into a widget:

• Select Gauge from the Selected widget drop-down list.

8 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To format the Gauge widget

You must format the Grid/Graph that is used as the Gauge widget, so that it appears
correctly in Flash Mode.

9 In the Property List, set View mode to Graph.

10 Right-click the Grid/Graph and select Edit Graph.

11 From the Graph menu, select Grids and Scales. The Numeric Axis Grids and
Scales dialog box opens.

12 Click the Y1 Axis tab on the left.

13 Click the Scales tab at the top.

14 Select the Use Manual Setting for Maximum Value check box.

15 In theMaximum Value field, enter 1.

16 Click the Numbers tab at the top.
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17 Choose Percent from the Category drop-down list.

18 Set Decimal Places to 0.

19 Click OK.

20 Press ESC to exit edit mode.

21 Note the name of the Grid/Graph at the top of the Property List; it should be
GridGraph2. You will need to know this name to create the selector for this
Grid/Graph.

Creating a selector for the Gauge widget
A Gauge widget is most useful when combined with a selector because then users can
display specific metric values in the gauge. The selector for the Gauge widget allows users
to choose which category to display in the gauge. For more information on selectors in
general, see Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to Users: Selectors.

To create a selector

1 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, and then choose Link Bar. When you
move the cursor to the Layout area, the pointer becomes crosshairs.

2 Click in the Layout area to add the selector.

3 Right-click the selector and choose Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

4 On the Layout tab, set the following options to position and size the selector:

• Left: .08 inches

• Top: .5 inches

• Height: 1.45 inches

• Width: 1.3 inches

5 Click the Selector tab.

6 Set Action type to Select attribute element.

7 Select Category as the Source, so that the user can change the category.

8 Select Link Bar as the Style.

9 Select Vertical for the Orientation.

10 By default, the selector shows the All option, which allows the user to display all the
attribute elements in the Target at the same time. Clear the Show option for All
check box so that the all categories link is not available in the selector.

11 Clear the Allow multiple selections check box, so that a user cannot select more
than one category at the same time.

12 Set the Gauge widget as the target of the selector:
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a Select GridGraph2 (or the name of the Grid/Graph, as noted previously) in
Available targets.

b Click > to move GridGraph2 to Selected targets.

13 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Specifying Flash Mode as the default display mode
Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web allows you to view and interact with the widgets you
have created on the dashboard-style document. Flash Mode is automatically available for
dashboard-style documents created using the Blank Dashboard template. Specifying
Flash Mode as the default display mode ensures that the dashboard-style document
opens in Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web. For more information on Flash Mode and
other MicroStrategy Web display modes, see Display modes in MicroStrategy Web, page
8.

To specify Flash Mode as the default display mode

1 From the Format menu, select Document Properties. The Document Properties
dialog box opens.

2 On the Document tab, select the Default radio button for Flash. The dashboard-
style document will initially open in Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web.

3 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Saving the dashboard-style document
Save the dashboard-style document in a directory that you can access from
MicroStrategy Web, such as My Reports.

To save the dashboard-style document

1 Save and close the dashboard-style document, naming it Dashboard Sample.

Viewing the Daily Order Count panel in Flash Mode in
MicroStrategy Web
To interact with the widgets, you must view the dashboard-style document in Flash
Mode in MicroStrategy Web. Use Full Screen Mode to maximize the amount of the
dashboard-style document that is displayed.

To view the dashboard-style document in Flash Mode

1 Sign in to MicroStrategy Web.
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2 Navigate to the Dashboard Sample dashboard-style document in your project, and
click Dashboard Sample. The dashboard-style document opens in Flash Mode.

3 Switch to Full Screen mode by clicking the Full Screen Mode button in the
toolbar. Most of the MicroStrategy toolbars and panels are hidden, which maximizes
the amount of the dashboard-style document that can be shown at the same time.

To display the toolbars and panels, click the Restore Normal Screen
Mode button in the toolbar.

Exploring the Daily Order Count panel

The Gauge widget allows you to monitor the value of a single metric, in this case, Profit
Margin. The selector for the Gauge widget displays a list of categories. Click Movies to
change the category displayed in the gauge; note the gauge needle moves to about 10%.
Click Books, and the gauge needle now points to just above 20%. Notice that the
transition between the data points is animated fluidly.

Notice that the date range for the bar graph (the Time Series Slider widget) runs from
9/13/06 to 12/31/06.

Dates in the MicroStrategy Tutorial project metadata are updated to reflect the
current year. The sample was created with 2006 dates; your Tutorial project may
contain different dates.

A Time Series Slider widget consists of two related graphs, one positioned above the
other.

• The top graph is the controller, and contains a slider. To open the controller, hover
your cursor over the down arrow at the top of the time series graph (the area graph).

• The bottom graph is the primary graph. Use the slider on the controller to select
some portion of the controller, which determines the range of data visible in the
primary graph.

The following sample shows the controller.
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The slider allows you to change the range of dates and the length of time that is
displayed. For example, click and drag the bottom of the slider (which is circled in the
image above) to change the range of dates displayed. The bottom graph dynamically
displays the data for the dates. To change the length of time displayed, drag an edge of
the slider (as indicated by the arrows in the image above). For example, the sample below
displays data for the period 1/15/2005 to 5/3/2006. Notice that the length of the slider is
longer than in the previous sample, indicating a longer length of time that is displayed in
the bottom graph.
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Notice also that the cursor is hovered over a particular day, 8/8/2005, and a pop-up
displays information for that day.

A series of tabs is displayed across the top of the dashboard-style document. Daily Order
Count is selected. Click Panel2. A blank rectangle is displayed, since no objects have been
added to this panel. The next section of this tutorial contains the procedures to define
this panel.

You can log out of MicroStrategy Web, as you will be working in Developer again.

Creating the Inventory Analysis panel

Creating the Inventory Analysis report to be
used as a dataset

Inventory data is not included on the Daily Order Count report you created earlier.
However, you can have multiple datasets on the same dashboard-style document. To use
inventory data on the dashboard-style document, create a report to be used as a dataset.
For more information on datasets, see About Visual Insight dashboards, page 23.

To create the report

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, point to New from the Filemenu, and then select
Report. The Report Editor opens.

If the New Grid dialog box opens, select Blank Report as the report object
template.

2 Add the following attributes to the rows of the grid:

• Month (from the Time hierarchy)

• Category (from the Products hierarchy)

• Item (from the Products hierarchy)

3 Add the following metrics to the columns of the grid:

• Begin on Hand (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Inventory Metrics folder)

• End on Hand (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Inventory Metrics folder)

4 Save and close the report, naming it Inventory Analysis Dataset Report.
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Creating the Inventory Analysis panel

Creating the Inventory Analysis report to be used as a
dataset
Inventory data is not included on the Daily Order Count report you created earlier.
However, you can have multiple datasets on the same dashboard-style document. To use
inventory data on the dashboard-style document, create a report to be used as a dataset.
For more information on datasets, see About Visual Insight dashboards, page 23.

To create the report

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, point to New from the Filemenu, and then select
Report. The Report Editor opens.

If the New Grid dialog box opens, select Blank Report as the report object
template.

2 Add the following attributes to the rows of the grid:

• Month (from the Time hierarchy)

• Category (from the Products hierarchy)

• Item (from the Products hierarchy)

3 Add the following metrics to the columns of the grid:

• Begin on Hand (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Inventory Metrics folder)

• End on Hand (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Inventory Metrics folder)

4 Save and close the report, naming it Inventory Analysis Dataset Report.

Adding a dataset to the dashboard-style document
Add the dataset report to the dashboard-style document to access the inventory data.

To add a dataset

1 If the Dashboard Sample dashboard-style document is not open, open it in the
Document Editor in Developer.

2 From the Data menu, select Add Dataset. The Select a report dialog box opens.

3 Locate and select the Inventory Analysis Dataset Report.

4 Click Open.

The dataset and all the objects on that report are now displayed in the Datasets pane.
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Switching panels in Design View
The first panel, Daily Order Count, is displayed. The inventory data needs to be added to
a separate panel.

To switch panels

1 Right-click the panel stack, point to Panels, and then choose Display Next.

Panel2 is displayed (you may have to scroll to the right to see its name on the title
bar). Panel2 is a blank rectangle, without any objects.

This also sets Panel2 as the current panel. When you open the dashboard-style
document in MicroStrategy Web, this panel will be displayed initially, rather than
Daily Order Count.

Renaming and formatting a panel
The default name of the panel, Panel2, is not very informative. Rename it to be more
useful. Also, the white background is dull, so apply a gradient for a more professional
look.

To rename a panel

1 Right-click the panel stack, point to Panels, and then selectManage. The Panels
tab of the Properties dialog box opens.

2 Select Panel2 in the list of panels.

3 Click Rename.

4 Type Inventory Analysis, and then press ENTER.

5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To apply a gradient to a panel

1 Right-click the panel and select Format. The Formatting Objects dialog box opens.

2 Select Container in the list of objects on the left.

3 Click the Background tab.

4 From the Background style drop-down list, select Gradient.

5 Select Light Turquoise from the Color 1 drop-down list (the color name appears
when you hover over the color swatches).

6 Select Light Green from the Color 2 drop-down list.

7 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.
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Creating a Heat Map widget
A Heat Map widget presents a combination of colored rectangles, each representing an
attribute element, that allow you to quickly grasp the state and impact of a large number
of variables. Heat Maps are often used in the financial services industry to review the
status of a portfolio.

The rectangles contain a variety and shadings of colors, which emphasize the status of
the various components. In a Heat Map:

• The size of each rectangle represents its relative weight.

• The color represents the relative change in value of that rectangle.

• You can hover over each rectangle to see which attribute element the rectangle
represents and its metric values.

Each part of the example below is explained in the following list:
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• The large areas (such as the Large Blend area in the image above) represent different
categories of mutual funds. These areas are generated by the first attribute on the
rows of the Grid/Graph that contains the widget. In this case, the first attribute is
Mutual Fund Category. Notice that the name of each category is displayed in the
headers of each of these areas. You can change the aggregation function used to
calculate the size of these areas. For steps, see Formatting a Heat Map widget, page
337. This aggregation function is also displayed in a tooltip when the user hovers the
cursor over an area.

• The colored rectangles (colored shades of red and blue in the image above) represent
different mutual funds. These rectangles, such as the Vanguard Small Cap Index and
Legg Mason Value Prim rectangles above, are generated by any additional attributes
on the rows. In this case, a second attribute, Mutual Fund, is on the rows of the
Grid/Graph.

• The size of each rectangle represents its relative weight. This is determined by the
first metric on the columns of the Grid/Graph. This widget shows that Large Blend
funds are weighted more heavily than Mid-Cap Blend funds in regard to net assets.
In this case, the first metric on the columns of the Grid/Graph is Net Assets.

• The colors displayed in the widget represent different ranges of return year-to-date
percentages generated by the mutual funds. (In the image above, blue denotes higher
percentages, while red and purple denote lower percentages.) The colors applied to
each rectangle are generated by the second metric on the Grid/Graph. (In the image
above, the second metric on the report is Return YTD %.) You can define the colors
used to denote these values. For steps, see Analyzing data in a Heat Map widget in
theMicroStrategy Web Help.

You can create a dynamic heat map that an analyst can control using a selector. This type
of heat map is considered dynamic because a user can use the selector, such as a drop-
down list, to choose a different attribute element to view on the heat map. Steps to
create both a static and a dynamic Heat Map widget are included below.

To create and add a Heat Map widget to a document

1 In MicroStrategy Web, open the document in Design or Editable Mode.

2 From the Insert menu, point toWidgets, then Flash, and selectHeat Map.

3 Click the location on your document where you want to place the widget. The
Grid/Graph containing the widget is displayed. A small icon at the bottom right
corner of the Grid/Graph identifies the type of widget you have added to the
document.

4 If desired, resize the widget by clicking and then dragging its handles.

To add objects to the Grid/Graph that contains the widget

5 From the Dataset Objects panel on the left, select objects and drag them on top of
the widget, based on the following requirements for this widget:

a Place at least one attribute on the rows. This attribute is used to create the large
rectangles whose names are displayed in the widget.
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b You can place additional attributes on the Grid/Graph:

— To group each element of the first attribute inside the larger area, place a
second attribute to the right of the first. For example, the Region attribute
contains the element South and the Call Center attribute contains the
elements New Orleans and Memphis. If Region is placed to the left of Call
Center, a large area called South is displayed in the widget, with smaller
rectangles New Orleans and Memphis inside.

— You can add additional attributes to further group the rectangles in the Heat
Map. Attributes that have a parent-child relationship work best, because
they are nested within one another in the Heat Map.

c Place at least two metrics on the columns:

— The first metric on the columns determines the size of the small rectangles
within each large rectangle. Items with lower values are represented by
smaller rectangles.

— The second metric on the columns must be placed at the bottom of the
columns. It determines the color of each rectangle. It must include values in
the range of -1 to 1. This range is used to provide different shadings of color.

— If more than two metrics are placed on the Grid/Graph, the additional
metrics are displayed in a tooltip when the user hovers the cursor over the
area.

6 If you are creating a dynamic Heat Map widget, perform the following:

a Insert a selector, such as a Drop-down list, next to the widget. Users choose
attribute elements from this selector to change the display in the widget. For
steps to insert a selector, seeMethods to create a selector, page 111.

b Choose an attribute from the dataset that is not already in the Grid/Graph and
set this attribute as the Source of the selector. Do not include this attribute in
the Grid/Graph. It is used to populate the selector.

c Set the Grid/Graph as the target of the selector.

To enable the widget to be displayed

7 View and test your results in one of two ways:

• Select Flash Mode from theHomemenu.

▫ If Flash Mode is not available in the Home menu, you must make Flash
Mode available in the document. For steps, see Determining the display
modes users can choose to work in, page 55.

• Select Interactive Mode from theHomemenu.

▫ To be viewable in Interactive Mode, the widget must be enabled to be
displayed in non-Flash mode. For steps to allow a widget to be displayed in
non-Flash mode, see Defining how a widget is displayed in different views
and modes, page 307.
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You can use a Heat Map widget as a selector. For an example and more information, see
Using a Heat Map widget as a selector, page 379.

You can add links to a Heat Map widget. Linking allows users to connect from a widget
in a dashboard-style document (the source) and open a document or report (the target).
You can design the links and targets to simulate drilling. If you add a link to a Heat Map
widget, a Links menu is displayed when a MicroStrategy Web user hovers the cursor over
an attribute element in the widget. The user can click a link in the Links menu to open
the target. See Linking in widgets, page 316 for instructions and examples.

Creating a selector for the Heat Map widget
A dynamic Heat Map widget has a selector that targets or controls it. The selector allows
a user to choose a different attribute element to be displayed by the heat map. For
information on dynamic Heat Map widgets, see Creating a Heat Map widget, page 412.
For more information on selectors in general, see Chapter 4, Providing Interactivity to
Users: Selectors.

To create a selector

1 From the Insert menu, point to Selector, and then choose Drop-down. When
you move the cursor to the Layout area, the pointer becomes crosshairs.

2 Click in the Layout area to add the selector.

3 Right-click the selector and choose Properties. The Properties dialog box opens.

4 On the Layout tab, set the following options to position and size the selector:

• Left: .1 inches

• Top: .1 inches

• Height: .25 inches

• Width: 2 inches

5 Click the Selector tab.

6 Set Action type to Select attribute element.

7 SelectMonth as the Source, so that the user can change the month.

8 Clear the Show option for All check box, so that the user cannot select all the
months at the same time.

9 Set the Heat Map widget as the target of the selector:

a Select GridGraph3 (or the name of the Grid/Graph, as noted previously) in
Available targets.

b Click > to move GridGraph2 to Selected targets.

10 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.
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Saving the dashboard-style document
Save the dashboard-style document in a directory that you can access from
MicroStrategy Web, such as My Reports.

To save the dashboard-style document

1 Save and close the dashboard-style document, naming it Dashboard Sample.

Viewing the Inventory Analysis panel in Flash Mode in
MicroStrategy Web
To interact with the widgets, you must view the dashboard-style document in Flash
Mode in MicroStrategy Web.

To view the dashboard-style document in Flash Mode

1 Sign in to MicroStrategy Web.

2 Navigate to the Dashboard Sample dashboard-style document in your project, and
click Dashboard Sample. The dashboard-style document opens in Flash Mode.

3 Switch to Full Screen mode by clicking the Full Screen Mode button in the
toolbar. Most of the MicroStrategy toolbars and panels are hidden, which maximizes
the amount of the dashboard-style document that can be shown at the same time.

To display the toolbars and panels, click the Restore Normal Screen
Mode button in the toolbar.

Exploring the Inventory Analysis panel

The Inventory Analysis panel is displayed first. You set it as the current panel, and hence
the initial panel, when you switched panels.

The largest rectangles, which themselves contain more rectangles, on the heat map are
generated by the first attribute on the rows of the Grid/Graph. This is Category in this
sample heat map. In the following image, which shows only a portion of the entire heat
map, the Categories displayed are Movies, Books, and Electronics. The smaller rectangles
are generated by the second attribute, Item, on the rows of the Grid/Graph.
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The size of each rectangle, large or small, represents its relative weight, as determined by
the first metric on the columns of the Grid/Graph, which is Begin on Hand. The portion
of the heat map shown above indicates that the Movies category is weighted more
heavily than Books. More movies than books were on hand at the beginning of the
month. (The entire Movies rectangle is not shown in this image.)

Similarly, the smaller rectangles are also sized according to the beginning inventory. The
rectangles in the first row of the Movies rectangle are larger than the rectangles in the
first row of the Books rectangle. This indicates that more copies of each movie were on
hand than copies of each book.

The colors displayed in the widget represent the state of the individual items (positive or
negative growth). In this heat map, blue denotes positive growth and green denotes
negative growth. The colors applied to each rectangle are generated by the second metric
on the Grid/Graph, Percent Growth. For example, all the items in the image above had
negative growth during the month, since more items were sold than were added to
inventory. The exception is one item in Electronics, the Hewlett Packard CD-Writer Plus,
displayed in green in the previous image. As shown in the following image, its inventory
grew 20%.
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In Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web, you can change the colors used to denote
positive and negative growth. For the steps to do this, see Formatting a Heat Map
widget, page 337.

When you hover over a rectangle in the heat map, information about that rectangle is
displayed. For example, in the sample above, the cursor is pointing to the rectangle
representing the Hewlett Packard CD-Writer Plus. The information displays the metric
data for that attribute element, in this case, Begin on Hand and Percent Growth.

Compare the data for the Hewlett Packard CD-Writer Plus shown above with the data for
the Beatles Anthology displayed below. Note the difference in the size of the rectangles,
since the album had 320 copies on hand at the beginning of the month, compared to
only 40 CD-Writers. The CD-Writer rectangle is green, representing positive inventory
growth, while the album is blue-green, representing a small negative growth. The
rectangles around the title Music are bluer than the Beatles rectangle, because their
growth percentage was more negative.

The selector at the top of the panel stack allows you to choose the month to display. The
previous images were calculated for January 2004. When November 2004 is selected, the
data changes, so the size, position, and color of the rectangles are different. A portion of
the November 2004 heat map is shown below. Note that Books is now to the left of
Music and is larger than in January. The rectangle for the Beatles Anthology is about
half the size it was in January, and is now greener since its inventory growth is positive,
at 32%.
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You can log out of MicroStrategy Web, as you will be working in Developer again.

Creating the Employee Performance panel

Creating a custom group
An Interactive Bubble Graph widget is a conventional bubble plot that allows you to
visualize the trends of three different metrics for a set of attribute elements. The data
structure for an interactive bubble graph is very specific. At minimum, one attribute and
three metrics are required. The dataset for this widget contains Month of Year and
Region, and the metrics Revenue per Employee, Profit per Employee, and Units Sold.

To enable drilling on a Bubble Graph widget, an additional attribute is added to the
dataset. This attribute must be a child attribute of a parent attribute already on the rows.
In this case, the child attribute is a custom group element that contains call centers, and
its parent attribute is Region.

The custom group organizes the data in a form that can be used by the Drilling Bubble
Graph widget. The data in the grid for the child attribute must be displayed so that the
total for the child attribute is in the top row of data, followed by the data for the child
attribute. You can specify this structure in a custom group. For a more detailed
explanation of these requirements, with examples, see Supporting drilling using a
custom group, page 248.

The following procedure guides you through creating a custom group with two elements,
Northeast and Central. Northeast contains the New York and Boston call centers, while
Central contains the Milwaukee and Fargo call centers.
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For more information about custom groups in general, see the Advanced Reporting
Guide.

To create the custom group

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, point to New from the Filemenu, and then select
Custom Group. The Custom Group Editor opens.

If the New Custom Group dialog box opens, select Empty Custom Group
as the custom group object template.

2 Double-click Geography (Browsing) in the Object Browser to open the
Geography hierarchy.

To create the Northeast element

3 Drag Call Center from the Object Browser and drop it in the Custom Group
definition pane (which displays the message “Double-click here or drag an object”).
The Attribute Qualification pane opens.

4 To indicate that a list of attribute elements will comprise this custom group element:

a From the Qualify On drop-down list, choose Elements.

b From the Operator drop-down list, choose In List.

5 To specify the list of Call Center elements to include:

a Click Add. The Select Objects dialog box opens.

b In the Available objects list, select Boston andNew York.

c Click > to add them to the Selected objects list.

d Click OK to return to the Attribute Qualification pane.

6 Click OK to return to the custom group.

7 Right-click Custom Group Element1 and select Rename.

8 Type Northeast and press ENTER.

To create the Central element

9 Repeat steps 3 through 6 above, selectingMilwaukee and Fargo instead of Boston
and New York.

Drop Call Center on the “Double-click here or drag an object” text, not the “[Add
Qualification]” text.

10 Right-click Custom Group Element2 and select Rename.

11 Type Central and press ENTER.
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To format the custom group elements

To ensure that the Bubble Graph widget works correctly, the custom group elements
must be formatted to display data in a format that can be used by the widget.

12 Right-click Northeast and select Show Display Options. The Choose a display
option dialog box opens.

13 Select Show element names, individual items within this element and
also, expand these individual items if possible.

14 Click OK.

15 Repeat steps 12 through 14 for the Central element.

16 From the Custom Group menu, select Options. The Options dialog box opens.

17 Clear the Enable Hierarchical Display check box.

18 Select the Enable Subtotals Display check box.

19 Ensure that Above child elements is selected for Custom Group Element
Header Display Position.

20 Click OK.

To save the custom group

21 Save and close the custom group, naming it Call Center CG.

Dashboard-style Document Tutorial
A dashboard-style document is a special type of document, commonly one page long and
usually viewed online. Dashboard-style documents contain interactive features that allow
analysts to control how they view data. Each user can interact with the dashboard-style
document to display only the data they are interested in (using panels and selectors) or
only specific attribute elements or metrics (using a selector).

Dashboard-style documents are often used to assess performance, to provide a status
check, or to monitor contributions to overall goals of the business. Dashboard-style
documents summarize key business indicators by presenting them in visually intuitive,
easy-to-read, interactive documents.

This appendix walks you through creating a dashboard-style document that incorporates
widgets in a panel stack, using data from the MicroStrategy Tutorial. You can use this
appendix as a tutorial, bringing together the information described in the chapters of this
book to create a dashboard-style document.

Before you begin

This appendix assumes that you know how to create reports and documents, and that
you are familiar with the terminology and basic concepts of documents and dashboard-
style documents.
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• For instructions on creating reports, refer to the Developer Help (formerly the
Desktop Help) or the Basic Reporting Guide.

• For instructions on creating a document, refer to the Developer Help or the
Document Creation Guide.

• For background information on dashboard-style documents, refer to Chapter 2,
Designing Dynamic Enterprise Dashboard- style Documents.

To format some parts of widgets and to view the dashboard-style document in Flash
Mode, you must be able to access and log in to MicroStrategy Web.

Dates in the MicroStrategy Tutorial project metadata are updated to reflect the
current year. The sample dashboard-style documents and images in this section, as
well as the procedures, were created with dates from 2004 to 2006.

Creating the Employee Performance report to be used
as a dataset
Employee performance data is not included on any of the datasets that you created
earlier. To use employee performance data on the dashboard-style document, create
another report to be used as a dataset. For more information on datasets, see About
Visual Insight dashboards, page 23.

To create the report

1 In MicroStrategy Developer, point to New from the Filemenu, and then select
Report. The Report Editor opens.

If the New Grid dialog box opens, select Blank Report as the report object
template.

2 Add the following objects to the rows of the grid:

• Year (from the Time hierarchy)

• Month of Year (from the Time hierarchy)

• Region (from the Geography hierarchy)

• Call Center CG (that you created in the previous procedure)

3 Add the following metrics to the columns of the grid:

• Units Sold (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Sales Metrics folder)

• Revenue per Employee (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Sales Metrics
folder)

• Profit per Employee (from the Public Objects\Metrics\Sales Metrics folder)

4 Save and close the report, naming it Employee Performance Dataset Report.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Adding a dataset to the dashboard-style document
Add the dataset report to the dashboard-style document to access the inventory data.

To add a dataset

1 If the Dashboard Sample dashboard-style document is not open, open it in the
Document Editor in Developer.

2 From the Data menu, select Add Dataset. The Select a report dialog box opens.

3 Locate and select the Inventory Analysis Dataset Report.

4 Click Open.

The dataset and all the objects on that report are now displayed in the Datasets pane.

Switching panels in Design View
The first panel, Daily Order Count, is displayed. The inventory data needs to be added to
a separate panel.

To switch panels

1 Right-click the panel stack, point to Panels, and then choose Display Next.

Panel2 is displayed (you may have to scroll to the right to see its name on the title
bar). Panel2 is a blank rectangle, without any objects.

This also sets Panel2 as the current panel. When you open the dashboard-style
document in MicroStrategy Web, this panel will be displayed initially, rather than
Daily Order Count.

Renaming and formatting a panel
The default name of the panel, Panel2, is not very informative. Rename it to be more
useful. Also, the white background is dull, so apply a gradient for a more professional
look.

To rename a panel

1 Right-click the panel stack, point to Panels, and then selectManage. The Panels
tab of the Properties dialog box opens.

2 Select Panel2 in the list of panels.

3 Click Rename.

4 Type Inventory Analysis, and then press ENTER.
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5 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To apply a gradient to a panel

1 Right-click the panel and select Format. The Formatting Objects dialog box opens.

2 Select Container in the list of objects on the left.

3 Click the Background tab.

4 From the Background style drop-down list, select Gradient.

5 Select Light Turquoise from the Color 1 drop-down list (the color name appears
when you hover over the color swatches).

6 Select Light Green from the Color 2 drop-down list.

7 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

Creating a Bubble Graph widget
As with creating the other widgets for this dashboard-style document, you must first
create a Grid/Graph and then turn it into a widget.

A Bubble Graph widget must have at least one attribute on the rows of the Grid/Graph
and three metrics on the columns. These metrics are displayed along the X-axis, Y-axis,
and Z-axis (the size of the bubble) of the widget, in order from left to right. In this
widget, the X-axis is the Profit per Employee metric, the Y-axis is the Revenue per
Employee metric, and the Z-axis is the Units Sold metric.

To display a different color bubble (series) for each attribute element on the bubble
graph, an attribute is placed above the three metrics on the columns. In this widget, that
attribute is Year. For an in-depth explanation of the different objects on the widget, see
Creating an Interactive Bubble Graph widget, page 247.

To enable drilling on the bubble graph, an attribute must be placed to the right of the
attribute in the rows. This attribute must be a child of the attribute already on the rows.
The custom group you created in Creating a custom group, page 419 provides the
correct structure for this attribute. For detailed information on this requirement, with an
example, see Supporting drilling using a custom group, page 248.

To create a Bubble Graph widget

1 Create an empty Grid/Graph by selectingGrid from the Insert menu. When you
move the cursor to the Layout area, the pointer becomes crosshairs.

2 Click and drag in the panel stack to add the Grid/Graph. Do not worry about the size
or position; you will adjust them later.

3 Drag the following objects from the Datasets pane to the row axis of the Grid/Graph:

• Month of Year

• Region
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• Call Center CG

4 Drag the following objects from the Datasets pane to the column axis of the
Grid/Graph:

• Revenue per Employee

• Profit per Employee

• Units Sold

• Year

It is imperative that these objects are placed in the correct order on the
Grid/Graph for the widget to work properly. Year must be placed on the columns.

5 The Grid/Graph is in edit mode, as indicated by its red hashed border. Press ESC to
exit edit mode.

6 Right-click the Grid/Graph and choose Properties. The Properties dialog box
opens.

7 On the Layout tab, set the following options to position and size the Grid/Graph:

• Left: .04 inches

• Top: .1 inches

• Height: 5.3 inches

• Width: 8.5 inches

8 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

To turn the Grid/Graph into a widget

9 Select the Grid/Graph.

10 In the Property List, choose Interactive Bubble Graph from the Selected
widget drop-down list.

Saving the dashboard-style document
Save the dashboard-style document in a directory that you can access from
MicroStrategy Web, such as My Reports.

To save the dashboard-style document

1 Save and close the dashboard-style document, naming it Dashboard Sample.
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Viewing the Employee Performance panel in Flash
Mode in MicroStrategy Web
To interact with the widgets, you must view the dashboard-style document in Flash
Mode in MicroStrategy Web.

To view the dashboard-style document in Flash Mode

1 Sign in to MicroStrategy Web.

2 Navigate to the Dashboard Sample dashboard-style document in your project, and
click Dashboard Sample. The dashboard-style document opens in Flash Mode.

3 Switch to Full Screen mode by clicking the Full Screen Mode button in the
toolbar. Most of the MicroStrategy toolbars and panels are hidden, which maximizes
the amount of the dashboard-style document that can be shown at the same time.

To display the toolbars and panels, click the Restore Normal Screen
Mode button in the toolbar.

Enabling drilling and time series animation
The widget shows all of the parents (custom group elements) and children (call centers)
together. When drilling is enabled, only the custom groups are displayed initially. Users
can then drill to the call centers.

For an image of the widget showing the custom group elements and call centers
combined, see Panel 3: Employee Performance, page 396.

The time series animation moves the bubble values through time, to provide rapid insight
into business trends. A user can run through the entire animation, rewind, fast forward,
or move a slider to a specific time. The time range in this widget is January through
December.

To enable drilling and time series animation

You must be in Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web; you cannot enable drilling and
time series animation in Developer or in any other mode in MicroStrategy Web.

1 Right-click the Interactive Bubble Graph widget and select Properties. The
Interactive Bubble Graph dialog box opens.

2 Select the Enable drilling check box.

3 Select the Enable time series analysis check box.

4 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.
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Exploring the Employee Performance panel

Now that drilling has been enabled, the bubbles represent the custom group elements
only. The following image shows that the larger red bubble represents the Northeast.
When you hover the cursor over a bubble in the widget, information about that bubble is
displayed, as shown below.

The color of the bubbles is derived from the attribute placed on the columns of the
Grid/Graph. In this widget, that attribute is Year, as indicated by the color key at the
bottom left of the widget. If you hover over a year, the related bubbles are highlighted on
the widget.

The metrics on the Grid/Graph determine the position and size of the bubbles, as
described below:

• The value of the first metric on the Grid/Graph defines the position of each bubble
on the X-axis.

• The value of the second metric defines the position of each bubble on the Y-axis.

• The value of the third metric determines the size of each bubble.

Double-click the January 2006 Northeast bubble to drill down to the call centers that
comprise the Northeast (the children). The drilling is animated, so you can follow the
bubbles as they split and separate. In the sample below, New York is highlighted. Notice
that the bubbles from the earlier view remain for comparison, but are shaded to focus
attention on the drilled bubbles.
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The widget can display more than one drilled-down attribute. Double-click the January
2005 Northeast bubble, and the widget drills down to the call centers that comprise the
Northeast, as shown below.

To return to the original graph, click one of the child bubbles, and the drilled bubbles
return to the parent attribute.

The time series animation moves the bubble values through time, in this case from
January to December. Note that in the preceding images, January is displayed in the
upper right corner. To start the time series animation, hover your cursor at the top left
corner of the widget, just below the title bar. Click the play button that appears, and
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notice the months changing in the upper right corner, and the bubbles moving around
the graph.

The time series animation moves the bubble values through time, to provide rapid insight
into business trends. A user can run the entire animation, rewind, fast forward, or move
a slider to a specific time. In this widget, the time range is from January through
December.

The widget in the following image shows the values for May, and also displays the time
controls that allow you to interact with the time series animation.

By default, the time controls display only when you hover the cursor over the left corner,
but you can choose to always display them.

You can change this setting only in Flash Mode in MicroStrategy Web.

To always display the time controls for a widget

1 In Flash Mode, right-click the widget and select Properties. The Properties dialog
box opens.

2 Clear the Auto-Hide time controls check box.

3 Click OK to return to the dashboard-style document.

4 Save the dashboard-style document.



B
TROUBLESHOOTING
DASHBOARD-STYLE
DOCUMENTS

This section provides explanations of some of the most common issues you may
encounter when creating dashboard-style documents, in a question and answer format.
For more detailed discussions, refer to the relevant sections of this guide.

Troubleshooting selectors

I cannot change the target of a selector.

Automatic target maintenance is enabled on this layout, which means that all attribute
and metric selectors automatically target all Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the
same panel or document section as the selector. You can do any of the following:

• Disable automatic target maintenance. This affects the entire layout, so be sure you
want to do this. After you disable it, you must manually maintain selector targets. For
instructions on disabling this feature, see Disabling automatic target maintenance
to allow manual target selection, page 152.

• When targets are automatically maintained, you can control what target is chosen for
a selector, by placing controls in different document sections.

• If you cannot move controls to different document sections, you can place them in
different panel stacks in the same document section.

For more information about the last two options, including examples, see Controlling
targets when targets are automatically maintained, page 149.

Selector targets have changed in my document.

Automatic target maintenance was probably enabled after you created the selectors.
When automatic target maintenance is enabled, the targets of all existing attribute and

© 2017, MicroStrategy Inc. 430
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metric selectors are replaced with all the Grid/Graphs and panel stacks that are in the
same panel or document section as the selector. Automatic target maintenance affects all
the selectors on a layout. For more information about the effects of automatic target
maintenance, see Enabling automatic target maintenance, page 153.

If this is the case, you cannot change the targets unless you disable automatic target
maintenance. However, be sure that you do want to disable it. For instructions, see
Disabling automatic target maintenance to allow manual target selection, page 152.

When targets are automatically maintained, you can control what target is chosen for a
selector by either:

• Moving controls to different document sections

• Placing controls in different panel stacks in the same document section

For more information, including examples, see Controlling targets when targets are
automatically maintained, page 149.

Troubleshooting during document execution

I cannot open a document.

If a document has embedded Transaction Services, the document does not open.
Instead, a message is displayed, indicating that transaction-enabled documents are not
supported in MicroStrategy Developer. Open the document in MicroStrategy Web.

An image does not display in PDF View, when exported to PDF, or in
MicroStrategy Mobile.

Ensure that the image is saved in one of the image types listed below; other image types
cannot be displayed in PDF View, when exported to PDF, or in MicroStrategy Mobile.

• bmp

• jpg

• jpeg

• gif

If the image file path is using an http reference to a central Web Server machine, such as
http://microstrategy/Test/myimage.jpg, ensure that the URL does not
contain any spaces. You can remove the space from the image name or replace the space
with %20.

For more information about inserting images into documents, see the Document
Creation Guide.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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Troubleshooting common Flash Mode issues
This section describes some common issues you may encounter as you use Flash Mode
while viewing a document. The issues described in this section are not necessarily issues
related to defects in the software itself, but rather notes about how Flash Mode is
designed to work.

I cannot switch to Flash Mode; it is not an option in the View menu.

To display a document in Flash Mode, Flash Mode must be enabled for the document,
the user, and the project, as described below.

• A user with the appropriate privileges can enable Flash Mode for a document.

a In MicroStrategy Web, open a document in Design or Editable Mode.

b From the Tools menu, select Document Properties. The Properties dialog
box opens.

c From the list on the left, select Document under Document Properties.

d In the Available display modes list, select the Flash check box.

e You can specify that this document always opens in Flash Mode when it is
initially opened in Web. To do this, select Flash from the Run by default as
drop-down list.

f Save the document.

• Enable Flash Mode in your User Preferences.

a In MicroStrategy Web, on the Home page click your user name in the upper-
right and select Preferences.

b On the left, click Report Services.

c Select the Enable Flash Mode check box.

• In MicroStrategy Web, a project administrator can enable Flash Mode for a project,
using the project default preference. Contact your project administrator to enable it.

A graph displays in Interactive Mode but does not display properly in Flash
Mode.

Some graph styles are not supported in Flash Mode. You may also encounter issues with
other aspects of graph formatting which are not supported in Flash Mode. If issues such
as these occur, you must change the graph style of the report to a supported style.

The following graph styles are the only graph styles supported in Flash Mode:
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Graph Style Graph Sub-type

Vertical Bar • Clustered

• Absolute

• Percent

• Stacked

• Dual-axis Clustered

• Dual-axis Absolute

• Dual-axis Stacked

Horizontal Bar • Clustered

• Absolute

• Percent

• Stacked

• Dual-axis Clustered

• Dual-axis Absolute

Vertical Line • Absolute

• Percent

• Stacked

• Dual-axis Absolute

• Dual-axis Stacked

Horizontal Line • Absolute

• Dual-axis Absolute

Vertical Area • Absolute

• Percent

• Stacked

• Dual-axis Absolute

• Dual-axis Stacked

Horizontal Area • Absolute

• Dual-axis Absolute

Pie • Pie

• Ring Pie

• Multiple Proportional Pies

• Multiple Proportional Ring Pies

Note: Pie graphs may appear slightly larger in Flash Mode than they
do in other display modes. The Proportional styles are not displayed
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Graph Style Graph Sub-type

proportionally in Flash Mode.

Stock • Hi-Low-Open-Close

Scatter • X-Y Scatter

• Dual-axis X-Y Scatter

Bubble • Bubble

• Dual-axis Bubble

Note: The minimum, maximum, and interval settings for the Bubble
graph may not be displayed in Flash Mode exactly as they do in other
display modes.

Combination graphs

These graphs use a
combination of two
graph types

• Bar Area

• Bar Line

• Area Line

• Dual-axis Bar Area

• Dual-axis Bar Line

• Dual-axis Area Line

Note: The alignment of the Y-axis labels can appear differently in
Flash Mode than they do in other display modes.

Other display issues include the following:

• Nested labels in graphs are not displayed in Flash Mode. If the graph currently uses
nested labels, switch to another label type before opening the graph in Flash Mode.

• If a graph legend is positioned manually rather than automatically, the graph legend
may not be displayed in exactly the same position in Flash Mode.

• Donut bevel effects for circular data markers in a graph may appear different in
Flash Mode. For a more consistent look across modes, consider using a different
bevel effect, such as Sphere or Smooth Edge.

For more information on working with graphs, see the Advanced Reporting Guide.

An image displays in Interactive Mode but does not display in Flash Mode.

The image file path may be incorrect or unsupported in Flash Mode. The file location of
the image must use an HTTP-based path, not a network or local image path. For
information about adding images to documents and using the correct image path, see the
Document Creation Guide.

https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/AdvancedReportingGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
https://www2.microstrategy.com/producthelp/10.8/DocCreationGuide/WebHelp/Lang_1033/index.htm
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A widget is not displayed in Flash Mode.

The widget may not have been designed correctly. Each widget must contain a specific
number of attributes and metrics on its template. For more information on these
requirements, see Chapter 5, Providing Flash Analysis and Interactivity: Widgets.



GLOSSARY
A

account
Creates a relationship between access privileges and user login credentials.
Account permissions are based on granted roles, and each role has specific
privileges. See also: application administrator, application designer, subscription
administrator, system administrator.

Activation Code
A code used to activate MicroStrategy Intelligence Server after installation. This
code is sent to an email address provided during activation.

ad hoc query
A SQL query dynamically constructed by desktop tools and whose results are not
known before it is sent to the server. The user is asking a new question that has
not been answered by an existing report.

address
Set of information that tells Narrowcast Server how to send services to a
particular subscriber. Each address can be associated with one and only one
login/user. Each address is defined to use a specific device. See also: device.

address display
A name that is displayed by receiving systems. For email delivery, the address
display is used to identify the email address. For example,
johnsmith@microstrategy-tutorial.demo might be displayed as “Smith, John” by
the receiving email client.

address ID
An ID value that identifies individual addresses. Each address can be subscribed
to a subscription set multiple times.

administration object
Narrowcast Server components that control the processing of Narrowcast
messages, providing the means to acquire, format, and transmit messages to
recipients. These objects are created and configured by the system administrator.

© 2017, MicroStrategy Inc. 436
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administrator
A user who installs and monitors software and user configurations, maintains
the state of the software, and administers the MicroStrategy servers in the
platform. An administrator also defines users, assigns user login accounts and
user privileges, and analyzes the performance of the system.

aggregate data
Information or facts added together or "aggregated" to form summaries of
information considered as a whole.

aggregate function
A numeric function that acts on a column of data and produces a single result.
Examples include SUM, COUNT, MAX, MIN, and AVG.

aggregate table
A fact table that stores data that has been aggregated along one or more
dimensions.

All Subscription Data
An XML string that returns subscription information. It requires you to select an
XSL stylesheet to format the subscription information returned as desired.

analyst
A user who analyzes business data by accessing reports, performing drilling, and
otherwise manipulating reports and documents to see required business data. An
analyst receives useful data from information devices like smart phones and
email without necessarily understanding how such information is derived or
delivered.

analytical application
In MicroStrategy, a software application designed to provide predefined reports
and other analytics based on a predefined metadata repository, for various
industries to gain insight into their business data. The application is not fixed to a
specific physical schema, giving it the flexibility to be ported to a company's
existing data warehouse.

Analytical Engine
A component of the MicroStrategy Intelligence Server that performs all
advanced analytical functions. The Analytical Engine evaluates functions not
supported by the data warehouse RDBMS and it cross-tabulates reports.

analytics
Predefined tools that allow analysis within the Analysis Module's functional
areas. Analytics include reports (graph, grid, and so on), scorecards, dashboards,
and so on.

analytics library
The collection of reports and related objects in the MicroStrategy metadata
repository. Library objects include reports, metrics, filters, and prompts. Library
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objects are defined based on attributes and facts (objects in the logical data
model.)

application administrator
Narrowcast Administrator user role. This role is designed for a Narrowcast
Administrator console user who performs some of the same tasks as the
application designer but has the ability to modify application objects created by
any Narrowcast Administrator account. This role is intended for quality
managers, development managers, configuration managers, and other users
requiring full access to all application objects. See also: application designer.

application designer
A Narrowcast Administrator user role. This role is designed for a Narrowcast
Administrator console user who develops and tests services, which include
documents, publications, schedules, and subscription sets. Configures and
manages Subscription Portals that allow end users to subscribe to a variety of
Narrowcast services via the Web. Configures data sources, content, and portal
layout. Publishes services and device types, and selects default devices for
Subscription Portals. Specifies information source properties and default site
preferences. Installs, configures, and administers the development environment.
Administers subscribers and subscriptions for development and testing purposes.
See also: application administrator.

application object
MicroStrategy object used to provide analysis of and insight into relevant data.
Application objects are developed in MicroStrategy Developer and they are the
building blocks for reports and documents. Application objects include these
object types: report, document, template, filter, metric, custom group,
consolidation, prompt.

application program interface (API)
A set of related functions that provides an interface between existing applications
and new applications. The API can be seen as a platform over a set of services on
which new applications can be built. The functions, or interfaces, are
implemented in a Dynamic Link Library and are defined in a standardized
syntax. Application functionality available in the platform can be integrated or
embedded into other applications through the use of the APIs.

attachment
Any file that is included in an email message. Attachments can originate from
outside Narrowcast Server (that is, any pre-existing file can be sent as part of a
service) or can be created by Narrowcast Server (that is, Narrowcast Server can
create an Excel attachment on the fly).

attribute
A data level defined by the system architect and associated with one or more
columns in a data warehouse lookup table. Attributes include data classifications
like Region, Order, Customer, Age, Item, City, and Year. They provide a means
for aggregating and filtering at a given level.
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attribute element
A value of any of the attribute forms of an attribute. For example, New York and
Dallas are elements of the attribute City; January, February, and March are
elements of the attribute Month.

attribute form
One of several columns associated with an attribute that are different aspects of
the same thing. Every attribute supports its own collection of forms.

attrition rate
The number of lost employees divided by the number of employees in a given
time period.

authentication object
Object used by an information source that specifies who the user is and the
security context within which that user will interact with that information
source. Contains the security information required to make a connection or
perform task execution. Depending on the information source module, it should
contain information such as the user login name and password. For a
MicroStrategy Information Source, the object is a MicroStrategy user. See also:
personalization object.

auto text code
Dynamic text that is populated by the document or dataset, consisting of the
document’s or dataset’s settings rather than data from the data warehouse.
Examples of auto text codes, which can be considered as a type of variable, are
document name, page number, and execution time. Auto text codes are
contained in text field controls on a document. See also: Data field, Text field.

autostyle
A set of predefined formatting that can be easily applied to many reports in
either MicroStrategy Developer or MicroStrategy Web. Autostyles are a good way
to apply a corporate look and feel to reports.

axes (axis)
(1) A vector along which data is displayed. There are three axes—Row, Column,
and Page. When a user defines a template for a report, he places template units—
attributes, dimensions, metrics, consolidations, and custom groups—along each
axis. (2) One part of a multi-part graphical diagram. Many SDAM reports display
data on more than one graphical axis, such as the Quotation Activity Summary
report and the Quarterly Conversion Summary report.

B

banding
A method of organizing values according to a set of descriptive or meaningful
data ranges called buckets. Banding is also used for display purposes, where every
other row is a different color and the two colors alternate. Compare:
consolidation.
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base table
A fact table that stores data at the lowest level of dimensionality.

block
A logical display element used to control the display of large reports in the
limited page and slide dimensions of Microsoft Word and PowerPoint. A block
may consist of multiple fetches. Blocks are defined by Microsoft Office product-
specific configuration settings.

break by
An attribute or hierarchy where calculations for an OLAP function restart. To
break by an attribute or hierarchy means to restart calculations that use OLAP,
or Relative, functions when the analytical engine reaches the next instance of
the specified attribute or hierarchy. Examples of OLAP functions include
RunningStdevP, Rank, NTile, and various expressions that calculate percent
values. To break by an attribute or hierarchy in an expression, you must set the
BreakBy parameter.

business intelligence (BI) system
A system that facilitates the analysis of volumes of complex data by providing the
ability to view data from multiple perspectives.

C

cache
A special data store holding recently accessed information for quick future
access. This is normally done for frequently requested reports, whose execution
is faster because they need not run against the database. Results from the data
warehouse are stored separately and can be used by new job requests that require
the same data. In the MicroStrategy environment, when a user runs a report for
the first time, the job is submitted to the database for processing. However, if the
results of that report are cached, the results can be returned immediately without
having to wait for the database to process the job the next time the report is run.

caching
A special data storage method in which recently accessed values are stored for
quick future access. Caching is used primarily to improve report execution
performance.

calculated expression
A metric obtained dynamically, directly from metrics on a document dataset, by
using at least one of the metrics in the document. Calculated expressions allow
you to use simple arithmetic operators (+, -, *, /) to combine metrics from
different datasets in the document. See also: Derived metric.

catalog
A table that contains the names of all non-temporary tables in a data warehouse.
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characteristic attribute
An attribute that is a parent of a child attribute, but not part of the "main"
hierarchy associated with the child attribute. For example, consider a hierarchy
consisting of Year, Month, Day. Day of Week is a parent of Day, and a
characteristic attribute.

child attribute
The lower-level attribute in an attribute relationship. See also: parent attribute or
relationship.

clustering
A way of using machine resources to provide an efficient and robust processing
environment for a Narrowcast Server system. A cluster consists of two or more
machines, each machine running at least one Narrowcast Server component.
These components are: MicroStrategy Logging Server, distribution manager
(DM), execution engine (EE).

column
(1) A one-dimensional vertical array of values in a table. (2) The set of fields of a
given name and datatype in all rows of a given table. (3) MicroStrategy object in
the schema layer that can represent one or more physical table columns or no
columns.

component
A computing unit that provides a specific piece of the Narrowcast Server
functionality and interacts with other components. Examples are the Narrowcast
Administrator, execution engine, distribution manager, MicroStrategy Logging
Server, Object Repository, and Subscription Book Repository.

compound metric
A metric that cannot have a level placed on the entire metric, although it can be
set separately on each of the components.

conditional formatting
A method used to format specified controls in a document depending on
predefined criteria. It allows certain properties of controls, including sections, to
be controlled by data-driven conditions.

conditional metric
A metric containing filter criteria in its definition.

conditionality
Conditionality of a metric enables you to associate an existing filter object with
the metric so that only data that meets the filter conditions is included in the
calculation.

configuration objects
A MicroStrategy object appearing in the system layer and usable across multiple
projects. Configuration objects include (among others) these object types: users,
database instances, database logins, schedules.
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connection string
Stores the information required to connect to a database server. A connection
string usually includes a DSN and the user ID and password required to log in to
the database server. This information varies depending on the particular database
server.

console user
A user who works with the Narrowcast Administrator console, managing
subscriptions, developing services, and administering the system, in contrast to
an end user. See also: end user.

consolidation
An object that can be placed on a template and is made up of an ordered
collection of elements called consolidation elements. Each element is a grouping
of attribute elements that accommodates inter-row arithmetic operations.
Compare: custom group.

content
The information in services, including all reports, miscellaneous text, and file
attachments that are accessible to the user. Content is dynamic in the sense that
personalization, error handling conditions, and device settings all influence the
overall content output and format of each service.

control
Any item in the document’s Layout area that you can select. This can be a text
field, line, rectangle, image, panel stack, selector, Grid/Graph, or HTML
container. These different kinds of controls are referred to as control types. See
also: Grid/Graph, HTML container, Panel stack, Selector, Text field.

control default
A set of options that can be set for each type of control and each section in a
document. You can set the defaults according to the control that is currently
selected; afterward, its format is applied to any object of the same type that you
create in the document.

custom group
An object that can be placed on a template and is made up of an ordered
collection of elements called custom group elements. Each element contains its
own set of filtering qualifications.

custom SQL
Additional SQL code independently created by the user for execution against the
data warehouse. MicroStrategy provides tools to write custom SQL, including
Freeform SQL and Query Builder.

D

dashboard
An interactive, visually intuitive display of data. A dashboard can summarize key
business indicators (KPIs) to provide a status check. Users can change how they
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view the dashboard's data using interactive features, such as selectors, grouping,
widgets, and visualizations. Users can explore their data via multiple paths, using
text, data filtering, and layers of organization. See also: Visual Insight dashboard,
Dashboard-style document.

dashboard-style document
A visually intuitive display of data that summarizes key business indicators for a
quick status check. A special type of document, dashboard-style documents
usually provide interactive features that let users change how they view the
dashboard-style document’s data.

Data Explorer
A portion of the interface used to browse through data contained in the
warehouse. Users can navigate through hierarchies of attributes that are defined
by the administrator to find the data they need.

data field
Dynamic text that is populated from a dataset with data that originated in the
data warehouse (or an Intelligence Server cache). A data field is only a reference
to the metric, attribute, consolidation, or custom group on a report. Data fields
are contained in text field controls on a document. See also: Auto text code, Text
field.

data mart
A database, usually smaller than a data warehouse, designed to help managers
make strategic decisions about their business by focusing on a specific subject or
department.

data mart report
A special kind of report that saves its report data in a database rather than
returning those results to the user. Data mart reports either create a new table in
the database to store the report data or append the report data into an existing
table.

data modeling
A method used to define and analyze data requirements needed to support the
business functions of an enterprise. These data requirements are recorded as a
conceptual data model with associated data definitions. Data modeling defines
the relationships between data elements and data structures.

data source
A data source is any file, system, or storage location which stores data that is to
be used in MicroStrategy for query, reporting, and analysis. A data warehouse
can be thought of as one type of data source, which refers more specifically to
using a database as your data source. Other data sources include text files, Excel
files, and MDX cube sources such as SAP BW, Microsoft Analysis Services,
Oracle Essbase, and IBM Cognos TM1.
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data source name (DSN)
Provides connectivity to a database through an ODBC driver. A DSN generally
contains host machine name or IP address, instance name, database name,
directory, database driver, User ID, password, and other information. The exact
information included in the DSN varies by DBMS. Once you create a DSN for a
particular database, you can use it in an application to call information from the
database.

data warehouse
A database, typically very large, containing the historical data of an enterprise.
Used for decision support or business intelligence, it organizes data and allows
coordinated updates and loads.

database connection
Stores all database-specific connection information such as DSN, driver mode
and SQL execution mode as well as connection caching information.

database instance
(1) Database server software running on a particular machine. Though it is
technically possible to have more than one instance running on a machine, there
is usually only one instance per machine. (2) The MicroStrategy object that
represents a logical definition of a data warehouse. It stores all information
necessary for MicroStrategy to access the data warehouse for a particular project.

database login
The login ID and password that MicroStrategy Intelligence Server uses to log in
to a particular database on behalf of a user. See also: login ID.

dataset
A MicroStrategy report used to define the data available on a Report Services
document.

Datasets
(1) A pane in the Document Editor that shows all objects (grouped by datasets)
that can be used in the document. (2) All objects that can be used in the
document as supplied by the datasets. Dataset objects are attributes,
consolidations, custom groups, and metrics.

decile(deciling)
The method by which a group is broken up into ten groups of equal elements.
The first decile consists of the top ten percent; the second, the 11th to 20th
percent; the third, the 21st to 30th percent; and so on. demographics,
demographic data. Data that locates, identifies, and describes a population and its
properties; for example, data describing the age groups of people living in certain
geographical areas or income categories. Other dimensions of demographic data
include race, religion, political preference, spending preferences, and family size.

demographics (demographic data)
Data that locates, identifies, and describes a population and its properties; for
example, data describing the age groups of people living in certain geographical
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areas or income categories. Other dimensions of demographic data include race,
religion, political preference, spending preferences, and family size.

derived attribute
An attribute calculated from a mathematical operation on columns in a
warehouse table. For example, Age can be calculated from the expression
[Current Date–Birth Date]. See also: attribute.

derived metric
A metric based on data already available in a report. It is calculated by the
Intelligence Server, not in the database. Use a derived metric to perform
calculations on report data after it has been returned from the database.

description column
Optional columns that contain text descriptions of attribute elements.

device
MicroStrategy object that represents message-receiving technology employed by
end users, such as a mobile phone or tablet. The device object specifies how a
publication should be formatted and transmitted to a specific device type. For
example, an Outlook 98 Device might specify that the first document in the
publication must be plain text and no longer than 128 characters. It might also
specify that the second document could be either plain text or HTML, and if it is
HTML, image references can be embedded. A device includes specifications for
both formatting and transmission. Devices are used in the definition of addresses
to specify what information transmitter will be used to transmit content to those
addresses and how that content should be formatted and packaged. See also:
address, content, information transmitter, administration object.

device ID
Numeric ID value that indicates the delivery method and device that a recipient
prefers. Devices are specified for subscriptions in dynamic subscription sets by
providing the device ID for each recipient. Device IDs are found under the
properties for each device within Narrowcast Administrator. For example, one
subscription might specify Outlook 2000, while another recipient might specify a
mobile device. One subscriber then only receives email content formatted for
Outlook while the other subscriber only receives mobile device content
formatted for this phone.

dimension
An element or factor making up a complete entity or variable (a quantity that
may assume any one of a set of values).

directory server
A directory service provider running on a particular machine. Directory servers
are often part of email servers, and stores user names, addresses, and
authentication information. Unlike the Subscription Book, however, they are
neither intended nor well-suited to store and retrieve subscriptions. Directory
servers usually enable client connections through the lightweight directory
access protocol (LDAP), and are often used for centralized user authentication
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across many systems. See also: Subscription Book, Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP).

display locale
Controls which object names are shown in Narrowcast Administrator. Since
objects can have multiple names to support end users in more than one
language, one name must be chosen for display in Narrowcast Administrator.
The display locale serves this role. The locale selected for this purpose should be
the one that the Narrowcast Administrator needs to use most frequently when
defining objects. See also: locale, execution locale, selection locale, system locale,
user locale.

distribution manager (DM)
(1) Delivery Engine object that receives service execution triggers, distributes
service data to the execution engines for processing, designates failover execution
engines, and tracks the status of other system components. If the primary
distribution manager fails, one of the backup distribution managers becomes the
primary and takes over processing where the failed component stopped. (2) Piece
of software or component used to instantiate a distribution manager object. (3)
Machine being used to instantiate the distribution manager object.

distribution set
A schedule and subscription set pair, created during service definition. Specifies
when and to whom Narrowcast Server will send a service. See also: schedule,
subscription set.

document
A display representing data coming from one or more reports, as well as
positioning and formatting information. A Report Services document is used to
format data from multiple reports in a single display of presentation quality.

document (Narrowcast)
A Narrowcast document contains the static information from the document
template and the dynamic content from document elements, and is ready to be
transmitted by Narrowcast Server. Each document has a specific type, such as
HTML, plain text, Excel, or derived from an imported file.

document (Report Services)
A type of data display that shows data usually coming from multiple reports. A
Report Services document formats data from multiple reports in a single display
of presentation quality. A dashboard is a type of Report Services document, often
including interactive components.

document element
Part of a Narrowcast document containing dynamic content that is generated
when that document is executed as part of a service. Consists of at least one
information object, plus error-handling instructions. Might include an XSL
stylesheet selection, depending on the type of information object chosen.
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document formatter
Transforms the raw data of the information objects and the structure of the
Narrowcast document templates into a complete, formatted Narrowcast
document. The operations of document formatters include such tasks as XSL
processing and transformation, XML merging, character replacement, and string
padding. Formatting rules might account for device characteristics, locale
definition, and other recipient-specific formatting control information.

document formatting module (DFM)
A piece of software, or a component, that performs the work required for
turning Narrowcast document templates and information objects into
Narrowcast documents. The formatting process can use device characteristics,
locale definition, and other recipient-specific control information.

document template
Provides the structure and layout for a Narrowcast document. For example, an
Excel document template includes the basic workbook structure, any predefined
macros, and static worksheet content.

drill
A method of obtaining supplementary information after a report has been
executed. The new data is retrieved by re-querying the Intelligent Cube or
database at a different attribute or fact level.

drill path (attribute drill path)
In MicroStrategy, a path that determines which attributes are presented to an
interface; typically a project defines drill paths from parent attributes to their
children.

dynamic content
Document content that is dynamically retrieved at service execution time and
that can be personalized for each message recipient. Dynamic content is created
using content information objects. This content changes depending on the
results returned by the information object and can return different results for
different subscribers. For example, a weekly report returns different information
from week to the next, and each subscriber might request different content in
his report. Examples include a MicroStrategy report, a Web query, a SQL query,
or content from an external system. See also: static content.

dynamic subscription set
A subscription object containing at least one piece of subscription information
retrieved from an information object instead of from the Subscription Book
Repository. Useful for changing or alert-driven subscription sets. Some dynamic
subscription sets acquire all their information from a single information object.
Others retrieve only the Subscription ID from the information object while the
rest of the subscription information is acquired from the Subscription Book
Repository. Still others combine both methods. See also: segmentation
information object, Subscription ID, subscription information object,
subscription set.
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E

editor
A dialog used to create and edit MicroStrategy Objects. There is a Filter Editor,
Template Editor, Attribute Editor, Metric Editor, Report Editor, and so on.

end user
A subscriber, the person receiving messages from Narrowcast Server service, in
contrast to a console user. See also: console user.

entity relationship diagram (ERD)
A diagram that provides a graphical representation of the physical structure of
the data in the source system, which lets you easily recognize tables and columns
and the data stored in those columns.

entry level
The lowest level set of attributes at which a fact is available for analysis.

ETL
Short for extraction, transformation, and loading. (1) The process used to
populate a data warehouse from disparate existing database systems. (2) Third-
party software used to facilitate such a process.

execution engine (EE)
(1) Delivery Engine object that controls the execution of narrowcast messages,
called services. It receives service segments from the distribution manager, then
determines the content and subscriber information with input from other
components, including the Subscription Book Module and information source
modules. (2) A piece of software or component that is used to instantiate an
execution engine object. (3) A machine being used to instantiate an execution
engine object.

execution locale
Determines how content is generated for the users who receive it. When a
document is created, the application designer can specify that the document
should be executed in a specific execution locale. The definition of the locale
then controls how information should be gathered, formatted, packaged and
delivered for this document. For example, an application designer might define a
French and a German locale to gather information in the appropriate languages.
If one of these locales is chosen as the execution locale for a document, all
dynamic content in this document is retrieved using the corresponding language.
See also: locale, display locale, selection locale, system locale, user locale.

expression
Formulas built from functions, attributes, facts, metrics, and consolidations that
can be used to define attribute forms, fact calculations, metrics, or filters.
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F

fact
(1) A measurement value, often numeric and typically aggregatable, stored in a
data warehouse. (2) A schema object representing a column in a data warehouse
table and containing basic or aggregated numbers—usually prices, or sales in
dollars, or inventory quantities in counts. See also: metric.

fact table
A database table containing numeric data that may be aggregated along one or
more dimensions. Fact tables may contain atomic or summarized data. Compare:
base table.

fetch
The amount of report data retrieved from one call to MicroStrategy Web
Services. Fetches are used to control the amount of network traffic between
MicroStrategy Office and MicroStrategy Web Services and the amount of
memory used by MicroStrategy Intelligence Server. When you execute a report
or document into a Microsoft product, the Execution Status dialog box displays
the progress of each fetch. Fetch size is controlled by Microsoft Office product-
specific configuration settings. Maximum fetch size is governed by an
Intelligence Server setting in MicroStrategy Developer.

filter
A MicroStrategy object that specifies the conditions that the data must meet to
be included in the report results. Using a filter on a report narrows the data to
consider only the information that is relevant to answer your business question,
since a report queries the database against all the data stored in the data
warehouse. A filter is composed of at least one qualification, which is the actual
condition that must be met for the data to be included on a report. Multiple
qualifications in a single filter are combined using logical operators. Examples
include "Region = Northeast" or "Revenue > $1 million". A filter is normally
implemented in the SQL WHERE clause.

Flash-enabled document
A Report Services document in which Flash Mode is selected as an available
display mode in the Document Properties dialog box.

flattened
A report display type in which the results of a report are displayed with all
attributes and metrics flattened side-by-side on one axis. Also, any subtotals
within the report are not displayed. It is convenient to execute your report or
HTML document in this display type if you intend to use Excel’s drop-down lists
to filter, hide/show data, and more.

folder
A MicroStrategy object used for grouping and storing in a single place a set of
objects that are similar, such as filters, templates, and reports.
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folder list
A portion of the interface that lists all the folders found in the project in a
hierarchical fashion. It helps a user to visualize and browse through a
MicroStrategy project.

form
One of several columns that are different representations of the same thing, as
ID, Name, Long Description, Abbreviation.

function plug-in
Allows user-defined functions to be used by the MicroStrategy Analytical Engine.

G

governing parameters
Designed to keep the execution profile of a system within acceptable limits.
Protects the system from overconsumption of resources such as memory, disk
space, network capacity, and CPU cycles.

graph
A graphical image display of data. Sometimes referred to as a chart. See also
report.

graph analytic
An analytic showing data as points, lines, or bars, arranged according to axes
based on the chosen metrics. Although not all analytics can be displayed in every
graph type available, many analytics can be viewed in several ways. Choices for
graph display include bars, lines, area graphs, and three-dimensional graphs.

graph view
Report viewing mode that displays results as a graphical chart.

grid
A spreadsheet-style two-dimensional display of data. See also report.

grid analytic
An analytic consisting of rows and columns. Each row or column has a heading,
and each heading represents a prompt from the analytic. Grid analytics can be
modified easily, by drilling, moving columns, converting columns to rows,
sorting, and using page-by to display subsets of the analytic data as separate
pages.

grid view
Report viewing mode that displays result data in a tabular format.

Grid/Graph
A control placed in a document that displays information in the same way a
MicroStrategy report does.
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grouping
A way to create a hierarchical structure for a document.

H

hierarchy
A set of attributes defining a meaningful path for element browsing or drilling.
The order of the attributes is typically—though not always—defined such that a
higher attribute has a one-to-many relationship with its child attributes.

hint
A comment that passes instructions to a database optimizer about choosing an
execution plan for a given SQL statement. In MicroStrategy, a hint can be
defined in VLDB properties to appear within a MicroStrategy-issued SQL
statement.

History List
A folder where users can retrieve the results of previously executed or scheduled
reports and documents.

HTML container
A control that either displays real-time information from the web or displays
formatted HTML.

HTML document
(1) A compound report displaying multiple grids and graphs. (2) The
MicroStrategy object that supports such a report.

I

ID column
A column that contains attribute element identification codes. All attributes must
have an ID column.

imported file
A file imported from outside of Narrowcast Server and stored in its original
format. For example, a text file contains only plain text and an HTML file
contains only HTML. Storing information in the file format preserves the
integrity of the original data since files cannot be modified with Narrowcast
Server. Files cannot be directly included in publications; they must first be
associated with imported documents, which serve as containers to allow them to
be attached to publications. Imported files can also be used as stylesheets or
templates for documents.

incremental fetch
A feature that returns a large set of information, such as subscriptions, to the
console in numerous small pieces as those pieces are needed. This ensures that
network traffic and client processing is kept to a minimum.
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information delivery platform
Server that, whenever certain conditions are in effect, acquires information from
a variety of sources, personalizes that information, formats it, and transmits it
through a variety of technologies.

information object
Application object containing a set of instructions that specify how to get data
from a particular type of information source. Defined by using an information
source module, it is set up when a service is built and executed when the service
that uses it is run. Plays one of three roles: content, subscription, or
segmentation. See also: information object role, information object type,
information source,information source module (ISM).

information object role
Indicates how the information supplied by the information object is used by
Narrowcast Server. Three roles are available: Content ( Supplies information for
the document), Subscription ( Provides a list of subscribers and related
subscription information for dynamic subscription sets), Segment (Specifies the
first and last subscriptions for each segment of the subscription set). See also:
information object.

information object type
Indicates the format of the data returned by the information object and how
Narrowcast Server can use this data. Three types are available: Text (Returns a
plaintext string that is inserted directly into a document's content), XML
(Returns an XML string that must be combined with an XSL stylesheet to
produce content appropriate for each type of document), Image (Returns an
image in JPG format that is inserted directly into the document's content). See
also: information object.

information source
Contains information about how to connect to a specific source of content using
an information source module. The Delivery Engine requests and acquires
information from information sources. An information source uses
personalization objects for personalization. See also: information source module
(ISM), personalization object.

information source module (ISM)
An executable process that receives requests for information and returns that
information as well-defined data. It defines and processes information objects.
One ISM can be used to load various information sources. For example, an ISM
can be set up to access MicroStrategy Developer projects and can be used for any
MicroStrategy Developer projects that you want to use as an information source.
See also: information object, information source.

information transmission module (ITM)
An executable process or component designed to support a particular delivery
capability. For example, MicroStrategy Narrowcast Server provides the email
(SMTP) Module, which is used for the email (SMTP) Information Transmitter.
The ITM indicates what documents and document types it supports, as well as
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the arrangement of these documents. Also, the ITM provides a user interface for
defining device characteristics. Those characteristics are stored in the Object
Repository and retrieved by the information transmission module to control
packaging and delivery. See also: device, document (Narrowcast), information
transmitter, publication.

information transmitter
Administration object that delivers formatted content, in the form of
publications, to end user devices. An information transmitter might serve the
purpose of sending email via SMTP or mobile device messages using an SMS
gateway. In general, an information transmitter supports one type of
transmission technology, such as SMTP, FTP, HTTP, or ODBC, but this is not a
requirement. Information transmitters depend on information transmission
modules. See also: device, document (Narrowcast), information transmission
module (ITM), publication.

installation log file
The MicroStrategy setup program generates a log file in text format. This log file
contains records of all actions performed by the setup program and by other
executable files related to installation.

Intelligent Cube
A copy of the report data saved in memory and used for manipulation of the view
definition. This division allows multiple reports with different views to share a
common data definition.

J

Java database connectivity
A Java API that enables Java programs to execute SQL statements. This allows
Java programs to interact with any SQL-compliant database. Since nearly all
relational database management systems (DBMSs) support SQL, and because
Java itself runs on most platforms, JDBC makes it possible to write a single
database application that can run on different platforms and interact with
different DBMSs. JDBC is similar to ODBC, but is designed specifically for Java
programs, whereas ODBC is language-independent.

join
A SQL operation that combines data from multiple tables into a single result
table.

K

KPI (key performance indicator)
An indicator gauging how well a company progresses in numerous areas such as
finance, customer service, and product availability and distribution.
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L

Layout area
The middle panel of the Document Editor in which you place data or other
controls to determine the appearance of the document when it is viewed as a
PDF.

level
(1) In a data warehouse, facts are said to be stored at a particular level defined by
the attribute IDs present in the fact table. For example, if a fact table has a Date
column, an Item_ID column, and a fact column, that fact is stored at the
Date/Item level. (2) With regard to metric calculation, the level is the level of
calculation for the metric.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
An open standard that client computers use to communicate with directory
service providers. Client machines connect to a particular logical directory on a
particular physical directory server. See also: directory server.

Lightweight Directory Interchange Format (LDIF)
File format that is exported from LDAP directory services.

link
A connection from a document to another document or a report. A link lets an
analyst execute another document or report (the target) from a document (the
source), and to pass parameters to answer any prompts that are in the target.

load balancing
A strategy aimed at achieving even distribution of MicroStrategy Web Universal
user sessions across MicroStrategy Intelligence Servers. MicroStrategy achieves
four-tier load balancing by incorporating load balancers into MicroStrategy Web
Universal.

locale
Specifies what regional characteristics to apply to data and formatting, including
number format, date format, time format, and character sets. Your system might
support multiple locales. See also: display locale, execution locale, selection
locale, system locale, user locale.

Locale ID
Numeric ID value used to indicate the locale that a recipient prefers. Locales are
specified for subscriptions in dynamic subscription sets by providing the Locale
ID. Locale IDs are found under the properties for each locale within Narrowcast
Administrator. For example, one subscription might specify French, while
another recipient might specify German. One subscriber then only receives
French content while the other subscriber only receives German content.
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logical data model
A graphical representation of data that is arranged logically for the general user,
as opposed to the physical data model or warehouse schema, which arranges
data for efficient database use.

login ID
Login identifier, typically supplied with a password.

lookup table
A database table used to uniquely identify attribute elements. They typically
consist of descriptions of dimensions. Lookup tables are usually joined to fact
tables to group the numeric facts in the fact table by dimensional attributes in
the lookup tables.

M

managed object
A schema object unrelated to the project schema, which is created by the system
and stored in a separate system folder. Managed objects are used to map data to
attributes, metrics, hierarchies and other schema objects for Freeform SQL,
Query Builder, and MDX cube reports.

manual fetch
A type of incremental report result fetching in which you are asked to confirm
each fetch. For example, when you execute a report, you are prompted to
confirm that each fetch, or section of report results, is displayed.

many-to-many relationship
An attribute relationship in which multiple elements of a parent attribute can
relate to multiple elements of a child attribute, and vice versa.

many-to-one relationship
An attribute relationship in which (1) multiple elements of a parent attribute
relate to only one element of a child attribute, and (2) every element of the child
attribute can relate to multiple elements of the parent.

MDX cube
An MDX cube is a collection or set of data retrieved from an MDX cube source,
which is imported into MicroStrategy and mapped to various objects to allow
query, reporting, and analysis on the data.

MDX cube report
The central focus for MicroStrategy users to query, analyze, and visually present
data from MDX cube sources in a manner that answers and evaluates their
business questions. MDX cube reports provide the same data display and analysis
functionality as standard MicroStrategy reports, but rather than reporting on
data from a relational data warehouse, MDX cube reports report on data from
MDX cube sources.
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MDX cube source
When integrated with MicroStrategy, the third-party tools SAP BW, Microsoft
Analysis Services, Oracle Essbase, and IBM Cognos TM1 are referred to as MDX
cube sources. You can import and map data from these different MDX cube
sources in MicroStrategy to query, report on, and analyze data with
MicroStrategy. MicroStrategy can integrate with MDX cube source data as well
as access data from a relational database concurrently.

messaging application program interface (MAPI)
Allows Windows applications to send email messages through external email
programs. Designed primarily to connect client applications such as Microsoft
Outlook to mail servers such as Microsoft Exchange Server. Not intended for
server-to-server communications.

metadata
A repository whose data associates the tables and columns of a data warehouse
with user-defined attributes and facts to enable the mapping of the business
view, terms, and needs to the underlying database structure. Metadata can reside
on the same server as the data warehouse or on a different database server. It
can even be held in a different RDBMS.

metadata (or metadata repository)
A repository whose data associates the tables and columns of a data warehouse
with user-defined attributes and facts to enable the mapping of the business
view, terms, and needs to the underlying database structure. Metadata can reside
on the same server as the data warehouse or on a different database server. It
can even be held in a different RDBMS.

metric
(1) A business calculation defined by an expression built with functions, facts,
attributes, or other metrics. For example: Sum(dollar_sales) or [Sales] - [Cost].
(2) The MicroStrategy object that contains the metric definition. It represents a
business measure or key performance indicator. See also: fact.

MicroStrategy Analytics Module
A MicroStrategy project with prepackaged metadata, including best practices
reports, scorecards, and dashboards, key performance indicators, attributes,
business metrics, filters, and custom groups; default physical and logical data
models to allow the module to work with your physical schemas and data model
or with the module’s packaged data warehouse schema; and a reference guide for
the Analysis Module’s data model, the analysis area, metadata object definitions,
data dictionary, and individual report use scenarios.

MicroStrategy Intelligence Server
Core of the MicroStrategy architecture, MicroStrategy Intelligence Server
manages and organizes users, projects, and database connections; coordinates,
prioritizes, and executes all user requests; and allocates the resources necessary
to complete them. It tracks schedules, manages security, and provides the ability
to monitor and analyze the daily activity of the entire decision support
environment.
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MicroStrategy Logging Client
Service that receives logging messages from Narrowcast Server components and
relays them to the MicroStrategy Logging Server. Logging messages include
segment status information, statistics information, and error event notification.
See also: MicroStrategy Logging Server.

MicroStrategy Logging Server
Server that collects logging messages from MicroStrategy Logging Clients and
distributes them to consumers. Logging messages include segment status
information, statistics information, and error event notification. See also:
MicroStrategy Logging Client.

multidimensional analysis
A form of analysis of the data in a data warehouse that includes many
relationships, each representing a dimension. For example, a retail analysis may
seek to understand the relationships among sales by region, by quarter, by
demographic distribution (income, education level, gender), and by product.
Multidimensional analysis provides results for these complex relationships.

multipart MIME
Part of the MIME specification, which includes more than one body part in a
body section within a MIME message. This is typically used to enable the
inclusion of separate text and HTML message bodies, embedded images, and
other body parts within an email message. See also: multipurpose Internet mail
extensions (MIME).

multipurpose Internet mail extensions (MIME)
The specification as defined by RFC 1521 (maintained by the Internet
Engineering Task Force at http://www.ietf.org/) for encoding message contents,
attached files, embedded images, and other embedded files into a single (typically
7-bit) data string. Many modern email clients support MIME. Because the
MIME specification includes encoding of message contents, it allows for
messages that use character sets other than US-ASCII. See also: multipart
MIME.

N

Narrowcast Administrator account
An object that allows a user to log in to MicroStrategy Narrowcast Administrator.
It is created within Narrowcast Administrator, and its definition is stored in the
Object Repository of a system. Each Narrowcast Administrator account is based
on a specific Windows account. When a new Narrowcast Server system is
created, two Narrowcast Administrator accounts are automatically added to it,
one of which is the local Administrator Windows account for the machine that
was used to create the system. Narrowcast Administrator accounts can have
various privileges, which control what Narrowcast Administrator users can do.
These privileges include: Service design, Application administration, System
administration, Subscription administration.
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Narrowcast Server system
A collection of machines, software components, and objects that collectively
provide the ability to process and deliver narrowcast messages to recipients. The
objects that make up a system are divided into two categories, administration
objects and application objects. See also: administration object, application
object, clustering, component.

O

object
Conceptually, an object is the highest grouping level of information about one
concept, used by the user to achieve the goal of specified data analysis. More
concretely, an object is any item that can be selected and manipulated, including
folders, reports, facts, metrics, and so on.

object template
A MicroStrategy object that allows you to start with a predefined structure when
creating a new object. You can use object templates for many MicroStrategy
objects, including metrics, documents, reports, and report templates.

ODBC (open database connectivity)
An open standard with which client computers can communicate with relational
database servers. Client machines make a connection to a particular logical
database, on a particular physical database server, using a particular ODBC
driver.

ODBC driver
Software interface to an ODBC service provider. See also: open database
connectivity (ODBC).

ODBC driver manager
Coordinates communication between a client application and database server.
The client application tells the driver manager that it needs to connect using a
particular connection string. The DSN found in this connection string provides
the driver manager with the type of database server to which the application
needs access. From this information, the driver manager decides what driver to
use and initiates the communication.

one-to-many relationship
An attribute relationship in which every element of a parent attribute can relate
to multiple elements of a child attribute, while every element of the child
attribute relates to only one element of the parent. The one-to-many attribute
relationship is the most common in data models.

one-to-one relationship
An attribute relationship in which every element of the parent attribute relates to
exactly one element of the child attribute, and vice versa.
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online analytical processing
In general, a system with analytical processing that involves activities such as
manipulating transaction records to calculate sales trends, growth patterns,
percent to total contributions, trend reporting, and profit analysis.

operational data store
A database that typically stores transactional data generated by and used in the
conducting of business operations. The data can be used as a trigger condition or
as content.

outline mode
Report viewing mode that creates indented, collapsible groupings of related
elements to make reports neater and easier to read.

P

page
An amount of data that is analogous to a page in a page-by report. Each page of a
page-by report represents one combination of elements from each attribute on
the page-by axis. For example, one page may contain data related to 2006 as well
as the Southeast region. A report with no attributes on the page-by axis is
considered to have one page. When you execute a report or document into a
Microsoft product, the Execution Status dialog box displays the progress of each
page.

page-by
Segmenting data in a grid report by placing available attributes, consolidations,
and metrics on a third axis called the Page axis. Since a grid is two-dimensional,
only a slice of the cube can be seen at any one time. The slice is characterized by
the choice of elements on the Page axis. By varying the selection of elements, the
user can page through the cube.

panel
A way of grouping data in a document so that users can navigate subsets of data
as if the subsets were pages in a smaller document. Each “page”, or layer of data,
is a panel; a group of panels is called a panel stack.

panel stack
The holder for a collection of panels, or layers of data, in a document. A user can
navigate or flip through the panels in a panel stack; only one panel is displayed at
a time.

parent attribute
The higher-level attribute in an attribute relationship with one or more children.
See also: child attribute or relationship.

partition
A relational database table broken down into smaller component tables. This can
be done at the database level or at the application level. See the MicroStrategy
System Administration Guide for more information.
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partition mapping
The division of large logical tables into smaller physical tables based on a
definable data level, such as month or department. Partitions minimize the
number of tables and records within a table that must be read to satisfy queries
issued against the warehouse. By distributing usage across multiple tables,
partitions improve the speed and efficiency of database queries.

partition mapping table
A warehouse table that contains information used to identify the partitioned base
tables as part of a logical whole. (A partitioned base table is a warehouse table
that contains one part of a larger set of data. Partition tables are usually divided
along logical lines, such as time or geography.) Also referred to as a PMT.

persistence
A default behavior in MicroStrategy Office ensuring that every report and
document you run in an Excel workbook, PowerPoint presentation, or Word
document retains a link to MicroStrategy Intelligence Server. This ensures that
you and other users can refresh the reports and documents to retrieve the latest
data from the data warehouse or other data sources. Every report or document
executed also contains properties that are persisted; these properties determine
how the report or document is displayed and can be modified by users once it is
refreshed.

personalization
The process that allows each subscriber to receive data that has been filtered and
formatted specifically for him. Narrowcast Server uses locale, subscription, and
personalization objects to personalize services. See also: locale, personalization
object, subscription.

personalization object
An object handled by information sources for personalization. The three types
are: authentication, preference and security. The combination of the
authentication, preference, and security objects control the data that is returned
by an information object. See also:authentication object, information object,
information source, preference object, question object, security object.

personalization set
A combination of locale, authentication, security, and preference objects to
achieve personalized information, or information filtered and formatted
specifically for a subscriber.

personalized page execution
In the context of the MicroStrategy Information Source Module, each page of a
report is used as a result for one or more subscribers. See also: page-by,
personalization set.

personalized report execution
In the context of the Information Source Module, each result is derived from the
separate execution of a report. Answers to prompts and MicroStrategy users both
impact personalization in this execution mode. See also: personalization set.
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physical address
The address location used to locate recipients and deliver messages. For email
delivery, this is a standard SMTP address in the form recipient@domain.xxx. No
physical address is required for delivery to the Subscription Portal. The physical
address required by other information transmitters depends on the individual
information transmitter.

physical warehouse schema
A detailed graphic representation of your business data as it is stored in the data
warehouse. It organizes the logical data model in a method that make sense from
a database perspective.

PIN
The personal identification number required by some delivery methods. A PIN is
not used for email, mobile device, or Subscription Portal delivery. The use of a
PIN by other information transmitters depends on the individual information
transmitter.

plug-in
An additional processing component integrated with MicroStrategy products.
For example, advanced statistical and financial functions can be added as
additional processing components.

plugin
An application that can easily be installed and executed by the MicroStrategy
Intelligence Server in one of several identical interfaces. For example, advanced
statistical and financial functions can be added as additional processing
components.

port number
The port number is how a server process identifies itself on the machine on
which it is running. For example, when the Intelligence Server machine receives
a network call from a client (Developer, Web Universal, Narrowcast Server,
Command Manager, and so on), it knows to forward those calls to the
Intelligence Server port number that is specified in the call.

portability
The ability of an analytical application to be integrated into an existing data
warehouse. To port the Analysis Module, you “map” the module to the physical
schema of an existing data warehouse.

portal
A site that offers a centralized access point for finding and managing
information via a variety of different services. It offers a broad array of resources
and services, such as email, discussion forums, search engines, and other online
services. A portal is accessible through the use of a web browser. See also:
Subscription Portal.
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preference object
Type of personalization object that uses the answers to question objects to
specify the information that the user wants. At run-time, the preference object is
applied to information objects to personalize them. Preferences are usually
controlled by the user, but can be set by the subscription administrator. For an
Information Source, preference objects are prompt answers. See also:
personalization object, question object.

prefix
A prefix is stored in the project metadata associated with a table or tables and is
used by the Engine to generate SQL. Also, the Catalog Server uses it to obtain
table sample values and row counts. In most cases, it should match the name
space field since it is used to qualify on a specific table belonging to a certain
owner or name space. Prefixes can be defined and modified from the Warehouse
Catalog interface.

preview fetch
A type of incremental report result fetching in which you can see a preview of
the report data as it runs. You specify how many rows of the report you want to
preview at a time, and fetching automatically stops after one fetch.

primary key
In a relational database, the set of columns required to uniquely identify a record
in a table.

privilege
Assigned to users, a privilege defines the functionality available to a user, for
example, which objects a given user can create and which applications and
editors he can use.

process
An executing application comprising one or more threads. Processes use
temporary private address spaces and control operating system resources such as
files, dynamic memory allocations, pipes, and synchronization objects.

production metadata
The repository you create during the configuration portion of the installation
process, and which works with your data warehouse and serves as your working
metadata repository.

productivity analysis
A process that measures company productivity and identifies ways to increase it.

project
(1) The highest-level intersection of a data warehouse, metadata repository, and
user community, containing reports, filters, metrics, and functions. (2) An object
containing the definition of a project, as defined in [1]. The project object is
specified when requesting the establishment of a session.
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project designer
The user category of one who creates projects and all of the schema objects
(facts, attributes, hierarchies) for a project. A project designer is thoroughly
familiar with the data model and schema object editors.

project source
Defines a connection to the metadata database and is used by various
MicroStrategy components to access projects. A direct project source is a two-
tier connection directly to a metadata repository. A server project source is a
three-tier connection to a MicroStrategy Intelligence Server. One project source
can contain many projects and the administration tools found at the project
source level are used to monitor and administer all projects in the project source.

prompt
MicroStrategy object in the report definition that is incomplete by design. The
user is asked during the resolution phase of report execution to provide an
answer that completes the information. A typical example with a filter is
choosing a specific attribute on which to qualify.

Property List
The list of settings used to specify the appearance or any other characteristic of a
control on a document.

publication
An ordered collection of documents that completely defines the content of a
service for a specific set of devices. Each publication is used for exactly one locale
and one information transmission module. A publication specifies: An
information transmitter, At least one device or A set of documents. See also:
device, document (Narrowcast), information transmitter.

Q

qualification
The actual condition that must be met for data to be included on a report.
Examples include “Region = Northeast” or “Revenue &gt; $1 million”.
Qualifications are used in filters and custom groups. You can create multiple
qualifications for a single filter or custom group, and then set how to combine
the qualifications using the logical operators AND, AND NOT, OR, and OR NOT.

query
A request for data from a database or data warehouse. A report is a database
query.

Query Engine
The MicroStrategy component responsible for submitting SQL code to the
database.

question object
Type of personalization object that specifies the questions to ask the user to
determine the user’s preferences. Answers are used as preference objects. For a
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MicroStrategy Information Source, a question object is defined by choosing a
report, and the questions to be asked depend on the definition of that report. In
personalized page execution mode, the user is asked what page to display, using
the page-by functionality. In personalized report execution mode, the questions
include all prompt objects defined on the selected report except the security
object prompt. See also: page-by, personalization object, preference object.

Quick Grid
A report display type in MicroStrategy Office in which the report is run as a CSV
and bulk-loaded into Excel in one fetch. Although this results in a fast report
execution time, formatting from the report definition, such as fonts, colors, and
thresholds is not applied. You can apply formatting to Quick Grids using
Microsoft Excel’s AutoFormats.

R

ranking
A type of OLAP function that returns the rank of a value in a group of values.
Rows with equal values with respect to the ordering are assigned the same rank.

relate table
A table containing the ID columns of two or more attributes, thus defining
associations between them.

relationship
An association specifying the nature of the connection between one attribute
(the parent) and one or more other attributes (the children). See also: child
attribute or parent attribute.

report
The central focus of any decision support investigation, a report allows users to
query for data, analyze that data, and then present it in a visually pleasing
manner.

report designer
The user category of one who creates all application objects such as grid and
graph reports, filters, templates, documents, consolidations, and custom groups.
The report designer understands all of the business intelligence capabilities of the
system.

report resolution
The process of filling placeholders such as prompts with information determined
at run time.

report template
A MicroStrategy object that allows you to define the layout of general categories
of information in a report. In a report template, you specify the information that
you want to retrieve from your data source, and the way that you want the data
to be displayed in Grid view. A report template does not include filter
information. Report templates are often referred to as just as templates.
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retention(employee)
The process of maintaining or securing employee loyalty to minimize loss of key
talent.

role
A feature of the security subsystem that defines which objects a given user can
create and which operations he can perform. The different Narrowcast Server
roles are: System administrator (who manages the entire system), Application
administrator (who administers application objects only), Application designer
(who develops application objects only and cannot modify objects owned by
other users), Subscription administrator (who manages the Subscription Book),
Portal administrator (who configures and manages Subscription Portals).

S

schedule
Sets the time or frequency that a service is executed. A schedule represents a
recurrence pattern, not a fixed date. It is defined relative to time zones to
account for daylight savings, date boundaries, and other time zone-specific
issues. To allow subscribers globally to receive services at specific local times, a
service can contain more than one schedule.

schema
(1) The set of tables in a data warehouse associated with a logical data model. The
attribute and fact columns in those tables are considered part of the schema
itself. (2) The layout or structure of a database system. In relational databases,
the schema defines the tables, the fields in each table, and the relationships
between fields and tables.

schema object
MicroStrategy object created, usually by a project designer, that relates the
information in the logical data model and physical warehouse schema to the
MicroStrategy environment. These objects are developed in MicroStrategy
Architect, which can be accessed from MicroStrategy Developer. Schema objects
directly reflect the warehouse structure and include attributes, facts, functions,
hierarchies, operators, partition mappings, tables, and transformations.

scorecard
A type of tally sheet displaying a company's performance using key performance
indicators (KPIs) that gauge how well a company progresses in areas such as
finance, customer service, and product availability and distribution. See also KPI
(key performance indicator).

security filter
A qualification associated with a user that is applied to all queries executed by
that user.

security object
Type of personalization object that specifies what information the user should
have access to. Security filtering criteria applied to an information source during
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subscriber interaction. For a MicroStrategy Information Source, it is a response
to a prompt in the form of a single attribute element. Each user can have one
security object per information source. See also: personalization object, security
object prompt.

security object prompt
Specifies which attribute in the project corresponds to a user or subscriber. The
answer to this prompt is used as a security object in MicroStrategy. See also:
prompt, security object.

security role
In a MicroStrategy security model, the set of privileges that a user can have.

segment
A group of subscriptions within a subscription set. Subscription sets are divided
into multiple pieces, or segments, so that the work required to execute a service
for all subscriptions can be distributed across multiple systems to allow parallel
work processing. The size of the segment is part of the service definition and
controls the work packages that are sent to each execution engine.

segmentation
The task of dividing the subscriptions within a subscription set into equal-sized
groups or segments. Segmentation ensures that all subscription information
objects and content information objects return only information for
subscriptions in the current segment. Subscription sets are always segmented
using the subscription ID, and the boundaries of segments are specified as
subscription ID values. For the MicroStrategy Information Source, segmentation
can be performed automatically by Narrowcast Server, or the application
designer can control how the subscription set is segmented and how subscription
information objects and content information objects constrain the information
they return.

segmentation information object
An information object that returns the segment boundary values for a
subscription set. Boundary values determine the size of the segment and are
always given in the form of subscription ID values corresponding to the first
subscription ID in each segment. Segment information objects are used only for
dynamic subscription sets.

segmentation prompt
A prompt that controls the information returned in a report used as a content
information object or subscription information object. Segmentation can be
performed automatically by Narrowcast Server, or prompts can be added to
content information objects and subscription information objects manually. This
process limits the number of subscriptions and content pages returned to only
provide information for subscriptions in the current segment.

selection locale
Determines which users should receive which content. When a user is created,
the subscription administrator (using Narrowcast Administrator) or the user
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(using the Subscription Portal) selects a locale for which the user will receive
content. When a publication is created, the application designer chooses a
selection locale that determines which users receive the content in a publication.
If a user chooses Locale A, the application designer must choose Locale A as the
selection locale for a publication for the user to receive this publication. See also:
locale, display locale, execution locale, system locale, user locale.

selector
A type of control in a document that allows a user to: Flip through the panels in
a panel stack, to see different predefined layers of data, or “pages”, in the same
document. Display different attribute elements or metrics in a Grid/Graph.

SequeLink
Third-party (non-MicroStrategy) software that configures and manages data
access across multiple data stores, operating systems, and deployment options.

SequeLink machine
The machine where SequeLink is installed. This machine can be independent
from the rest of the Subscription Portal.

SequeLink services
SequeLink creates two NT services: SLAgent 54, which is the Administrator, and
SLSocket54, which is the Server.

server definition
A MicroStrategy object stored in the metadata containing information about the
configuration of an Intelligence Server.

server instance
The combination of an Intelligence Server running with a particular server
definition.

service
An object that provides all the information needed for the Delivery Engine to
correctly generate messages. That information includes the delivery conditions,
content, personalization rules, and subscriptions for sending messages for a
particular purpose. For example, one service delivers a daily message containing a
stock portfolio update, while another delivers alerts to mobile devices when the
value of a stock changes significantly. A service comprises at least one schedule-
subscription pair and a set of publications.

service designer
Narrowcast Administrator user role. This role is for a Narrowcast Administrator
console user who develops and tests services, which include documents,
publications, schedules, and subscription sets. Configures and manages
Subscription Portals that allow end users to subscribe to a variety of Narrowcast
services via the web. Configures data sources, content, and portal layout.
Publishes services and device types, and selects default devices for Subscription
Portals. Specifies information source properties and default site preferences.
Installs, configures, and administers the development environment. Administers
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subscribers and subscriptions for development and testing purposes. See also:
application administrator.

service provider interface (SPI)
The specification for a set of related functions that can be implemented by a
software developer to augment or enhance the capabilities of a software product
or platform. This allows a developer to enable his software to be called by an
existing piece of software. See also: application program interface (API), plug-in.

service queue
In Narrowcast Administrator, a visual display of upcoming services to be
processed.

simple metric
A type of metric that can stand alone or be used as a building block for
compound metrics. Simple metrics always contain at least one aggregate
function, such as sum or average, applied to a fact, attribute, or another metric.
The entire metric can only contain one level.

slice
One page of content in a multi-page report. Narrowcast Server divides a single
multi-page report into multiple individual pages of content that are used as
personalized content for individual subscriptions. slicing attribute. A slicing
attribute is the attribute used to divide multi-page reports executed using
personalized page execution mode into multiple individual pages of content. The
first attribute on the page axis is used as the slicing attribute.

smart fetch
A type of report result fetching in which fetching continues until completion or
you cancel the operation. This is the default fetch method used in MicroStrategy
Office.

smart tag alias
A smart tag name that you can specify for a report or project. When Microsoft
Office recognizes this name, the MicroStrategy Office Smart Tag actions menu is
displayed. This means that when the name you specify is typed, it becomes a
smart tag that provides several options to execute the report.

Software Development Kit
A distribution package of application program development software and the
instructions for its use. Allows customization of an application.

sort
Arranging data according to some characteristic of the data itself (alphabetical
descending, numeric ascending, and so forth). See also: drill, page-by, subtotal.

sort by
The order of the return values of an expression in relation to the order of the
value or metadata object given. A sort by includes whether to sort in ascending
or descending order, and which metadata object to sort by. Sort by may also be
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performed on the value of the subexpression, which is the input argument. To
sort by a value or metadata object in an expression, you must set the SortBy
parameter.

SQL (Structured Query Language)
The standardized query language established in 1986 by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) and used to request information from tables in a
relational database and to manipulate the tables' structure and data.

SQL Engine
The MicroStrategy Intelligence Server component that in report execution
converts report requests into SQL to be used for a database query.

static content
Document content that is contained directly in the document and does not
change from one service execution to the next. It cannot be personalized for
different subscribers. Examples include an HTML template, a static URL, and so
on. Compare with: dynamic content.

Structured Query Language (SQL)
A relational database language used to read data from tables in a relational
database and to manipulate their structure and their data.

subscriber
A person who receives content from at least one service. Each individual who
receives messages from Narrowcast Server has a login that provides password-
controlled access to subscription and user preference information for the
individual and his addresses. Subscribing at least one of these addresses to a
particular service allows the individual to receive messages.

subscription
An enrollment in a service; a subscription is composed of one user and one
address. subscription administrator Narrowcast Administrator user role.This role
is designed for a console user who manages the Subscription Book, including
users, addresses, and subscription sets. Also installs, configures, and administers
the Subscription Book Module.

Subscription Book
Contains all users, addresses, and subscription sets. Stored in the Subscription
Book Repository. See also: subscription set.

Subscription Book Module
A software component that provides the ability to create, edit, and use the
objects within a Subscription Book. Those objects include users, addresses, and
subscriptions. See also: Subscription Book Repository.

Subscription Book Repository
Stores all subscription information, including addresses and user information.
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Subscription ID
The ID value used by Narrowcast Server to segment subscription sets. It is also
called Segmentation ID. This value is required for dynamic subscription sets.

subscription information
All information related to an individual subscription. This information allows
Narrowcast Server to deliver services to individual recipients in the desired
manner.

subscription information object
Retrieves subscription information for a given segment. See also: dynamic
subscription set, information object, segmentation, subscription information.

Subscription Portal
A feature of Narrowcast Server that allows end users to subscribe to Narrowcast
Server services offered through a web-based portal. This enables end users to
experience personalized and proactive interactions, based on user-defined
permissions and preferences. See also: portal.

subscription set
A collection of addresses that can be subscribed to a service. Subscription sets are
either static or dynamic. A static subscription set is an application object that
retrieves subscription information from the Subscription Book Repository.
Useful when the set of end user addresses that should receive a service does not
change. A dynamic subscription set is an application object containing at least
one piece of subscription information retrieved from an information object
instead of from the Subscription Book Repository. Useful for changing or alert-
driven subscription sets. Dynamic subscription sets can acquire some or all of
their information from the information object. The rest of the subscription
information is acquired from the Subscription Book Repository. See also:
subscription set object.

Subscription Set ID
A numeric value used to identify each subscription set.

subscription set object
Application object that defines how to retrieve or modify a subscription set. Does
not contain the subscription set, but provides instructions for how a Subscription
Book Module should retrieve it. See also: Subscription Book Module,
subscription set.

subtotal
A totaling operation performed for a portion of a result set. See also: drill and
page-by.

summary metric
A shortcut to a subtotal, or a subtotal metric allowing explicit aggregation in
documents. A summary metric allows you to select the function to use to
calculate the subtotal.
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system administrator
Narrowcast Administrator user role. This role is designed for a console user who
performs the following tasks: Installs and configures the information delivery
platform, Migrates system objects and application objects, Monitors, analyzes,
and tunes the system to ensure the smooth and balanced operation of the
decision support or business intelligence environment, Performs troubleshooting
and error recovery.

system developer
Narrowcast Administrator user role. This role is designed for a Narrowcast
Server user who employs the SDK and embeds Narrowcast Server technology
into another product or application.

system locale
A language in which all objects are guaranteed to have a name. Since objects can
have names in several locales (languages), it is necessary to have one locale
where a name always exists for all objects. The system locale serves this role,
because the system locale cannot be deleted. See also: locale, display locale,
execution locale, selection locale, user locale, text container See: document
(Narrowcast).

T

table
The primary physical component of a data warehouse, logically consisting of
columns of data of varying types.

template
A MicroStrategy object that serves as a base on which you can build other objects
of the same type. You can create a template for almost any kind of MicroStrategy
object, such as filters or reports. Also see: Object template and Report template.

text field
A type of control in a document that displays text in the document. These
different types of text content are: Static text, which does not change and serves
as a label. Dynamic text, which is populated by the document or dataset. There
are two types of dynamic text: Data field, which is populated from a dataset with
data that originated in the data warehouse (or an Intelligence Server cache). A
data field is only a reference to an object on a report. Auto text code, which is
populated by the document or dataset, consisting of their settings rather than
data from the data warehouse. A combination of any or all of the above types in
one text field. See also: Data field, Auto text code.

threshold
Used to create conditional formatting for metric values. For example, a threshold
triggers the report that, if dollar sales is greater than $200, format that cell to
have a blue background with bold type.
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transformation
A schema object that encapsulates a business rule used to compare results of
different time periods. Transformations are used in the definition of a metric to
alter the behavior of that metric.

U

Unique Message Identifier
An ID value that is unique for all messages delivered by any Narrowcast Server
system. It can be used for message tracking purposes to determine which
recipients have received and opened messages. This is typically done by creating
a URL containing this ID value that refers to a zero-size image on a Web server
that is configured to track references to this URL.

user hierarchy
Named sets of attributes and their relationships, arranged in specific sequences
for a logical business organization. They are user-defined and do not need to
follow the logical model.

user ID
A numeric value used to identify individual users.

user information
The collection of information, including first name, last name, address, zip code,
and other personal information, that changes from one subscriber to the next.

user locale
Defines which content the user receives. This is set up by either the subscription
administrator via Narrowcast Administrator or by the user via Subscription
Portal. The user locale must match the selection locale. See also:locale, display
locale, selection locale, system locale.

V

view filter
The set of criteria that restricts the report data that is currently being viewed. It
may include filtering conditions based on any of the objects on the report.

Visual Insight dashboard
A visually-striking, interactive display that takes a minimal amount of time to set
up and use. You can add text, interactive data visualizations, data filtering, and
multiple layers of organization to your dashboard, then take advantage of Visual
Insight's formatting options to customize your display.

W

widget
A type of control that presents data in a visual and interactive way; an interactive
Flash-only graph that dynamically updates when a new set of data is selected.
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Some types include Gauge, Heat Map, and Stacked Area widgets.



INDEX

A

animation 56

audience for manual 5

automatic submission for selectors 156

automatic target maintenance

panel stack and 65

target selection mode and 114

automatically applying selector
changes 156

automatically maintaining targets for
selectors 145

controlling targets 149

disabling 152

enabling 153

B

background of a selector’s selected
item 181

bar microchart 267

best practices

dashboard-style document
design 39, 41

dataset 42

Flash dashboard-style document for
printing 48

formatting 46

panel stack 43

quick switch for a Grid/Graph 45

selector 45

tooltip 45

Blank Document template 52

Bubble Grid widget 205

creating 206

example 205

formatting 322

using as a selector 377

bullet microchart 267

C

conditional formatting and selector
totals 169

control 16

types of 16, 21
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creating a dashboard-style
document 49

current panel of a panel stack 74

Cylinder widget 208

creating 208

example 31, 208

formatting 324

D

dashboard

See also document.[dashboard

zzz] 7

See dashboard-style document. 7

Visual Insight dashboard[dashboard

zzz] 23

dashboard-style document 7, 25

best practices 39, 41

creating 49

designing 39

example 26, 393, 421

exporting to Flash 54

FAQs 430

formatting 54-55

interactive 28

opening 9

printing 12

tutorial 393, 421

Data Cloud widget 209

creating 210

example 209

formatting 325

Grid/Graph and 211

link in 211, 317

using as a selector 377

data layering 59

dataset 14

best practices 42

Intelligent Cube 15

multiple 15

dataset object 21

Date Selection widget 211

creating as a selector 215

example 212

creating as a widget 213

example 211

example 211

formatting 327

MicroStrategy Mobile 212

selector vs. widget 213

widget vs. selector 213

Design Mode 9

designing a dashboard-style
document 35

Developer 199

disabling automatic maintenance of
selector targets 152

display mode for MicroStrategy Web 8

default 54-55

selecting 54-55

document 7

creating 14-15

dataset 14

designing 5, 7

does not open 431
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multi-layout 23

previewing for printing 13

printing 12

document section 22

document template 49

creating 53

displaying Object Templates
folder 53

exporting to another project 53

importing from another project 53

predefined 49

drilling and selector 104

drilling in an Interactive Bubble Graph
widget

using a custom group 248

using subtotals 249

E

Editable Mode 9

enabling 54-55

quick switch for a Grid/Graph 33

selector display 107

widget display 199

enabling

automatic maintenance of selector
targets 153

display modes for MicroStrategy
Web 54-55

transition animation for Flash
Mode 56

example

button bar 28

dashboard-style document 26, 36,
42, 61, 393, 421

filter panel 83

Full Screen mode 57

Grid/Graph

background when used as a
selector 190

controlling another
Grid/Graph 186

key performance indicators
dashboard-style document 37

multiple dashboard-style documents
in a single document 61

panel stack. See also example - panel
stack. 60

selector. See also example -
selector. 103, 117

slider 29

widget. See example - widget. 198

example - selector

title bar 172

example - panel stack 60

formatting 90

layering Grid/Graphs 60

panel selector arrows 68

rounded corners 93

title bar 67

example - selector

attribute 103, 117

automatic target maintenance 145

disabling 152

enabling 154

dynamic text field 126

element display and sort 170

filtering 137

filtering a metric 118-119
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metric 123

metric condition 118-119

panel stack 115

sizing items 177

slicing 137

style 107

updated by another selector 158

example - widget

Bubble Grid 205

Cylinder 31, 208

Data Cloud 209

Date Selection 211

created as a selector 212

created as a widget 211

Fish Eye Selector 218

created as a selector 219

created as a widget 219

targeting a panel stack 220

with images 331

Funnel 229

Gauge 231

Graph Matrix 235

Graph Matrix (deprecated) 233

used as a selector 378

Heat Map 237, 412

Image Layout 241

Interactive Bubble Graph 34, 198,
247

used as a selector 381

Interactive Stacked Graph 252

used as a selector 382

link 316

Media 262

message behind 313

Microcharts 266

Network 276

RSS Reader 278

Thermometer 31, 299

Time Series Slider 402

used as a selector 385

Waterfall 302

Weighted List Viewer 305

exporting 9

document as a template to another
project 53

formatting a panel stack for 97

Grid/Graph 11

template to another project 53

to Flash 54

file format 54

exporting a dashboard-style document
to PDF 12

exporting a document to PDF 12

Express Mode 8

enabling 54-55

filter panel 85

Information Window 78

Internet Explorer version
requirements 8

panel selector 64

selector display 107

widget 311
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F

filter panel 83

automatically applying selector
changes 87

automatically update the target 87

controlling how data updates 87

example 83

inserting 86

MicroStrategy Mobile 86

using 85

filtering selector 136

example 137

initial display 104

viewed off-line 140

Fish Eye Selector 218

creating as a selector 226

creating as a widget 223

display in various views and
modes 222

example 218

panel stack 220

selector 219

widget 219

with images 331

formatting 329

images in 331

selector vs. widget 222

widget vs. selector 222

fixed size for selector items 177

Flash file 54

Flash Mode 8

enabling 54-55, 432

filter panel 85

graph not displaying in 432

graph styles supported in 432

image not displaying in 434

Information Window 78

selector display 109

custom 184

switching to 432

transition animation 56

troubleshooting 432

widget 198

widget not displaying in 435

Flash widget 198

formatting

best practices 46

dashboard-style document 54-55

Gauge widget 334

selector 174

background 181

item text 178

Weighted List Viewer widget 373

widget. See also formatting a
widget 321

formatting a widget 321

Bubble Grid widget 322

Cylinder widget 324

Data Cloud widget 325

Date Selection widget 327

Fish Eye Selector 329

Funnel widget 332
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Graph Matrix (deprecated)
widget 335

Heat Map widget 337

Image Layout widget 342

inherited from graph report 321

Interactive Bubble Graph
widget 343

Interactive Stacked Graph
widget 348

Media widget 349

Microcharts widget 351

RSS Reader widget 363

Thermometer widget 367

Time Series Slider widget 300, 368

Waterfall widget 370

Full Screen mode 56

setting a document to open in 58

Funnel widget 229

creating 230

example 229

formatting 332

G

Gauge widget 231

creating 231

example 231

formatting 334

Google Graph Visualization widget 203

Graph Matrix (deprecated) widget 232

creating 234

example 233

formatting 335

using as a selector 378

example 378

Graph Matrix widget 235

creating 236

example 235

graph not displaying in Flash
Mode 432

graph styles for a dashboard-style
document 35

Grid/Graph 17

controlling another
Grid/Graph 187, 189

converting to a widget 314

formatting background of selected
items 190

selector and 116

transition animation 56

updating dataset results 192

used as a selector 187, 189, 192

H

Heat Map widget 237, 412

creating 239, 413

example 237, 412

formatting 337

link in 240, 317, 415

using as a selector 379

HTML container 18

I

image

missing in Flash Mode 434

missing in MicroStrategy
Mobile 431
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missing in PDF View 431

missing when exported to PDF 431

Image Layout widget 240

creating 244

example 241

formatting 342

importing

document as template from another
project 53

template from another project 53

Information Window 78

defining for a Grid/Graph or
selector 83

defining for a text field or image 82

Express Mode 78

Flash Mode 78

iPad 78

panel stack 78

Interactive Bubble Graph widget 247

creating 250

data structure 247

drilling 248

using a custom group 248

using subtotals 249

example 34, 198, 247

formatting 343

link in 251, 317

using as a selector 380

example 381

updating targets by hovering 391

interactive dashboard-style
document 28

Interactive Mode 8

enabling 54-55

quick switch for a Grid/Graph 33

selector display 107

widget 311

Interactive Stacked Graph widget 251

creating 252

example 252

formatting 348

using as a selector 382

defining the selector 391

example 382

updating targets by hovering 391

L

Layout area, controls in 16

layouts of a document 23

linking in a widget

attribute 316

creating 318

Data Cloud 317

example 316

Heat Map 317

Interactive Bubble Graph 317

Microcharts 317

prompt answer method 317

loading panels 75

M

Map widget 253

creating 256, 258

enabling 255
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example 253

Media widget 262

creating 263

example 262

formatting 349

prerequisites 263

metric condition selector 118

qualification 119

qualification types 120

slider 118

metric selector 123

Microcharts widget 266

bar microchart 267

bullet microchart 267

creating 268

example 266

formatting 351

bar microchart 356

bullet microchart 360

sparkline microchart 358

Grid mode 271

indented rows 274

KPI List mode 273

link in 276, 317

microchart types 267

MicroStrategy Mobile 268

operation modes 268

sparkline microchart 267

Ticker mode 272

using as a selector 384

Vertical Scroll mode 271

MicroStrategy Mobile

filter panel 86

image missing 431

widget 203

MicroStrategy Web

display mode 8, 54-55

filter panel 83

Full Screen mode 56

selecting available display modes 54-
55

selecting default display mode 54-55

mobile device, widget for 203

multi-layout document 23

N

Network widget 276

creating 277

example 276

MicroStrategy Mobile 277

O

object template 53

P

panel 59

adding to a panel stack 71

copying 73

current 74

current panel 64

deleting 75

display order of 73

exporting all or only current 98
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formatting 89

background 95

image updated by a selector 196

loading 75

current panel only 75

on demand 75

pre-loading 75

renaming 73

panel stack 59, 63

automatic target maintenance
and 65

best practices 43

clipped for export 97

copying 77

filter panel. See also filter panel. 83

formatting 89

border 92

example 90

export options 97

rounded corners 93

title bar 94

Information Window 78

inserting 65, 67

panel selector arrows 68

displaying 70

hiding 71

panel. See also panel. 63

adding to 71

display order 73

selector and 64, 115

title bar. See panel stack title bar. 63

transition animation 56

panel stack title bar 63, 67

displaying 70

example 67

height 71

hiding 70

PDF export, selector display in 184

PDF View (Developer) 13

image missing 431

panel selector in 64

printing a document 12

prompt answer method 317

proportional selector items 177

Q

quick switch for a Grid/Graph 33

best practices 45

R

Really Simple Syndication (RSS). See
RSS Reader widget. 278

RSS Reader widget 278

creating 280

example 278

formatting 363

MicroStrategy Mobile 367

MicroStrategy Mobile 279

S

SDK widget 203

section of a document 22

selector 102

All option 158

renaming 158
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automatically applying changes 156

automatically applying selector
changes 156

automatically updating when there is
no data for the current
selection 160

best practices 45

cascading 161, 188

creating 111

current state. See also selector -
current state. 162

Date Selection widget 211

disabling autosubmission 156

drilling and 104

element form

displaying 170

sorting 170

filter panel and 83

filtering another selector 129

filtering on metric values 118

filtering. See filtering selector. 136

Fish Eye 218

Flash-only interactive 211, 218

formatting. See selector
formatting. 174

Grid/Graph 116

initial display 104

interactive Flash-only 211, 218

metric 123

metric condition 118

panel stack and 64, 115

PDF export display 184

selecting a metric 123

selection types 143

selector filter 129

slicing. See slicing selector. 137

style 107

target. See also selector target. 110

title bar 172

totals 168

conditional formatting and 169

updating an image on a panel 196

updating another selector 160

widget as 376

selector - current state

defining 166

filtering selector and 163

multiple targets and 165

slicing selector and 162

selector formatting 174, 176

body vs. title bar 174

item 178, 181

title bar vs. body 174

selector item

formatting 178, 181

multiple 155

showing all simultaneously 156

disabling 157

size 177

fixed 177

proportional 177

selector target 110

automatic maintenance 145

widget and 204
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cannot be changed 430

display (current state) 162

selection mode 114

setting interactively 114

slicing selector 137

example 137

initial display 104

viewed off-line 140

sparkline microchart 267

Store Layout widget 204

T

Table widget 204

target of selector 110

cannot be changed 430

changed 430

target selection mode 114

automatic target maintenance
and 114

template 49

creating a document template 53

displaying Object Templates
folder 53

exporting to another project 53

importing from another project 53

predefined document template 49

text field 16

Thermometer widget 298

creating 299

example 31, 299

formatting 367

Time Series Slider widget 402

creating 402

example 402

formatting 300, 368

using as a selector 385

example 385

updating targets by hovering 391

Timeline widget 204

title bar 33

panel stack 67

selector 172

totals for a selector 168

conditional formatting and 169

Transaction Services 431

transition 56

transition animation 56

troubleshooting 430

Flash Mode 432

True Type font on UNIX 8

tutorial, dashboard-style
document 393, 421

U

UNIX, True Type font on 8

USA Map widget 204

V

viewing a document 8

viewing a document (PDF View) 13

Visual Insight dashboard 23
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W

Waterfall widget 302

creating 303

displaying increments and
decrements 303

example 302

formatting 370

using as a selector 387

Weighted List Viewer widget 305

creating 306

example 305

formatting 373

using as a selector 388

widget 198

automatic target maintenance for a
selector and 204

creating, prerequisites for 205

custom 203

display. See also widget display. 307

displaying a message behind 313

example 313

formatting. See also formatting a
widget. 321

Grid/Graph converted to 314

linking. See also linking in a
widget. 316

MicroStrategy Developer views 199

MicroStrategy Mobile display 199

MicroStrategy Web modes 199

mobile device 203

not displaying in Flash Mode 435

SDK 203

selector and 184

types. See also widget types. 201

used as a selector 189

using as a selector 376

creating 388

updating targets by hovering 391

viewing data related to 376

widget display

defining 311

Design Mode/View 310

Editable Mode 310

export 311

Express Mode 311

Flash Mode/View 309

HTML View 310

Interactive Mode 311

MicroStrategy Mobile 311

PDF View 310

selecting display modes 312

widget types 201

Bubble Grid 205

Cylinder 208

Data Cloud 209

Funnel 229

Gauge 231

Graph Matrix 235

Graph Matrix (deprecated) 232

Heat Map 237, 412

Image Layout 240

Interactive Bubble Graph 247

Interactive Stacked Graph 251
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Map widget 253

Media 262

Microcharts 266

Network 276

RSS Reader 278

SDK

Google Graph Visualization 203

Store Layout 204

Table 204

Timeline 204

USA Map 204

Thermometer 298

Time Series Slider 402

Waterfall 302

Weighted List Viewer 305
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